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Tuesday, 30 March 2004
The SPEAKER (Hon. Judy Maddigan) took the
chair at 2.04 p.m. and read the prayer.

DISTINGUISHED VISITOR
The SPEAKER — Order! Before we commence, I
would like to acknowledge the presence of a former
Speaker of this house, John Delzoppo, in the gallery
today. Welcome, John.

THE NATIONALS
Change of name
The SPEAKER — Order! I advise the house of a
change of name for the National Party. The party will
now be known as The Nationals, so the leader should
be referred to as the Leader of The Nationals.

CONDOLENCES
Hon. Vernon Francis Wilcox, CBE, QC
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I move:
That this house expresses its sincere sorrow at the death of the
Honourable Vernon Francis Wilcox, CBE, QC, and places on
record its acknowledgment of the valuable services rendered
by him to the Parliament and the people of Victoria as
member of the Legislative Assembly for the electoral district
of Camberwell from 1956 to 1976 and as Minister of
Immigration from 1964 to 1965, Minister of Labour and
Industry from 1965 to 1967, Minister of Transport from 1967
to 1973 and Attorney-General from 1973 to 1976.

Speaker, this house is saddened by the passing of the
Honourable Vernon Wilcox on Saturday, 13 March
2004. He was 84 years old.
Vernon Wilcox was a minister who gave a great deal to
Victoria. He served this house with distinction as a
member of Parliament for some 20 years. He was born
on 10 April 1919 in Camberwell. He was educated at
Carey Baptist Grammar School, where he was school
captain from 1935 to 1936. At Carey he won the Henry
Meeks medal for leadership, scholarship and athletics
twice. He returned to serve as a member of the school
council from 1963 to 1970.
Vernon Wilcox graduated in law from Melbourne
University but had to wait until after World War II to
do his articles. He served as a lieutenant in the Royal
Australian Navy volunteer reserve from 1942 to 1945,
and he was a liaison officer to the United States seventh
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fleet in the Pacific. After the war Vernon Wilcox was
called to the bar in 1946, where he practised law with
Hall and Wilcox. His father was, of course, one of the
firm’s founders. He became interested in politics after
that period. Geoffrey Blainey notes that his early
inclinations were in fact to Labor. In the 1930s he used
to drive his mother mad, says Geoffrey Blainey, by
arguing socialism around the table. But by the 1940s he
had become active in the Liberal branches in
Melbourne’s eastern suburbs. He first stood for
Parliament as a Liberal candidate in 1952.
It was another four years before Vernon Wilcox was
elected to the seat of Camberwell, which he held
continuously for some 20 years. He went on to be a
cabinet minister in both the Bolte and the Hamer
governments. He served as Assistant Chief Secretary,
Assistant Attorney-General, Minister of Immigration,
Minister of Labour and Industry, Minister of Transport
and also Attorney-General. He also served on the State
Law Revision Committee and the Qualifications
Committee. Amongst the many achievements in the
numerous portfolios that he held, I am told that Vernon
Wilcox was most proud of the significant part he played
in getting the City Loop underground railway built,
turning the sod for that important and crucial piece of
economic infrastructure for this state. He fought hard
for the City Loop project, both in cabinet and in the
community. On the announcement of his retirement he
cited the turning of the first sod for the City Loop as the
highlight of his political career.
Vernon Wilcox retired from Parliament at age 57,
stating, when he retired, ‘that it was a good time to get
out when you are still in top gear’. In the same year his
contribution to Victoria was recognised with the award
of Commander of the Order of the British Empire.
After his parliamentary career Vernon Wilcox was a
director of several companies. He was appointed to the
Australian Advisory Council of General Accident, Fire
and Life Assurance Corporation, and he became a
Melbourne Cricket Ground trustee in 1978.
Maintaining an interest in politics, in 1998 he was
elected to the Australian Constitutional Convention to
debate the proposed republic, and he wrote extensively
about those matters following the convention.
In 2001 Vernon Wilcox published his book Minister of
the Crown, which is largely a commentary on his own
political career and political interests and achievements,
with a focus on how those outcomes were achieved
during his 20 years as a member of this house. Like
much that he said and published throughout his life, it
reminds us of how dedicated Vernon Wilcox was to the
service of the state of Victoria and to the wider
community.
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On behalf of the Victorian government I offer sincere
condolences to the family of Vernon Wilcox: his wife,
Jean; his children, Richard, Murray, Sue and Gerry; and
his 13 grandchildren, Kate, Andrew, Tom, Edward,
Lizzy, Jen, Emily, Simon, Sally, Meagan, Catherine,
Lucy and Rose.
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — It is a
privilege to join the Premier today in the condolence
motion to recognise the contribution of the Honourable
Vernon Francis Wilcox, CBE, QC. Vernon Wilcox had
a life of service to his country, to this state and to the
local community. Vern was born on 10 April 1919 in
Camberwell and died on 13 March 2004, less than a
month short of his birthday.
When you look at the careers of the ministers and
members of Parliament who are no longer with us,
particularly the great careers of the men and women
who were part of the Bolte and Hamer era, it strikes
you just how much these men and women were
Renaissance men and women — how they were true
all-rounders. Aspiring politicians these days are
becoming increasingly career politicians, yet Vern
Wilcox led a very full professional and a very varied
life — one that was full of achievement. He served in
the military, he had a distinguished legal career, he
became a fine Victorian member of Parliament and
minister of the Crown, and he ran a farm and became
quite a distinguished primary producer as well. It is one
of the reasons why, although you stand here to mourn
the passing of someone who offered service to his
community and to the Parliament, this is an opportunity
for us to celebrate the great service that people like
Vernon Wilcox offer this state, our party and this
Parliament.
In fact Vern’s service did not stop after he retired from
Parliament. As the Premier noted, he continued to serve
on boards and as a member of a variety of community
organisations. Vern was the son of a solicitor, as the
Premier noted. He was educated at Carey Grammar
School, where he was school captain, and he twice won
the Henry Meeks medal for leadership. He graduated in
1941 from Ormond College, Melbourne University, but
before he was able to put his law degree into practice he
served his country in World War II, first in the
commonwealth military forces from 1940 to 1941 and
then in the Royal Australian Navy from 1941 to 1945.
In that naval service he rose to the rank of lieutenant,
and in 1944 he was seconded to the United States navy
in the south-west Pacific and in the Philippines for
communications liaison duties.
When he returned from the war he practised law in the
family firm of Hall and Wilcox — his father, of course,
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was a founder of the firm. He became a senior partner
and was appointed a Queen’s Counsel in 1973. He was
a consultant in that firm right up to 1993. Sometimes
we forget that earning those post-nominal letters ‘QC’
really denotes not just seniority but having an enormous
ability recognised by your peers in the legal profession.
That burgeoning career in the law was given up for
politics, particularly when he became a minister. Vern
became the member for the seat of Camberwell in 1956
and served in that position with great distinction for the
next 20 years. As the Premier noted, during his
distinguished time he served as Assistant Chief
Secretary, Assistant Attorney-General, Minister of
Immigration, Minister of Labour and Industry, Minister
of Transport and Attorney-General.
Vern Wilcox believed in a strong legal system and in
the separation of powers. He spoke often of the
importance of the rule of law as the supremacy of the
law over all individuals and bodies in the community.
He saw that as essential in the delivery of our
democracy. It was fitting in a way that Vern Wilcox’s
very first speech in this Parliament was in support of
the Judges Salaries and Allowances Bill, and in
speaking to that bill Vern supported the proposed salary
for the chief justice. I might point out to the
Attorney-General that at that time it was the princely
sum of £6250.
Mr Hulls — They were the days.
Mr DOYLE — They were the days indeed. He was
appointed Attorney-General in 1973, and he held that
position until he retired in 1976. He became the first
Attorney-General since Robert Menzies to appear in
person before the Supreme and High courts dressed in
full judicial regalia.
His friend Professor Geoffrey Blainey described Vern
Wilcox as utterly dedicated to his role as
Attorney-General. Geoff Blainey also spoke of Vern’s
strong belief in the role of juries. He quoted Vern as
saying, ‘I have always thought that people were more
important than any system’. He was ever passionate
about the need for a strong legal system, and when he
announced his retirement in July 1975 he spoke of his
determination to fix what he must have considered
unfinished business — that was, to tackle delays in our
courts, which again is a problem that exercises the
minds of attorneys-general.
Arguably, as the Premier said, Vern’s greatest
achievement, and certainly one he considered the
greatest achievement in his parliamentary career, was
the vision that was the Melbourne Underground Rail
Loop — a project that he drove as transport minister.
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He turned the first sod on that project in June 1971.
What remains a huge success in rail infrastructure to
this day was not, it must be pointed out, initially
welcomed by the wider Victorian community; but he
persisted, and the project went ahead. It was ready for
service in 1982, leaving a legacy for years to come. At
the time of its opening, the Queen toured what was then
Museum station.
Vern was also passionate about the subject of whether
Australia should become a republic. When he was
elected a delegate to the 1998 constitutional convention
he declared himself neither a republican nor a
monarchist. Instead he declared himself a
constitutionalist. He was not opposed, I feel, to
Australia’s becoming a republic, but he felt strongly
that the safeguards in the constitution must be carried
forward in any future model or through any changes.
He felt the debate itself was vital to Australia’s future,
and he told the convention that he was there for his
grandchildren and future generations, as Professor
Blainey noted so eloquently in his eulogy.
In his politics Vern had some refreshing views. If I go
back to his first speech in 1956, he remarked that one of
his ‘first impressions of this institution was the
friendliness of members on all sides of the house and
the officers and staff’. I would like to think that has not
changed too much, but I am not too sure about that. It
was his first speech, and often early utterances can be
proved wrong by later experience.
Professor Geoffrey Blainey also referred last week to
Vern Wilcox’s respect for many politicians from other
parties. Vern gave an interview to the Herald Sun when
he retired, and he claimed he ‘had more friends among
older Labor men — the traditional trade unionists —
than some of the intellectuals’. I was mildly taken
aback to have the Premier tell me that initially Vern
Wilcox was a Labor man. I will check that. I think we
can only put that down as an early aberration and the
folly of youth, because on this side there was no
doubting that Vern Wilcox was a Liberal through and
through, and he wore that badge with great pride.
In the same interview with the Herald Sun he
articulated his belief that ‘it is only in an atmosphere of
freedom that a human personality can develop to the
full, and this freedom cannot be found under socialism’.
He was widely known for his opposition to socialism,
and that was best summed up in what is a remarkable
quote — wise and yet simple:
Let the people go out and stand on their own two feet.

Vern Wilcox was strongly opposed to the
interventionist style of government. When he retired
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from Parliament he spoke out about what he thought
was too much government, and he lamented what he
thought were excessive restrictions on people’s
freedom. He said:
You can hardly move without being restricted by
government.

He advocated the simple life, particularly where
government was concerned. That is something he
pursued when he left the Parliament. He remained an
active participant in a multitude of interests. Vern and
Jean moved to Alexandra in 1976 to the property they
had bought about 18 years earlier, and there they ran a
successful sheep and cattle farm, including a 20-year
ownership of Carwoola Poll Hereford stud. They sold
that farm in 1992.
Vern Wilcox was a man dedicated to serving the public,
including as a parliamentarian, whereby he offered fine
service over 20 years, as I have noted. But a quick roll
call of some of his other achievements show what a
remarkable, all-round man Vern was. He served on the
council of the Law Institute of Victoria and was
president of the Camberwell Returned and Services
League, vice-president and patron of the Camberwell
Magpies Cricket Club and vice-president of the Eastern
Suburban Churches Table Tennis Association. He was
a member and president of the Old Carey Grammarians
Association, a council member of the Institute of Public
Affairs and the Maritime Trust of Australia, a trustee of
the Melbourne Cricket Ground and the Dame Pattie
Menzies Centre for Handicapped Persons, and a life
councillor of the Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria.
He was a man dedicated to serving his community, our
state and the country he loved. Evidence for much of
that can be found in the reading of a book I recommend
to honourable members, Minister of the Crown, which
he published in 2001. Vern Wilcox was a man with
vision. He was, as I said, a dedicated man, an
honourable man, a wise man and a man with the
strength of his convictions.
On behalf of the Victorian Liberal Party I offer my
condolences to the family of Vern Wilcox. He is
survived by his dear wife, Jean, who is here with us
today, as are three of their four children and some of
their grandchildren. The Premier documented the entire
family, so I will not do the same, but I say to them: I
hope you are as proud of Vern as we are. Vern always
spoke of his appreciation of the partnership he shared
with Jean. Whatever is on the record about the
achievements of this remarkable man, Vern himself
said, ‘The record would not have been as it is without
the support, for better or for worse, of Jean Ramsay
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Wilcox’. It was very much for the better for her
support, and she is in our thoughts.
Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — On behalf
of The Nationals I rise to support the Premier and the
Leader of the Opposition in the condolence motion for
the Honourable Vernon Francis Wilcox, CBE, QC.
Vern Wilcox died on 13 March. He gave 20 years of
distinguished service to this Parliament as the member
for Camberwell. Throughout that time he was active in
various ministries, which has been detailed by both the
Premier and the Leader of the Opposition.
Like so many of those who came to the Parliament in
that period of time he had a distinguished record of
service in the military. He was in the Royal Australian
Naval Volunteer Reserve from 1942 to 1945. In 1946
he was admitted to practise law and became a partner in
the firm Hall and Wilcox — which I remember well
from my days in my former firm, when we used to
contest very strongly various claims on behalf of our
deserving clients!
Mr Wilcox made his maiden speech in this place in
May 1956 on the Judges Salaries and Allowances Bill.
As the Leader of the Opposition has observed, the
salary of the Chief Justice of Victoria at the time was
£6250, with the other judges being paid a lesser sum.
There was also mention by Mr Wilcox of the pension
benefits payable to judges, which might have been the
subject of comment by him today, if he were able to
make further comment!
He was a stickler on the issue of judicial independence.
He was very proud of the parliamentary system in
Victoria, the common law and the jury system, which
he saw as underpinning the way in which the courts in
this state functioned. He was very strong in his belief
about the necessity for a strong and independent
judiciary. Later on, from 1973 until 1976, he served as
the Attorney-General of the state of Victoria.
On the day of the announcement of his retirement in
1975 there was commentary in the media release he
issued about his great pride in some of the
achievements he brought about during his
parliamentary term. As has been mentioned, he saw his
turning of the first sod on the rail loop as a singular
achievement, and he introduced new trains and trams to
the system during the six years in which he was
transport minister in Victoria.
He was a man of many disparate interests, including
politics, very obviously, and the law, very obviously;
but he also served on the council of the Law Institute of
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Victoria. He represented interests in the Returned and
Services League; he was involved with the Camberwell
Cricket Club, and he played for both the university and
for Richmond; he had an interest in table tennis; he had
an interest, with wife Jean and the family, in a Poll
Hereford stud, to which reference has already been
made; and generally speaking he was a man with a
wide-ranging public and charitable group of interests
which were the beneficiary of his contribution over
many years. Not the least of those was the further
contribution he made to education, particularly in his
role on the board of Carey Baptist Grammar School. He
is survived by his wife, Jean, their four children and
their 13 grandchildren; and to them, on behalf of The
Nationals, I convey my deepest sympathy.
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — Vern Wilcox
was actually once a socialist. In the heady days of law
at Melbourne University the young Vern declared
himself a follower of the Marxist tradition: from each
according to his ability, to each according to his needs.
Of course if circumstances had been different, Vern
Wilcox may well have ended up a great Labor man
sitting alongside, instead of opposite, the likes of John
Cain, Sr. Nevertheless, for reasons known only to
himself, Vern Wilcox decided on the conservative side
of politics and carved an illustrious and varied career
for himself, representing the people of Camberwell in
this house for more than 20 years.
Perhaps it was his earlier leanings, however, that led
him to make lasting friendships with those whom he
described, as the Leader of the Opposition has said, as
the older Labor men, the traditional trade unionists.
That caused him to be labelled a left-wing Liberal by
the previously mentioned head of the Cain dynasty,
John Cain, Sr.
Vern Wilcox retired from politics while still at his
prime, bowing out in this corresponding week of March
some 28 years ago. He held, as we have heard, many
positions during his time in this house, including
Minister of Transport, during which time he was the
driving force behind the creation of Melbourne’s City
Loop. However, it is of no surprise that it was his three
years as Victoria’s Attorney-General, under the
leadership of another great Victorian whom we mourn
today, in which I am most interested. Given his stated
belief in minimal government and limited legislation, I
guess Vernon Wilcox would be somewhat appalled at
the workload of the Attorney-General’s portfolio some
30 years after he held it. Nevertheless I am sure he
would approve of the changes that have taken place
since that time in our legal system and of the place we
are building for Victoria’s courts and the legal
profession in the wider community.
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Vern Wilcox was passionate about courts and the legal
profession. He was concerned about delays occurring in
the courts at the time he held office, and he moved
quickly to redress those delays. Most importantly he
was keen to raise the profile of the courts within the
wider community and disseminate to ordinary
Victorians information on their standing and
importance. He wanted the courts to be understood and
appreciated so that their value and capacity to
administer justice would be secured. Vern Wilcox
described the role of Australia’s courts as the chief
repositories of our great common-law system, a system
which has a vital role in preserving the freedom of
individual Australians, as well as preserving their many
rights and duties. In pursuing this theme he emphasised
that it was important for the community to understand
that the law existed for the people, not for lawyers, and
he urged the legal profession to see that this
understanding was actually reached. Wilcox wanted the
profession to be seen as more than useful by the
community — as maintaining a special role in their
protection from increasing executive power.
Those values resonate equally today, and I would be
very interested to learn what Vern Wilcox thought
about the Bracks government’s forthcoming justice
statement, which seeks to do those very things —
raising the security and raising and securing the profile
of the courts, and reminding the legal profession of its
role in the protection of ordinary Victorians. It is my
belief that, socialist or no socialist, as someone who
believed emphatically in the paramountcy of the rule of
law above all else, Vern Wilcox would certainly have
approved.
I extend my deepest condolences to the Wilcox family.
I thank them for allowing their loved one to give so
generously and participate so fully in public life.
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — It is both a privilege and
a very proud moment for me to be able to speak on the
worthwhile life and great contribution of Vern Wilcox.
As a young man I had the benefit of hearing Vern
Wilcox speak at a Liberal Party branch meeting. In late
1973 I was invited by a friend to attend the Canterbury
branch of the Liberal Party — I was not a member at
that stage as I was still at school. Vern had just been
appointed as Attorney-General and his speech left an
indelible impression on me. He talked about why he
was a member of the Liberal Party, how he saw the
future of this state, and his vision for the courts and the
administration of justice. He talked about his strong
belief in the rule of law and the ability of the
common-law courts to dispense justice in this state.
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He talked also about the dead hand of government and
his concerns about people being overregulated, and he
left me with the indelible impression that as a true
Liberal, as a true community leader, and as
Attorney-General he had an abiding understanding of
Victoria’s constitutional place in this country and an
understanding that the protections, benefits and
freedoms that we enjoy have come through an
understanding that the rule of law is paramount in this
state.
As an aside he indicated that he had just made the
transition from Minister of Transport, an office that he
had held for nearly six years, to Attorney-General. He
said that that transition meant that he was probably the
only person at the cabinet table who was no longer
highly regarded. He did not actually do anything; he
just kept restraining his colleagues in cabinet who may
have been a little excessive in the way they wanted to
apply the law in this state. He certainly was a great man
who was highly regarded by his fellow Victorians.
I had the honour of working for Sir John Young, a
former chief justice under Vern Wilcox. Sir John spoke
highly of Vern Wilcox as a man, as a community
leader, as a lawyer and as a contributor to his
community. He was also highly regarded by people of
the calibre of Sir Daryl Dawson, who was
Solicitor-General of this state at that time. Sir Daryl
went on to become a High Court judge and was a
distinguished Victorian in his own right. Both Sir John
and Sir Daryl related to me vicariously what a high
regard they had for Vern Wilcox as Attorney-General
of this state.
His single biggest achievement was City Loop, which
other members have already mentioned. But for me as a
lawyer, somebody who grew up steeped in the law and
went on to become a barrister, the regard that the legal
profession had for Vern Wilcox as Attorney-General
left an indelible impression.
It is with regret and mourning that we note the passing
of Vern Wilcox, but we also rejoice in what he did for
this state. Indeed the issues that he talked about, such as
the republic, delays in the courts and judicial salaries
are issues that we are still grappling with today. The
issues of judicial salaries, delays, the operation of the
courts, and the administration of justice are of real
concern to all of us. The leadership provided to this
place and this state by people like Vern Wilcox should
be regarded with particular interest, and we should
listen to what people like him have to say.
Mine is a personal reflection, a vicarious reflection
gleaned through others, but he certainly left an indelible
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impression on me. It is both a regret and a privilege to
be able to talk about the life of Vern Wilcox. It is with
real pride that I stand here and talk about a great
Victorian of the calibre of Vern Wilcox and his
contribution to this state through this place, through the
legal profession, as a member of the armed forces
during the Second World War and through a variety of
other activities such as his work with the council of the
Law Institute of Victoria and as a trustee of the
Melbourne Cricket Ground. I will conclude by passing
on my personal condolences to Jean and the Wilcox
family.

those days. Construction commenced in June 1971 and
was estimated to finish in mid-1978. The loop actually
opened in June 1982, some four years late, and cost
$466 million — more than double the original estimate.

Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) —
Vernon Wilcox died on 13 March 2004, one month
short of his 85th birthday. He had a long and
distinguished working career, which included almost
20 years in this house as the member for Camberwell.
He held a number of very senior and key positions in
government, including periods as Minister of Labour
and Industry, Minister of Transport and
Attorney-General.

It is also interesting to note that according to newspaper
articles of the time, when the underground loop was put
forward it had a number of critics: the Royal
Automobile Club of Victoria said the money would be
better spent on roads; the retail traders did not want it
because it cost too much; the Country Party did not
support it because it did not think it would help country
Victorians; newspapers of the time referred to it as ‘the
ghost train’, because they thought it would never be
completed; and the Melbourne City Council was
against it as well, on the basis that it had to contribute
towards the cost of the project.

Whilst being on the other side of the political fence to
Vern Wilcox, as a fellow transport minister I certainly
have some sympathy for the challenges he faced and
had to deal with during that period as transport minister
from May 1967 to May 1973. Six years as a transport
minister is a long time in Victoria.
Mr Doyle interjected.
Mr BATCHELOR — Yes, it is — to Vern Wilcox.
He served that period with great distinction. In fact the
travelling public of today should have a great deal of
respect for Vern Wilcox’s vision as a transport minister
because of the number of initiatives he was able to
introduce during that period; and of course the
centrepiece of those initiatives was the commencement
of Melbourne’s underground rail loop. This was a
major project — it was a huge task — and like many
other projects of great economic and social significance
undertaken over the years by that government and other
governments, it had time lines and a budget to match.
It is worth considering some of the issues that
surrounded the decision-making process that went into
putting forward the proposal to construct an
underground rail loop here in Melbourne. It was at the
time and for many years after Australia’s biggest urban
engineering project, and to this day it remains, together
with the Sydney Harbour Tunnel, near the top of the list
of those types of projects.
According to annual reports at the time, it was expected
to cost $200 million, and that was a lot of money in

However, it is interesting to note that when people think
of Melbourne’s underground loop they do not think of
it in those terms. They do not think of it as having been
over time or over budget; they either take it for granted
as part of their daily transport experience or they think
about the major engineering feat that it was and the
addition it provided to Melbourne’s quality of life.

An honourable member interjected.
Mr BATCHELOR — Exactly — you have stolen
my line. Precisely. All of which goes some way
towards proving that old trite but true aphorism — the
more things change, the more they stay the same. It is
also interesting to note that the project was paid for
through developer contributions — that is, by those
who benefited from the cost of its construction.
The commencement of the loop, however, was only
one of a number of public transport initiatives that Vern
Wilcox put into place during his tenure as transport
minister. They ranged from the introduction of
non-smoking carriages way back in 1969 to the
introduction of the then new silver Hitachi trains. He
was also responsible for the introduction of the Z-class
trams, which entered service in 1975, after he had
moved on to become Attorney-General.
Possibly one of his most notable achievements as
Minister of Transport — apart from the underground
loop, of course — was from a public health and safety
perspective the introduction in 1969 of the requirement
to fit seatbelts in the front seats of cars, followed in
1970 by the introduction of the mandatory wearing of
fitted seatbelts. It is hard to imagine that these things
were not a mandated part of everyday driving. So every
time a motorist or passenger reaches across to go
through that totally familiar and almost automatic
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process of buckling up, they do so because of Vern
Wilcox, who was responsible for this terrific initiative.
The Attorney-General noted some comments that Vern
Wilcox made in reflecting upon his life on his
retirement in 1975, when he mused that earlier in his
life he found the doctrine ‘From each according to his
ability, to each according to his needs’ quite appealing.
It is clear, given the challenges he faced as Minister of
Transport — including the opposition to those
initiatives and the media and stakeholder comment —
that if we could sit down and have a few beers, we
would find we had quite a lot in common.
It is ironic that at the time there was little public
recognition of the importance of Vernon Wilcox’s real
legacy to the people of Victoria — the Melbourne
underground loop. One hopes that in his death this
achievement, and many of his others as Minister for
Transport, will serve as a lasting recognition of the
work he did, because he truly deserves it. My sincere
condolences go to his wife, Jean, his family and friends.
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — It is hard to believe
that Vern Wilcox was 84 and that he is no longer with
us. Vern was a real fixture in Camberwell; he described
himself as a Camberwell man, as he has been described
in the press in the last week. Vern had a bright mind,
lived an involved life and was a vital personality. In all
regards he was somebody who was very much an icon
in his territory, in this Parliament and in Victoria.
From my own point of view as the Victorian
vice-president and president of the Liberal Party for a
number of years, I got to know Vern well; and as a
Victorian in the 1970s with, shall I say, a younger
mind, I was very conscious of the contribution Vern
was making at that time. In 1999, in the middle of the
election campaign following which I first came into this
house, I was in Camberwell. It was pouring with rain,
and I had spent the morning at various railway stations.
The mobile rang and at the other end of the line was
Vern, who invited me to come and have a cup of
coffee. I think he just wanted to make sure he would be
comfortable with my being his local member.
An honourable member — Was he?
Mr BAILLIEU — Very much so! As it happens I
had parked my car just a few doors from Vern’s house,
and given a moment’s notice I was there having a cup
of coffee — although I was having something else —
with Vern and Jean. He gave me the rounds of the
kitchen, as he could, and with a vital mind expressed
his views about a range of things. Above all, he wanted
me to know that I could call on him at any time and that
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he would be willing to assist in any way whatsoever. It
was an exercise that we repeated on other occasions,
whether in his living room or over the phone. I valued
those conversations; I value the contribution he made.
Vern served Camberwell and his constituents
exceptionally well. As the member who now represents
Camberwell, it is an honour to be one of his successors.
Others have mentioned the contribution Vern made in a
parliamentary and government sense, including to the
law and in the building of the underground loop. Vern
was dedicated to the law, and others have spoken
already of the importance he gave to it. He certainly
gave me his views about both the legal system and what
was occurring on a day-to-day basis. I note that the
Attorney-General suggested that Vern might have been
appalled by the workload of the current
Attorney-General. Without wishing to reveal any
conversations, I can reveal that he was appalled — but
let us leave the workload out of it!
As I said, he was a real character and a fixture in
Camberwell. There was an extraordinary representation
of Victorians and local Camberwell people at the
jam-packed service at St Mark’s last week. The eulogy
by Geoffrey Blainey, the representations from the
Camberwell sub-branch of the Returned and Services
League and all his colleagues, and the remarks made by
Arthur Pearce served that memorial very well.
The tribute we pay to Vern here is one that in my view
reminds us that we should never underestimate the
fragility of our democracy, our institutions and our
heritage. We should thank all of those who have made
it so, we should thank all of those who have kept it so,
and we should thank all of those who have enhanced it
so well. We should especially thank those who have
stretched the vision of the community in their roles as
ministers and government leaders. We should respect
and honour those people, and we should especially pay
tribute to the fact that they have fostered the peace and
prosperity of Victoria and obviously of Australia.
Vern Wilcox was one of those individuals — a fine
Australian, a fine Victorian and a fine representative of
his people. He was brilliant, he was determined and he
was fun to be with. I, like others, pass on my
condolences to Jean and the family, but I also want to
thank Jean, Richard, Murray, Sue and Gerry for the
contribution they and their families made in allowing
Vern to serve the people of Victoria. He was a fine
Australian, a fine Victorian and a fine Liberal.
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — I rise to pay
tribute to one of my predecessors, Vern Wilcox, who
was the member for Camberwell for 20 years from
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1956 to 1976. As has been mentioned, Vern Wilcox
was very much a quintessential Camberwell man. He
was born and died in Camberwell and lived out his life
there. He was an active participant in the local
institutions in Camberwell. He attended Carey Baptist
Grammar School, where he was school captain and
won the Henry Meeks medal for leadership, scholarship
and sporting achievement not just once but twice — in
the junior school and in the senior school. He was also
president of the Old Carey Grammarians and later
served on the school council. He played sport locally,
and for a long time he was an office-holder and later
patron of the Camberwell Cricket Club. He was also
involved with the Eastern Suburbs Churches Cricket
Association and the Eastern Suburbs Churches Table
Tennis Association. At one stage he was president of
the Camberwell Returned and Services League. It was
fitting that at the state memorial service held last week
at St Mark’s Anglican Church in Camberwell the
current secretary of the Camberwell City RSL, Arthur
Pearce, led the RSL ritual.
Other speakers have outlined Vern Wilcox’s
contribution to the law and the state first as a barrister
and later as a parliamentarian and subsequently a
minister for well over a decade. I note that he was a
man who was not averse to a little bit of humour as he
told a bit of a joke against judges in his first speech in
this place. I am pleased to mention it to the house,
because he talked about the judges who at the end of
the century before last, as it is now, were coming out
with Queen Victoria for the opening of the new Royal
Courts of Justice. The judges had to produce an
address, and they thought the preface should say, ‘We,
Your Majesty’s judges, mindful of our manifold
defects …’. Vern said the judges thought that sounded a
bit suss and decide to change it. To illustrate their
human personalities they finally produced an address
with this preface: ‘We, Your Majesty’s judges, mindful
of the manifold defects of each other …’.
In his own news release announcing his impending
retirement from Parliament in 1975 Vern noted that he
had had a good innings and a very full political life. He
particularly pointed to his highlights in his six years as
Minister of Transport, which included his zealous
pursuit of getting the Melbourne underground rail loop
up and running. He also noted in that news release that
after Parliament he wanted to balance the budget a
bit — the Treasurer should not worry, he was talking
about his life after Parliament — and put something
into the non-government sector of the community. I am
sure we all agree with his view that that sector is a vital
part of life in Victoria and of course is vital to the future
of Australia, as he put it. He served with the Royal
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Agricultural Society council, the Maritime Trust
council and the Melbourne Cricket Ground Trust, as
well as being patron of the Gwen Nisbet Music
Scholarship fund.
I did not know Vern Wilcox personally, although I
knew of him. I have heard many positive stories about
him. I heard the marvellous tributes given at his
memorial service by his brother-in-law, Peter
Anderson, and by Professor Geoffrey Blainey. He was
clearly a generous man who was devoted to his family
as well as being dedicated to the law and the state. I sat
next to the Honourable Bill Baxter at the service. He
recalled that in 1973, when he was a young member of
the Country Party, as I think it was then, Vern Wilcox,
obviously having remembered his own experience back
in the 1950s, took the time to talk to the new member
and offer him advice and wise counsel.
On my way to the memorial service last week, which
was so packed that I had to park several streets away, I
fell in step with someone who had parked his car
nearby, and we introduced ourselves. He told me he
had run the Australian Labor Party campaign in
Chisholm some years ago. He was going along to pay
his respects to Vern Wilcox, because he had been a
good bloke and had done some good things as transport
minister. It was certainly the measure of the man that he
was well respected by all.
On behalf of the people of Camberwell I pay tribute to
Vern Wilcox and his service to the community and the
state, and extend our sympathies to his wife, Jean, his
four children and his extended family.
The SPEAKER — In concluding the condolence
motion for the Honourable Vern Wilcox, on behalf of
the whole house I pass on condolences to his wife,
Jean, and the Wilcox family. The tributes paid to Vern
Wilcox this afternoon speak very highly of him, not
only in relation to his service to this Parliament but in
relation to the service he gave throughout his life. The
tributes also showed that he was a man of very broad
interests and strong intellectual capacity with a great
desire to change the world.
Many people who come through this Parliament do not
leave a record of having been here, but Vern Wilcox
was certainly not one of those. Even though everyone
may not be aware of all the things he achieved while he
was in Parliament, certainly the City Loop and the
introduction of seatbelts are things for which the whole
of Victoria will forever have Vern Wilcox to thank. The
tributes also show that he was prepared to keep fighting
after he left Parliament, and I think that is always an
excellent sign.
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I congratulate Vern and his family on all the work he
did for Victoria.

Hon. Sir Rupert James Hamer, AC, KCMG
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I move,
That this house expresses its sincere sorrow at the death of the
Honourable Sir Rupert James Hamer, AC, KCMG, and
places on record its acknowledgment of the valuable services
rendered by him to the Parliament and the people of Victoria
as a member of the Legislative Council for the electoral
province of East Yarra from 1958 to 1971 and member of the
Legislative Assembly for the electoral district of Camberwell
from 1971 to 1981, Minister of Immigration, Assistant Chief
Secretary and Assistant Attorney-General from 1962 to 1964,
Minister for Local Government from 1964 to 1971, Chief
Secretary and Deputy Premier from 1971 to 1972, Premier
from 1972 to 1981, Treasurer from 1972 to 1979, Minister of
the Arts from 1972 to 1979, Minister for State Development,
Decentralisation and Tourism from 1979 to 1981, and
Minister for Economic Development, 1981.

The house is certainly saddened by the passing of
Sir Rupert Hamer on Tuesday, 23 March 2004,
aged 87. As we have heard today — many of us have
been to the state funeral — and from the statements that
have been made in the press and publicly elsewhere,
Sir Rupert Hamer made an outstanding contribution to
Victoria throughout his life. He was a great Victorian
and also a remarkable Australian. He fought for socially
just causes, he broke new ground and he never resiled
from his commitment to pursuing the greater good in
public life. He was a distinguished soldier, a dedicated
politician and a devoted family man. Probably the
saying which is often used is aptly applied to Sir Rupert
Hamer: he was both an officer and a gentleman. Those
two titles were worn very well by Sir Rupert Hamer
over his whole life.
We heard today in the beautiful and outstanding
eulogies delivered by former Premier Lindsay
Thompson, Richard Divall and Fay Marles something
of the character of the man, of the character of the
public life that he pursued and of the qualities of the
person that Sir Rupert Hamer embodied. We heard
some of probably the best testimonials for someone
who served this country in the Second World War, this
state as a member of Parliament and as Premier, and his
community organisations subsequent to his being
Premier.
We all heard former Premier Lindsay Thompson’s
amazing recall of facts without reference to notes today
in the eulogy he delivered. Many, many people said to
me that it was one of the best eulogies they had ever
heard in any service. It was testimony to two things:
one was obviously Sir Rupert Hamer and his
distinguished service in his career to the people and
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state of Victoria, and the second was Sir Rupert’s great
bond with Lindsay Thompson and his great elocution.
Sir Rupert Hamer was born in Kew on 29 July 1916.
He was educated at Melbourne Grammar School and
Geelong Grammar School and then progressed to the
University of Melbourne. A distinguished student, he
excelled across several disciplines, receiving honours in
all subjects, including first-class honours in Latin. I do
not know that any member of the house can claim such
a title — except the member for Sandringham. I have to
say that I went to year 10 with Latin and elected to
leave it at that point. Modern political institutions and
political philosophy were also subjects in which
Sir Rupert Hamer received honours distinctions in his
studies. He graduated with a master of laws degree at
24 years of age.
The next stage of his life saw Sir Rupert enlist in the
Australian Imperial Force in 1940. He completed some
five and a half years of wartime service. In the first year
of his service Sir Rupert achieved another
distinction — that of being the first soldier ever in
Victoria’s history to be admitted to the Victorian bar.
Sir Rupert rose rapidly through the ranks and fought in
several major battles during World War II. He was part
of the Australian 9th division’s Rats of Tobruk and
fought at the battle of El Alamein under the command
of Field Marshal Montgomery. He subsequently
returned to the Pacific and served in New Guinea,
where he achieved further distinction, being mentioned
in dispatches for bravery.
In 1944 he married April Mackintosh. We heard of
their union today in warm and very fond references.
Sir Rupert obviously was very proud of that union over
a 60-year period. They recently celebrated their
diamond wedding anniversary, which in itself is a great
achievement and acknowledgement, and I know it
would have been held dear by Sir Rupert and
Lady April Hamer. Sir Rupert and Lady April had five
children.
At the conclusion of Sir Rupert’s active service he
joined the family law firm of Smith and Emmerton.
Sir Rupert began the next stage of his remarkable
journey in 1947, when he joined the South Camberwell
branch of the Liberal Party. In 1958 he represented East
Yarra Province in the Legislative Council. His
colleagues almost immediately recognised the great
talent and ability that he showed in his public life as a
member for that province. He became a minister very
soon after. He was elected in 1958 and became a
minister in 1962. It was a very, very quick rise,
particularly in those times, to the position of minister,
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holding appointments as Minister of Immigration,
Assistant Chief Secretary and Assistant
Attorney-General. In 1971 he was appointed Chief
Secretary and Deputy Premier in the Bolte government.
During that time Sir Rupert demonstrated his sharp
intellect and began to champion the many socially
progressive causes that would become his trademark,
his hallmark — including, of course, the environment
and the arts, for which he is most profoundly known
and acknowledged.

The government is currently in consultation with
Sir Rupert’s family, who are pleased about and have a
preference for that acknowledgement, and will soon be
able to announce the exact new name that will honour
his enormous contribution to the arts in Victoria.
Whether that be the full title of the Sir Rupert Hamer
concert hall or some derivation of that — the Hamer
Hall or any combination between — will be something
that will be discussed with the family and resolved, we
hope, today or tomorrow.

In 1971 Sir Rupert transferred to the Legislative
Assembly as the member for Kew. He continued his
rapid rise. In August 1972 Sir Rupert became the
Premier of Victoria after the retirement of the then
Premier, Sir Henry Bolte. Sir Rupert was a leader ahead
of his time. His nine years as Premier were
characterised by enormous progress and change. When
he took over from Sir Henry Bolte he gave a glimpse of
his broad vision in one of his first remarks in a press
conference as Premier. He said:

Certainly the family, and I know the arts centre trust
and the Minister for the Arts, are very pleased and
thrilled that that honour has been bestowed and that the
concert hall will be renamed in the future to recognise
the contribution that Sir Rupert Hamer made to the arts
as Premier, particularly to that facility. It is a fitting
tribute to a man who understood the importance of
building vibrant cultural institutions in Victoria.

We will be less materialistic and more interested in things of
the spirit.

He certainly pursued that over his nine years as Premier
of this state.
One of his first initiatives was to create the Victorian
Ministry of the Arts, with Sir Rupert as well as being
Premier also being Minister of the Arts. Not only was
this the first arts ministry in Victoria, it was also a first
for Australia and has been copied by almost every
jurisdiction in the country, state and federal, where
there are now distinct ministries for the arts. Often the
Premier, as was the case then, is also the minister for
the arts.
Sir Rupert was instrumental in the establishment of the
Victorian Arts Centre, which is a monument that
reflects his lifelong commitment to cultivating the arts
in Victoria and which will stand as a legacy of that
commitment. So pivotal was Sir Rupert to the
development of the arts centre development that very
soon after assuming the job as Premier in 1982, John
Cain not only allowed his predecessor to be involved in
the opening of the arts centre but also invited him to
open the concert hall. That was not only an appropriate
gesture but an appropriate measure, and obviously the
opening of that important facility was an
acknowledgement for all time.
In recognition of Sir Rupert’s wonderful contribution to
the arts in Victoria, I am very pleased to announce that
the Victorian Arts Centre Trust, on the recommendation
of the Minister for the Arts, has agreed to change the
name of the concert hall to honour Sir Rupert Hamer.

One of Sir Rupert’s other passions was protection of the
environment, as we also heard today at the state funeral.
Sir Rupert established the Environment Protection
Authority, and parks and reserves all over Victoria are a
tribute to his vision and have become a great foundation
for successive governments as well. He coined the great
slogan ‘Victoria — The Garden State’, which was
displayed on Victorian numberplates from 1979 and
endured under the governments that followed him but
has been changed subsequently.
Sir Rupert also worked tirelessly to ensure that Victoria
continued to prosper through the development of key
industries, including the development of Gippsland’s
coal and oil reserves. He was keen on research into a
change from coal to oil. It was a feature of some of the
work he did at that particular time and was something
that he put a lot of effort and support into.
When you think about it now you realise that some
25 years ago Sir Rupert was the first Australian leader
to establish direct relationships with our neighbours in
China and Japan. This house owes a great debt of
gratitude to Sir Rupert Hamer for that, especially when
you think of the investment that has flowed and the
preferred relationships with Victoria that have
followed, compared to other states in the
commonwealth. That is largely due to our sister-state
relationships with both the Aichi Prefecture in Japan
and Jiangsu Province in China — both of which were
initiated by Sir Rupert. This year is the 25th anniversary
of our partnership with Jiangsu Province — the
Treasurer opened a new Victorian government business
office in Nanjing last year — and next year we will
celebrate the 25th anniversary of our relationship with
the Aichi Prefecture, along with the World Expo being
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held at the same time, to which Victoria will make a
significant contribution. It is something that at the time
was pioneering and groundbreaking.
As I said earlier, Sir Rupert had a keen appreciation of
the need for government to reflect social change. He
introduced a private member’s bill seeking to abolish
the death penalty, which subsequently passed into
legislation in 1975. He received the congratulations of
many Victorians for his leadership on that matter. His
government also enacted legislation decriminalising
homosexuality and abortion, social reforms that were
again profound and significant during the time of his
premiership. As a measure of Sir Rupert’s
achievements, Melbourne University awarded him an
honorary doctorate in law in 1982, amongst many other
accolades offered to him.
After Sir Rupert’s retirement in 1981, as I know
members of this house realise, he was active and
prominent in every aspect of Victorian life, particularly
in the arts, in international affairs and in the work he
undertook with refugees. Some of the areas he was
involved in — I know it is a big list, but I will mention
some key areas, and I know members who follow me
will mention his other areas of involvement — included
his being chair of the Victoria State Opera Board,
president of the Victorian College of the Arts, president
of the Friends of the ABC, president of the National
Heritage Foundation and president of the Friends of the
Royal Botanic Gardens. Just recently Sir Rupert lent his
support to the campaign for Point Nepean to become a
national park. He never failed while Premier and
subsequently afterwards to take a strong public stand on
controversial issues. That included championing the
push for the republic and supporting the establishment
of heroin injecting rooms when it was proposed by our
government.
In 1982 Sir Rupert’s achievements were recognised
when he was awarded a knighthood, and 10 years later
he was made a Companion of the Order of Australia.
They were both well-deserved honours in recognition
of his achievement.
Inescapably, like many Victorians, Sir Rupert had a
great love of football. That was mentioned today by
former Premier Lindsay Thompson, when he referred
to Sir Rupert’s love of the Hawthorn Football Club as a
matter over which he and Sir Rupert had some
disagreement — the only disagreement, I understand.
His love of sport and of the ABC intersected recently
when he joined me, the Leader of the Opposition and
other prominent people in Victoria as signatories to an
open letter to the ABC opposing its decision to
introduce a national sports wrap rather than allowing
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decisions to be made in Victoria. That is unfinished
business which this house can bring some weight to,
and we would want to do that not only because it is the
right thing to do but also because of Sir Rupert’s great
interest in those two areas.
On the day of his death Sir Rupert was present in this
place attending a state reception for a leading United
States Muslim leader. It shows the breadth of his
interest, the breadth of his intellect and the breadth of
his interest in major international affairs that he was
attending a function on the very day of his untimely and
unfortunate death. He will be remembered as a man
who served his state right up until the day of his
passing.
Sir Rupert Hamer’s boundless energy, combined with
his modesty and respect for others, will ensure him a
special place in history. His passion for the arts, the
environment and the democratic process has left an
important legacy for all Victorians. Today we salute the
achievements and great character of Sir Rupert —
including his personal integrity, his wisdom and his
devotion to making Victoria a better place in which to
live. He will indeed be sorely missed.
On behalf of the Victorian government I offer sincere
condolences to the family of Sir Rupert Hamer — his
wife, Lady Hamer, his surviving children, Christopher,
Julia, Sarah and Alastair, and his grandchildren, Phillip,
Rowena, Daniel, April, Rory, Edward, Christopher and
Alexander.
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — I am
honoured to join with the Premier in speaking to the
condolence motion for Sir Rupert ‘Dick’ James Hamer,
AC, KCMG, ED. I was shocked by Dick Hamer’s
death. That is remarkable; after all, Dick was 87 years
old. Yet many people, including Lindsay Thompson,
said they were staggered to hear the news. Why?
Because Dick remained an active and vital contributor
to our community right up until he passed away
peacefully last Tuesday. He was a man with a vibrant
and acute mind. I never viewed him in terms of his age
and perhaps took for granted that he would continue his
passionate community involvement for many years to
come.
Dick was a legend. The dictionary tells us that a legend
is a notable person, an icon and someone who creates a
legacy of cultural, community and professional
contributions and achievements — all true of Dick
Hamer. If you listen to young people, which is exactly
what Dick Hamer did, you will hear them say to each
other, ‘You are a legend’. What they mean is, ‘You are
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a good bloke’. That meaning of the word ‘legend’ is
equally applicable to Dick Hamer.
I said in the previous condolence motion for Vern
Wilcox that he was a Renaissance man. That is
certainly true of Dick Hamer, including his 18 years of
distinguished military service and successful careers in
the law and as a respected businessman — and much
must and will be made of his 23-year political career. It
is indicative of the man and his legacy that he
undertook work in the community for as many years as
he served in this Parliament: he served in the
Parliament for 23 years, and then he served the
community for 23 years following that, up to and
including, as the Premier said, the Tuesday of his
passing.
It is almost impossible to get an accurate and complete
list of the causes and passions to which Dick gave his
time and his intellect. They include the Eirene Lucas
Foundation for medical research, Werribee Park, the
Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research,
Hanover House, the Girl Guides Association, the
Melbourne Scots, Trinity College and the University of
Melbourne, the Save the Children Fund, the
Greenhouse Action Trust, the Melbourne International
Chamber Music Competition, Yarra Bend National
Park, the Regional Parks Network, the National
Heritage Foundation, the Cancer and Heart
Consultative Committee, the Victorian College of the
Arts, the Royal Botanic Gardens, the Commonwealth
Constitutional Commission, the Keep Australia
Beautiful movement, the National Institute of Circus
Arts and the Victoria State Opera — and the list rolls
on.
Dick was born the son of Hubert, a solicitor, and
Elizabeth Anne MacLuckie, of England. He was
husband to Lady Hamer, April Felicity Mackintosh,
father to Christopher, Alastair, Julia and Sarah, and the
grandfather of eight. He was educated first at
Melbourne Grammar and finished his secondary
education as a border at Geelong Grammar School. As
the Premier noted, he was patron of the Hawthorn
Football Club — a blot on an otherwise spotless career.
He was a major in the Australian Imperial Force from
1940 to 1945, and it is worth reflecting a little on the
military career which so formed Sir Rupert ‘Dick’
Hamer. He served at Tobruk, in New Guinea and in
Normandy, and he was instrumental in the development
of the Rhine Crossing strategy — his great strategic
mind was always evident in all parts of his career.
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When he enlisted he spent his first night camping
beneath the members stand at Caulfield racecourse, as
so many of those who enlisted did. He said:
We spent the night on the cold, hard concrete, but it was a
darn sight better than our billet later in Western Australia, the
pigeon and poultry sheds at the Claremont showgrounds’.

In June 1940 — his first year in the army — he was
sent to Victoria Barracks to work in the top secret
decipher section. He later noted he was sent there with
little more instruction than ‘decipher this’, and he did.
He returned to Australia, as the Premier noted, in 1944
on leave. He was married in March of that year. Just
one month later, as the Allies were in the advanced
stages of preparing an invasion on the French coast
with a view to rolling back the Nazi forces, he was
packing his bags and heading back to a theatre of war.
Instead of enjoying a honeymoon at that time with his
bride of less than one month, he flew first to the United
States, then across the northern hemisphere from
Newfoundland to Scotland in order to board a Liberator
bomber which was bound for London. When he got to
London, he went to the combined operations
headquarters as a member of their training team to
undertake the greatest amphibious invasion in the
history of modern warfare. He was there when the
allied armada crossed the English Channel and landed
on the French coast at Arromanches with a company at
the time of royal marine commandos. Sir Rupert’s
distinguished military days concluded in a role of
which he was proud — lieutenant colonel appointed to
the Victorian Scottish Regiment as its commanding
officer from 1954 to 1958.
If his military career were Dick’s only career, what a
remarkable career it would have been. Of course, as we
know, that was just the beginning of a distinguished life
in public service. Later reflecting on his time in the
armed forces, he thought about his time in combat, and
he gave us some clue to that great resilience which he
brought to public life in the decades thereafter. He was
asked about his time in conflict and just how you
survived under those terrible conditions. He said:
We survived because of determination, camaraderie and the
good old-fashioned diggers’ sense of humour.

That philosophy stood him true through the rest of his
life. Perhaps people who did not know Dick well find it
remarkable that he talks about that sense of humour and
sense of fun, but if you talk to his grandchildren about
their relationship with him, you will find that he did
have a great sense of fun, almost of playfulness, and it
is something that his own family holds in very high
regard in their memory of Dick.
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As the Premier noted, Sir Rupert was the first person to
be admitted to the bar in uniform. He signed the roll in
1940, had a master of laws degree from the University
of Melbourne by the time he was 24, and then spent his
time with the family law firm of Smith and Emmerton.
He began that long association with the Labor Party in
1947, joining the South Camberwell branch, and he
went on to become a member of the state executive of
the party.
An honourable member — The Liberal Party!
Mr DOYLE — I beg your pardon. The earlier
announcement must have got to me, I am sorry. I just
keep turning it over and over! I am sure Dick will
forgive me. I hope that sense of playfulness is still there
for him.
He served as the upper house member for East Yarra
Province from 1958 until 1971, when he was elected to
the Legislative Assembly seat of Kew, which he held
until 1981. That move from the upper house to the
lower house — part of the machinations of the then
Premier, Sir Henry Bolte — is probably best left untold
in the Liberal annals, but it was a remarkable triumph,
one which I will touch upon lightly later on.
When he was serving as the member for East Yarra
Province, he was approached by Sir Robert Menzies
and asked if he would take over the federal seat of
Kooyong to succeed Sir Robert. I think members on all
sides would understand in our party the meaning of
such an offer. To be offered it implied stature; it
implied great honour in the party and great expectations
of his ability to succeed the great founder of our party.
In true Dick Hamer style, he refused this generous offer
because he wanted to have the direct effect on people’s
lives that he felt could only be given expression through
a state Parliament.
And what a remarkable political career unfolded at the
state level. From 1962 to 1964 he was Minister of
Immigration, Assistant Chief Secretary and Assistant
Attorney-General; from 1964 to 1971 he was Minister
for Local Government; from 1971 to 1972 he was Chief
Secretary and Deputy Premier; from 1972 to 1981 he
was Premier and Minister of the Arts; from 1972 to
1979 he was also Treasurer; from 1979 to 1981 he was
also Minister for State Development, Decentralisation
and Tourism; and in 1981 he was also Minister for
Economic Development.
Somehow in 1973 he also found time to put pen to
paper and wrote a number of books on a range of
subject matters, such as federalism and a design for the
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future of Australia, and the need and necessity for
constitutional change in a shifting political landscape.
When he came to the premiership and ascended to
power in 1972 following in the footsteps of Sir Henry
Bolte, the Age referred to Dick Hamer as ‘the urban and
urbane man trying to wear the baggy suit of the bluff
farmer from Bamganie’. He was certainly urban, he
was certainly urbane, but I can tell you he never wore
anybody else’s suit. He was his own man from the
beginning until the end of his remarkable career. He
hated wasting time. He insisted that meetings were brief
and to the point. He rarely lost his temper; he rarely
displayed anger, but he did not suffer fools lightly. One
of his greatest admonishments was to tell somebody to
simply ‘get on with it’ — still not bad advice.
He was a strong advocate not only for change but for
those in power having a responsibility to do all they could
to help young and talented people on their way. He was
always a great champion of the young. That was
illustrated in 1995 when Dick was chairman of the
Victoria State Opera, a position he had held for 13 years.
It was one of the great loves of his life — a great
commitment and a great passion — and yet after that time
he announced he would be stepping down from that role
because, despite the fact it gave him great joy, it was, as
he put it, ‘time for other people to be given a chance’.
Mind you, last week he also accepted the continued
chairmanship of the National Institute of Circus Arts
because he felt he still work to do in that area.
The Premier mentioned the remarkable service from
which many of us have just come. What a fitting tribute
to Dick Hamer and the complexity of Dick Hamer it
was. After being inside the great cathedral of St Paul’s
today, where we heard Joan Carden sing Mozart, we
stood on the steps outside to watch circus performers in
Federation Square offering their particular tribute to
Dick — a remarkable diversity, but again entirely true
and encapsulated by Dick Hamer. He was responsible
for icons such as the Victorian Arts Centre, the Ministry
of the Arts and a host of regional cultural
developments. His government also strengthened the
legislation that was the establishment of the
Environment Protection Authority.
In our discussions I found an interesting side to him. He
was a true statesman. He was never comfortable with
the expectation of opposition parties — perhaps
because he did not have to think about it, as some of his
successors had to. But he had very firm views, let me
tell you, on how opposition parties should conduct
themselves. He understood the necessity for
oppositions to demonstrate the incumbent government
as inept, but he felt that such an approach simply by
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itself was rather narrow minded and failed to respond to
the changing nature of politics. I can tell you that he
and I had a couple of fairly gentle discussions on
exactly that point.
He talked about his gravitation to politics as a desire to
really do something — what sounds like such a simple
aim and yet such a noble and lofty one at the same time,
given Dick’s career. He wanted to continue the work
that he had begun in his distinguished military career,
part of which was as part of the famous Rats of Tobruk.
In those two careers — politics and the military — he
saw himself as helping to protect the institutions and
ideals that required protection.
I was asked during this last quite emotional week what
I thought Dick Hamer’s achievements and lasting
legacies were. One of the great icons of the state Liberal
Party is, of course, Sir Henry Bolte. Sir Henry departed
after a 19-year parliamentary career, of which 17 years
were spent as Premier.
After that time in office you would think a changeover
to a different leader could have been public and quite
bloody — nothing could have been further from the
truth. There was a seamless change to Dick Hamer that
was supported enthusiastically by the party and by the
public. You could not get two premiers, two politicians,
who were more unlike each other, yet both were loved
by our party and by the public.
As a Liberal Premier, while continuing to promote the
ideals of economic growth and self-determination, he
brought to our party and to the office of Premier an
energising perspective on existing policies, becoming
associated with what he would call ‘lifestyle
liberalism’, which spoke to a broad range of Victorians.
He was a great liberal humanist, and he was that all his
life — whether it was showing you some small
kindness, which was so typical of Dick, or offering you
the wisest and most lofty counsel, which was also so
typical of Dick. His renewed approach to the
environment, the arts, urban planning and social
welfare redefined our party’s landscape, and necessarily
the operation and responsibilities of the government
that our party enjoyed at the time. It is said in the
history of our Parliament that under Hamer the Liberal
Party grew in strength, the government grew in
confidence and the Parliament grew in stability — of
itself, not a bad legacy.
But he was also a visionary, and many of the decisions
he made and the policy settings he put in place prepared
us for the issues that we face even today — yet to him
they were issues that were decades ahead. He predicted
that a lack of recreation areas for those wishing to
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escape the hustle and bustle of the city would be the
single biggest challenge facing his government in the
1970s. So as Minister for Local Government when he
was still in the upper house he froze development along
Victoria’s coastline all the way from the South
Australian border to New South Wales. At that time
probably one of the best predictors of population
growth and change in our community was the former
board of works, which had to provide the infrastructure,
and it predicted that by the turn of the century — in
other words, four years ago — the population of
Melbourne would grow to 5 million people.
Dick’s government at the time faced with some horror
the prospect of how you could continue lifestyle,
provide infrastructure and give people a balance
between work and recreation. Four years into this new
century our total state population is only a little away
from that prediction, which was for the city of
Melbourne alone.
Thanks to Dick Hamer’s realism and foresight, plans
were enacted many years ago to provide governments
today with the best possible opportunities to facilitate
sustainable urban growth, and many of the strategies
and policies of today rest firmly on the building blocks
of Dick Hamer’s policy. Dick Hamer recognised and
championed the important issues of conservation and
sustainability. His commitment to green wedges, open
spaces and the Garden State has been well documented.
When I was asked what Dick’s great legacy would be, I
suggested the Garden State.
Television political advertising does not always tell, I
regret to say, the exact truth. But in one of Dick
Hamer’s TV campaign advertisements he was shown
washing from his hands the dirt from his own garden,
and that was true of the man. Whether it be his love of
his own garden, his love of that great vision of gardens
that surround our city, the great gardens like the Royal
Botanic Gardens or the regional gardens, the green
wedges or the whole concept of the Garden State, that
will be Dick’s great legacy, alongside his commitment
to the arts, which has been documented by the Premier
as it will by other speakers, I am sure.
In the 23 years after he left politics he involved himself
in so many causes. He was a groundbreaker and leader
in so many ways. From memory, he was the first senior
Liberal to speak in favour of a republic, and he
championed that cause passionately. He felt that
although the end of the monarchy was inevitable,
change required legitimate and unqualified bipartisan
support.
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When he was Premier he looked forward to what he
thought would be the big challenges facing future
generations. More often than not politicians get it
wrong, but the two things Dick Hamer thought the
politicians of our era would have to face were, firstly,
the impact of rapidly advancing technology on job
numbers, employment levels and employment types,
and secondly, the combined effect of early retirement
and longer life on the community and the economy. He
was remarkably prescient. Both are issues that face us
today and both were seen by Dick Hamer as issues of
importance decades ago. He was an enlightened
visionary who promoted fundamental changes in our
community. He was very well liked, and I will go
further and say: when you think about the turnout at his
state funeral today, Dick Hamer was loved. He was
certainly respected by all sides of politics.
One saying is: as you love, you will grieve. As I say,
we did and we do love Dick Hamer, and we will grieve
deeply, but we will also celebrate a great life and a
great contribution. Today we mourn Dick, we extend
our support to April, Christopher, Alastair, Julia, Sarah
and their children and extended families, and we
celebrate the life of a fine Victorian, an accomplished
parliamentarian, a visionary Premier and a good bloke.
He was much loved, he will be deeply grieved, and he
will be robustly celebrated. He put great value on
service, on public life; and what he lived for will live on
because of Dick. At Dick’s state funeral — and by the
way, as the Premier said, I do not think I have ever
heard spontaneous applause for an eulogy as I did after
Lindsay Thompson spoke today — Dick’s daughter
Sarah read from Tennyson’s great work Ulysses. I
thought, ‘Ulysses, how appropriate for Sir Rupert
“Dick” Hamer’. Ulysses was that great citizen soldier,
leader of men, pilgrim, traveller and visionary. In one
line from that great work Ulysses himself says:
I am a part of all that I have met.

That is also true of Dick Hamer, and all of us, of whom
he is a part, are the richer and the better for it.
Debate interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITOR
The SPEAKER — Order! Before I call the next
speaker I also acknowledge in the gallery a former
leader of the Liberal Party, Alan Brown.
Debate resumed.
Hon.SirRuCOND
pertJamOLEN
esHamCES
er,AC,KCMG

Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — It is my
honour on behalf of The Nationals to join this
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condolence motion and support the Premier and the
Leader of the Opposition in marking the passing of the
Honourable Sir Rupert James Hamer, AC, KCMG, ED.
He was born on 29 July 1916 and passed away on
23 March 2004.
As we have heard, Dick Hamer, as he was
affectionately known, had 18 years of distinguished
military service, including his time as a Rat of Tobruk,
and in the battle of El Alamein during the Second
World War. He was admitted to practise law in 1940
and joined the firm of Smith and Emmerton.
He was elected to the Legislative Council of the
Parliament in 1958 and then subsequently to the
Legislative Assembly in 1971. Dick Hamer served a
total period of 23 years in the Parliament, and as we
have heard, he served in a vast array of ministerial roles
during his time in this place, most particularly from
1972 to 1981, when he was Premier.
In his maiden speech of October 1958 he made
references to the judiciary, the importance of the
separation of powers and the longstanding issue of
court delays, which seems to plague governments to
this very day. I might say with due respect to a speech
which was very well constructed and no doubt well
delivered at the time that it was bland in comparison
with what was to come. There was little warning of
what the years ahead would bring in the sense of Dick
Hamer’s service to this Parliament and to the people of
Victoria.
In his ministerial roles, of course, he was outstanding in
the contribution he made, but in so many other aspects
of his life he contributed so richly as well, and indeed I
have a page-long list of those various entities and
enterprises, some of which have been referred to by the
Leader of the Opposition, and I do not intend to go
through them all. I think the Leader of the Opposition
nominated about 21 different organisations which were
the beneficiary of Dick Hamer’s contribution; but the
one I find of most interest was his role as chairman of
the National Institute of Circus Arts. I differ from the
Leader of the Opposition in this regard: I think rather
than there being a divergence about all of this, Dick
Hamer probably saw, in taking on that role, some sort
of synergy with his time in this place, and so it is that he
took on that task!
He took it on as part of his commitment to youth, and,
as we have heard, he had an unfailing commitment to
young people. During the tributes today I was struck as
much by what was not said as by what was actually
said. In the course of those tributes, which were
delivered during the service by Lindsay Thompson,
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Richard Divall and Fay Marles, I thought about the fact
that each one of them was a remarkable contribution to
an extraordinary day. But I am sure I would be forgiven
by both Richard Divall and Fay Marles if I were to say
that the manner and the content of the contribution
which was made by Lindsay Thompson was nothing
less than extraordinary. The amazing recall of factual
material, speaking extempore as he was, was an
outstanding thing to see and to hear. He captured the
life of Dick Hamer so very, very well.
But the thing that was missing from the speech that I
thought was remarkable was any mention of the
contribution Dick Hamer made in the direct sense of the
economy or budgets, be they surplus or deficit, or
development of infrastructure as such, or matters of that
ilk. Rather, the emphasis of all of the contributions
made today and reflected in what I have otherwise read
and heard about Dick Hamer since his passing centred
on the contribution he made to his fellow man, and in
three particular areas during his time in this place he
made those contributions. He actually changed the
cultural heritage of this state, not only through the
development of the Victorian Arts Centre and
developing such entities as the Victorian College of the
Arts, but through a vast array of other contributions
made within the context of the arts community. He
changed the cultural heritage of Victoria.
He developed the Environment Protection Authority.
He was the first to talk about the environment and the
significance of it to this state and nationally, and he was
active in ensuring that he established the Environment
Protection Authority as the mechanism of measuring, in
time to come, the heritage that was necessary for future
generations. His contribution to the environment was
absolutely outstanding.
Third was his contribution to social justice. Dick Hamer
was active in social justice before the term was coined
in the way we understand it today. He made a
remarkable contribution to the issues of social justice.
He was a lateral thinker; thinking outside the square
was a feature of the man. He changed the way
Victorians have lived their lives, and he changed them
very much for the better.
His contribution to the arts was outstanding. He is
remembered as having effectively been the one to
abolish the death penalty in this state in 1975. He
forged international links in trade, again ahead of his
time. That was a feature of Dick Hamer — he was a
man ahead of his time. He had a wonderful and full life,
and on behalf of The Nationals I convey to Lady
Hamer and to the Hamer children and their
grandchildren the condolences of The Nationals. These
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things are said often without a factual base, but in truth
Dick Hamer was a great man, a great Victorian and a
great Australian, and we all justifiably mourn his
passing.
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Environment) — I
join the Premier, the Leader of the Opposition and the
Leader of The Nationals in honouring the life of
Sir Rupert Hamer and extending my condolences to his
wife, Lady April Hamer, and his family, Christopher,
Alastair, Julia and Sarah.
Sir Rupert Hamer certainly was a great Australian, and
he was a great Victorian. He was a man of vision, of
compassion and of achievement, and he was also, as we
have heard, a man with an incredibly busy mind. He
played a role in so many of the things that we value in
this state — the arts, immigration, education and the
environment. His achievements are truly daunting in
their extent and range, and yet I think he is an example
for many of us to try to follow. Despite all of those
achievements Dick Hamer was certainly down to earth.
He was very approachable, he always had a twinkle in
the eye, and he was always interested in the ideas of
others. He was not a crash-through type of leader;
rather, he was the sort of leader who sought to bring out
the best in others, to bring people along with him.
His achievements are certainly extensive, but I want to
concentrate on one area today — that is, the
environment. Dick Hamer was one of the first people in
the 1970s to talk about quality of life — a term that is
so familiar now that we take it for granted. But in the
early 1970s he said, for example:
Economists gave us the concept of gross national product,
and interest has centred on the rate at which it grows. Is it
time that our proper concern with growth should be tempered
with a greater emphasis on the very essence of the quality and
purpose of life itself?

He continued:
Is it time to think about gross national wellbeing?

Sir Rupert acknowledged environmental concerns that
were gathering momentum after a period of intense
industrial growth in the 1950s and 1960s, and he
recognised those environmental concerns in ways that
affected people in a very real sense, with new
initiatives, and new legislation. Just to look at some of
them, the Land Conservation Council, our system of
state and national parks, a new ministry of
conservation, a new ministry of planning, green
wedges, the development of the Environment
Protection Authority and Victoria’s reputation as the
Garden State.
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All of these initiatives have lasted, and they are just as
relevant to Victoria today. Dick Hamer represented so
many of the things about Victoria that we regard as
good — for example, culture and the arts, education,
tolerance, and concern for the environment. This may
partly explain why the Labor Party found him so
difficult to remove — he was very hard to pin down. I
recall being ejected from a polling booth during one
election in the 1970s for wearing a Labor Party state
election badge that had the somewhat unimaginative
slogan ‘Hammer Hamer’. Unfortunately the slogan was
very unsuccessful and we were hammered!
You can almost hear the frustration of Labor Party
members of the time in the debates reported in
Hansard. In one debate on an Environment Protection
Authority annual report a Labor opposition member
lamented that:
Everybody — from His Excellency the Governor down — is
talking about pollution, the environment and the quality of
life. The Premier and Treasurer —

who of course was Mr Hamer —
highlighted these matters in his budget speech. Ministers, at
every opportunity, appear on television and pour out the
government’s concern for the environment.

As we know, in the 1970s Labor took power federally
and in a number of states, but not in Victoria. Dick
Hamer had seized the middle ground and addressed
those quality-of-life issues which had seen Labor
governments elected nationally and in other states.
However, he did it on the basis of his personal
commitment to those issues, not on a political basis.
That commitment was evident right throughout his life,
including his life after his political career. Most recently
we heard his voice of reason in the debate over Point
Nepean, when he lent his support to the proposal to turn
the site into a national park. That was quite appropriate,
because while Dick Hamer was Premier not only was
the National Parks Act enacted but the number of
national parks increased from 24 to 47 and the area
covered by national parks in Victoria tripled.
With Bill Borthwick as conservation minister Dick
Hamer created a new department of conservation, the
first in Australia. He was also behind the creation of
many metropolitan parks such as the Westerfolds,
Banksia, Werribee and Maribyrnong River parks. He
famously called Victoria the Garden State, a title that
we still proudly uphold. He is also reputedly the first
person to use the term ‘green wedge’ to describe the
green belts around Melbourne that separate the
development corridors and ensure we have a place to
breathe.
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He also oversaw the development of the Environment
Protection Authority as an important and respected
watchdog that helps make our air cleaner and improves
the health of our waterways. The creation of the Land
Conservation Council as an independent body
responsible to the Parliament was another key
achievement, and this gave the community an
opportunity to voice its views on how land should be
used and whether it should be set aside for forestry or
for parks.
Other initiatives that Dick Hamer was involved in
included Trees on Farms, which was the beginning of
the Greening Australia movement, and the Victorian
Conservation Trust, which was established in l972 to
encourage private landholders to preserve significant
areas of natural land. Last year the Victorian
Conservation Trust’s successor, the Trust for Nature
(Victoria), recorded having its 500th property covered
by a covenant protecting significant natural areas.
After politics Dick Hamer’s continued commitment to
the environment was reflected in the huge number of
organisations he was involved in. These included his
being president of the Friends of the Royal Botanic
Gardens, chairman of Greenhouse Action Australia, the
inaugural patron of the Regional Parks Network of
South-West Victoria, the president of the Natural
Heritage Foundation, a member of the Committee for
Permanent Forestry, a trustee of the Yarra Bend
National Park and president of the Keep Australia
Beautiful Council.
The Leader of the Opposition quoted from Tennyson’s
Ulysses, and there is another passage that could
describe Dick Hamer’s life:
How dull it is to pause, to make an end, to rust unburnished,
not to shine in use!

Sir Rupert Hamer’s life will continue to be celebrated
in numerous ways all around Victoria as we continue to
enjoy the better quality of life that is his legacy.
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — It has been
said often enough about the strange vocation that we in
this chamber share that the difference between a
politician and a statesman is that a politician looks to
the next election but a statesman looks to the next
generation. This was clearly a distinguishing feature of
the late Sir Rupert Hamer. So many of the ideas and
social policy platforms that he either initiated or
adopted have stood the test of time; and because he
believed so strongly in these policies he was able to
communicate them to younger generations long after he
had left behind his formal parliamentary career. The
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opinion pages of the Age will be the poorer for his
passing.
I would like to focus on just two of his many
interests — firstly, Swinburne University of
Technology, and secondly, the Keep Australia
Beautiful Council. In 1992, as a member of the then
Swinburne Institute of Technology governing council, I
had the honour of sitting next to Sir Rupert at the
ceremony that transformed Swinburne from an institute
into a fully fledged university. I was to discover that
Swinburne provided him with the most amazing
confluence of local electorate involvement, an
education policy ideas platform and, importantly,
family and civic responsibilities.
George Swinburne, the founder of the institute, was
Dick Hamer’s uncle. Dick told me that he remembered
from the time he was a boy the enormous effort his
uncle put into the creation of this outstanding college
for workers. Furthermore, Dick’s father, the late
H. R. Hamer, served as treasurer on the Swinburne
governing council for some 36 years. So seriously did
Dick take his subsequent commitment to Swinburne
Technical College that he was to become a member of
its governing council body and vice-president from
1948 until 1972, almost 25 years of continuous,
voluntary service. It was with great regret that he
resigned from Swinburne because he had become
Premier.
In his honour Swinburne University instituted the
Sir Rupert Hamer Lecture Series in July 1986. Even
there Dick was hands on, having a key say in selecting
the guest speaker each year, and, typical of his
even-handedness, he selected Barry Jones as the
inaugural speaker for the lecture series in 1986. The
organiser of the lecture series, one Bruce McDonald,
informed me that each year when he and Dick met to
select the next speaker, Bruce would offer him a cab to
be organised and paid for by Swinburne. To this
suggestion Dick would invariably reply, ‘Don’t worry
about it, mate, I’ll catch the tram’.
Again adapting to new education challenges and trends,
Dick went on to become the inaugural chairman of the
National Institute of Circus Arts auspiced by
Swinburne University. I know from being the former
Minister for Tertiary Education and Training just how
persuasive Dick could be when it came to lobbying for
the NICA cause, be it for buildings, recurrent funding
or whatever. It was a role that so well combined his
love for the arts and education. The young performers
from NICA provided a very impressive backdrop
indeed to the funeral service today.
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The second aspect of Sir Rupert’s community service
that I wish to pay tribute to was his total commitment
from day one to the Keep Australia Beautiful Council.
This wonderful national body was fostered through a
partnership between Sir Rupert and one of my own
electorate’s pre-eminent citizens, Dame Phyllis Frost.
When travelling up the Calder Highway to Bendigo one
day, Dame Phyllis witnessed a passing semitrailer
driver having a good old-fashioned cabin clean-up —
he was disposing of all manner of rubbish through the
open window. The items included fish-and-chip papers,
orange peels and beer cans, two of which landed on the
roof of her new car.
On her return to Melbourne, a very irate Dame Phyllis
phoned Sir Henry Bolte and said, ‘I want you to help
me. I want you to start an anti-litter campaign’. Bolte
said, ‘I don’t have an opinion on that’. ‘You don’t have
an opinion on keeping Victoria beautiful?’, she
responded. As it transpired, Sir Henry, who was
becoming hard of hearing, thought Dame Phyllis was
talking about an anti-liquor campaign rather than an
anti-litter campaign. Knowing the man, we know why
he did not have an opinion on that issue in particular.
Knowing when he had met his match, Bolte neatly
handballed this social policy over to Dick Hamer, and a
lifelong environmental partnership and friendship
between Dame Phyllis and Sir Rupert was the end
result.
The Keep Australia Beautiful Council, as a national
body, was properly inaugurated in 1968. Dick Hamer
played a key role in drafting its mission statement,
which included, firstly, to foster and encourage the
appreciation of clean and well-kept cities and
countryside — and I am sure all honourable members
have gone around regional and country Victoria in
particular and seen how proud they are of participating
in that wonderful campaign even today; secondly, to
encourage all Australians to safeguard our water
resources by keeping them pollution free — and as the
Leader of the Opposition said, so many of these issues
that Dick was involved in were about the future, and the
future is now upon us; and thirdly, to encourage the
reuse of our nation’s resources by recycling as much as
possible.
Thirty-five years later, this set of objectives that Dick
was involved in drafting is as relevant today as when it
was drafted. Furthermore, Sir Rupert Hamer was still
active in his support for this cause 35 years after its
formation. He believed it was one thing to create
national parks, state parks, flora and fauna reserves and
green wedges — and he created more parks than any
other Premier — but he believed it was equally
important to maintain those parks and resource them
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properly, which is a lesson that current governments of
all persuasions could well heed. My thoughts are with
Lady Hamer, their children and all family members.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — I join with the
previous speakers in debate on the condolence motion
for Sir Rupert Hamer, as one who served in the
Parliament for part of the time when he was Premier of
Victoria. I found Rupert Hamer to be a friend to new
members of Parliament, and he often spoke to me in the
corridors and asked if he could be of assistance. I found
him to be a person of unquestionable integrity. He was
certainly a gentleman and respected. I acknowledge the
comments made by the previous speakers about his
being a man of vision in the arts, culture and
environment, which is well documented, but the thing
that impressed me most in those early days was his
knowledge of everything that was happening within the
Parliament and his ability to be able to respond to all
sorts of questions that were put to him.
Question time was much more orderly in those days,
and you could even get in a parochial question on your
own electorate without being howled down. Dick
Hamer would give you a measured response and even
talk to you later about his response and where he could
be of particular assistance. Now we need to talk quietly
to ministers or to their advisers to get that assistance.
Despite the attacks that were often made on him in the
Parliament — and I saw that occur on many
occasions — he never responded with vitriol. He was a
person who sought to clarify the situation and give a
measured response to the issues raised.
There are two or three issues I want to mention in
particular in joining debate on this condolence motion
because they highlight the person who was the Premier
of Victoria. In the early days, as a member representing
an area in the northern part of the state, I directed
Rupert Hamer’s attention to the problems of border
anomalies, which I have mentioned in this Parliament
on many occasions. His response was to say to me,
‘This is an issue which we should investigate’. He
spoke to his counterpart, the Premier of New South
Wales, and in 1979 he formed the Border Anomalies
Committee, and that committee worked extremely hard
in those early years in addressing a large number of
border anomalies, and, in fact, taking corrective action.
The Premier’s department always had an annual report
on those border anomalies, which we do not have now,
and that is something we certainly need to be
addressing.
One of the other issues I noticed as a new member in
the Parliament in the late 1970s was that when
parliamentary functions were being conducted we
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seemed to be drinking South Australian wine. I said to
the Premier at the time, ‘If we are going to be
promoting Victoria, we really should be drinking
Victorian wine’, and he made a directive at that time
that when government functions were being conducted
in Parliament House, the guests should be drinking
Victorian wine. Dick Hamer really changed the culture
by promoting the drinking of Victorian wines at those
functions. He also took the opportunity of making sure
there were Victorian wines within the parliamentary
dining room and of writing to all the restaurants
throughout Victoria, saying, ‘You should be promoting
the great Victorian wines’. As a person coming from
that great winegrowing area in north-eastern Victoria
around Rutherglen, I appreciated the actions Rupert
Hamer took in promoting the wines of Victoria. He was
probably a forerunner to the further great development
that has taken place within the wine industry in the state
of Victoria.
I also noted that as Premier of Victoria he travelled to
the former Shire of Numurkah on one occasion and
opened the new shire offices in the late 1970s. He was
being introduced by the then shire president, and in his
opening remarks the shire president welcomed the
Premier of Victoria to the Shire of Numurkah and said,
‘We have no politics in this council — we are all
Country Party’. The Premier took that on board and
made the comment that he accepted they were all
Country Party and that there were no party politics
within the council at all.
I developed a great respect for Rupert Hamer, for what
he did as Premier of Victoria and for the respect he had
for the Parliament itself and for the members who were
within the Parliament. We could take a great lesson
from the way he handled himself as Premier and the
way he handled this Parliament. The conduct of the
Parliament itself was a great tribute to the way he
conducted himself within the Parliament and responded
to the issues that were raised.
Dick Hamer came under enormous pressure in the late
1970s in particular and in the early 1980s from the
politics of the time, but he never became upset. He
responded to the issues that were being dealt with in a
measured way and took the heat out of a lot of the
discussions that took place. The way he handled the
house at that time was a great tribute to him as a person
and as the Premier of Victoria. I express condolences to
the family of Dick Hamer on behalf of the people of the
Murray Valley electorate.
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for the Arts) — It is a
great pleasure, as Minister for the Arts, to join this
condolence debate for Sir Rupert Hamer. It is often said
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that good leaders are those who get to the future first. It
is true that Dick Hamer was a true, if understated
Renaissance man — a classics scholar, a man of letters
and ideas and arts who deeply understood the civic and
civilising influence of culture on a robust democratic
society. It is no surprise to anybody in the arts that the
state funeral we were privileged to be part of today
featured both the high arts and accessible arts with the
Flinders Quartet playing Haydn’s Sunrise and Joan
Carden singing Mozart; alongside — complemented
by — the performers of the National Circus Arts
Institute, which performed in his honour in Federation
Square.

School of Dance in 1978, and after he left political
office he became president of the VCA and a very
effective advocate for that centre. He fostered the
development of community theatre through the VCA.
He helped establish the Murray River Performing
Group in Albury-Wodonga, Crosswinds in Benalla and
Theatreworks in St Kilda. In 1977 he was instrumental
in establishing St Martins Youth Arts Centre. In the
same year he established the Victorian Craft Collection,
and in 1979 he helped establish the Meat Market Craft
Centre, which was part of Crafts Victoria. His interest
and effectiveness in the arts was widespread and
eclectic.

I do not think it is at all a surprise to anyone who knew
Dick Hamer that his funeral also featured his
contribution, not only the powerful influence as a
premier but also his influence and successful socially
progressive policy as regards women’s affairs. But it is
the arts which I wish to speak about today and that
wonderful development of the Victorian Arts Centre,
which is what the Premier and others have referred to.
It is a really wonderful story. I am told that the land for
the arts centre was set aside by former Premier, John
Cain, Sr. It was constructed by and under the
premiership of Sir Rupert Hamer. It was officially
opened under the premiership of the John Cain, Jr. John
Cain as Premier invited Dick Hamer to officially open
the Melbourne Concert Hall in 1982. The theatres were
opened a couple of years later, I understand. I am
delighted that the Bracks government has announced
that we will change the name of the concert hall in the
arts centre and officially recognise the contribution of
Dick Hamer to music and the arts.

As was mentioned at the funeral, and certainly after the
funeral, he was the chieftain, the patron of the Highland
Pipe Bands Association. He started that association way
back in 1951, and he has been the chieftain since then.
It was no surprise then to hear the bagpipes played at
his state funeral this morning.

Dick Hamer established the Ministry of the Arts, now
Arts Victoria, in 1973, the first such arts ministry to be
established in Australia. It continues to be a powerful
little pocket of influence right across the state. He
established a fund for the development of performing
arts projects in regional areas. In collaboration with the
City of Melbourne he introduced free lunchtime
entertainment in city parks. He established — and this
is something that has almost been replicated by Robyn
Archer in the Melbourne International Festival —
triennial statewide arts festivals, including the visual
arts in 1975, crafts in 1978 and music in 1981.
In 1972 he helped found the first college of the arts, the
Victorian College of the Arts (VCA), and I do not think
we can stress how significant this was. This has become
the nursery of the arts in Victoria and indeed in
Australia, with a proud list of alumni, including most
recently the creator of Harvie Krumpet, Adam Elliot,
who won the recent Oscar, and many other outstanding
artists, directors and performers. He founded the VCA

After politics he continued, and in fact you could say
that if he was influential in the arts as Premier and
Minister of the Arts, he was especially effective in
supporting and advocating for the arts post politics.
From 1982 to 1985 he was chairman of the Victoria
State Opera. From 1984 to 1991 he was president of the
Friends of the ABC; and as the Premier mentioned, he
was still working for the interests of the ABC — still
advocating against the recent folly of the ABC in trying
to minimise local sport on ABC television news. From
1988 to 2000 he was the inaugural chairman of the
Melbourne International Chamber Music Competition.
This is highly significant for me, because as a newly
sworn-in Minister for the Arts one of my first official
meetings was to see the former Premier Dick Hamer as
he came lobbying for support for the Melbourne
International Chamber Music Competition and for a
recital hall. I am also pleased that the Bracks
government has committed to building a recital hall
right next door to the VCA.
From 1998 to 2004 he was the founding chairman of
the National Institute of Circus Arts. But he was not
just the chairman; he had been absolutely influential
and effective in raising pilot project funds in 1999 and
before. He was a very loud voice in lobbying, I am
pleased to say, for federal funds during 2000 and
encouraging the federal government to award NICA
centre-of-excellence status for arts training. Indeed he
helped develop a scholarship fund for talented young
Australians who attend NICA. He was also influential
in establishing Australia’s only university degree in
circus arts — the three-year bachelor of circus arts
degree at Swinburne University of Technology.
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He was also the founding chairman of the advisory
board for Renaissance Television, which is an
organisation that broadcasts television programming
aimed at 50-plus audiences on community television in
Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane and Perth. He was also
the patron of the Melbourne Opera Company. He
established the Victorian Tapestry Workshop in 1976.
As Minister for the Arts I was able to welcome in a
formal meeting a discussion with another former
Premier, John Cain, who joined with Sir Rupert Hamer
and came to see me, lobbying on behalf of the Victorian
Tapestry Workshop.
I do not know what the collective noun for premiers
might be, but they were a formidable duo.
Mr Bracks interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Trouble! And their
advocacy, I have to say, Premier, was very successful
on that occasion.
In 1989 Sir Rupert Hamer was awarded the facilitators
prize at the Sidney Myer performing arts awards. Arts
supporters, artists from Australia and international
representatives paused to reflect and salute the
contribution of Dick Hamer, the modern Medici.
He was also influential in and an important advocate for
the rights of women. His progressive social policies
have been mentioned. It is hard for many of us to
remember that around 1973 women could only enter
the Victorian Public Service as typists or tea ladies,
unless they were employed in the professions of social
work, teaching or nursing. To protest that, in the early
1970s women marched into the Exhibition Building,
waving their invitations and application forms,
demanding to be allowed to sit the public service
entrance examination. They had obtained these
application forms with ambiguous names like Robin,
Kerry and Pat. They did actually sit the entrance
examination and Sir Rupert Hamer, the then Premier,
offered them jobs, but then went much further.
In February 1975 he established the Victorian
Committee on the Status of Women, and three years
later he introduced the equal opportunity legislation
which was passed by the Parliament as the first equal
opportunity act making discrimination on the grounds
of sex and marital status illegal. The Hamer
government appointed an adviser to the Premier on
women’s affairs and a small unit within the Premier’s
department began looking at the issues of women’s
status, a policy that has been continued and expanded
by successive governments.
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Let me mention briefly his contribution as a minister
who was very influential and effective in the area of
planning, for which he was responsible as local
government minister from 1964 to 1971. We know
much of his support for the green wedges — his
defining of the lungs of Melbourne — developing the
concept which has now been formally defined and
legislated in a protective way by the Bracks
government. It is probably not known that he also
introduced statements which allowed planning policy to
protect unique areas such as the Yarra Valley and some
key environmentally sensitive areas to be formally
protected under the planning policies. As Minister for
Local Government he initiated regional planning
authorities for particular areas of the state such as the
Upper Yarra River and Dandenong Ranges Authority,
and the Westernport Regional Planning Authority. I
am, though, very grateful for his vision of the green
wedges, and for his support for the work this
government is doing on sustainability and planning for
the future of Melbourne.
Sir Rupert Hamer was a terrific republican. He was also
a significant republican. I remember with great
affection 27 April 1993 when, as is reported, on that
day Sir Rupert became the first senior state Liberal to
acknowledge publicly that a republican Australia was
both inevitable and, in a minimal form, desirable. He is
quoted as saying that his support of the republican
movement should be seen as a desire for the issue to be
discussed rationally and soberly. He went on to say —
and this was apocryphal — that to succeed it will need
to be bipartisan, and that he hoped this would happen
soon. Ten years later this is still unfinished business.
Dick Hamer also said that he believed if you have
enjoyed privilege you have a duty to care for others. He
was brought up to believe in the duty of the privileged,
otherwise known as noblesse oblige. I think we were all
delighted that he turned down Robert Menzies when
apparently he was invited, in the suite at the Windsor
Hotel across the road from this chamber, to take the
seat of Kooyong. We are pleased that he turned that
down and went on to become Premier of Victoria and
to lead an extraordinary renaissance in the arts and
culture.
He certainly will be missed, but long remembered. Let
me pass on my deep sympathy to Lady April Hamer
and his four children, and many grandchildren and
friends. It is deeply satisfying that they were able to
celebrate their 60th wedding anniversary only a few
weeks ago. I would like to say to Lady April Hamer
that she will always be warmly welcomed in the
theatres and the concert halls and at the festivals right
across this state. We have announced that the concert
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hall will be named after Sir Rupert Hamer, a very
appropriate tribute to him, but we are also working on a
concert in that concert hall where the arts community
more broadly will be able to celebrate the life and
contribution of Sir Rupert Hamer.
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I join with
others to pay tribute to a great Australian, a great
Victorian and a great and very true Liberal in Sir Rupert
‘Dick’ Hamer. I would like to pass on the sympathy of
my family and myself and that of the people of
south-west Victoria to Lady April Hamer, their children
Christopher, Julia, Sarah and Alastair, and the
grandchildren.
Others have spoken of Dick’s service to Australia in
World War II. It is certainly an outstanding war record,
including service as a Rat of Tobruk in the wider
Middle East campaigns, in the Pacific and later in
Normandy and Europe. I simply wish to reflect on the
fact that Dick Hamer was only 23 at the
commencement of World War II, and through his
outstanding service and leadership had achieved the
very senior rank of major at the young age of 29 when
hostilities ceased. This is an enormous record for such a
young man, but a forerunner of things that Dick was to
contribute to our society.
Dick’s political life was very rich with achievements
that changed the way of life for Victorians. Many of
these innovations have been adopted or adapted in other
states, and indeed around the world. I wish to list and
comment on some of those that stick in my mind and in
the minds of the people of south-west Victoria as great
reforms which I particularly associate with Dick Hamer
and his very effective Liberal government team.
Obviously at the top of that list is the Garden State,
which is symbolic of Dick’s contribution to enhancing,
enriching, protecting and preserving our rich natural
environment in Victoria through the creation of many
state and national parks and, indeed, for the first time
anywhere in any state of Australia, a ministry for
conservation dedicated to that purpose. Dick put the
Environment Protection Authority on the map here in
Victoria.
Dick Hamer was the first Premier to establish a
ministry for consumer affairs, and he appointed the first
Victorian Ombudsman. He oversaw the building of the
Victorian Arts Centre, which stands decades later as a
great tribute to the cultural life which Dick Hamer so
loved and which is so important to Victoria. He was the
first Minister of the Arts and put the arts on the map in
a political as well as a cultural sense in our society.
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At the same time he also established for the first time in
Victoria an office for youth affairs. He led the
campaign, through the introduction of a private
member’s bill, for the abolition of capital punishment.
He introduced equal opportunity legislation. He also
introduced residential tenancy legislation, which for the
first time in Victoria gave tenants rights and certainly
looked after their interests on both a short-term and a
long-term basis. He was responsible more than
anybody else for the development of the Free
Entertainment in the Park series, which was a great
legacy that all of us who were around in the 1970s
remember so well and so fondly. With his youth, sport
and recreation minister, Brian Dixon, he was
responsible for the very successful ‘Life. Be in it.’
campaign, which not only changed Victoria but also
was adopted by many other states and territories and,
indeed, worldwide.
As the Premier said in his contribution, Dick Hamer
saw the need for Victoria to develop ongoing and
positive relationships with our northern Asian
neighbours, and he developed sister-state relationships
in Japan and China. Having recently visited China, I
know how well Sir Rupert Hamer was thought of and
recognised in China, particularly in Jiangsu Province,
where the people very much treasure the sister-state
relationship which was developed. They recognise — I
hope I am correct in saying this — that this was the
very first sister-state relationship with an Australian
state and, indeed, with the Western world.
People may not recognise that Dick Hamer was the
Premier at the time and one of the leading proponents
of the acquisition of Werribee Park in 1973. That is a
great legacy for the people of Victoria.
Many people have spoken about Dick Hamer’s
commitment to and passion for cultural and
quality-of-life issues. As Premier he also oversaw and
was responsible for some very significant infrastructure
changes in this state. Indeed the West Gate Bridge was
opened in 1978, so the major part of the construction of
the bridge — particularly after the tragic collapse in the
early stage of its construction — was overseen by a
Hamer government. The underground rail loop was
mentioned in the contributions on the condolence
motion for Vern Wilcox. Obviously any Minister of
Transport putting forward such a radical proposal
needed the support and direction of a Premier to see it
through. So the underground rail loop is another legacy
of Dick Hamer and his government.
The Dartmouth Dam stands the state in great stead in
terms of its infrastructure. The Newport and Jeeralang
power stations provide enormous peak-load capacity
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for our electricity supply. If you look at the state’s
electricity supply, you can see that the Loy Yang A and
Loy Yang B projects were conceived, started and
developed under the Hamer government. Those power
stations provide the major base-load capacity of the
state’s electricity supply and hence underpin our
economy.
In rural Victoria Dick Hamer is well remembered for
taking on the role of Minister for State Development,
Decentralisation and Tourism from 1979 to 1981. He
was a passionate advocate for decentralisation and for
assisting growth and development in the broadest sense
in regional and rural Victoria. Not only was he
passionate about having performing arts centres and
cultural activities in regional and rural towns and
communities, but as the minister responsible for
decentralisation he was also passionate about
underpinning that with jobs and economic opportunity.
I digress to discuss my former profession as a
veterinarian. I remember Dick Hamer as a Premier who
made a significant difference in the veterinary
profession and in agriculture as a whole in Victoria and
Australia. There was an impasse in the mid-1970s over
the eradication program for bovine brucellosis, a
disease which causes abortions in cattle and significant
economic loss. It threatened our export markets,
because we had the disease while other countries
around the world, particularly the United States of
America, were eradicating it. For a number of years we
had been undertaking a program using vaccination as
the tool to control brucellosis but had not moved to the
next step of eradication. Everybody wanted to go to the
next step, but there was a familiar impasse between the
states and commonwealth, because to go to the next
step we had to get agreement from the commonwealth
to fund 50 per cent of the compensation cost for
eradicating animals that were tested and found to be
positive. The commonwealth would not come to the
party. I will not mention the political colour of the
commonwealth government in the mid-1970s, but shall
we say it was not a Liberal government.
The impasse went on for far too long as far as the
Victorian government and Dick Hamer were
concerned. Indeed Dick Hamer authorised Victoria to
break the impasse and go it alone with a
test-and-slaughter campaign. He said that Victoria
would fully fund the compensation scheme itself.
Within six months the commonwealth came on board,
and the test-and-slaughter phase of the brucellosis
campaign was then taken up by every other state and
territory. We in this state are now free of that disease
and Australia is recognised as being free of this disease,
but it took significant leadership from Dick Hamer and
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his cabinet to move to that. So it was not just in the
environment, the arts and culture but also in economics,
agriculture and regional areas that Dick had a
significant influence. I mention in particular a city that I
lived in and had the pleasure to represent until the
recent redistribution. The people of Hamilton well
remember Dick Hamer’s involvement in the
construction and building of Lake Hamilton and the
Hamilton Art Gallery.
It must be recognised that the achievements in social
reform and quality-of-life issues that Dick Hamer was
so passionate about and is so well remembered for were
anchored by a commitment to strong and sound
economic management. When you look at the
economic measurements during the period of his
premiership you can see that gross state product was in
double digits for most of that time and that on a per
head basis Victoria’s gross state product exceeded the
national average. So Dick Hamer had a real
commitment to understanding and providing sound
economic management as the basis on which you could
deliver on these quality-of-life issues.
On Saturday night I had the pleasure of watching the
Melbourne Opera Company, of which Sir Rupert
Hamer was patron, performing Madame Butterfly at the
Warrnambool Performing Arts Centre. Given that we
are looking at how we can provide a lasting legacy to
the life of Sir Rupert Hamer, I recognise and applaud
the government’s agreeing, with the Hamer family, on
the renaming of the concert hall. Those people who
attended the funeral service today would have heard
that up to his last day Sir Rupert Hamer was still
working on getting an opera company back in
Melbourne and Victoria. He was patron of the
Melbourne Opera Company, which receives no state
government funding. It would be a fitting legacy if the
government saw fit to provide some ongoing funding in
Sir Rupert’s name to this very young, dynamic and
Victorian-based opera company.
In conclusion, I again pass on my sympathy and that of
the people of south-western Victoria to Lady April
Hamer and to Dick and April’s children, Christopher,
Julia, Sarah and Alastair, and their grandchildren and
extended family.
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) —
Sir Rupert Hamer died on 23 March 2004 aged
87 years. He had a distinguished life, whether in the
armed services, in the law, in the community or in
Parliament. He was an all-rounder politician, having
served first for a lengthy period in the Legislative
Council and following that up with a long period of
service in the Legislative Assembly. As was pointed out
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by the Premier, he quickly rose to become a minister
and ultimately Premier of Victoria — a position he held
for nine years.
Dick Hamer was a Victorian Premier who will be
fondly remembered. Whilst he was Premier for a long
period, it is not the length of time for which he will
primarily be remembered but rather what he did as
Premier of Victoria. Dick Hamer did things. As they
say, he made things happen, which was a campaign
slogan. He did things in the arts, in the environment, for
humanity generally, for social wellbeing, and
importantly he did things for individual citizens. I did
not know him personally at the time when he was
Premier, but as a citizen of Victoria you knew of him.
In recent times I did get to know him through chats at
various art functions, particularly at the opera. He was
always keen to initiate a conversation or discussion to
find out what was going on and to let you know his
views. He was terribly interested in contemporary
events and wanted to be kept up to date. In those
discussions he was always very personable, generous,
passionate and caring. I suppose all these qualities that
endured throughout his political life and that people
have so often spoken about can be summed up by the
request of his family following his death this week. His
family said that instead of flowers mourners should
make a donation to assist asylum seekers. I think that
says a lot about the way Dick Hamer’s family
appreciated the sort of personal values he held and
displayed throughout his life.
One of Sir Rupert Hamer’s last public acts was to
co-sign an open letter to the ABC objecting to its
imposition of a Sydney-based, Sydney-centric national
sports package on the Victorian viewing public.
Although he was a patron of the Hawthorn Football
Club, Sir Rupert was better known for his support of
the arts than any great passion he had for sports. This
act, in itself, highlighted what made Sir Rupert Hamer
an exceptional individual and exceptional politician. He
was someone who cared deeply for and tried to reflect
where possible the diverse views and passions of the
Victorian community.
Much has been said today and more will be said, no
doubt, about this passion, but you need to look at some
of his achievements throughout his political life. He
was opposed to capital punishment and used his role as
Premier to end it in Victoria. There was his sponsorship
of the arts. We have heard the Minister for the Arts talk
eloquently about the great contribution he made
generally to the arts and how the physical manifestation
of that, the Victorian Arts Centre and the Melbourne
Concert Hall, stand as a lasting tribute to him. The very
public acknowledgement by the then Premier of the
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day, John Cain, in allowing Dick Hamer to officially
open the concert hall on 6 November 1982 was a great
recognition of the respect for him held even by his
political opponents. I am sure that his contribution to
the preservation of Victoria’s built and natural
environments, as was mentioned by the Deputy Premier
earlier this afternoon, will be celebrated as part of this
condolence debate.
I raise a couple of Dick Hamer’s less publicised
contributions to Victoria’s diverse community, all of
which have improved the health and lifestyles of many
people, groups and individuals over the years. Firstly I
mention fluoridation. In the face of strong opposition,
some from within his own party and from others in the
medical and allied professions, Dick Hamer early in
December 1973 introduced the Health (Fluoridation)
Bill. It took until February 1977 before the Silvan
Reservoir treatment plant began to fluoridate water for
around 60 per cent of Melbourne’s population. The
remaining catchments serving Melbourne’s population
were fluoridated by September that year. Incredibly,
even today the controversy surrounding this
fundamental public health measure still rages in some
small pockets, and there are children in Victoria who
are missing out on the benefits of this far-sighted and
important policy. It can now be observed with the
benefit of hindsight that those children who live in areas
that have fluoridated water have some 40 per cent less
tooth decay than those who do not. There are lots of
Victorian children with good teeth who owe their
thanks to this public initiative of the Hamer
government.
Later during his term as Premier, Dick Hamer oversaw
the introduction of the cooperative development
program. It was an initiative to help workers
cooperatives and was based on a program modelled in
New South Wales. I am not sure how successful it was
overall, but the program spawned some interesting and
socially influential businesses and helped to set up
some extraordinary careers. The objectives of the
cooperative development program included the
establishment of viable small-scale business enterprises
or employment-generating modifications to existing
businesses through work cooperative ventures and
enhancing the employability of participants in the
program.
One of the successes of the program is sitting in the
chamber with us today. The member for Brunswick
was a recipient of the benefits of the program initiated
by former Premier Dick Hamer. In this case the grant
was used to support the L’Osteria restaurant in Lygon
Street, Brunswick, as a workers cooperative. It is worth
noting that another participant in that venture, Stefano
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de Pieri, who unlike the member for Brunswick stayed
working in the restaurant business, is now running an
award-winning restaurant in Mildura. Another
cooperative business that received a grant under this
program was Correct Line Graphics. This grant
supported the employment of one full-time worker on a
publication called Gay Community News. Direct Line
Graphics subsequently became the Gay Publications
Cooperative, the publisher of Outrage. The significance
is that this chain of events represented the establishment
of the gay press in Victoria. While many of the
cooperative businesses that benefited from these grants
unfortunately are no longer in business, others like
L’Osteria were sold as going concerns, and the
cooperative members went on to establish influential
and successful careers in other areas.
Another recipient of this grant, and one of the original
recipients, was Sybylla Press, an independent publisher
of feminist fiction and non-fiction, which was only
recently wound up after many years of successful
publishing and distribution to the people of Victoria.
Open Channel was also an original recipient. It is now
being funded by the Australian Film Commission and
Film Victoria and continues as a cooperative and
community business. These were the results of a
government program initiated by Dick Hamer that
accepted, as the basis of it, tolerance and diversity as
respected and positive community values.
Finally, it is probably not well known or acknowledged
that Rupert Hamer as Premier was instrumental in
starting the process of gay law reform. At the end of
1976, in response to an initiative of the Homosexual
Law Reform Coalition, which interestingly was
supported by the Young Liberals, Dick Hamer
requested the then state Attorney-General to investigate
and bring forward a review of the criminal law relating
to homosexual acts. This review proved to be crucial in
the later reform of these laws. I have no idea how Dick
Hamer felt personally about gay issues, feminist
publications or the pros and cons of fluoridisation, but I
think this typifies exactly what I believe marks him as
an exceptional politician. In some controversial areas,
clearly he put his own preferences, prejudices and
beliefs to one side and tried not only to govern for all
Victorians but for each individual Victorian. Sir Rupert
said in an interview with Michael Shmith in 1995:
You have got to respect other opinions, even if you do not
share them. You must respect the people who hold those
opinions, even if you are not enamoured by them.

We can see that these thoughts are certainly worth
reflecting upon during these condolence speeches. I
would put to you, Speaker, that they are worth
reflecting upon at all times throughout the political
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process. It is true that Dick Hamer will be missed by all
Victorians, and my sincere condolences go to
Sir Rupert Hamer’s wife, April, his family and his
friends.
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — If Sir Rupert were here,
he would probably say, ‘This is enough reminiscing,
enough of the condolence motion. Let’s just move on’.
In deference to Dick’s humble attitude, I will try to be
as brief as possible about the career of a great man.
He had many distinguished careers — that of student,
his unbelievable military career, his career in the law,
his career in politics, and, of course, his post-political
career of community service. His political career, as I
said, was just one of his many careers. He was elected
in 1958 and served 23 years in the Victorian
Parliament. He was appointed as a minister in 1962 and
held a variety of cabinet posts, culminating in being
Premier from 1972 to 1981. That represented a total of
19 years in the ministry.
Much has been said about the quality of life that Dick
espoused and acted upon while he was Premier. Oddly
enough, the term ‘quality of life’ was first used by
Sir Henry Bolte, with Bolte making the observation that
the community had become particularly interested in
the quality of life, and it was also said in the context of
handing over to Dick as leader. It was Sir Henry’s view
that times had changed, that Dick was the perfect
successor in the role as Premier, and that he would
allow Dick to concentrate on some of these
quality-of-life issues. There is no doubt that Dick did
focus on some issues that were not associated with the
previous administration. He gave a lot of these issues
prominence by his own intellectual force, his own
credibility and his own passion.
The environment has been touched on, including the
number of national parks that were created during that
Liberal administration, and, of course, the Garden State.
The arts have been touched on — the first Ministry of
the Arts and the Victorian Arts Centre — and the arts
have been well reflected in his post-political
involvement. The abolition of capital punishment has
also been referred to on many occasions today.
I want to also briefly mention Dick’s commitment to
the advancement of the status of women. Again it is
true that he reformed the public service exam to allow
married women to enter at all levels of the public
service. He was also the driving force behind the Equal
Opportunity Act. I would also pay credit to a
predecessor in Brighton, Jeanette Patrick, who drove
that issue very strongly within the parliamentary
Liberal Party at that time. Dick was also responsible for
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very substantial rape law reform, which greatly
acknowledged women’s rights in this particular area.
Another colleague who was most instrumental in that
area was the Honourable Haddon Storey.
Much has been said about Dick’s style. There is no
doubt about it — he was a natural leader. He was not
threatened by others. He wanted to encourage others at
all opportunities. He was particularly interested in the
young. When I joined the Young Liberal Movement in
1976, he had regular meetings with us. I think probably
Mark Birrell, when he was president, instituted the
regular coffees with Dick, where we simply raised
issues of concern to us — an opportunity of access to a
Premier of the day that I think would be unparalleled in
other youth organisations.
I want to touch very briefly on two issues with a
slightly different emphasis to a lot of the other speakers.
The first issue is that Dick was deeply committed to the
economic advancement of Victoria. He was just one of
those Liberals who believed that economic
management was not an end in itself but has a social
purpose, and his view was that if you got the economy
right, other things would flow and other things could be
funded. I think in the legitimate desire to focus on
Dick’s quality-of-life issues, sometimes it is forgotten
that he was an outstanding manager of the Victorian
economy, as Premier and indeed as Treasurer, before
that great team of Lindsay Thompson as Treasurer and
Dick as Premier emerged.
Much has also been said about Dick’s decency, and
quite rightly. He was well mannered, civilised and
decent on all occasions. But I also want to point out that
he was also incredibly tough. You just need to look at
his military career alone to show how tough he was.
Likewise in politics — tough, resolute, achieved his
aim, but achieved it always by being polite and always
by being civil. I think sometimes in the desire to depict
Dick as decent — again legitimate and accurate — it
should not be discounted that he was, as Lindsay
Thompson said today, a man of steel. Dick Hamer was
a truly great Australian and a truly great Liberal. I too
would like to pass on my condolences to Lady April
Hamer and her four children and Dick’s grandchildren.
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer) — Today I too would
like to join the Premier, the Leader of the Opposition
and other members in paying tribute to the life of Dick
Hamer and to extend condolences to Lady April Hamer
and to the Hamer family.
Like many MPs present in the house today, I attended
the state funeral service for Sir Rupert Hamer this
morning. As the Premier noted earlier in his remarks,
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the service was in every way a fitting tribute to a great
Victorian. We were very privileged to hear eulogies
from former Premier Lindsay Thompson, from Richard
Divall and from Fay Marles. I want to put on the record
that they were outstanding eulogies, none more so than
that presented by Lindsay Thompson, which I think
was outstanding in every respect.
On the way to Parliament House this morning I was
listening to Lindsay Thompson being interviewed on
the radio, or it may have been a radio grab about Dick
Hamer. One of the words used to describe Dick Hamer
was that he was always a ‘constructive’ person, always
looking for a better way of doing things. Was there a
way of moving on? Was there a better way of doing
things? I thought in many ways that that came through
in a story from Fay Marles during the eulogy.
It was quite a humorous story about the petrol dispute
and about how a petrol station owner had been
summoned by her for potentially breaching the Equal
Opportunity Act. During the petrol rationing the petrol
station owner had been serving the male customers first
in one queue and sending all the female drivers to the
back in another because they were less important. Fay
recalled the discussion she had had with the then
Premier, who suggested, ‘Maybe it would be better if
you go out and see this person rather than summoning
them in’. She said she would do that if she could but
that, because she was very short staffed, she would take
it on notice. She took it on notice and went out there,
and there was a successful resolution. To me it was an
interesting story about that time, because you cannot
imagine that sort of behaviour happening nowadays. It
was a good story about Dick Hamer, about his looking
for constructive and better ways of doing things and
about his deep and abiding passion for equal
opportunity. He was the first Premier to bring about,
and Victoria was the first state to see, the establishment
of an equal opportunity commission.
Dick Hamer was best known for his support of the arts
and the environment. We have seen that come through
in all of the eulogies and the tributes that have been
written and in many of the speeches made today. I saw
Dick Hamer about a month ago at the announcement
that the regional head office of Cirque du Soleil, which
is the Canadian circus arts company, would be located
in Melbourne, which was quite a coup for Melbourne.
Sir Rupert was in the audience, and I acknowledged
him and the fact that Victoria has had a proud record of
supporting the arts since the 1970s, which has
continued through the 1980s, the 1990s and, of course,
under the Bracks government, and we talked about that
after the official announcement.
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One of the points I would like to make today is that in
addition to his passion for the arts, for the environment
and for quality-of-life issues, Dick Hamer was also
Treasurer for seven years — he was Premier and
Treasurer — and he was also Minister for State
Development, Decentralisation and Tourism from 1979
to 1981. If you look at that era, you see that he was a
passionate believer in the arts, in the rights of
individuals, in choice, in equal opportunity and in
quality-of-life issues, but — if I can take up a point
made by the member for Brighton — he was also a
staunch advocate for economic development,
particularly for regional economic development.
If you look at that era, you see it was an era in which
governments invested heavily in economic
infrastructure — for example, during that period the
natural gas pipeline to Albury-Wodonga was
completed, the gas pipeline to Ballarat and Bendigo
was completed, work was commenced on the
4000-megawatt Loy Yang power station and major
softwood plantations were established across the state
and subsidised by the government. It was a period of
investment in infrastructure. It was also a period of
investment in water and irrigation infrastructure.
During that time the Thomson Dam stages 1 and 2 were
completed and stage 3 was commenced. At this time,
after our having seven years of below-average rainfall,
the question arises: where would Melbourne be today
without that storage facility? During that time the
Cardinia Reservoir was also completed, the Sugarloaf
Reservoir was completed and there were extensive
improvements to irrigation infrastructure.
While it was a period where priority was on lifestyle,
the arts and the environment, it was also a period in
which there was strong investment in economic
infrastructure, not unlike the period that Victoria is
experiencing today under the Bracks government.
The Premier made comments earlier about the trade
relations which were developed by Sir Rupert Hamer. I
echo the importance of those, particularly the
Jiangsu-Victoria sister-state relationship. Dick Hamer
was the first Victorian Premier to visit China. He did
that in August 1979. At that time Gough Whitlam had
recognised China in the early 1970s, but China was a
very different place to what it is today. It was a bold
step to make that visit and to enter into that sister-state
relationship, and it is a relationship which has served
Victoria well. I want to emphasise that, because people
often say that states enter into too many sister-state
relationships and ask whether they add value and what
they really mean. But this sister-state relationship is one
that has served Victoria well. The Premier visited
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Jiangsu in 2002, and last year following the Premier’s
visit I officially opened our office in Nanjing.
This year we will celebrate its 25th year, and the
Governor of Jiangsu will be visiting Melbourne with a
major delegation. I understand, Speaker, that you, in the
company of the President and many other members of
Parliament, have just returned from leading a
substantial delegation to Jiangsu and Nanjing, which I
understand was very beneficial in terms of that
sister-state relationship. In 1985 the Victoria Jiangsu
Joint Economic Committee was established, and I think
there have been 10 or 12 meetings of that committee.
That two-way trade between Victoria and China is now
approaching $7 billion. On current growth estimates, by
2006–07 China will be Victoria’s largest trading
partner. So the links we have with Jiangsu are
important.
The other trade relationship is with the Aichi
Prefecture, the capital of which is Nagoya. I visited
Nagoya in 2001 and met with Governor Kunda.
Nagoya is the fourth-largest Japanese city after Tokyo,
Yokohama and Osaka. There are many important
Japanese investments which come out of Aichi
Prefecture, and companies such as Toyota, Denso,
Araco and Aisin can all call Victoria and Aichi
Prefecture home. Japan is Victoria’s third-largest export
market. Our two-way trade is approaching $7 billion,
and this is also a significant sister-state relationship
which was formed in 1980 by then Premier Hamer and
will celebrate its 25-year anniversary next year.
There have been many comments today about the late
Dick Hamer. He had an extraordinarily full and
distinguished life, and served this Parliament with great
distinction. That period of the 1970s was a fascinating
time in a political sense. Dick Hamer was taking over
after 17 years of quite a dominant premiership of
Sir Henry Bolte, and a lot of people wondered at the
time if that transition could be made. It was an
interesting time from a Labor Party perspective also. Of
course at the time of the 1973 election Clyde Holding
was leader. There was quite a debate about state aid,
and George Crawford and Bill Hartley were dominating
the state administration committee — and that, of
course, had an impact on the Labor policies of the time.
In 1976 we had seen the end of the Whitlam
government, the election of the Fraser government, and
a huge amount of division in the Australian community.
But in Victoria Dick Hamer occupied the middle
ground. There is no doubt that he was strong and solid
in terms of occupying the middle ground, and that is
one of the reasons he enjoyed such political success.
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He led an extraordinarily full and distinguished life as a
student, as a soldier serving his country in the Second
World War and as a member of this place serving the
Parliament and the state as Premier of Victoria; and of
course, in later life he contributed so generously to the
community and particularly the arts after his retirement
from politics. He was a great servant of the Victorian
people, he will be greatly missed, and I extend my
deepest sympathy to Lady April Hamer and the Hamer
family.
Mr PLOWMAN (Benambra) — It was a great
privilege for me, as a young person, to meet with Dick
Hamer first when he came to speak to a branch of the
Liberal Party in country Victoria, and to recognise that
there was a man who not only had a grasp of the urban
and metropolitan issues that were so important to
Victoria, but also, as the Treasurer said, had a great
understanding of regional development and country
issues.
Certainly that was the time when I made up my mind to
take an active role in politics in the party and to be
involved, but equally the reason I wish to speak this
afternoon particularly is the involvement that Dick
Hamer had with my father. At that same time he was
instrumental in getting my father to stand for
Parliament — unsuccessfully as it turned out. That was
brought about by the fact that my father actually served
in the army with Dick, and particularly in Tobruk, so I
would like to touch briefly on Dick Hamer’s military
career and then the two other major issues for which he
will be most greatly remembered in Victoria.
Following his graduation in law from Melbourne
University in 1940, Dick Hamer’s military career
commenced and, as was noted earlier by other speakers,
he was the first uniformed person to be admitted to the
bar. He fought in four major world battles — in north
Africa, in Tobruk, in El Alamein and in New Guinea —
and was part of the Normandy landings.
In July 1940 Private Hamer, aged 24, was posted to
Victoria Barracks where he worked in the decipher
section. In September of that year he received his
commission as lieutenant and became OC of the
intelligence section of the 2/43rd battalion. As a second
lieutenant, in December 1940 Lieutenant Hamer
received embarkation orders and with the 9th division
sailed first to the Suez and then into Palestine. His
division was sent to relieve the 6th division, which had
been fighting in North Africa after capturing and
liberating Libya.
In March 1941 the German push led by Rommel
surrounded Tobruk and all the allied troops. Dick
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Hamer, then aged 24, was caught in that famous siege
which lasted for eight months. That was the birth of the
rather heroic Rats of Tobruk, in which my father served
with Dick Hamer. My father was certainly very proud
to serve with him, and Dick was very proud to be one
of those troops who have been so well remembered. It
is worth noting that the 14 000 Australian troops who
fought did pay a high price: 3000 Australian troops
were either killed or seriously wounded during that
conflict and over 1000 were taken prisoner. What is
important to remember is that it was against
extraordinary odds, and that they did stop Rommel’s
advance and proved that he was not invincible. Until
that time Rommel had been seen as one of the
invincible forces of the German war effort.
In October 1941, with a promotion to captain, Dick
Hamer saw service at El Alamein. It was during this
period that he kept a diary. He noted that it was to
banish the boredom during the days when Rommel
seemed to be sleeping. In his diary Sir Rupert noted that
he would always remember El Alamein’s stark, smoky
landscape littered with burnt and battered bodies. He
also said:
You never forget that, it gives you respect for human life …
An awful lot of people died in one way or another, it has a
subduing effect.
You learn about human life, but you also value the things you
fought for.
We are all now very wary of anyone being a dictator, and
we’re more alert about protecting our traditions and the ways
of life we value.

And that sums up the sentiments that Dick Hamer took
into his political life. Clearly that period, particularly in
El Alamein and Tobruk, moulded his life and moulded
his career, not only as a soldier but also as a politician.
Following promotion in 1943, Major Hamer went to
New Guinea as a member of the invasion force to
liberate Lae from the Japanese forces. During this time
he was often mentioned in dispatches. In April 1944,
when the allies’ invasion forces were being prepared
for landings in northern France, Major Dick Hamer’s
experienced leadership was again called upon. He
entered his third theatre of war and became an
instructor of tactics and techniques for amphibious
operations. He helped to plan the Rhine crossing prior
to the crossing of the English Channel as part of the
Normandy invasion. He was attached to the Royal
Marines commando company and landed on the French
coast at Arromanches. His war service lasted
66 months, and he finally returned home in October
1945.
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It is worth noting the extraordinary service that he gave.
I have no doubt he was one of very many, but his
service was quite outstanding. As I said, my father
remembers Dick Hamer as one of the most outstanding
men he met during that period in Tobruk.
When Dick Hamer retired I note there was a motion of
appreciation for the services of the Honourable Rupert
James Hamer. I will quote selectively from a speech
made by Alan Hunt, a former President of the
Legislative Council. He said:
Even those who did not agree with his political philosophy
would acknowledge that he was a man who displayed
foresight and long-term vision; a man who had immense
compassion and understanding of people; a man who sought
always to bring parties together rather than to capitalise on
political differences. There were some who saw that as a
failure; on the contrary it was his great strength, that he could
seek and find a common ground and build upon it.
… He was man who sought to bring parties together; a man
who sought to engender cooperation rather than drive
opponents apart. He did that remarkably well over many
years.

That was particularly so during the period when he was
Premier of Victoria. Those words of Alan Hunt’s sum
up the spirit in which Dick Hamer acted as a member of
Parliament, but most particularly as Premier of this
state.
I also touch on the words spoken by the
Honourable H. M. Hamilton, a former member for
Higinbotham Province, who joined the army with Dick
Hamer. A couple of things he said are worth repeating:
… one of the first people I met was Captain R. J. Hamer of
the 2/43rd battalion. I point out that Dick Hamer has not only
served this state well, but has served his nation with
conspicuous success.
…
When I heard he was interested in entering politics I felt that
this was a great move because I had a tremendous admiration
for his intellectual capacities. But I had one doubt. As a young
man he was inclined to be a little intolerant of lesser intellects,
and there were very few who could match him intellectually.
However, to my astonishment, when I eventually found my
way into this chamber and Dick was sitting on the front bench
as Minister for Local Government, I found that he was the
most patient and reasonable of any minister I have ever seen.
He would listen patiently to the arguments coming from all
sides of the house, sift them, and if an idea appealed to him as
a good one, irrespective of who made it, he would gladly
accept it.
… He changed from being intolerant of fools to listening with
infinite patience to the advice and suggestions and chatter that
came from all directions. He brought to the office of Premier
at that stage an enormous intellectual capacity which was
responsible for the tremendous successes he achieved.
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Again I think those words from a sitting member who
had been in the army with him and had actually joined
up with him reflected the sort of man that Dick Hamer
was and the intellect that he brought to the position of
Premier. It reflected the fact that he was prepared to
listen to every member of the party and every member
of the opposition and act on the advice he thought was
best, irrespective of where that advice came from. One
would hope that that same philosophy still abides, but I
have to say that it is rarely seen.
The last two things I want to comment on are the two
things that I believe Dick Hamer will be most
remembered for. Firstly, the words ‘Garden State’.
Victoria will always hold that name, no matter how we
use it. Victoria is the Garden State; it is recognised by
all Australians as the Garden State. It was Dick
Hamer’s involvement in the environmental movement
that led us to use those terms advisedly to promote
Victoria as probably the most lovely state in Australia,
and certainly the state with the greatest respect for the
environment. Dick Hamer introduced a changed level
of environmental management during his term as
Premier that I think is still very much part of the way
we manage our environment and our parks. Certainly
the introduction of national parks to Victoria and the
involvement he had in the introduction of the green
wedge concept in and around Melbourne have helped
keep Melbourne the city that it is.
His passion for the arts is still reflected in the fact that
the state of Victoria is the capital of the arts and the
artistic movement throughout Australia. One of the
things the Treasurer spoke of earlier which I would also
like to comment on is Dick Hamer’s involvement with
the water supply for the City of Melbourne. He was far
sighted. Like others earlier, he and the Victorian
Parliament recognised the need to have closed
catchments for Victoria.
It means that Victoria and Melbourne have a water
supply the quality of which is the envy of any city of its
size anywhere in the world. Dick Hamer’s foresight in
proceeding with and pushing through the building of
the Thomson Dam means that Melbourne now has a
secure water supply which again is the envy of almost
every city of its size in the world. I think this sets him
aside as a man who not only wanted to look after the
environment but was prepared to balance the needs of
us all by building dams when they were needed.
Without the Thomson Dam and the energy required to
build it at that time, Melbourne and Victoria would be
in an untenable situation at the moment.
I, like everyone else, offer my sympathy to Lady April
Hamer, her four children and all the members of her
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family. I conclude as I started by saying that it was a
privilege to have met Sir Rupert Hamer at an early age
and to have known him throughout my life. It is with
great pleasure that I take part in this debate.
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — In an era when
politicians openly admit to expedience, Sir Rupert
‘Dick’ Hamer was a window to another age. He was a
member of a rare breed who valued decency and
integrity above all else, and he was an old-school
Liberal who believed that with privilege came
responsibility. In short Hamer was a Liberal with a
heartfelt philosophy rather than just a package
conservative.
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reformer, transforming his party and the machinery of
government. During his nine years as Premier he
established nine new ministries, including the first arts
ministry in Australia and, as Victoria’s first Garden
State Premier, a ministry of conservation.

There are a great many accolades that can, have been
and will be given to Dick Hamer, but there will be none
better — and I know this has been commented on
earlier — than that given by another former Premier,
Lindsay Thompson, at Dick Hamer’s funeral today.
Hamer’s résumé is a testament of public service, and
his interest in and contribution to the community were
immense and diverse. What I will talk briefly about
today however, are two characteristics which pervaded
Dick Hamer’s career and his public life.

There are two things, however, that have resonance for
me as Attorney-General, as someone who is passionate
about equality and who is concerned about the basic
rights of ordinary Victorians. The first is Dick Hamer’s
identification of his biggest regret about his time in
government, and that was his failure to take on sporting
clubs and their infamous ‘white lines’ when he brought
in the Equal Opportunity Act, which was Victoria’s
first antidiscrimination legislation. Hamer explained
that he excluded voluntary sporting clubs from the
legislation on the basis that they would catch the public
mood and come around themselves. However, as many
clubs, such as horseracing clubs, operated on Crown
land, the government had missed its chance to make it a
condition of their leases that discrimination against
women, and in particular the absurd white-line policy,
should end. This regret of Dick Hamer speaks to me of
a politician who genuinely cared about fairness and
who was not afraid to take on institutions of privilege.

Dick Hamer was not afraid to be himself. He showed
constancy and a strength of principle which was
founded on concern and compassion for ordinary
people and which made him unafraid of chance,
whether it was initiated by the community or had him at
the helm. It was this fearlessness which made him able
to oppose the last execution in Victoria while a minister
in the Bolte government and which also led him to
undertake one of Victoria’s most fundamental and
meaningful reforms, the abolition of the death penalty,
when he was Premier.

Perhaps, though, the greatest indication of Dick
Hamer’s integrity was the fact — it has already been
touched on by the Leader of the Opposition — that in
1966 Sir Robert Menzies approached him to stand for
preselection for the federal seat of Kooyong. Having
thought about it for about a week, Hamer declined on
the basis that the states were responsible for issues of
much more importance to ordinary people. Menzies
was, of course, very much taken aback; Kooyong went
to Peacock; and Hamer ultimately went on to be
Premier of Victoria.

It was this fearlessness that more than 20 years later
allowed him — as has already been said — to be the
first prominent Liberal politician to declare himself for
the republic. His fearlessness also caused him to urge
that drug addiction, in light of its awful consequences
for individuals in the community, should be treated as a
health issue. He argued against the grain of his party for
reform of that place across the corridor. I expect that
any person who had seen the kind of horrors that Dick
Hamer saw in his five years of active military service
during World War II would hardly be afraid of a little
political discomfort.

‘Much loved’, ‘a special kind of politician’,
‘compassionate’, ‘courageous’, ‘intelligent’ and ‘the
finest flower in the Victorian Deakinite Liberal
tradition’ are just some of the tributes to Dick Hamer
that have flowed from his political opposition since his
unexpected and tragic death. I know he was a man in
his later years, but nonetheless I think his death can be
described as tragic. To this I shall add my own humble
eulogy, that Dick Hamer was a man who personified
integrity and who brought to politics and public service
a clarity of purpose and a joy in life that touched
everyone who had the privilege to know him.

He was also a politician of immense foresight. He could
see change happening in the community and harnessed
it, from the burgeoning awareness of our fragile
environment to the forces of feminism and the abolition
of the death penalty. Hamer was indeed a genuine

On becoming Premier in 1972 Sir Rupert declared that
his government would be less materialistic and more
interested in things of the spirit. I believe this has been
his legacy in public life as well. I hope towards the end
of his days he was satisfied that he had found the right
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balance. I extend my deepest condolences to the Hamer
family, who have the gratitude of the people of Victoria
for giving so generously of one they so loved. Vale
Sir Rupert.
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I rise to reflect on the
life and times of Sir Rupert James Hamer, former
Premier, soldier, husband and family man. Too often
we know too little of our fellow citizens until we hear
their eulogies, but I would surmise that this is not the
case with Dick Hamer. I have certainly not been long
enough in this place to know very many past members,
although I note that since 1996 there have been some
55 departures — two-thirds of this house.
I do not propose to repeat the comments of other
members on the life and times of Dick Hamer. The
funeral today at St Paul’s Cathedral was a fitting tribute
to a man who served his country bravely and served his
state and community with distinction. I have had the
privilege of meeting Sir Rupert and Lady Hamer in his
role as patron-in-chief of Chances for Children in
Mildura. Sir Rupert was the first freeman of the City of
Mildura, and there have been only three others since
that honour was accorded.
A former member for Mildura, Milton Whiting,
approached Sir Rupert in 1979 to become the patron of
Mallee Family Care, and that patronage continued until
his death on Tuesday. This association has been very
strong, and it was strengthened when Sir Rupert
became the patron-in-chief of Chances for Children.
Sir Rupert made a tremendous impact on this state and
on our daily lives. Some from generations past, and I
am one of them, probably hanker for a return to those
days of full employment, low crime and the values and
standards that prevailed when Sir Rupert was Premier
of the state.
It was an honour and a privilege for me to meet
Sir Rupert and his wife, Lady April, and I extend my
condolences to her and her family. During his eulogy or
reflection on Vernon Wilcox, the Leader of the
Opposition said that he was a good all-rounder, and I
have thought about that since that moment. I think you
would have to say that Dick Hamer was a good
all-rounder, and I am convinced that this Parliament has
prospered under the postwar members who, like
Sir Rupert, were good all-rounders and led the state into
a very progressive arrangement. Many people who had
lives outside the Parliament came into this place well
versed and were well equipped to become leaders,
statesman and members of Parliament. As other
speakers have said, Sir Rupert Hamer has left a very
significant impact on this place and on the lives of most
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Victorians, and I reflect on his passing and the
contribution he made.
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — During an appreciation
motion in this house in 1981 the then Premier reflected
upon the qualities of Sir Rupert Hamer. In a reasonably
short contribution, which was perhaps unlike his eulogy
today, he used the letters of Sir Rupert’s name to
indicate the qualities that he brought to this place as
Premier of Victoria. He said that ‘h’ stood for
humanity. Sir Rupert was a really humane person; he
had compassion and he thought about other people all
the time. As for the ‘a’, he said Sir Rupert was amiable.
He was amusing, he was good company, he always
listened and he always had a twinkle in his eye to look
at the brighter side of life. The ‘m’ was for modesty,
and indeed, a number of people have highlighted
Sir Rupert’s modesty and humility for all of his
achievements in a very long and distinguished life. The
‘e’ was for energy. Until the last moment Sir Rupert
was actively involved in public service, attending a
state reception here at Parliament House on the day that
he died. The ‘r’ was for respect. It is the last letter of his
name, but above all it is also what everybody brings to
this place in remembering Sir Rupert Hamer with the
utmost respect and regard as a true Victorian, and a true
leader of our community in a number of different areas.
I certainly do not propose to dwell on what other people
have far more eloquently talked about as his
achievements as a student, as a military person, in the
law, in politics or in his achievements post politics. But
perhaps I can reflect on what I knew about Sir Rupert
Hamer as a former member for Kew, with whom I built
a strong relationship over the last three or four years
since I have been in this place representing Kew. I met
Sir Rupert Hamer, probably accidentally, many years
ago. I was attending the opera — and what a rugby
player was doing at the opera is something we will have
to dwell on — and I saw a friend of mine from school
who was also called Rupert, which is an uncommon
name.
I yelled out, ‘Rupert’, and this man stood up in front of
me and said, ‘Yes?’. Before I could get anything out he
jumped in and said, ‘How is it all going?’. I said, ‘It is
going very well’. He said, ‘What are you up to now?’. I
said, ‘I am at the bar’. He said, ‘Which floor are you on
in Owen Dixon Chambers?’. I described it. He said,
‘Do you know X?’. I said, ‘Yes’, and we had a
3-minute conversation about my career in the law. After
3 or 4 minutes he said, ‘Good to see you, and I look
forward to seeing you again in the future’. Then he
turned around and walked off. That was the first time
that I met Sir Rupert Hamer, although I had subsequent
dealings with him before I was elected here.
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It was probably shortly after my election that Dick
Hamer came into my office to pass on his
congratulations, but it rapidly developed into a
cross-examination about what I felt about a number of
significant public policy issues. He had the ability to go
across a range of different issues; he was up to speed
with the current thinking and debates on a number of
those issues. We went from energy policy and the
concern that he raised about the capacity of this state to
generate sufficient energy and power to meet the needs
of a growing population through to aged care. We
ended up dealing with things as significant as water
issues and what I thought about what was happening in
the Murray River. He had a sharp intellect; he listened
to what I said, notwithstanding that my ability to deal
with those issues was nowhere near as great as his.

between the different and disparate groups, quite often
Rupert Hamer would come in and resolve it for the
benefit of the entire community.

What has struck me over the last four years is how
deeply he was involved not only in his broad
community here in Victoria but also in his electorate of
Kew, now my electorate. The respect that he built up in
a large number of people in a variety of different
activities was profound. The extraordinary thing was
that you would turn up to a concert given by the
Australian Boys Choir, which is based in the electorate
of Kew, and you knew perfectly well that Sir Rupert
and Lady Hamer would be present at that gathering. He
was a profound sponsor of the arts, and the fact that the
Australian Boys Choir was based in Kew was a matter
of some pride to him.

Ms KOSKY (Minister for Education and
Training) — I join with others in this house in passing
on my condolences to Lady April Hamer and her
family and in contributing to the fantastic celebration of
Sir Rupert Hamer’s life, which has been so well spoken
about within this house. I do not want to go over the
ground that other members have talked about in detail
but to talk about some of the background to the roles
that Sir Rupert held.

He was intimately involved in his community. For
example, he was involved with Joan Kirner in a
proposal to build a school hall at Canterbury Girls
Secondary College. He would regularly attend that and
many other private and public schools in my electorate.
He was a man of great humanity; he was very amiable,
modest and energetic right up until his last day. He was
held in deep respect by the people of Kew. He will be
sorely missed. I pass on my personal condolences and
that of the people of Kew on his passing to Lady Hamer
and her family.

In all sorts of non-profit groups, whether it be the
neighbourhood house or a charitable institution, you
would turn up as a local member knowing that in many
cases Sir Rupert and Lady Hamer would be there. You
would go to aged care facilities, one of which bears his
name in my electorate, and he would be present; if he
was not, he would be there in spirit. Everybody would
be talking about his involvement in what he had done
as a member of Parliament and subsequently for their
particular institution.

I too remember the first time I met Sir Rupert Hamer. I
was a backbencher in opposition and I had been in that
role for only a couple of months. I was at a function
when Sir Rupert came up next to me to sign a book and
said, ‘You are Lynne Kosky, aren’t you? You were the
mayor of Footscray’. At that stage as a new member I
felt that nobody in the house knew who I was, let alone
people who had left this place. But he followed public
affairs in great detail and was prepared to go out of his
way to help people on both sides feel welcomed into
politics. I certainly felt honoured that he had
acknowledged one of the roles I had had before and
knew who I was, even though I did not necessarily
deserve it.

Only last Friday a ceremony at Burke Hall in Kew —
the junior school of Xavier College — dedicated a new
garden between it and Villa Alba, a magnificent
Victorian building that has been substantially renovated
as a result of a long process that started with Rob
Maclellan banging heads together to ensure that the
land and house were preserved and there was some
economic way of doing up the house. At the dedication
of the garden, speaker after speaker paid tribute to Dick
Hamer for the way in which he was involved not just in
a superficial role, not just where he would turn up for
the occasional meeting but because he was intimately
involved in every aspect of that development. People
were at pains to say that when you had a deadlock

I want to talk particularly about Sir Rupert’s work in
relation to the National Institute of Circus Arts (NICA).
He played a significant role in making sure that facility
was alive and well. He became the founding chair of
the institute in October 1998. The National Institute of
Circus Arts Ltd was established in 2000 by Swinburne
University of Technology and was opened in
February 2001. It has a three-year vocational degree,
the bachelor of circus arts, which is an example of
Swinburne’s cross-sectoral nested degree program. It
covers both the training component, or the TAFE
component, as well as the university component. So it
is not just at what some would consider to be the high
end of the arts that Sir Rupert was involved; he was
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also involved in an area which combines both the
vocational and the academic for a group of students
who had not previously been well acknowledged in arts
forums.
He supported the establishment of NICA by assisting it
to raise funds for the initial pilot project in 1999. He
then went on to lobby both the state and federal
governments. I still remember the phone call when
Sir Rupert rang to say, ‘We need some extra state
assistance for NICA’. I am pleased to say that we
successfully directed funding from the training budget
to support the TAFE-level programs in NICA, and his
timing in lobbying the federal government close to an
election meant that he was also successful in gaining
federal funding. He did not get others to make those
phone calls; he made them directly himself.
I know that he had many discussions with the current
member for Eltham, who at that stage was my chief of
staff, in looking at how funding could be provided for
the proper establishment of the institute. Sir Rupert
helped NICA to establish a scholarship fund to enable
talented young people from all over Australia to attend
the institute regardless of their financial backgrounds,
making sure that all young people who had the talent
and capacity could participate. He championed the
NICA story to a number of private donors and
philanthropic organisations and in doing so was able to
establish that scholarship fund. His advocacy also
supported NICA’s establishment of its indigenous
Australia programs, which were very important not
only to the institute but also to indigenous communities
across Australia. He supported NICA in its partnership
with the Cirque du Soleil, with Tokyo Disney and with
the circus schools in Shanghai, Nanjing, Shenyang and
Taibei. Some of the connections he had through other
parts of his life helped make the connection for the
National Institute of Circus Arts.
In December last year Sir Rupert officiated at the
inaugural graduation ceremony awarding Australia’s
first bachelor of circus arts. He was very active right
from the beginning, through to funding and to the first
graduation ceremony for circus arts students. It is worth
mentioning that the first graduates of NICA have
already found their way into Australian and
international companies such as the Cirque du Soleil.
Many work as successful freelance artists, so they have
been able to move into very rewarding careers.
It has been mentioned that Sir Rupert was reappointed
as chair of the board earlier this month, an indication
that he did not believe his work with NICA was
finished. I have a bit of a feeling that he really loved the
organisation and was not prepared to walk away at this
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time. Indeed, its members did need and were very
appreciative of his support. Their appreciation was very
aptly demonstrated today when they put on a
performance in Federation Square at the time when the
family and the coffin were leaving St Paul’s Cathedral.
It was a fitting thankyou from students who owe a great
debt of gratitude to Sir Rupert for establishing them in
the art form they love best and for establishing NICA
so that they could have good careers in circus arts.
I want to pass on the acknowledgment of Swinburne
University. It will obviously pay its own tribute, but I
indicated that I would pass on its great thanks to
Sir Rupert and to his family for allowing him to have
the time to spend in establishing NICA. I join with the
Premier, the Leader of the Opposition, the Leader of
The Nationals and other members in this house in
paying my respects to a wonderful man who was much
loved and who has taken politics to a higher level in
Victoria. I pass on my sincerest condolences to Lady
April and the family.
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — Many people have
made great contributions to the leadership of the Liberal
Party. Those who were privileged to be at Sir Rupert’s
funeral today saw one of the finest in Lindsay
Thompson. His eulogy was a reminder that not all
leaders enjoy the success that is probably due to them in
their position of leadership, but Lindsay made an
extraordinary contribution today.
I say that because I believe there are four giants of the
Victorian Liberal Party whom I distinguish on the basis
that they have led the party in multiple election
victories and have obviously captured the imagination
of the community. They are those who have led the
Liberal Party in victory and triumph. As I said, there are
four great giants of the Liberal Party who have met that
criterion — obviously Sir Robert Menzies, who made
the Liberal Party, and indeed made postwar Australia;
Henry Bolte, who restored Victoria as a place of
stability and prosperity; Jeff Kennett, who took Victoria
back to the top again; and of course Dick Hamer. Dick
Hamer was the one who opened our eyes and leveraged
the prosperity of the time for everlasting good. It is fair
to conclude from his doing so that Dick Hamer was a
decent, modest, determined and intelligent visionary for
Victoria, and it is indeed hard to imagine Victoria
without him. He has played such a part in our lives.
Last week after his death I heard him described on
Melbourne radio as ‘a reassuring presence’. I believe
that was absolutely true when it came to Dick. He was
always about, always there, always supportive. Only
recently I found Dick Hamer sitting in the front row at
the Richmond town hall, sharing a somewhat large
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public lament for what was regarded as an
inappropriate development on the Burnley Gardens
precinct.
He was there of his own volition. He was not seeking to
speak, not seeking attention, but was there caring in his
own right. That was very much Dick Hamer.
The Leader of the Opposition and others referred to a
piece we heard from Dick’s daughter Sarah Brenan
today — the extract from Tennyson’s Ulysses and the
line ‘I am a part of all that I have met’. How true that is.
In the same context I recall the electioneering slogan
we had in the 1970s — and we might have blanched at
the time because it seemed so pedestrian — the simple
slogan ‘Hamer makes it happen’.
An honourable member — It was a winner.
Mr BAILLIEU — Not only was it a winner, but on
reflection how true it is — Dick Hamer made it happen.
Not only was Dick a part of all he had met, but he is
part of our fabric, and the reverse is equally so. I am of
the view that we do not actually have to remember Dick
Hamer because he will be with us almost every day.
We can enjoy and share his legacy and his contribution
almost every day. So much of what we take for granted
in Victoria is part of his legacy. It is actually quite an
extraordinary list, which other members have
commented on already. I do not intend to go over all
that ground, but young Victorians could be forgiven for
never imagining Victoria without that legacy.
If you go through the list you could conclude that many
Victorians would never contemplate or give a
moment’s thought to the fact that many of the things
that Dick Hamer introduced never existed before. It is
what made Dick Hamer an intelligent visionary,
whether it was the arts centre, a healthy Yarra or the
city taking its face again to the river — and I remember
working as an architect on Dick Hamer’s landmark
competition in the late 1970s, which inevitably led to
what is now Federation Square. Whether it is the parks
and gardens — and again I remember working on
Brimbank Park and Jells Park, which were the Hamer
government’s investment in the green wedges of
Melbourne — the Garden State, the Melbourne festival,
freedom of information, equal opportunity, seatbelts,
the underground loop, Werribee Park, fluoridation or
even the ‘Life. Be in it.’ campaign, equal opportunity
legislation or the dams, it is an extraordinary legacy.
More recently, in my own experience — but others,
including the Treasurer, have referred to this — is the
legacy of the sister-state relationship with regions in
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both China and Japan. In December I had the privilege
of being in Nanjing, in Jiangsu Province, with some
other members. We walked through the Sun Yat-sen
gardens and the Emperor’s memorials in Nanjing. It
was extraordinary to hear our Chinese hosts speaking of
Dick Hamer, and the contribution he had made, as if he
were one of them. It was a reassuring presence, even as
far away as Nanjing, to have Dick Hamer’s name
mentioned. To be in Nanjing and to see those
extraordinary gardens — I am sure other members have
had this experience — is to understand how much Dick
Hamer valued the relationship through the sheer
physical presence of the gardens there. There is much
to be compared between Nanjing and Melbourne.
Dick Hamer made it happen. He made it happen with a
cheery smile, a reassuring presence and a supportive
word for just about everybody. In saying that, I also
want to say thank you to the Hamer family. The Hamer
family have made a remarkable contribution to
Victoria — not only Dick but his brother David, who
was a senator, his family and extended family. He was
a true family maker, and the Hamer family has made a
quiet but devastatingly effective contribution to the
people of Victoria. We all owe them a great debt. We
should be saying thank you and celebrating everything
they have achieved and will achieve — as I am sure
they will — in the future. We say thank you particularly
from the Liberal Party, from parliamentary successors
and Dick Hamer’s own colleagues, from his friends and
from the people of Victoria. We say thank you to Dick
Hamer and to the Hamer family. We take comfort that
wherever we walk in Victoria, there will always be a
part of Dick Hamer about us, which we will enjoy. It is
an everlasting legacy that we can all share.
Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Community
Services) — Dick Hamer was an outstanding Victorian.
He was a fine Premier and parliamentarian, with major
achievements both inside and outside Parliament. His
was a life of wonderful, committed service to the
Victorian community.
I want to acknowledge his outstanding wartime service
and pay my respects to one of the legendary Rats of
Tobruk. He served not only in the Middle East but also
in the Pacific and Europe. I think my generation and
those following owe a debt of gratitude to people such
as Dick Hamer, who served overseas so well.
However, I also want to recognise his outstanding
contribution and service in Parliament and as Premier
and in that way his contribution to the Victorian
community. He saw and understood the massive
changes that took place in Victorian society in the
1960s and then developed policies to match them. Our
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society and our community changed and became much
more diverse, educated, tolerant and appreciative of the
arts and the environment. We became much more
outward looking in the 1960s, which was a time of
crucial change. Dick Hamer himself reflected the
changes. He was urbane and cultured; he was tolerant;
he was educated; he had broad interests, and he had
visions. His policies and achievements reflected those
values and reflected the changed times. His was a
modern government. I saw a comment in one of the
obituaries in the newspapers that he was perhaps our
first modern Premier because he reflected the modern
issues and values in our society.
His was indeed a time of major reforms. The emphasis
was on the arts, equality and social justice, and the
environment. Those are the areas that today are the
hallmarks of his time as Premier. I think we have had
sufficient time now to say that history shows that his
achievements and his policies have stood the test of
time and are enduring. They are still relevant; many of
them are still in place and are still being used today, if
we think about his strengthening of the Environment
Protection Authority, his further development of our
national park system and of the Melbourne
metropolitan park system, his establishment of the Land
Conservation Council and the department of
conservation. He introduced the Equal Opportunity Act
and decriminalised homosexuality. He established an
office of women’s affairs, began construction of the
Victorian Arts Centre and established a ministry of the
arts. All of these things are enduring. I want to
congratulate the Premier and the Minister for the Arts
for naming the hall at the Victorian Arts Centre after
Sir Rupert Hamer; I think that is a very appropriate
acknowledgement of his work and his vision.
However, in a way I think he actually demonstrated his
true commitment to the Victorian community after he
left Parliament, because he remained active and
involved in a broad range of organisations which other
people have mentioned. It is an extraordinary list; the
breadth of it is enormous. His hard work and his
commitment were undoubted. From the Victoria State
Opera to the Friends of the ABC, the Save the Children
fund and Friends of the Royal Botanic Gardens the list
goes on and on. It has been placed on the record today
and I will not go over it but I think it does demonstrate
outstanding service.
I saw this in recent years, particularly when I was
Minister for Environment and Conservation. I launched
a book outlining the history of Victoria’s national parks
up in the Dandenong Ranges National Park and Dick
Hamer was there — still committed, still passionate,
still enthusiastic and interested in what was being done.
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We also saw it during the debate about marine national
parks. When that debate was at its fiercest Dick Hamer
joined with another former Premier in Joan Kirner to
write a strong and passionate letter of support for
marine national parks. They wrote that letter to our
daily newspapers, and I think it helped convince the
public and the Liberal Party of the value of supporting
the marine national parks issue.
Mr Perton — You are really rewriting history.
Ms GARBUTT — I think that is inappropriate right
now.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Doncaster!
Mr Perton — I am sorry, but I — —
The SPEAKER — Order! This is a condolence
debate. I ask the member for Doncaster to restrain his
comments, or I will remove him from the chamber.
Ms GARBUTT — Of course Dick Hamer and Joan
Kirner combined again to write in support of Point
Nepean National Park, so he maintained that
commitment and that passion all his life.
I want to mention the establishment of the sister-state
relationship with Jiangsu Province. I believe it reflected
his broad interest and his far-sighted vision that he
established that sister-state relationship 25 years ago.
On Thursday of last week I was honoured to host a
delegation from Jiangsu Province led by the
Vice-Governor of Jiangsu, Mr Wu, and members of the
delegation were very keen to place on record their
appreciation of Dick Hamer’s efforts. They commented
to me on his far-sighted vision and said how strongly
they value the sister-state relationship and how much
they are looking forward to celebrating the
25th anniversary of that relationship. The fact that he
had the foresight to do that 25 years ago and to establish
another relationship with the Aichi Prefecture in Japan
in the following year demonstrates his vision and the
breadth of his interests.
Sir Rupert Hamer has left a lasting legacy for all
Victorians. He identified issues that are still relevant
and still being debated today, and we are still using
some of the agencies he established and some of the
policies and approaches he used.
I wish to place on record my tribute to an outstanding
Victorian and to pass on my sympathies to his family.
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — This condolence
debate discusses one of the great men of Australian
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politics and one of the great men of Australian
liberalism. The great figures are Deakin, Menzies and
Hamer. Hamer was certainly in the tradition of Deakin
Victorian Liberal leadership, a man of his times and a
man of the future. As my leader has already indicated,
the fact that Robert Menzies asked him to take the seat
of Kooyong to move to federal politics certainly
indicates that he would have been a great Liberal Prime
Minister, but today we laud his activities as a Premier
and as a great Victorian.
Leonard Hobhouse, in his 1911 book Liberalism, talked
about liberalism as the liberation of living spiritual
energy, and Dick Hamer was certainly a Liberal in that
tradition. The day after he was elected as Premier he
talked about setting aside the things that were material
and developing a politics that was more spiritual, and in
fact the Premier quoted that in his comments earlier in
the debate.
In those early days as Premier he talked about the
environment, he talked about equal opportunity and he
did so many things. Today at the funeral and afterwards
my friend and former Liberal minister Mark Birrell and
I discussed the fact that both of us had been inspired in
our teenage years to join the Liberal Party under the
leadership of Dick Hamer. There could be no better
term for a Liberal than being referred to as a Hamer
Liberal, and Mark and I certainly felt that to be the case.
Dick Hamer has been a part of my political life for that
period of time — over a quarter of a century. There
have been so many times when I have sought his advice
and there have been so many times when he gave his
advice — perhaps a phone call or a handwritten letter.
Where he got the time to involve himself in so many
issues just amazes me. So many people were touched
by him.
While I was a little taken aback by the comments of the
Minister for Community Services earlier, nevertheless
when she and I were involved in a very difficult debate
about the establishment of marine national parks and
the appropriateness of a compensation regime for those
who were about to lose their property, Dick Hamer
sought to bring about a result that enhanced the
environment but also made sure that a proper
constitutional process was undertaken. He was utterly,
utterly a Liberal.
As I was listening to other speeches earlier and just
looking at my notes, one of the things that struck me
was that his early period of political activity at
university level was in the anti-fascist movement. There
was a nice anecdote in the newspapers the other day
about how he dug a trench at university and had an
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individual and group protest. He was very much against
authoritarianism. He was very much for the individual
against the state. I quote from an article in August 1971
by John Jost, in which Dick Hamer is reported to have
said:
I could never have been a member of the Labor Party,
because I strongly believe in the freedom of the individual.

That is what his life was about: freedom and
commitment and service. Once the battle against
authoritarianism had been fought, when the economy
was strong he then moved into these other spheres:
building the arts and building education. There are so
many great figures in Australian politics and Victorian
politics that we think of when we think of the building
of education — again, Sir Redmond Barry, Alfred
Deakin, Robert Menzies and so, too, Dick Hamer.
At the funeral I also met Richard Thomas. Richard was
a staffer in Dick Hamer’s office. One of the things he
said to me was that Dick had an amazing intellect.
Richard said that there were very few people that he
had ever met in his life with such an intellect and such
an intelligence. What Richard said — and it was
repeated later by Mark Birrell and others — is that he
combined that intellect with a sense of decency that is
rare not just in politics but in life in general.
As I looked at the parliamentary debates at the time of
Dick Hamer’s retirement I saw a speech in the other
place by the Honourable H. M. Hamilton, who said:
As a backbench member of the Liberal Party I still believe he
had a towering intellect. He had an ability to analyse a
situation rapidly and to reach a conclusion rapidly, and then,
with infinite patience, he listened to all the fools like me who
argued all the way around the subject until a consensus was
reached. That was probably one of his best attributes. In his
early days it was a weakness; in his later days it was a
strength. He changed from being intolerant of fools to
listening with infinite patience to the advice and suggestions
and chatter that came from all directions. He brought to the
office of Premier at that stage an enormous intellectual
capacity which was responsible for the tremendous successes
he achieved.

Other members have talked about his great
achievements. I recall a couple of years ago I was
talking to Dick Hamer about marine national parks, of
all things. He told me he was going to Portland to
deliver a speech on the south-west forests. I drove to
Portland to attend this meeting. It was cold, wet and
rainy, as you can get only in the south-west of the state,
and it was a wet and cold night. The meeting was in the
community hall at Portland, and it was chock-a-block.
My estimate is that 200 to 300 people turned out to
listen to an 85-year-old talk to them about the
environment and his support for the campaign for the
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protection of the south-west forests. That is what he
was about. He was loved by everyone — Liberals,
today it appears by Labor, and by the community in
general.
In these sorts of debates we often gloss over some of
the difficulties. But let us not forget in these
harmonious times that Dick Hamer in his days in
politics was subject to vicious attacks by the Labor
Party. The Labor Party used tactics that had never been
seen in Australian politics before.
It is a pleasure to hear the speeches today, but Dick
Hamer was pursued in that period with a viciousness
that had never been seen. After his retirement the fact
that he continued in public life working with Labor,
Liberals and others alike, as the member for Mildura
said, is a tribute to him.
Lastly, I refer to an editorial in the Age of 21 July 1981,
which states:
Few people in our history have stepped down with such good
reason to be proud of their achievements. The
disappointments in some areas should not obscure the
significant legacy, in style and substance, that he has left the
community after nine years as Premier and 19 as a minister.
For Mr Hamer has been more than just a successful politician.
He has been a scrupulously fair one, a man who embodied
humane values, and a leader of social concern and foresight.
He was wrong at times; he often pursued misguided priorities;
he was not an ideal leader. But neither is anyone else; and he
suffered from our tendency these days to make leaders into
scapegoats for social problems that have far more complex
causes.

So Rupert Hamer was a great man. He contributed to
this community in so many ways, and contributed as a
Liberal believing firstly in the freedom of the
individual, the dignity of the individual and the need to
build an environment around him, both social and
environmental, that would enable the individual to
reach his or her maximum self-potential. That is what
he was about. I will always be proud on occasions
when people refer to me as a Hamer Liberal. As my
friend Mark Birrell, I and others say, ‘That is almost the
proudest boast for a Victorian’.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for
Gaming) — I rise to remember Rupert Hamer and his
contribution as Premier, but I shall focus more on his
contributions as Premier, Minister for State
Development, Decentralisation and Tourism, and
Minister of Immigration. We have heard about the
profound contribution to Victorian arts through his
support for art and cultural institutions. That has helped
develop a great brand for Victorian tourism. He also
followed a reformist and liberalising course in arts
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policy, supporting that nurture of creative human skills,
and not being opinionated about what was right and
wrong in art, which is very important.
He influenced Victoria’s role as a state that values the
arts, and recognised the role of arts and events to the
community. He helped create the great tourism brand
we have around Australia as Melbourne being the
cultural centre and theatre of Australia because of the
institutions and also because of his great support for
arts-related events as part of the cultural fabric of
Melbourne and Victoria. Up to recent times behind the
scenes I am aware of his involvement through a number
of large-scale hallmark arts events in Victoria. Even
after he left politics he continued his great support for
the arts, and they have helped give Victoria a great
reputation throughout Australia and overseas.
I shall comment briefly on his backing and
implementing the Melbourne bike plan during the
1970s. As a student of urban and spatial development at
Monash University I recall specifically the Melbourne
bike plan as part of a new planning approach for
communities and suburbs. Now we have bike trails not
only throughout Melbourne but throughout the state,
including the wonderful tourist rail trails.
We heard from other members about the contribution
and formation of the Werribee Park region, another
fantastic pre-eminent tourism region in Melbourne’s
western suburbs. The former Premier was also
instrumental in preserving one of Victoria’s most loved
tourism icons, Puffing Billy. It was during Rupert
Hamer’s time as Premier that the Emerald Tourist
Railway Act 1977 was established setting up the
Emerald Tourist Railway Board. In effect this removed
Puffing Billy from the Victorian Railways and ensured
that this wonderful tourist attraction was managed
effectively as exactly that, a tourism attraction. In doing
so, Rupert Hamer saw to it that Puffing Billy continues
today as one of the state’s most popular tourist icons,
not only for international and interstate visitors but for
Victorians themselves. How many Victorians
remember riding on Puffing Billy — a wonderful
childhood experience, a great memory, and a memory
for generations of Victorians to come.
As a friend of the railway, Sir Rupert’s involvement in
Puffing Billy continued long after he left political life.
He remained supportive of the railway, attending key
milestones in Puffing Billy’s illustrious life. Indeed he
participated with me in the celebrations to mark the
railway line’s centenary just a few years ago. I know
that the volunteers and the management of the Puffing
Billy railway would like me to express on their behalf
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their appreciation of Sir Rupert’s vision of Puffing Billy
and his legacy.
I also wish to talk about his contribution to
multiculturalism. As we have heard today, he worked
across political boundaries with his commitment to the
community, to social justice, and he was very conscious
of the need to make the Victorian system more sensitive
to the needs of disadvantaged and dependent people.
His commitment to social justice also saw him
interested in issues affecting new and emerging ethnic
communities at that time. Rupert Hamer was not only a
great Victorian but a great humanitarian, as we have
heard, concerned about the issues of today and willing
to show solidarity and take a stand against racism.
He was, of course, the Minister of Immigration. This
house needs to record that his commitment to the state’s
diversity is illustrated by the fact that in 1976 he created
a new ministry, that of immigration and ethnic affairs.
He moved society beyond support for immigration as a
settlement process to actually celebrating cultural
diversity with that move to recognise immigration and
ethnic affairs. He recognised the importance of
symbolic support for ethnic communities and how
important symbolism is for people’s ownership and
settlement in society. It is certainly commonly believed
the Hamer government was the first government, state
or federal, Liberal or Labor, to give statutory
recognition to the word ‘multiculturalism’ by means of
a piece of legislation — the Immigration and Ethnic
Affairs Act 1977. So again that was the first time
multiculturalism was used in statute.
Another symbolic characteristic of Rupert Hamer was
in December 1996 during the debate on
multiculturalism, immigration, Aboriginal affairs and
native title. I vividly recall that he was forthcoming in
not only attending but addressing the
‘Take-a-stand-against-racism’ rally co-organised by the
Ethnic Communities Council of Victoria, the
Mirimbiak Nations Aboriginal Corporation, the
Victorian Trades Hall Council, the Victorian
Employers Chamber of Commerce and Industry and
many other community organisations that came
together under the banner of ‘People for racial
equality’. Together with former Premier John Cain and
former Democrat Senator Sid Spindler, they addressed
tens of thousands of fellow Victorians who had
attended the rally. Again that shows the great
symbolism of Rupert Hamer.
Finally, the last public function that Rupert Hamer
attended was the state reception in Queen’s Hall, at
which I represented the Premier, to welcome Imam
Feisal Abdul Rauf of New York, an Islamic cleric who
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is working at bringing Islam and the West closer
together in understanding and at creating those bridges
in communities. The state reception on Tuesday was
Sir Rupert’s last official event. Multicultural
commissioner John Zika told me that on being
welcomed in the vestibule Sir Rupert said, ‘Not at all.
We need to take the trouble to avoid the hostility and
suspicion we are seeing in other parts of the world’.
That says a lot about Rupert Hamer. His direct and
uncomplicated response typified his instinctive sense of
humanity and goodwill to people of all backgrounds. It
also demonstrated his unwavering readiness to lead by
example — truly a liberal, not a conservative. I pay my
respects to Sir Rupert and his family. His legacy will
not be forgotten.
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — From a
multicultural perspective Sir Rupert recently presided
over the launch of an exhibition at the Immigration
Museum entitled ‘The Heart is Highland’. As he was
the chieftain of the Victorian Highland Pipe Band
Association, the strains of the Scottish piper’s
traditional lament reverberating within St Paul’s
Cathedral served as a fitting background and farewell to
a wise and intelligent leader.
Throughout his life Sir Rupert balanced his role in
military service during the Second World War with a
lifelong interest in and appreciation of the arts. He
balanced the intellectual attributes of a Supreme Court
prize-winner with a lifelong interest in the cultivation of
his backyard.
He balanced a keen interest in the economic
development of the state of Victoria with the
implementation of a legislative framework that would
conserve the state’s natural environment and heritage;
and from a Hawthorn football perspective he was able
to appreciate the power of a Crimmins or a Matthews,
and also the heights that a Knights ascended to, and at
the same time the cadences, shades and variations
within the symphonies and concertos of Mozart.
During his time as Premier he had the initiative of
establishing three new ministries at the outset. The first
was in the area of conservation; the second in the area
of youth; and the third in the area of arts. He also
played a significant role in the advancement of
multiculturalism in Victoria and Australia through his
support, as was earlier alluded to, of the establishment
of not only an immigration department within the state
of Victoria but also an ethnic affairs department.
He made a keen contribution to regional development
in Victoria. He was committed to the development of
facilities for those in need. One of his early
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undertakings was to build a facility for children in need
of care in the Colac region. He was also visionary in
terms of the treatment of offenders through a range of
sentencing options in the service of penalties.
President Hu Jintao of China spoke recently in the
Australian Parliament about the importance of
Australia-China bilateral relations and the high level of
complementarity between China and Australia.
Sir Rupert had the vision and foresight back in the
1970s to establish reciprocal associations with both
China and Japan with a view to building friendship and
the opportunities for trade that would then flow from
that level of dialogue and reciprocity.
In terms of the future challenges that confronted the
community, he had the forethought to look at emerging
issues. One was the role of work and diminishing work
options for people in Victoria. He saw there being great
importance attached to different work options for
people without work, including community projects, so
that people could be gainfully employed and contribute
to their community. He also saw the valuable
contribution that retirees could make to society and that
their skills bases, developed through decades in the
work force, could still be utilised in economic
development, enabling people to live productive and
useful lives.
Last year he took the opportunity to attend the opening
of a maternal and child-care centre that had as its
emphasis the importance of early intervention in the
welfare of young children and the role that mothers
were to play in that regard. The function was held in the
northern suburbs, and people from over 50 nations
attended. There was a variety of foods, arts and cultural
performances and crafts on display. Sir Rupert was so
impressed with that particular gathering that he made a
financial contribution to the cause and to the calling,
which was well outside his former political domain, but
he saw it as a worthy cause and a cause worth while
supporting.
Over the last 10 years or so I had occasion to arrange
for a number of parliamentary interns to meet with him
to discuss his views on a range of political and social
issues of the day. He always made the time to meet
with them and give these young students and future
leaders the benefit of his insight and political acumen.
Sir Rupert was finely supported by Lady April Hamer,
who is a gracious and intelligent lady and who strongly
supported him throughout his parliamentary life.
There were a number of comments made of Sir Rupert,
both today in the chamber in this debate and also at the
time that he retired from this house. I would like to
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refer to some that capture the essence of the man. He
was described as a man of vision who possessed
qualities of friendliness and character; he had a quick
and analytical mind; he was sensitive to people and
their needs; he had the ability to always see the good in
people; and one Labor member made the remark that
Sir Rupert was the type of person you could always
have around to dinner and not have to worry about the
family silver!
Sir Rupert was a great thinker, a great leader and,
perhaps most importantly, a great servant of this state
and of the many organisations that he led.
Mr CARLI (Brunswick) — I did not really know
Sir Rupert Hamer and only spoke to him on a couple of
occasions. One of those occasions was on the day he
died. We were both attending the reception at
Parliament House for the imam of New York, Imam
Feisal Abdul Rauf. It was fitting that Sir Rupert should
be present to recognise the contribution of an imam
from a mosque a stone’s throw from Ground Zero.
Imam Feisal Abdul Rauf helped found the Cordoba
Initiative, an interfaith dialogue between Muslims, Jews
and Christians to create a mutual understanding. Dick
Hamer was present to provide his support for this
endeavour at a moment of great historical stress and
tension between these three great religions.
Sir Rupert, as we are reminded today, was a social
progressive. He was an innovator in social policy. I
would like to acknowledge a profound influence he
indirectly had on my political development. In
December 1978 Dick Hamer as Premier of Victoria at
the Work for Tomorrow conference announced a
commitment to provide funding for young people to
create cooperatives and create their own jobs. I was
amongst a group of young people in Brunswick who
were attracted to the idea of creating our own jobs and
collectively managing our own affairs. We were
politically aware students and unemployed youths who
wanted to change the world. We set up a cooperative
restaurant, which we ran for eight years. We received
some start-up funding from the Hamer cooperative
development program.
It was a great example to work collectively with people
to run a business and do a number of political activities.
We ran the restaurant, we had political soirees upstairs
and cultural happenings. A number of cooperatives
were established from this program. Alternative media
groups like OPEN Channel, Gay Publications,
3 PBS-FM, Backyard Press and Correct Line Graphics
were supported. A number of food cooperatives, gay
and lesbian businesses and country communities were
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funded to create job opportunities. Many of these
businesses continue today.

longer life spans. That challenge is still in front of state
and federal governments.

Sir Rupert’s attribute was his willingness to test new
ideas and innovate. I want to highlight one area that
directly affected me. Sir Rupert was the patron for the
Trades Hall restoration appeal, which has not been
mentioned today but which was another string to his
bow. I extend my condolences to Sir Rupert Hamer’s
family.

Two years ago I wrote to Sir Rupert asking him to be a
guest speaker for me at a fundraiser here at Parliament
House. We choose our speakers very carefully for these
occasions. He was an overwhelming choice as speaker
on this particular night, and it was a great success. He
referred to three issues. The first was the need for
governments to fully resource the arts community to
ensure that the potential of young Victorians is
achieved. He believed that such resourcing would
continue to lay the foundation for an ongoing and
healthy state arts community. The second issue was his
passion for the environment, including Melbourne’s
parks and gardens. Of course he formulated the slogan
‘Victoria — The Garden State’, which went with his
numberplate AAA 001 — and how appropriate! The
third issue was water, including its better management
and preservation. It was a thought-provoking and
visionary speech, and a great night.

Mr WELLS (Scoresby) — I offer my condolences
on the death of Sir Rupert James Hamer, who sadly
passed away on 23 March. Only a few people could
honestly say that they had achieved everything in life,
and I wonder if Sir Rupert would be one of those who
went close to achieving that milestone.
Born on 29 July 1916 in the middle of World War I, he
had a distinguished career in the Australian Imperial
Force in World War II, serving at Tobruk and
El Alamein and in New Guinea. And as was mentioned
by the Leader of the Opposition, he helped plan the
Rhine crossing.
Sir Rupert joined the Liberal Party in 1947 and became
a Liberal icon. To become a member of Parliament in
the upper house and become a minister just four years
later was an extraordinary achievement but a great
recognition of a man with so much talent. His portfolios
included Minister for Local Government, Minister of
Immigration, Minister for State Development,
Decentralisation and Tourism, and Chief Secretary. He
moved to the Legislative Assembly in 1971 and
became Premier in 1972. In 1966, because many people
saw Sir Rupert as a Liberal icon, Sir Robert Menzies
approached him to take over the blue-ribbon federal
seat of Kooyong, but Sir Rupert believed strongly that
his heart and soul was in state Parliament and that that
was where he would have the most effect on people’s
lives.
I noted with great interest an interview in the 1990s in
which Sir Rupert was asked about Menzies’s principles
for the Liberal Party. He maintained that they remained
the same then as they were when Sir Robert Menzies
first developed them. He went on to say that there were
two main challenges set for future governments. The
first was the impact of technology on jobs. Every
country in the world has growing unemployment as
technology displaces people. There is nothing worse for
those in the community, especially the young ones, than
to have no prospects. The second challenge was one
that is so relevant today — that is, the growing number
of retired people brought about by early retirement and

The funeral today was a fitting tribute to a great man
and I thought the eulogy by former Premier Lindsay
Thompson was one of the best I have ever heard — and
a lot of his skill has been passed on to the honourable
member for Sandringham.
On behalf of all of the people of Scoresby I pass on my
sympathy to the family of Sir Rupert Hamer.
Mr WYNNE (Richmond) — I rise to join in this
condolence motion for a great leader of the Liberal
party, a great humanitarian and a great public figure in
the life of Victoria. He was a person who had an
extraordinarily dignified career, with achievements in
the arts and the environment, not forgetting his great
reforming work in the abolition of the death penalty in
this state, the decriminalisation of homosexuality
between consenting adults and his stand on abortion.
I pick up a statement made by the Leader of the
Opposition, that whilst Dick Hamer was offered a
federal seat his interests were in fact in the state arena,
where he wanted ‘to have a direct effect on people’s
lives’.
I want to highlight one area in which Rupert Hamer had
an extraordinary effect on the lives of inner city
residents, and that involved a decision he made to cease
the slum reclamation program in the inner city of
Melbourne. It is not widely known that this was a
decision made by Dick Hamer in 1973, when he was
the Premier of this state. He met a delegation of people
from a hotly contested area of my electorate known as
Brookes Crescent, Fitzroy. The residents had fiercely
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fought the then Housing Commission of Victoria over
the demolition of their houses. The delegation met with
the then Premier of Victoria, Rupert Hamer, and among
them was a distinguished former member of this
Parliament, a councillor of the former City of Fitzroy
by the name of Barry Pullen. He was later to become a
member of the Legislative Council for Melbourne
Province and the Minister for Housing and
Construction for some years. He fondly remembers
going with that delegation to the Premier Rupert Hamer
to put the case against slum reclamation in the inner
city. To the surprise of so many people in that area
Rupert Hamer, without consulting any of his advisers
or the housing commission, said, ‘No, you are right; I
do not think we should continue with the housing
commission’s slum reclamation policy. In fact we
should have a consultative process with residents, and
we should have a development that is more in
sympathy with the aspirations of people in the inner
city.’
That was the end of the slum reclamation program and
the end of high-rise buildings in the inner city of
Melbourne. The inner city owes a great debt to Dick
Hamer for the wise decision he made at the time, and I
join with other members of this house in passing on my
condolences to the family.
The SPEAKER — The breadth of the esteem felt
for Sir Rupert Hamer is demonstrated not only by the
large number of members who have spoken today but
also by the very wide areas of policy they have
discussed, which Sir Rupert Hamer was instrumental in
changing.
Sir Rupert was not only Premier and Treasurer but held
a number of other portfolios at the same time, most
particularly the arts portfolio — and that in itself is an
amazing effort for one person. Today both at the
funeral and in this house we heard of the many areas in
which he changed Victoria and the many institutions he
established which are now firmly entrenched in our
society. The job of Premier is a very difficult one, and
to complete a term with political parties and the general
community having a deep respect for you is no mean
feat. That Dick Hamer achieved this was made very
clear today.
On behalf of all the members of the Legislative
Assembly I extend condolences to Lady April and the
Hamer family. We thank Sir Rupert Hamer for his great
contribution to the people of Victoria.
Motions agreed to in silence, honourable members
showing unanimous agreement by standing in their
places.
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ADJOURNMENT
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I move:
That as a further mark of respect to the memory of the late
Honourable Vernon Francis Wilcox, CBE, QC, and the late
Honourable Sir Rupert James Hamer, AC, KCMG, the house
do now adjourn until 2.00 p.m. tomorrow, and that sessional
order 1 be suspended accordingly.

Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 6.24 p.m.
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The SPEAKER (Hon. Judy Maddigan) took the
chair at 2.06 p.m. and read the prayer.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Central City Studios: tender
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Premier. Given that probity auditors
were not present at every meeting between the
government and Central City Studios — as they should
have been — and given that there were 13 changes to
the tender, including making the land freehold to satisfy
Central City Studios’ loan requirements, will the
Premier now order a full and independent inquiry into
all aspects of this corrupt deal?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. I want to congratulate a
couple of people in the house — firstly, the Minister for
the Arts for having the foresight to commission a
review of the film and television industry in Victoria to
make sure that we are on the front foot to fill what has
previously been a gap in this state by having a film
studio established; and secondly, the Minister for State
and Regional Development and Treasurer, who saw
through the development of the studio.
It is very pleasing to note that we are currently
commissioning works for that studio. Two works have
already been commissioned: one to start in May, a
Delta Goodrem film; and one which is already in place
featuring Jimeoin. This matter has already been the
subject of several reports and documents that have been
released, and I am satisfied that all the appropriate
procedures have been followed.

Council of Australian Governments: meeting
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) — Can the
Premier advise the house on the current state of
negotiations with the federal government on issues
relating to the Council of Australian Governments
(COAG) and what needs to be done to ensure that
Victorians get a fair share of federal taxes?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the member for
Footscray for his question. There is a very simple
answer to the question, and that is for the Prime
Minister to hold a COAG meeting this year. We know
there is a meeting of the Council of Australian
Governments — between the Prime Minister, the
premiers and the territory leaders — scheduled for May
of this year. As of the end of March, which is the time
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you would expect to see work being done on agendas
and preparations being made in readiness for a COAG
meeting, we are yet to see any evidence, firstly, of a
meeting and, secondly, of any work on some of the
critical issues that need to be dealt with together by the
Prime Minister, the premiers and the territory leaders.
There are several matters which we know have been
held over for further discussions at COAG meetings
which we in Victoria and the other states are desperate
to pursue. One is health, of course. The Prime Minister
at the last COAG meeting indicated he was committed
to reform of the health system, but we are yet to see any
evidence of a commitment or preparation work to
undertake that, through COAG and up through the
ministerial councils.
It was interesting to note that last week — I think it was
last week; members might remind me of the date — a
former Premier in this place, Jeff Kennett,
recommended such an examination, such a review and
such an overhaul of the health system in Victoria. He
said what was needed was a complete audit of the
health system funded by federal and state governments
so we can have more coherence, more support and
more cooperation than what we have had in the past. I
welcome the fact that the former Premier has echoed
the very calls that the federal Labor Party has made for
some time.
Every state and territory government can see that health
is an issue, the public can see that health is an issue and
the former Premier can see that health is an issue, and
we would like to stand up for Victoria in that forum.
There is only group in this place that is not prepared to
stand up for Victoria and call for such an
examination — that is, the current Liberal Party
opposition.
On the issue of water, I indicate also that at a recent
Murray-Darling Basin Ministerial Council meeting the
water minister put forward a strong case for the national
water initiative, the Living Murray, to get a hurry on,
get those projects up and running and get support for
that. Again that is a matter that we dealt with at the last
COAG meeting, and Victoria was one of the leaders at
that meeting in committing some funds and resources,
alongside South Australia, New South Wales and the
commonwealth, to that project. We want to see it up
and running, and the only way we can get that up and
running is to have a COAG meeting to reinforce those
matters which we have in principle agreed to and which
this government supports as well.
On the issue of taxation, the member for Footscray
mentioned taxation, and we know that we continue to
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get a raw deal in Victoria. Similarly New South Wales
is getting a raw deal, but we have had some progress
already. I am grateful to the Treasurer for taking a case
to the last ministerial council meeting of treasurers to
win a position whereby we could have a review of the
GST distribution to the states and territories, but that is
a matter that needs to be on the COAG agenda because
only the first ministers can ultimately decide those
matters in the future.

The government has a policy on this matter. I do not
know what the policy of the Liberal Party is on this
matter. I do know — —

On the issue of child care, we want more child-care
places, including a lift of the cap on out-of-school hours
child care, and the only way we can progress that is
through a COAG meeting.

The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Burwood will cease interjecting in that manner.

I will be writing to the Prime Minister to reaffirm our
wish, our desire and our commitment to have a
constructive relationship with the Council of Australian
Governments and the commonwealth. I will also be
writing to the other state and territory leaders
reaffirming our wish to have the meeting as scheduled
in May. There is no reason for the Prime Minister not to
go ahead with the meeting; just because this happens to
be a federal election year is no reason at all to suspend
the reform process, to suspend the normal workings of
government and to not seek cooperation and agreement.
I would have thought it is needed more now than it has
been in the past. I certainly call in this house on the
Prime Minister to have the COAG meeting as
recommended in May, and I will be seeking support
from other leaders on that position.

Agriculture: genetically modified crops
Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — My
question is directed to the Minister for Innovation. I
refer to the government’s decision to establish a
four-year moratorium on genetically modified (GM)
canola, and I ask: does the minister agree with this
decision?
Mr BRUMBY (Minister for Innovation) — I want
to thank the Leader of The Nationals for his question.
This is a decision which the government reached after
considerable debate. When we went to the election in
2002 the Premier had announced a 12-month
moratorium in relation to this matter. He extended that
by a further 12 months to look at all the available
evidence in relation to the impact on export markets;
and then following the proper consideration in
government, the Premier announced our decision. The
decision has been made and the decision has been
announced, and the Minister for Agriculture, as the
minister responsible, will be introducing legislation into
Parliament to give effect to this matter.

Mr Ryan — On a point of order on the issue of
relevance, Speaker, the query was directed to the
minister’s — —
Mr Stensholt interjected.

Mr Ryan — On the question of relevance, Speaker,
the question was directed to the minister’s personal
point of view as to this decision, and I ask you — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Ryan — That was the question, Speaker: what
is the minister’s — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the house to allow
the member to raise his point of order without that level
of interjection.
Mr Ryan — The question was directed towards the
minister’s personal perspective in relation to this issue,
and I ask him to answer the question.
Mr Thwaites — On the point of order, Speaker, if
that is the intent of the question, it is clearly out of
order. It is not a question relevant to government
administration, and I ask you to rule it out of order.
Dr Napthine — On the point of order, Speaker,
clearly the Leader of The Nationals was seeking the
view of the minister on the matter in his capacity as
Minister for Innovation. Therefore the question is
entirely in order.
The SPEAKER — Order! Despite various views
being put in relation to the point of order, the original
question was in order, if not the later interpretation of it.
Mr BRUMBY — I have been busy answering the
question, and I thought I was doing a reasonable job
doing that. I certainly have a personal view about the
Liberal Party not having a policy on this issue. My
personal view is that it is pretty ordinary that it does not
have a policy on this issue.
Mr Perton — I would have thought it was
evident — —
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The SPEAKER — Order! If the member for
Doncaster wishes to raise a point of order, he should
say what the point of order is; he should not launch into
an attack.
Mr Perton — The evident point of order is that the
minister is debating the question, and I would have
thought that was obvious.
The SPEAKER — Order! The tone of the member
for Doncaster is disrespectful. I will not hear his point
of order.
Mr BRUMBY — I am proud to support and proud
to publicise the Bracks government’s record on
biotechnology, because it is a record which is second to
none. It is a great record. There is more of the industry
in this state than there is anywhere else in Australia;
and if you look at biotechnology and if you look at the
whole area of genomic research, you will see that the
decision which has been announced relates to a very
small part of a much larger mosaic. Obviously I do not
comment on cabinet deliberations. I support the
decisions of the government, and I have done that
today.

Deer Park bypass: funding
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) — My question is to the
Minister for Transport. Can the minister advise the
house of the government’s efforts to secure funding for
the Deer Park bypass as a national highway and for
other significant roads, and has the government
considered alternative funding proposals?
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — The
Deer Park bypass is a very much needed piece of
economic infrastructure for Victoria, as members on
this side of the house acknowledge, and I thought I
heard some acknowledgements on the other side of the
house. It is one of those pieces of economic
infrastructure that should have been built a long time
ago. The bypass is part of the national highway, and as
such it is the responsibility of the federal government to
fund it. Notwithstanding that, on this side of politics in
Victoria we have been asking the federal government to
support it. To date the federal government has refused
to meet its obligations. The Liberal Party would prefer
to have Victorian taxpayers money spent on building
roads in Queensland and New South Wales. That is
what the federal government does.
We have proposed as part of the Auslink program that
the Deer Park bypass be funded 100 per cent by the
commonwealth as a national highway project, as it
should be. We have considered and we have rejected
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the alternative proposals that the commonwealth should
only contribute 50 per cent of the project costs as put
forward by the Leader of the Opposition. This is what
the Leader of the Opposition told the Victorian
Transport Association at its conference earlier this
month. He confirmed to everybody there what
everybody else in Victoria already knew — that he is a
Liberal first and a Victorian last. In effect the Leader of
the Opposition has urged the Howard government to
withdraw from its obligations to fund 100 per cent of
the Deer Park bypass and only fund half of it.
Everybody knows that Victorians pay 25 per cent of
fuel taxes to the commonwealth but only get 15 per
cent of those taxes back here. The remainder of that
money goes to building roads in Queensland and in
New South Wales. It means that Victoria is not getting
its fair share. That extra money could be going to other
important pieces of economic infrastructure in Victoria
like the Calder Highway duplication, picking up the
balance of the Pakenham bypass, the Geelong bypass
and perhaps the Mitcham–Frankston freeway. With this
large list of projects that are eligible and suitable for a
commonwealth contribution, it is little wonder that the
Leader of the Opposition recently announced that if it
were ever to be elected, he would not be removing the
tolls from the Mitcham–Frankston freeway, and would
not tear up the contract.
Mr Plowman — On a point of order, Speaker, the
new standing order 109 referring to keeping to the
subject does not allow the Minister for Transport to
relate his comments to all those other roads in question.
The question after all was related specifically to the
Deer Park bypass as a national freeway, or to other
means of funding it, but not related to other highways
in Victoria. I ask you to bring him back to the question.
Mr BATCHELOR — There are two issues I seek
to raise with you, Speaker, in relation to this point of
order. Firstly, the member for Benambra has
misremembered the question, and I think that is an
important issue in identifying what the substance of the
question was. The substance related not only to the
Deer Park bypass but to other major road projects, and I
was asked to consider those in relation to alternative
policies that have been put forward not only to the Deer
Park bypass but to the other road projects.
In that context I was talking about other major road
projects and what their funding arrangements would be
in relation to a state contribution and a federal
contribution, which is entirely within the ambit of the
question asked.
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The second point I wish to make, since the member for
Benambra raised the matter, relates to the new standing
orders. Standing order 58, paragraph 2, states:
Subject to paragraph (1) … a minister will have discretion to
determine the content of any answer.

That is exactly what I was doing within the confines
and constructs of the question asked. I was answering
the question in accordance with the new standing
orders. The Leader of the Opposition says I can say
anything I like. No, that is not the case; but these new
standing orders certainly provide a much broader range
of opportunities for the minister to answer questions
fully, and along with my colleagues I intend to do that.
The SPEAKER — Order! Ministers do not have
the opportunity to answer questions in any way they
like; they have to follow the standing orders. In this
case the member asked the minister to talk about
funding for the Deer Park bypass and other significant
roads and to consider alternative funding proposals. I
find that his answer relates to the question, so I do not
uphold the point of order.
Mr BATCHELOR — In conclusion I thank you,
Speaker, for that ruling under the new standing orders,
and I also thank the Leader of the Opposition for
acknowledging that tolls will be the funding stream for
the Mitcham–Frankston freeway. We have — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Bass!
The level of interjection is too high, and I ask members
to be — —
Mr Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! I advise the member for
Bass to sit there very quietly!
Mr BATCHELOR — We have commenced this
project; we will deliver this project. But we wish the
federal government would contribute to it and to other
road projects here in Victoria, and we wish that the
Liberal Party and the Leader of the Opposition would
stand behind Victoria rather than standing behind New
South Wales and Queensland.

Central City Studios: tender
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — During
the tender process for Central City Studios one bidder
secretly approached the government seeking changes,
including that the land be freehold, that their bank be
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given certain concessions, and that the financial
security arrangements be altered. I ask why the
government agreed to each of these concessions, which
only benefited one particular bidder — the ultimately
successful consortium?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — First of all I thank the
Leader of the Opposition for his question. As I
indicated in the previous answer, all negotiations with
Central City Studios were conducted with a probity
auditor in place. The process was later thoroughly
reviewed by the Auditor-General, as well in the report
he commissioned. This project has delivered and will
deliver enormous benefits to Victoria. We will
re-establish ourselves as a film centre in Australia.
Already we are seeing that happening with some of the
commissioned films and television projects which are
on site for the studios at the Docklands.

Murray River: management
Mr HOWARD (Ballarat East) — My question is to
the Deputy Premier and Minister for Environment. Can
the minister outline to the house the status of the Living
Murray initiative, which aims to restore the health of
the River Murray?
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Environment) — I
thank the member for his question. The Bracks
government has a clear plan to restore environmental
flows to the River Murray. Unfortunately the River
Murray remains under threat because the Howard
government is delaying action that will restore those
environmental flows. Last year the Premier led the way
by committing $115 million from Victoria as part of the
$500 million Living Murray initiative — a plan, I might
say, that was not supported at the time by the Leader of
the Opposition. Last week I presented to the
Murray-Darling Basin Commission a plan on behalf of
Victoria that would see real action immediately to
restore those flows. It was in fact a three-point plan, but
they are all very good points.
We in Victoria want to get on with the job of delivering
real flows. Under this plan Victoria and New South
Wales would immediately start on projects that will see
real environmental benefits for the Murray. We
indicated that we could achieve around
100 gigalitres — that is, 100 billion litres — of extra
flow for the Murray. We want to get on with those
projects because the Murray needs them, but we do
need the green light from the commonwealth as part of
the Living Murray initiative. We do not want to be put
in the position where the commonwealth fails to tick
this off now and then squibs on its promises later, as we
have seen in other areas. Any excuse to let — —
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Honourable members interjecting.
Mr THWAITES — The other side will look for
any excuse to let the Howard government off the hook.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr THWAITES — Any excuse at all — and they
are doing it again!
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They also said — and this is material:
… the contract negotiation … had been properly
conducted …

At every step of the way the probity auditors indicated
that the proper guidelines had been followed. Further,
Blake Dawson Waldron gave the legal okay for the
negotiations.

What we see, unfortunately, is that the commonwealth
has refused to act now, and it wants to keep talking. It
wants to talk for more and more months, and at the
same time it is throwing up obstacles. It is refusing to
commit to having another meeting of the Council of
Australian Governments, which is needed to advance
the process further. It is quite clear that the
commonwealth does not want to deal with this issue
prior to the federal election. That can be for only one
reason — that is, that it does not want to clearly commit
real dollars and real water to the river.

The government is very proud that it has a great studio
in place attracting film and television. We support an
increased role and production capacity for television
and film in Victoria. There is only one group which
does not support film and television in Victoria, one
group which has been opposed to the film studio from
the start, and that is the Liberal Party, which would like
to drive film and television away from this state.

We are ready to get on with the job. We are ready now.
You have to ask: why the delay? Why are we not
seeing real action that the river needs now? We are
committed, just as we are right across the state now
where we have got on with the job, whether it be
improving stressed rivers, our Water for Growth
program, the farm dams legislation, cleaning up the
Gippsland Lakes, rebates in Melbourne or the fact that
we have been able to reduce water consumption in
Melbourne by more than 10 per cent. We are getting on
with it, but the commonwealth is continuing to delay. I
call upon the commonwealth to immediately agree to
this plan, which will see real benefit for the river.

Mr LUPTON (Prahran) — My question is to the
Treasurer. Will the Treasurer inform the house of the
outcome of the recent treasurers conference with
respect to commonwealth grants distribution?

Central City Studios: tender
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — Can the Premier explain
how it could be proper for the Treasurer to meet with
one of the bidders for the Central City Studios deal
during the tender process, and can the Premier explain
why the tender was then changed for that particular
bidder?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the member for
Brighton for her question. Could I go to the probity
auditors who were charged with the responsibility of
examining the arrangements for the tender for the
studio in its final details. In fact, the probity auditors —
Acumen Alliance was the company employed — made
this comment:
… in all material aspects and based upon the probity
frameworks the procurement process recommending [CCS
as] the preferred tenderer has been undertaken in accordance
with the Victorian Government Purchasing Board policy
probity and guidelines …

Commonwealth Grants Commission: state
funding report

Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer) — I thank the member
for Prahran for his question and his keen interest in
commonwealth-state financial relations. Last Friday the
state treasurers met with the federal Treasurer, Peter
Costello, at the treasurers conference. As part of that
conference we had to deliberate on the Commonwealth
Grants Commission report on relativities for the next
triennial period. In Victoria’s case I think it is important
to point out that the way the relativities works
represents a net financial loss for the state. It is
important to put on the record that in the next year
Victorians will pay $8.5 billion in GST and we will get
back from Canberra just $7 billion from the GST. If
you do the arithmetic, $8.5 billion minus $7 billion is
$1.5 billion lost to Victoria. That is a rip-off for
Victorians.
Dr Napthine interjected.
Mr BRUMBY — I will tell the member where it
goes!
Dr Napthine — It goes to your Labor mates!
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
South-West Coast — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I remind the house that
when the Chair stands it is customary for members to
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come to order. If they do not do so they are removed
under standing order 124. In relation to the member for
South-West Coast, I ask him not to interject in that
manner; if he had not been interjecting in such a
voracious manner he would have seen that the Speaker
was standing.
Mr BRUMBY — This translates to $275 for every
man, woman and child in Victoria being transferred
away from the state. Our view has long been that we do
not mind helping out needier states like Tasmania and
South Australia and the Northern Territory, but we
object to Victorian taxpayers money being used to
subsidise wealthier states like Queensland and Western
Australia and the Australian Capital Territory. The
federal Treasurer accepted the grants commission
report despite our opposition to it. However, what I was
able to achieve — by a margin of five votes to three —
was an undertaking that over the next 12 months this
system of relativities, its scope and its scale will be
reviewed.
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Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I think it was widely
canvassed when this matter was raised in the press that
clearly the improvements that the consortium was
seeking would increase the volume of traffic on the
Scoresby freeway.
Let me go to some of the details of the
Mitcham–Frankston freeway, why it is different from
Melbourne City Link and why the consortium has an
inbuilt incentive to encourage more cars onto the road.
Firstly, it is not an existing highway, it is a complete
new highway. Secondly, it does not cause, as
Melbourne City Link caused, the closure of other roads
in order to flow onto City Link itself. Therefore it is a
competitive environment and any competition that they
can employ in the consortium bids to get more cars
onto the road will mean a bigger volume, better returns
and a better outcome for taxpayers. If the shadow
transport minister does not understand that, frankly, he
does not understand his portfolio.
Questions interrupted.

Mr Ryan interjected.
Mr BRUMBY — Let me say that Queensland did
not vote in favour of it.
This has been a problem for Victoria for some time. A
former Treasurer said this about the grants commission:
It is time for a reassessment of this pseudoscience of grants
commission assessments.
They represent examining the entrails of a chicken and are
based on subjective analysis masquerading as science. They
have no place in modern Australia.

That is true, but Mr Stockdale was never able to
achieve a review of the system. We have been able to
achieve that review.
There will be a joint sitting of the Parliament later today
at which we will consider a senator-elect for Victoria,
one Mr Mitch Fifield. Should he be successful in being
nominated by Victoria then obviously one of his first
tasks in Canberra as a senator representing Victoria
could be to make sure that we get a fair deal from the
Commonwealth Grants Commission in the future. Let
us see if he is up to the job.

Mitcham–Frankston freeway: tolls
Mr MULDER (Polwarth) — My question is to the
Premier. The cost of the Scoresby freeway has gone up
by $200 million. Won’t the tolls on the Scoresby have
to cover this cost blow-out?

DISTINGUISHED VISITOR
The SPEAKER — Order! Before calling the next
question I welcome to the public gallery the Consul
General of Spain, Mr Federico Palomera Güez.
Welcome.
Questions resumed.
QUESTIONSWITHOUTNOTICE

Aged care: funding
Ms ECKSTEIN (Ferntree Gully) — My question is
for the Minister for Health. Will the minister advise the
house about the state of aged care and acute services
funding and the impact of that on aged care services in
Victoria? What should be done to improve the situation.
Ms PIKE (Minister for Health) — I thank the
member for her question. Members may have seen an
article in this morning’s media concerning the proposed
provision of additional aged care beds from the
commonwealth for Australia. We have seen the article,
but we have had no communication from the
commonwealth about this alleged aged care bed
provision; we only know what we have read in the
paper. Let me say that additional aged care beds would
be very welcome in Victoria, because we know that
according to the commonwealth’s planning
benchmarks Victoria is around 4000 beds short. The
shortage of those aged care beds is having a huge
impact on many facets of our community, not the least
being our public hospitals. Currently there are over
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500 elderly Victorians who have been assessed as
eligible for nursing home beds who are in costly service
provision within our acute hospitals. In fact, that is
around $140 million per year of funding that we could
have to contribute to the running of our public
hospitals.
The other thing that is missing from the leaked
announcement in the media today is how the capital is
to be found to build the facilities to house these
additional aged care beds. The only hint we have, and
people need to be very aware of this, is that the
commonwealth may remove the cap on daily fees for
nursing home residents. The potential is that there will
be a huge rise in daily fees for nursing home residents
just to fund the capital. Capital is a huge problem. The
current level of funding provided by the commonwealth
for existing aged care beds is so inadequate that people
in both the for-profit sector and the not-for-profit sector
cannot accumulate enough funds to replace or rebuild
aged care facilities.
We also know, of course, that the recurrent funding is
so inadequate that our own rural hospitals are having to
cross-subsidise their aged care beds with the funding
that the state provides for our acute beds. We might
have a certain measure of warmth about leaked
potential budget gifts from the commonwealth that we
read about in the paper today, but what is lacking is the
detail. There may be more beds, but how do you pay
for them? Is the recurrent funding adequate? Where are
you going to put the beds? There are too many
unanswered questions, and still, of course, the state is
picking up the lion’s share of responsibility for caring
for our elderly people here in Victoria.
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The Clerk will make the necessary correction in the
division list.

OMBUDSMAN
The SPEAKER — Order! In relation to the
Ombudsman, I wish advise that on 26 March 2004 I
administered to George Eugene Pascal Brouwer, the
Ombudsman, the oath required by section 10 of the
Ombudsman’s Act 1973.

CONTROL OF GENETICALLY MODIFIED
CROPS BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture)
introduced a bill to provide for the designation of
areas of the state for the purpose of preserving for
marketing purposes the identity of crops as
genetically modified or non-genetically modified
and for other purposes.
Read first time.

HEALTH SERVICES (SUPPORTED
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Ms PIKE (Minister for Health) introduced a bill to
amend the Health Services Act 1988 and for other
purposes.
Read first time.

ACTING PUBLIC ADVOCATE
The SPEAKER — Order! I wish to advise that on
6 February 2004 I administered to David Raymond
Sykes, the Acting Public Advocate, the oath required
by schedule 3 of the Guardianship and Administration
Act 1986.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Division list
The SPEAKER — Order! I wish to inform the
house that in the division which took place in the house
on Wednesday, 3 March 2004, on the amendment to
sessional order 19, the member for Ivanhoe was present
as a teller but was not recorded by the tellers for the
ayes. The total of the ayes is therefore 61 instead of 60.

CRIMES (ASSUMED IDENTITIES) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to provide for the lawful
acquisition and use of assumed identities for law enforcement
purposes and the recognition of things done in relation to
assumed identities in other jurisdictions and for other
purposes.

Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — I ask the minister for a
brief explanation of this bill.
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — This bill, the
next one, and the one after that are all part of a package
to ensure that there is greater consistency in Victoria
and also consistency around the nation in relation to the
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cross-border operations of, in particular, organised
crime.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

CRIMES (CONTROLLED OPERATIONS)
BILL
Introduction and first reading
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That I have leave to bring in a bill to further amend the
Heritage Act 1995 and for other purposes.

Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — I ask the minister
for a brief explanation of the bill.
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — This
amendment will make changes to the Heritage Act so
we can define objects under the act, so we can,
following a reasonable request, stop the clock, and so
we can order restitution following inappropriate
damage to a heritage location.

Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:

Motion agreed to.

That I have leave to bring in a bill to provide for the lawful
conduct of controlled operations for law enforcement
purposes, including operations conducted in Victoria and
interstate, to provide for mutual recognition of controlled
operations authorised in other jurisdictions, to amend the
Fisheries Act 1995, the Wildlife Act 1975, and other acts and
for other purposes.

Read first time.

Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — I ask the minister to
provide a brief explanation of the bill.
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — This bill, the
one before it and the next one are all part of a package
to ensure there is better consistency within both
Victoria and other states so that organised crime can be
better dealt with.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

SURVEILLANCE DEVICES
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) introduced a bill to
amend the Surveillance Devices Act 1999 with
respect to warrants and emergency authorisations
for the use of surveillance devices, to recognise
warrants and emergency authorisations issued in
other jurisdictions, and for other purposes.
Read first time.

HERITAGE (FURTHER AMENDMENT)
BILL
Introduction and first reading
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — I
move:

LAND (MISCELLANEOUS) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — I
move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to revoke the reservations
and Crown grants relating to certain land, to amend the
Melbourne Cricket Ground Act 1933 to provide for the
reservation of a stratum of land, to consequentially amend the
Melbourne Cricket Ground Trust Act 1989 and for other
purposes.

Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — Again I ask the
minister for a brief explanation.
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — As
the member should know, from time to time we revoke
reservations and Crown grants, and this is one of those
occasions. It relates to the Melbourne Cricket Ground
and also to land along Birrarung Marr.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

TRANSFER OF LAND (ELECTRONIC
TRANSACTIONS) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning)
introduced a bill to amend the Transfer of Land Act
1958 to provide for the lodgment and registration of
electronic instruments and to amend the
Instruments Act 1958 and the Property Law Act
1958 and for other purposes.
Read first time.

LAND TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL
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LAND TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer) — I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Land Tax Act
1958 and the Valuation of Land Act 1960 and for other
purposes.

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — I ask the Treasurer to
give a brief explanation of the bill.
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer) — I am happy to do that.
These amendments to these acts will give effect to an
announcement that I made on behalf of the government
last week in relation to the suspension of the smelter
reduction amount from 1 July and the payment in the
future of that amount from consolidated revenue. As
part of those arrangements I also announced that I
would be making amendments to the Land Tax
Act 1958 to enable the taxation of certain electricity
industry easements, and it is those amendments which
give effect to this.
Motion agreed to.
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The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the state of
Victoria expresses concern at the potential adverse impact of
proposals to increase environmental flows in the Thomson
and Macalister river systems on irrigators and the whole East
Gippsland community.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the government ensure
any increased environmental flows for these river systems is
sourced from proven water savings, generated from
government-funded investments to improve efficiency of
water delivery systems or other water sources. There must be
no adverse impact on irrigators’ existing entitlements, which
includes water rights, sales water and licensed volumes.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) (1822 signatures)

Planning: rural zones
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the house that the government’s proposed
new rural planning zones are inadequate and should be
rejected.
Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria urges the government to withdraw and
redraft the new rural planning zones and introduce a planning
system that:

Read first time.

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:

Fishing: commercial netting

(i)

strikes a fairer balance between the need to preserve
prime agricultural land and acknowledgement of the
rights of landowners

(ii) does not impinge on a landowner’s rights to retire with
dignity

To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:

(iii) encourages young people to take up farming; and

The petition of recreational fishers in the state of Victoria
draws [to] the attention of the house:

(iv) gives local government flexibility in the determination
of subdivisions and use of rural land

That the continued commercial netting activities in Victorian
bays, inlets and the Gippsland Lakes is detrimental to the
long-term viability of fish stocks due to the by-catch issues
and continuing damage to the marine environment.
Prayer

By Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) (108 signatures)

Baxter-Tooradin–Fultons–Hawkins roads,
Baxter: safety

The petitioners therefore request that:

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

We, the undersigned, being recreational fishers in the state of
Victoria, support the VRFish policies on commercial netting
and request that the Legislative Assembly of Victoria takes
action to phase out commercial netting activities in Victorian
bays, inlets and the Gippsland Lakes.

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of Victoria
sheweth that we are gravely concerned about the extreme
danger of the intersection of Baxter-Tooradin Road, Fultons
Road with Hawkins Road in Baxter.

By Mr HARKNESS (Frankston) (31 signatures)

Your petitioners therefore pray that urgent action be taken to
make this black spot intersection safer before any lives are
lost or serious injury occurs at this location.

Thomson and Macalister rivers: environmental
flows

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

By Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings) (85 signatures)
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Bowls: single-gender events
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the state of
Victoria sheweth: current legislation pertaining to the Equal
Opportunity Act prevents single-gender or open events from
being conducted by bowls clubs or associations.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the legislation pertaining
to the Equal Opportunity Act be amended so as to enable
lawn bowls clubs and associations to conduct events
designated as single-gender events and/or mixed gender
events whenever desired and appropriate and that when
appropriate all these events continue in the same form to the
state championship level.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr DIXON (Nepean) (1308 signatures)

Hazardous waste: Pittong
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly assembled in Parliament:
The petition of certain citizens in the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Assembly:

Wednesday, 31 March 2004

Water: entitlements
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of Victoria draws to the attention
of the house that the future prosperity of the state of Victoria’s
irrigated agriculture and of the state’s major export sector is
under threat.
Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria take urgent action to ensure:
Non-landholders should not be allowed to enter the
water market.
Water entitlements should remain linked to land.
Domestic and stock water entitlements stay with land.
Water allocated for the environment has the same legal
status as other entitlement holders and share water under
the same constraints.
If structural adjustment is required to achieve greater
environmental benefits for the broader community,
adequate compensation is paid to affected landholders,
businesses and communities.

The proposed plans to locate a toxic waste disposal
facility at Pittong.

Sales water is not to be capped at 130 per cent, as this
will significantly affect the future prosperity of irrigated
agriculture and the state.

The close locality of the proposed toxic waste disposal
facility to the townships of Linton and Skipton.

Investment in infrastructure is allocated to save water for
the environment.

We therefore pray that the Assembly takes urgent steps to
ensure that the proposed toxic waste disposal facility at
Pittong does not proceed and urges the state government to
consider other locations.

By Mr HELPER (Ripon) (9104 signatures) and
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte)
(106 signatures)

Central Health Interpreter Service: future
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of members of the Victorian community draws
to the attention of the house the importance of having
interpreters and translators with NAATI level 3 and
specialists in health be available on a continuing basis within
the health service, such as hospitals, Hospital in the Homes or
other community services.
Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria urge the health minister and the
government to reverse the decision to close the Central Health
Interpreter Service and that the existing Central Health
Interpreter Service, which has been operating for over
20 years, be maintained.

By Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) (48 signatures)

Irrigators do not bear the sole responsibility of paying
the whole cost of storage of water for tourism purposes
or costs associated with environmental storage and
flows.
Taxpayers money is expended on saving water rather
than buying water from irrigators.
Water delivery infrastructure is audited and is in good
condition before full cost recovery is implemented.
The current water pricing process through water service
committees should remain.
Government does not introduce an increase in water
pricing to reflect the scarcity of the resource without
adequate compensation to irrigators and the
communities affected.

By Mrs POWELL (Shepparton) (253 signatures)

Planning: urban growth boundary
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
Planning amendment to urban growth boundary C27.
This petition of materially impacted stakeholders of Ironbark
Road, Diamond Creek, and Pioneer Road, Yarrambat, in the
Shire of Nillumbik, Victoria, draw to the very urgent attention
of the house (Legislative Assembly) that our lands have been
inequitably and inappropriately excluded from the new urban
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growth boundary Melbourne 2030. Our lands were gazetted
by the Governor in Council in the 1970s as an extension to
both the Plenty Yarrambat Urban District and Waterworks
Trust.
‘It is our experience that the extension of the water supply
system (and the extension of the trust district) and the method
of payment was usually applied to land zoned for urban
development and … it would be normal for the trust district to
only cover areas that have a compatible urban zone under the
planning scheme, (David Fairbairn, 30/12/2002, Consulting
Engineer and Town Planner, BE, M.Eng.Sci., Dip. TRP, MIE
Aust).
We understand our lands had legally maintained their urban
status and had been legislated growth for the approximate
past 30 years (until the new Parliament acts of green wedge
legislation and new urban growth boundary).
Prayer
We petition the Legislative Assembly, as an urgent priority, to
administer a duty of care and trust, to correct the new urban
growth boundary (UGB) to include our lands within its
borders.
This will protect the valuable urban infrastructure, and we
understand the associated development and infrastructure
rights, that has been paid for directly and/or indirectly by
private land owners. It will enable correction of major
snowballing planning and infrastructure irregularities and
inequities and what appears to be errors in the zoning
translation of these lands with the new Nillumbik planning
scheme, associated Diamond Creek urban growth review,
gazetted in 2000, and 2030 urban growth boundary. This
correction is urgently required before any further damaging
translation to inappropriate proposed new green wedge and
conservation zones and before approval of neighbouring
Shire [of] Whittlesea amendments C26, C30 and C45 by
planning minister Mary Delahunty or her delegates.
We continue to object to any erosion what so ever to any of
our established urban infrastructure, including all planned
urban capacity and returned if any of it has already been
redirected or eroded, despite our continual objections. We
believe it is unconscionable to back-zone our lands to prevent
utilisation of what has been paid and planned for, and with the
result of there being financial gain to other parties (to our
exclusion). It is not a just cause to exclude our land from the
UGB, as new planning directions and new green wedge
objectives can still be achieved in the overall development
plans of any subdivision or urban area within the UGB.

By Mrs POWELL (Shepparton) (6 signatures)

Old Geelong Road–Graham Court, Hoppers
Crossing: traffic lights
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the state of
Victoria sheweth a dangerous intersection at Old Geelong
Road and Graham Court, Hoppers Crossing, Victoria 3029.
Your petitioners therefore pray that traffic lights be installed
at this intersection and for the unsealed service road to be
sealed.
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And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Ms GILLETT (Tarneit) (212 signatures)

Taxis: multipurpose program
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of Victoria draws to the attention
of the house the proposed changes to the multipurpose taxi
program. Our main concern is the detrimental effect the
$550 annual cap will have on our disabled in all categories
except, the exempt wheelchair bound. Many disabled are also
elderly and to limit their concession to $10.57 per week in
real terms limits their concession to an average of one trip per
week or less, which we feel is an unfair burden on our most
needy. All holders of the taxi card have had to meet the strict
guidelines required to obtain the card and many require the
subsidy to afford trips to the doctor, shopping, collect their
pension and even attend the local seniors club.
Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria rescind the proposed changes and
maintain the current level of subsidy.

By Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte)
(1404 signatures)
Tabled.
Ordered that petitions presented by member for
Gippsland South be considered next day on motion
of Mr RYAN (Gippsland South).
Ordered that petitions presented by member for
Warrandyte be considered next day on motion of
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte).
Ordered that petition presented by member for
Ripon be considered next day on motion of
Mr HELPER (Ripon).
Ordered that petitions presented by member for
Shepparton be considered next day on motion of
Mrs POWELL (Shepparton).
Ordered that petition presented by member for
Hastings be considered next day on motion of
Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings).

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS
COMMITTEE
Alert Digest No. 2
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park) presented Alert
Digest No. 2 of 2004 on:

DOCUMENTS
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Commonwealth Games Arrangements (Further
Amendment) Bill
Corrections (Further Amendment) Bill
Estate Agents and Travel Agents Acts
(Amendment) Bill
Limitation of Actions (Amendment) Bill
Marine (Amendment) Bill
Monetary Units Bill
Petroleum (Submerged Lands) (Amendment) Bill
Road Management Bill
Professional Standards Bill
together with appendices.
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Mr Stirling Alpine Resort Management Board

Geelong Cemeteries Trust — Report for the year 2002,
together with an explanation for the delay in tabling
Keilor Cemetery Trust — Report for the year 2002, together
with an explanation for the delay in tabling
Lake Mountain Alpine Resort Management Board — Report
for the year ended 31 October 2003
Lilydale Memorial Park and Cemetery — Report for the year
2002, together with an explanation for the delay in tabling
Mildura Cemetery Trust — Report for the year 2002, together
with an explanation for the delay in tabling

Tabled.

Mount Hotham Alpine Resort Management Board — Report
for the year ended 31 October 2003

Ordered to be printed.

Murray-Darling Basin Commission — Report for the year
2001–02

DOCUMENTS
Tabled by Clerk:
Environment and Natural Resources Committee — Inquiry
on the Impact and Trends in Soil Acidity, together with
appendices and minutes of evidence — Ordered to be tabled
and the report and appendices to be printed.
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee — Responses of
the Treasurer on the action taken with respect to the
recommendations made by the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee’s Reports on the 2000–2001 Budget
Outcomes, 2002–2003 Budget Estimates and 2003–2004
Budget Estimates — Ordered to be tabled.

National Environment Protection Council — Report for the
year 2002–03
Necropolis Springvale — Report for the year 2002, together
with an explanation for the delay in tabling
Parliamentary Committees Act 2003 — Response of the
Minister for State and Regional Development on the action
taken with respect to the recommendations made by the
Economic Development Committee’s Inquiry into Export
Opportunities for Victorian Rural Industries
Planning and Environment Act 1987 — Notices of approval
of amendments to the following Planning Schemes:
Ararat Planning Scheme — No C6

Altona Memorial Park — Report for the year 2002, together
with an explanation for the delay in tabling

Ballarat Planning Scheme — No C67 Part 1

Anderson’s Creek Cemetery Trust — Report for the year
2002, together with an explanation for the delay in tabling

Bayside Planning Scheme — No C2 Part 2

Ballaarat General Cemeteries Trust — Report for the year
2002, together with an explanation for the delay in tabling

Cardinia Planning Scheme — Nos C13 Part 2, C20, C34
Part 2, C53

Bendigo Cemeteries Trust — Report for the year 2002,
together with an explanation for the delay in tabling

Glen Eira Planning Scheme — Nos C28, C29

Cheltenham and Regional Cemeteries Trust — Report for the
year 2002, together with an explanation for the delay in
tabling

Greater Shepparton Planning Scheme — Nos C43, C45

Fawkner Crematorium and Memorial Park — Report for the
year 2002, together with an explanation for the delay in
tabling

Hume Planning Scheme — Nos C31, C49

Financial Management Act 1994 — Report from the Minister
for Environment that he had not received the 2002–2003
Annual Reports together with an explanation for the delay in
tabling of the:

Bass Coast Planning Scheme — No C33

Brimbank Planning Scheme — Nos C52, C56

Greater Geelong Planning Scheme — Nos C35, C90

Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme — No C21

Macedon Ranges Planning Scheme — No C29
Manningham Planning Scheme — No C39
Maribyrnong Planning Scheme — Nos C17, Part 1, C30
Mildura Planning Scheme — No C24 Part 1
Mitchell Planning Scheme — Nos C15 Part 2, C33

Falls Creek Alpine Resort Management Board

Moira Planning Scheme — No C13

Mt Baw Baw Alpine Resort Management Board

Monash Planning Scheme — No C50

Mt Buller Alpine Resort Management Board

Warrnambool Planning Scheme — No C27
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West Wimmera Planning Scheme — No C5
Whitehorse Planning Scheme — No C44
Wyndham Planning Scheme — No C30
Yarra Planning Scheme — Nos C40, C44
Preston Cemetery Trust — Report for the year 2002, together
with an explanation for the delay in tabling
Project Development and Construction Management Act
1994 — Orders in Council under ss 6 and 8 respectively and a
Statement under s 9 of reasons for making a Nomination
Order (three papers)

APPROPRIATION MESSAGES
Message read recommending appropriations for:
Commonwealth Games Arrangements (Further
Amendment) Bill
Corrections (Further Amendment) Bill
Estate Agents and Travel Agents Acts
(Amendment) Bill
Marine (Amendment) Bill
Road Management Bill

Rural Finance Act 1988 — Direction by the Treasurer to the
Rural Finance Corporation to administer a Financial
Assistance Scheme to the Shires of Latrobe, Wellington and
East Gippsland excluding Macalister Irrigation District
Snowy Hydro Limited — Report for the period 29 June 2002
to 28 June 2003
Statutory Rules under the following Acts:
Fisheries Act 1995 — SR No 22
Health Services Act 1988 — SR No 19
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986 — SR 23
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — SR Nos 17, 18
Survey Co-ordination Act 1958 — SR No 21
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JOINT SITTING OF PARLIAMENT
Senate vacancy
The SPEAKER — Order! I have received the
following message from the Governor.
The Governor transmits to the Legislative Assembly a copy
of a dispatch which has been received from the Honourable
the President of the Senate notifying that a vacancy has
happened in the representation of the State of Victoria in the
Senate of the commonwealth of Australia.

Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — I
move:

Wildlife Act 1975 — SR No 20
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994:
Minister’s exemption certificates in relation to Statutory
Rule Nos 17, 18
Minister’s exemption certificate in relation to Statutory
Rule No 20
Templestowe Cemetery Trust — Report for the
year 2002, together with an explanation for the delay in
tabling
Wyndham Cemetery Trust — Report for the year 2002,
together with an explanation for the delay in tabling.

That this house meets the Legislative Council for the purpose
of sitting and voting together to choose a person to hold the
place in the Senate rendered vacant by the resignation of
Senator the Honourable Richard Kenneth Robert Alston and
proposes that the time and place of such meeting be the
Legislative Assembly chamber on Wednesday, 31 March
2004 at 6.15 p.m.

Motion agreed to.
Ordered that message be sent to Council
acquainting them with resolution.

The following proclamations fixing operative dates
were tabled by the Clerk in accordance with an order of
the house dated 26 February 2003:
Child Employment Act 2003 — Whole Act on 12 June 2004
(Gazette S61, 15 March 2004)
Federal Courts (Consequential Amendments) Act 2000 —
Sections 22 and 23 on 8 March 2004 (Gazette G10, 4 March
2004)
Non-Emergency Patient Transport Act 2003 — Sections 1, 2,
65, 66 and 67 on 25 March 2004 (Gazette G13, 25 March
2004).

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Standing orders
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — By
leave, I move:
That so much of standing orders be suspended today so as to
allow —
1.

Statements by members, a matter of public importance
and statements on parliamentary committee reports to be
omitted from the order of business today;

2.

For the purposes of the cycle of grievance debates and
discussions on a matter of public importance under
standing orders 37, 38 and 39, the ability to propose a
matter of public importance for consideration today will
not be considered as having arisen, so that the cycle

ROAD SAFETY COMMITTEE
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starting from the next sitting week and lasting for the
remainder of the sitting period will be:
government-proposed matter of public importance
non-government-proposed matter of public
importance
grievance debate.

Motion agreed to.

ROAD SAFETY COMMITTEE
Crashes involving roadside objects
Country road toll
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — By
leave, I move:
That the resolution of the house of 3 June 2003 providing that
the Road Safety Committee be required to present its reports,
upon crashes involving roadside objects and the country road
toll, to the Parliament no later than 31 March 2004, be
amended so far as to require the reports be presented to the
Parliament no later than 31 March 2005.

Motion agreed to.

RURAL AND REGIONAL SERVICES AND
DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Country football
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — By
leave, I move:
That the resolution of the house of 3 June 2003 providing that
the Rural and Regional Services and Development
Committee be required to present its report, on the impact on
life in rural and regional Victoria of Australian Rules
Football, to the Parliament no later than 31 March 2004, be
amended so far as to require the report be presented to the
Parliament no later than 30 September 2004.

Motion agreed to.

STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE
Membership
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — By
leave, I move:
That Mr Perton be discharged from attendance on the
Standing Orders Committee and that Mr Plowman be
appointed in his place.

Motion agreed to.
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MADRID: TERRORIST ATTACK
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — By leave, I move:
That the following resolution be agreed to by this house —
We, the Legislative Assembly of Victoria, offer our deepest
and sincere condolences to the families of the victims of the
Spanish terrorist bombings and the survivors of this brutal
atrocity and join the people of Victoria in expressing shock
and outrage at this senseless waste of life.

All Victorians will join together to convey our deepest
sympathies to the people of Spain in the wake of the
terrorist bombings that claimed around 200 innocent
lives in Madrid.
It is profoundly disturbing — and profoundly
disappointing — that we join together again to grieve
for more victims of another terrorism outrage. The toll
from the Madrid attack was of the same scale as the
Bali bombings, making these two incidents the
deadliest terrorist attacks in the Western world since
11 September 2001.
Once again the world woke up to horrific images of
senseless carnage and shattered lives. Once again
innocent people were the targets of terrorist
perpetrators. And once again the world shakes its head
in utter disbelief that anyone could cause these events to
happen.
The Victorian government condemns in the strongest
possible terms the perpetrators of this inhumane crime.
Terrorist attacks can never be justified under any
circumstances, and they will never be tolerated by any
decent democratic society, and, of course, that is
certainly the case in Australia, particularly Victoria.
On behalf of the Victorian government and all
members of the house I also extend my deepest
condolences to the victims’ families and friends, and
also on behalf of the Victorian people to the Spanish
people.
Our thoughts and prayers are with them at this sad time.
I am sure all Victorians were moved by the show of
support by the millions of Spanish people who took to
the streets to demonstrate their outrage and affirm their
solidarity to one another at a time of enormous grief
and turmoil.
Due to my absence while I was overseas at the time of
the attack the Deputy Premier met with the Spanish
Consul General to personally pass on the government’s
condolences. He also attended a requiem mass held by
the Spanish community to share the grief of the Spanish
and Spanish-speaking community here in Victoria.
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Speaker, you have already acknowledged the presence
in the house today of the Consul General of Spain,
Mr Federico Palomera Güez. I extend the welcome of
the Victorian government and members of this house to
him today and thank him for his presence. I also extend
a welcome to Mr Antonio Ros, president of the Council
of Spanish Residents, which represents a wide number
of people in Victoria who have immigrated from Spain
to settle in our state. We also thank him for his presence
here today.
It is my belief that we must honour the memory of lives
lost by ensuring we do everything possible to protect
our citizens in Australia, including Victoria, from a
terrorist attack. No-one is immune from terrorism. That
was the horrific reminder left by the attacks in Madrid,
Bali and New York. But we must do everything we can
to be prepared and make sure that we have every
capability to resist and turn back terrorism if it arrives
on our shores.
The Victorian government has worked with the
commonwealth to support moves to strengthen our
national counter-terrorism capabilities. In the past
18 months our government has committed over
$100 million of extra resources to improve Victoria’s
capabilities to prevent and respond to any potential
terrorism attack.
We have strengthened our own capabilities to detect
and prevent terrorist activity, and we have given our
emergency services the tools they need to respond to
any terrorist attack. We have introduced
counter-terrorism legislation to create new offences
relating to sabotage, and we have provided new powers
to Victoria Police. The Victorian government has also
taken several measures to protect critical infrastructure
and iconic buildings in the event of any attack.
The recent national counter-terrorism exercise held just
over one week ago across Australia, and in particular in
Victoria, South Australia, Tasmania and the Northern
Territory, was a simulated exercise called Mercury 04.
Victorian ministers and agencies participated, helping
to test and strengthen those measures. I can indicate to
the house that there was great satisfaction with that test
among all the authorities in the territory, state and
commonwealth governments, and we are happier now
in the knowledge that these measures will work more
effectively if required in the future. Whilst those
exercises test the logistics of responding to a terrorist
attack, we know we can never truly be totally prepared
for the human realities of an atrocity such as that
experienced by the people of Madrid. Nothing can
prepare any community for those occurrences.
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After the Bali bombings I said that a fitting tribute to
honour the memory of those who died would be for all
Victorians to reaffirm their commitment to a free,
tolerant and compassionate world. That is also true
following the dreadful, horrific and unjustified terrorist
attacks in Madrid. We must continue to oppose
terrorism, prejudice and extremism wherever they
occur and wherever they exist. We must also ensure we
do not let events like the Madrid bombings change the
things we hold dear — our freedom, our values and our
diverse and multicultural community, which is one of
our great strengths.
I commend the motion to the Parliament. On behalf of
all Victorians I strongly condemn this act of terrorism
and again convey our deepest sympathies to the people
of Spain and to the Spanish communities living in
Victoria and across the world. Today we in the
Parliament stand together to express our grief, to
rededicate our efforts to defeat terrorism and to renew
our hope for a more peaceful world.
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — I join the
Premier in debating this motion, feeling great sadness at
its necessity. I also wish to join the Premier in
welcoming Mr Federico Palomera Güez, the Consul
General of Spain, and Mr Antonio Ros, who is the
president of the Council of Spanish Residents. I also
welcome other members of our Spanish community
who are in the house today. I also thank the member for
Sandringham for attending on behalf of the Liberal
Party the very moving memorial service which
followed the Madrid terrorist attack.
On the morning of 11 March 2004 the world witnessed
another shocking terrorist attack on the day-to-day lives
of innocent citizens. That morning Islamic extremists
unleashed a coordinated series of bomb attacks on the
Madrid commuter train system during the peak period.
There was a series of 10 explosions on board four
trains. These trains were taking ordinary workers to
their jobs in central Madrid. The callous nature of these
bombings has saddened and angered the global
community. Over 190 people have been confirmed
dead as a result, and 1800 people were injured. The
victims came from all over the world — from Romania,
Ecuador, Peru, Poland, Columbia, Honduras, Cuba,
Chile, France and the Dominican Republic — as well
as from Spain. The Madrid train bombings were the
worst terrorist strike in Spanish history. This was also
the deadliest terrorist strike in Europe since the
Lockerbie bombing.
In the aftermath of this devastating attack over
12 million people turned out not only to protest against
the atrocity but to honour the dead through
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remembrance. The Prime Minister of Australia, John
Howard, said the attack was an unforgivable act of
villainy. Today I join the Premier, my colleagues and
all Victorians in condemning this heinous attack and all
other terrorist outrages.
These bombings are a targeted attack on freedom. Their
repercussions are far reaching and global. The Madrid
bombing was not just an attack on the Spanish people,
it was an attack on all of us who believe in democracy,
diversity and liberty. It joins a catalogue of infamy
which includes the September 11 and Bali bombings.
I take this opportunity to express our heartfelt
compassion and sympathy for the Madrid victims and
the Spanish people. Victorians and Australians are
thinking of the families and loved ones of the victims
who are suffering as a result of this terrorist action.
Melbourne is home to over 4500 Spaniards, and I say to
them, ‘The Victorian people are with you at this time’.
Since September 11 and the Bali bombings I have
personally thought deeply about the brutal fact of
terrorism and its innocent targets. What can we do?
What must we do? How do we react to the abhorrent,
the callous and the inhuman reality of terrorism? Until
the Bali bombings terrorism was an atrocity which
happened to other people in other places; since Bali, we
have come to understand that we are all in this together.
We grieve for the Spanish people and the Madrid
victims, because we have felt their pain. We have been
there.
Again I speak personally about the conclusions I have
reached following the September 11 and Bali
bombings. It is a natural thing to try to make sense of
the senseless, but I have concluded that it is useless to
try to understand the why of these outrages. Unless you
can get into the twisted mind of the terrorist, how can
you ever really know why? What we do know is that
terrorism is an attack on all of us, not because of
anything we have done but because of who we are.
I also know this: we are at war with terrorism, and we
must not blink and must not waiver. This war is
different from any we have fought before. The free
people of the world must stand shoulder to shoulder.
Our every reaction is being watched, and our
reaction — our message — must be unequivocal. The
signal we send must be that we will not flinch, and that
message must come from us all. It is not just the proper
concern of the world’s superpowers or the latest victims
in Madrid, or the commonwealth of Australia or the
Parliament of Victoria; it is the concern of all of us —
every citizen. Terrorism must be confronted and
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defeated. We have no choice: all people of goodwill
must unite against this spectre.
That is why this motion is important. It is an expression
of our implacable opposition to terrorism and our
steadfast refusal to capitulate to its atrocious expression
through violence and suffering.
Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — I too
recognise the presence in this place today of
Mr Palomera and Mr Ros in their respective
representative capacities.
This was a crime against humanity of the most
appalling standard; and worse still, it was the slaughter
of innocents. It happened in circumstances where those
who perpetrated it did so in support of a cause which
we all struggle to understand. True it is that I can stand
here and recite the sorts of mantras we hear about these
people, but nevertheless I am the first to say I do not
understand it. Even given that, I can never understand
the justifications which are put before us by these
people to satisfy the questions that people in the
civilised world ask about how this could possibly be so.
By any standards, these people are homicidal maniacs.
These attacks, which occurred on 11 March, involved
the explosion of 10 bombs on four trains in the rush
hour, spanning a period of 6 minutes. They were
perpetrated upon commuters on those trains — a
mixture of people whose greatest sin that day was that
they had left their homes to go to work or go to school
or otherwise go about their normal daily activities, only
to have this terrible event occur to them. The fact is that
the crime was executed with absolute clinical precision.
The only deficiency was that one of the backpacks
which had been set to go off through the use of a
mobile phone failed to detonate. For all that, 190 people
were killed and 1800 people were injured — an
absolutely murderous tally.
So far 10 people have been charged, and the leader of
this group appears to have been a former Moroccan by
the name of Jamal Zougam. Behind it all is said to be
the dark mask of al-Qaeda.
I think it is important when having regard to this motion
and motions of a similar ilk — and the tragedy is we
have had too many of them in this place — to have
regard to some of the specific human outcomes in
relation to this terrible event. In the Guardian
newspaper the next morning an article was published
recounting the experiences of some of those who were
caught up in it. I quote from that article:
Fourteen-year-old Sara Pedro was preparing for school when
she heard the explosion on the track. ‘I looked out of the
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window in front of our house and then the second blast
occurred’, she said.
‘We hid. When we looked out again, there were bodies lying
on the ground and people wandering around with blood all
over them. We threw out blankets to help them. My sister
went down and had to pick her way through the bodies. I’ve
taken a tranquilliser now. One of the train doors was blown
through a neighbour’s window’.
…
Rescuers counted at least 67 bodies strewn across the
platforms. One body was blown onto the station’s roof. The
two blasts were in separate directions, apparently designed to
kill people on both platforms and beyond. One explosion
ripped through a 15-foot-high brick wall, gouging out a vast
hole 10 foot across. Corpses were entangled in the shredded
metal wreckage of carriages.
‘It looked like a platform of death’, firefighter Juan Redondo
said. ‘I’ve never seen anything like it before. The recovery of
the bodies was very difficult. We didn’t know what to pick
up’.
Beatriz Martin, a doctor who tended to victims at El Pozo,
said, ‘On many bodies we could hear the person’s mobile
phones ringing as we carted them away’.

They are absolutely appalling stories, and there were
more of course, and so it is that the hearts of all of us in
this place go out to the Spanish people and to those who
represent them.
The fact of it is though that we are all in this. The very
reason we have this motion before the house today is
because this government to its credit and those of us
who are parliamentarians at large recognise that to be
the case. We do not have motions before this house, for
example, when disasters occur in other parts of the
world as a result of natural circumstances. The recent
terrible events in Iran following the earthquake where
thousands lost their lives are an example of that sort of
disaster, yet we do not have a motion of this nature
before the house when those events occur. Why?
Because in this instance the singular difference is that
we understand collectively that we are all in this.
Matters that give rise to how we are in it and why we
are in it or otherwise, in the practical, hard-headed
world in which we live, do not matter two damns. We
are all in this. We have seen September 11; we have
seen Bali, and now we have seen this. We were always
in this, and we are in it now. The fact of the matter is
that this is a direct attack upon our freedoms, as the
Premier has indicated, and it is a direct attack upon our
democracy.
What do we take out of this tragic event that we in
Victoria can use, if you like, for the purpose of the way
ahead? It seems to me our first task is to do as we are
doing — mutually support this important motion. It is
very important on behalf of the people of Victoria to
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reflect to the people of Spain — to those who represent
them in our great state — the fact that we jointly with
them mourn the loss of their citizens. So it is on behalf
of the National Party in this place that I offer that
support.
The second task is that we must stand firm. This has a
lot about it of the schoolyard bully, and trite though the
example might be, the principles remain exactly the
same: if we show weakness of any sort in the face of
this, it will be noted in the places where these idiots
hide. If we show any tendency to duck the head at a
time when the pressure is on around the world, it will
be noted all right, and it will be noted to our loss. I
believe it is imperative therefore that as an Australian
nation we stand firm and hold the line in whatever
forums and theatres around the globe. I say again in the
context of this debate that it appears to me not to matter
at all as to what anybody’s view is on how or why we
became engaged in where we are; the fact is that we
have got what we have got, and we have to deal with it.
We were always in this, and this tragic event, in which
the Spanish happen in this instance to have been given
the sharp end of the stick, is another reminder to us of
the fact that we must hold firm.
The third point to arise out of this is that we must be
vigilant and continue to be so in the state of Victoria.
We as a party have offered support to the Victorian
government in its endeavours to make sure that we
keep activity of this nature out of this state. We will
continue to do that; I know all parliamentarians share
that basic goal. It is a time for us to be additionally
vigilant when the people who perpetrate these appalling
tragedies can be seen to be conducting themselves in
the way they do. I conclude where I commenced — by
offering to the people of Spain the heartfelt sympathies
of the Victorian Nationals.
Mr LANGUILLER (Derrimut) — I too wish to
acknowledge the Consul General of Spain, Senor
Federico Palomera Güez, Senor Antonio Ros, president
of the Council of Spanish Residents in Australia, and
Rafaela Lopez, the former secretary-general of the
council, who are in the gallery.
Today I stand side by side with the Premier and with
government and opposition members in expressing my
deepest condolences to the families of the more than
200 Spanish men and women and those of other
nations, including Bulgarians, South Americans and
Moroccans, in the wake of the terrorist rail bombs in
Madrid.
We extend our deepest sympathies to King Juan
Carlos I, the Spanish people and Spanish communities
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in Australia. Given that time constraints will preclude
other government members from speaking on this
motion, with your and their permission and indulgence,
Deputy Speaker, I shall also take the liberty of speaking
on their behalf. I am confident they absolutely share our
feelings and sentiments.

also invest in job creation, education and health. We
should especially support the religious leaders in the
Arab and Moslem countries who have taken a brave
stand in the front line against extremism and
fundamentalism. Democratic, developed and rich
nations have a special responsibility in this historic task.

We strongly condemn all acts of terrorism regardless of
their nature or motivation. The Spanish people were not
intimidated by the act of barbarism. Immediately after
the event thousands of them went to the rescue of the
victims in the Madrid atrocity. Only a few hours later
millions and millions of people took to the streets in a
demonstration of anger and condemnation of the
terrorist attack. A lot has been said and speculated
about the election in Spain, only three days after the
massacre in Madrid. That is a topic for another time and
another forum, but there should be no doubt that there
has been an unequivocal determination on the part of
the people and government of Spain to combat
terrorism within and outside Spanish territory.
Unfortunately it is pertinent to remember that the
struggle against terrorism in Spain over the last three
decades amounted to the loss of lives three times that of
the tragedies of New York and Bali.

Deputy Speaker, with your permission I will conclude
my remarks speaking in Spanish.

Thursday, 11 March, was a day of courage; Friday,
12 March, was a day of solidarity; and Sunday, the day
of the election, was a day of democracy, when more
than 26 million people showed the determination to
fight fundamentalism and terrorism by voting in
numbers historically unprecedented in Spain. We stand
together with the people of Spain in upholding the rule
of law, democracy and civil liberties as fundamental
features of both our nations. The Australian and
Spanish people are united and determined to use all
available instruments and powers as provided by the
rule of law to fight terrorism in all its manifestations.
Contacts between Spain and Australia go back
centuries, according to the Spanish-Australian scholar
Rafaela Lopez. It has been written that it was the
Spanish explorer of the Southern Seas, Captain Pedro
Fernandez de Quiros, who in 1606 named the great
southern land Austrialia del Espiritu Santo in honour of
King Phillip III, Regent of Spain at the time and a
member of the House of Austria. It was believed that
Austrialia was an extension of Austria and that
eventually the first ‘i’ was dropped and the name
became Australia. Be that as it may, since that time, the
Spanish community in Australia has been part of a
democratic and multicultural Australian way of life.
We must continue to fight terrorism in all its forms. To
win the hearts and minds of the absolute majority of
people who have little to do with extremism we should

Es con profundo dolor que trasmito mi sincero pésame
por la muerte de mas de 200 victimas y
aproximadamente 1500 heridos, como resultado del
acto terrorista, ocurrido el 11 de Marzo en Madrid.
Acompañen mis profundos sentimientos a las familias
de los hombres, mujeres y niños asesinados por este
infame y cobarde acto terrorista.
Hago manifiesto mi fuerte condena contra esta barbarie
y expreso mi compromiso como legislador, a fortalecer
los esfuerzos nacionales e internacionales para combatir
estas infames acciones.
Reitero mi solidaridad mas expedita hacia todo el
pueblo español y a la comunidad española en Australia,
asegurándoles que no estan solos en el sufrimiento por
la tragedia de Madrid, ni tampoco estarán solos en la
búsqueda de justicia y paz.
Concuerdo con el Rey Juan Carlos I, quien en nombre
del pueblo espanol manifesto unidad, firmeza y
serenidad en la lucha contra el terrorismo con todos los
instrumentos que proporciona el Estado de Derecho.
Deputy Speaker, our deepest sympathies and prayers
are today with the Spanish people. I also commend the
Spanish and Latin-American community in Victoria. In
a display of support, and with absolute contempt for
and in condemnation of terrorism, today and during this
week they are holding an arts exhibition in Queens
Hall. How pertinent and how proper it is to challenge
terrorism with this display of art, creativity and love.
Motion agreed to in silence, honourable members
showing unanimous agreement by standing in their
places.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Program
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — I
move:
That pursuant to sessional order 94 the orders of the day,
government business, relating to the following bills be
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considered and completed by 6.00 p.m. on Thursday, 1 April
2004:
Limitation of Actions (Amendment) Bill
Marine (Amendment) Bill
Monetary Units Bill
Petroleum (Submerged Lands) (Amendment) Bill.
Road Management Bill

Motion agreed to.

MONETARY UNITS BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 4 March; motion of
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer).
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — The opposition
strenuously opposes this bill for two reasons. The first
is that it is an attack on fundamental constitutional
principles of responsible government — principles that
date back to the Bill of Rights of 1689. The second is
that it is yet another unjustified burden being imposed
on Victorian businesses and families by a cash-strapped
government that is desperate for more revenue to cover
its spending blow-outs.
There are two fundamental principles of the
Westminster system of responsible government. The
first is that governments may not levy charges on the
people without the consent of Parliament. The second is
that governments may not expend public moneys or
other resources without the consent of Parliament. In
the absence of these two principles the government of
the day, if it so chooses, can defy elections, can ignore
the passage of no-confidence votes, can ignore anything
else that is said in Parliament and can remain in office
indefinitely. The power of Parliament to exercise
financial control over the executive is fundamental to
parliamentary democracy.
The principles I have referred to have become
enshrined in our constitutional system over many
centuries. Originally Parliament simply gave to
monarchs grants for life of various customary taxes and
then approved special taxes or charges in times of
special need, such as war. However, as government’s
need for funds increased, monarchs increasingly had to
come to Parliament for approval of additional taxation.
King Charles I tried to defy the requirement of
parliamentary approval for the imposition of charges on
the people and to levy taxes by royal prerogative.
Mr Batchelor interjected.
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Mr CLARK — His right to do so was rejected by
Parliament and, as the Leader of the House refers to,
eventually it cost him his head. When the monarchy
was restored, Charles II did not seek to raise revenue
without parliamentary approval, but his successor,
James II, did. For this and other reasons James II was
driven into exile in 1688 in the so-called Glorious
Revolution. When William III and Mary II ascended
the throne they assented in 1689 to the enactment of the
Bill of Rights, one of the key provisions of which was
as follows:
That levying money for or to the use of the Crown by
pretence of prerogative, without grant of Parliament, for
longer time, or in other manner than the same is or shall be
granted, is illegal.

Ever since that time it has been accepted practice that
each and every impost of taxation on the people must
be approved by Parliament. In parallel with and
following on from the development of this principle, it
has also become established that the expenditure of
public resources is under the control of Parliament and
resources cannot be used other than for the purposes
and in the amounts that are approved by Parliament.
Yet in the bill before us now the government is going a
long way towards dispensing with the first of the two
principles that I have described. Under the bill the
Bracks government is given the power to increase
government fees and charges by an unlimited amount
each year, and at the same time it is expressly excluding
any right of Parliament to disallow those increases. The
fees that are involved in this bill are likely to affect
almost every aspect of Victorians’ lives, such as motor
registration fees; driver licences; learner permits; traffic
fines; fishing licences; boat registrations; birth, death
and marriage certificates; and business registration fees.
The bill purports to provide for the annual indexation of
fees, charges and fines in line with inflation, but in fact
it sets no limit whatsoever on the amount of the annual
increase which the Treasurer may impose under it. The
government is thus seeking for itself the power to
increase fees by any amount it likes and to turn fees for
service into unashamed revenue-raising devices. To
make sure its power to do so is unfettered it is
specifically excluding any right of Parliament to either
review or disallow the increases it imposes.
At present, under the Subordinate Legislation Act 1994,
it is required that most increases in government fees
and charges be scrutinised by the all-party Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee and that any such
increases can be disallowed by the Parliament.
However, under the bill increases made by the
Treasurer are not subject to such scrutiny and possible
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disallowance. To put the matter beyond any shade of
doubt, clause 12 provides:
Nothing in the Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 applies to
the fixing of —
(a) a fee or penalty unit in accordance with section 5 or
11; or
(b) an annual rate in accordance with section 5 or 11.

So the bill proposes to give back to the government the
very power that was taken away from executive
government by the Bill of Rights in 1689 — namely, to
levy money by use of the prerogative power. In this
case, if the bill is passed, the government will do that by
simply publishing a notice in the Government Gazette
and as a result of that simple publication of a notice set
across the board state government fees and charges at
any level the government sees fit, subject to any
regulation the government may choose to pass to
exclude specific fees and charges, which regulation
itself is not subject to review under the Subordinate
Legislation Act.
The government cannot say that the measures in this
bill have nothing to do with taxation or with imposts on
the people, as are governed by the principles in the Bill
of Rights. The government cannot say that these are
simply fees for service that fall outside that principle.
That is for two reasons. First of all, many of the fees
involved in this legislation are already revenue raisers
for the government rather than simply fees for service.
Secondly, the power that the government is seeking
from Parliament under this bill is a power that will
enable it to turn any fee that is currently a fee for
service into a measure of taxation by increasing that fee
beyond any level needed for cost recovery. Nor can the
government argue that it is legitimate for Parliament to
give away any control over the level of fees and
charges on the grounds that the power over expenditure
is enough to keep the government of the day under
control. If the government were to argue that it would
need to come out and say so explicitly, because it
would be proposing to dispense with one of the two
fundamental constitutional principles that I have
referred to. Of course that argument, even if the
government did mount it explicitly, would not stand up
to scrutiny.
This legislation denies the Parliament any right of veto
over particular increases, as I have referred to. It was
not so long ago that the government in Victoria was a
minority government. If the government had tried at
that time to impose any outrageous fee increase the
members of the opposition parties and the Independent
members could have vetoed that increase. Under this
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bill that will no longer be possible in future. Even if the
government lacks a majority on the floor of this
chamber for a particular increase in a fee or charge, this
chamber, which should be the chamber which forms
government, will be powerless to do anything about it.
That argument goes to the issue of power.
There is a second element involved in this — that is, the
issue of accountability. The issue of power relates to
government versus Parliament; the issue of
accountability relates to government against the people.
On this score what this legislation means is that the
government can avoid democratic scrutiny of the
increases in fees and charges it chooses to impose.
One of the great strengths of parliamentary democracy,
even under the system of party government, is that even
when the government party has the majority in both
houses of Parliament the government must still stand up
in a forum that consists of all of the representatives of
the people — the opposition, the third party and the
Independent members as well as the government
members — and publicly justify its decisions. All of
this shows why any argument that this legislation is not
a problem on the grounds that it complies with the letter
of the law because the Parliament is giving this power
to the executive by an act of Parliament would be
nonsense. If the government were to pursue that line of
argument in defence of this legislation, the question
would then be: why should not the government simply
convene Parliament once each year to pass the budget
and then have the government of the day given power
by parliamentary resolution or other authorisation
simply to do everything else it wishes to do by decree
published in the Government Gazette?
If we were to take the argument that there is no harm
done by the delegation of taxation rights as proposed by
this legislation, then the proposition that I have put
forward would follow logically. Yet we know that
would be a complete abrogation of the parliamentary
system of democracy. It would mean the government
would no longer be open to scrutiny and accountability
for what it does.
The fact is that despite all the lip-service to openness,
accountability and democracy, this government wants
to avoid parliamentary scrutiny whenever it can.
Deputy Speaker, you might have thought that the
violation of principle and constitutional history that is
being perpetrated by this bill is a result of sheer
ignorance or oversight on the part of the government. I
have to say that I am becoming increasingly convinced
that the absence of any parliamentary checks and
balances in the legislation is a calculated and deliberate
decision on the part of the Treasurer and that the
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government’s back bench is either too ignorant, too dull
or too compliant to stand in his way.
In support of that conclusion I refer to the Tasmanian
Fee Units Act 1997. I am sure that act came to the
attention of the Treasurer and his advisers in preparing
this legislation. The Tasmanian government at the time
understood that this was the first such piece of
legislation being introduced in Australia. The
Tasmanian legislation, providing for the indexation of
fees and charges, contains a number of safeguards that
are conspicuously absent from the Victorian bill.
Firstly, the Tasmanian legislation limits any fee
increases to the amount of increases in the consumer
price index as explicitly defined in the legislation.
Secondly, it requires a notice of every fee increase
occurring under the legislation be published in the
Government Gazette. Thirdly, it expressly gives
Parliament the power to disallow any fee increase, not
only to disallow the percentage rate of increase across
the board but to disallow any individual increase
promulgated under the legislation.
The Tasmanian bill was brought in by a Liberal
government and supported by the then Labor
opposition. The speech by the then Labor opposition in
support of the bill was given by the member for
Denison and leader of the Tasmanian opposition, as he
then was, Mr Jim Bacon, who went on to become
Premier of Tasmania, and I assume on the Labor side of
politics a highly regarded Premier of Tasmania. What
Jim Bacon said in indicating the Labor opposition’s
support for the legislation was the following:
The other particular issue was in relation to parliamentary
accountability and disallowance provisions because of course
currently with the Subordinate Legislation Committee and the
rights of members of both houses it is possible for the
Parliament to refuse or disallow an increase — any specific
increase — but of course that is protected in the bill and still
remains. So in our view that means it has been confirmed and
I think it is clear in the bill and in the second-reading speech
that the role of the committee and the Parliament is not
diminished by this legislation and we have taken comfort in
that.

What greater difference could there be between the
Tasmanian legislation and this legislation that the
Bracks government, having this Tasmanian model as a
precedent, as the first piece of legislation of this sort in
Australia, did not include in the Victorian legislation
any of those safeguards in the Tasmanian legislation to
which I have referred? It is almost inescapable to reach
any conclusion other than that the Treasurer knew of
the Tasmanian model and explicitly decided to ignore
it. Of course that conclusion is buttressed by the way
this legislation came before the house.
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The bill had its second-reading speech at around
1 o’clock in the morning on the Friday of the grand prix
weekend. It was one of a trifecta of bills that received
their second-reading speeches at that time, all of which
related to financial matters. The second of the trifecta
was a bill to divert to government purposes the funds in
the Estate Agents Guarantee Fund that previously had
been accumulated for the protection of real estate
consumers and for the raising of standards in the
industry. The third measure in the trifecta was the
Limitation of Actions (Amendment) Bill, which
proposes further restrictions on the right of taxpayers to
take refunds of taxation from the government. All of
those bills had their second-reading speeches around
1 o’clock that morning after the Leader of the House, as
is well known, was invited by the opposition to have
those second-reading speeches earlier in the day.
Furthermore the Treasurer gave a short one-page
speech in support of the bill. It was a speech that gave
no detail whatsoever of what fees and charges were to
be increased and subsequent to the second reading the
government has repeatedly refused to make public or to
make available to the opposition a full list of the
increases it intends to make under this legislation.
The outrage of this legislation can be illustrated by a
simple analogy. If any commonwealth government of
any political persuasion were to seek authority from the
commonwealth Parliament to set the rates of income
tax applying in this country simply by publishing a
notice in the Government Gazette and to vary the rate
of income tax by publishing a further such notice, there
would be justifiable outrage. Yet the Bracks
government is moving down exactly that path through
the legislation that is currently before the house and is
doing so without either realising or caring about the
violation of the constitutional principles involved.
Opposition to this legislation is based on a second
ground as well. Even if the bill did not violate
constitutional principles, even if it had all the checks
and balances that are present in the Tasmanian
legislation, and even if the government publicly
disclosed what fees and charges it intended to increase,
the opposition would oppose the indexation under this
legislation as bad policy. At a time when all other
sections of the community are under pressure to hold
down charges, to raise their productivity and to remain
competitive, how can the government alone claim the
luxury of increasing all its fees and charges across the
board automatically and without justification?
Courtesy of the federal Liberal government, Australians
are no longer in an era of high inflation when perhaps a
measure such as the current one may be justified as the
only practical way to respond to constantly rising
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prices. Instead we are in an era of very moderate
inflation and an era where it is far more reasonable and
expected that increases in prices are justified on a
case-by-case basis. It need hardly be said that if every
section of the community were to seek to increase its
charges and prices at the rate of the consumer price
index (CPI) and on top of that there were additional
price increases due to particular circumstances, the CPI
would continually spiral upwards.
In any diverse economy you have to expect some
prices, indeed close to half of all prices or beyond,
would remain below the level of the CPI in terms of
percentage increase simply because the CPI represents
an average. Yet the government says ‘No, we want to
pre-empt that. We don’t want to be held to account
justifying a CPI increase. We don’t want to be put
under any pressure to try to improve our productivity to
moderate the cost of our delivery of services and
therefore hold down the fees and charges that we
impose. Across the board we will increase them all by
the CPI’. That is particularly outrageous in the case of a
government that has already doubled its stamp duty
collections and its land tax collections and increased its
revenue across the board by 30 per cent since it came to
office, from 1998–99 to 2003–04, on the budget update
figures, and increased its revenue from regulatory fees
and fines by 57 per cent over the same period.
These are not token amounts that are involved with this
bill. On the government’s own admission in last year’s
budget papers, it estimated it would raise $56 million
from fee, fine and charge increases in 2003–04 and
would raise $81 million in 2004–05. Despite the best
efforts of the government to conceal the extent of the
increases which it is imposing under this measure, the
truth is slowly coming out. I commend our daily
media — in particular the Age and the Herald Sun —
for their diligence in extracting bit by bit and from their
own hard work and research many of the fees and
charges that are going to be increased under this
legislation.
When one looks at the statutory rules that have been
adopted in recent times, simply through counting them
based on those that refer to fees or charges in their
titles, and looking at those statutory rules that have been
made in 2003 and 2004, one can see the range of the
increase. On my quick count we had 36 such fee
regulations in 2003, with a further two of them made in
2004, and that is not counting those fee regulations that
are designated simply as extension-of-operation
regulations. What they consist of runs virtually the
entire gamut of the alphabet, starting with the
Administration and Probate (Deposit of Wills) (Fees)
(Amendment) Regulations, the Associations
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Incorporation (Fees) Regulations, the Chattel Securities
(Fees) Regulations, the Cooperatives (Fees)
Regulations, the Country Fire Authority (Charges)
Regulations, the County Court (Bailiff’s Fees)
Regulations, the County Court (Court Fees)
(Amendment) Order, the Drugs, Poisons and
Controlled Substances (Fees) Regulations and the
Environment Protection (Fees) (Amendment)
Regulations — and the list goes on. Further down the
2003 list we have the Pharmacists (Interim Fees)
Regulations, the Plumbing (Fees) (Amendment)
Regulations, the Police (Charges) (Amendment)
Regulations and, last but not least, the Victorian Civil
and Administrative Tribunal (Fees) (Amendment)
Regulations.
These imposts range over every facet of Victorians’
lives. They go far beyond the mere covering of fees for
services. They are a prime revenue generator, and are
intended to be so, for a government that is increasingly
desperate for funds. Victorians in many walks of life
are going to be paying the price for the government’s
profligacy, for its inability to keep its spending within
its own budgets. Of course this is going to be an impost
not only on families but also on Victorian businesses
that are struggling to remain competitive in a difficult
climate — businesses that, in order to preserve and
hopefully create jobs and to afford and justify
investment, need to keep their prices and charges as
sharply honed as possible. They are going to have to
pick up the tab for a government that expects that it
alone can have the luxury of making unjustified
across-the-board increases. Already, despite the
government’s best attempts to suppress knowledge in
the broader community of what it is up to, business
groups are starting to react to what is happening.
I refer in particular to correspondence that I have
received from the Property Council of Australia and
from the Victorian Employers Chamber of Commerce
and Industry. I quote in part from a letter addressed to
me, dated 26 March 2004, from Ms Jennifer Cunich,
the executive director of the Property Council of
Australia. She states:
We are concerned such system has the potential to be
inflationary, with every year adding to the previous, and no
guarantee in the bill the increased charges will stop at a CPI
adjustment.
We believe governments have a responsibility to make a full
assessment of each fee, penalty or charge and then determine
the appropriate level for costs recovery. A government should
make the case to the community for any proposed increased
charge. It should not have an inflexible and automatic right to
increase fees, charges and penalties.

The property council also states:
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The second issue is the lack of detail currently before the
Parliament. We have seen no list of the fees, charges or
penalties this bill applies to. We think the government should
be making a stronger case to supply the policy decision
behind this bill and one step towards doing that is to release
the detail of what fees and penalties will be annually
increased.

The Victorian Employers Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, in a letter to me dated 23 March 2003 — I
think they mean ‘2004’ — and signed by Neil Coulson,
chief executive officer, said:
It is highly likely that this measure will adversely affect
Victorian business. As such, we consider offsetting business
tax cuts should be introduced in the forthcoming budget.
Any increase in business costs, whether from taxes, fees, fines
or charges, has the effect of reducing business
competitiveness, potentially reducing profit margins and/or
adding to inflationary pressures. With these issues in mind,
we remain opposed to the bill in its present form.

That is from the peak employer body in this state and
gives a loud and clear message to the government that it
is opposed to this legislation and that it is going to have
an adverse effect on the competitiveness of Victorian
business. If the government does not listen to that
message, it is hard to think what message it will ever
listen to.
As I said earlier, it is not just business that is being hit
by this. Ordinary individual Victorians and their
families are going to have to pay in many aspects of
their daily lives. Perhaps one of the prime illustrations
of the hypocrisy of the government in seeking to justify
this legislation on the basis that it is simply smoothing
the way, evening out the flow and being fair to all can
be seen if you ask whether or not at the same time as
the government is indexing the imposts that it imposes
on its citizens it is also doing something about indexing
the benefits that it pays to its citizens. Strangely we do
not have before the house a bill to increase the benefits
that the government pays to citizens. It seems to be all
right for the government to justify the principle of
indexation in order to get the money in, but we have
seen no similar application of the principle in terms of
the benefits that some of the most needy Victorians
receive from the government.
For all of these reasons, the opposition is vigorously
opposed to this bill. It violates fundamental
constitutional principles over which civil wars and
revolutions have taken place — one of the two
principles that are vital safeguards of the system of
responsible and democratic government that we enjoy.
On top of that this is a continued impost on Victorians
who are already struggling under massive increases in
stamp duty, land tax and other charges that have been
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levied on them by the Bracks government, and the
government has established no justification whatsoever
for the measures contained in this bill.
Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — It is a sure
sign the government is in trouble in relation to a given
piece of legislation when the second-reading speech
that brings it before the house is one page in length. We
have become accustomed over the last almost five years
of having political commentary interwoven with
legislative intent in the course of multi-page
second-reading speeches that can take up to an hour to
make their way into the Hansard. Here we have four
paragraphs topped and tailed by a single line, the
outcome of which is to introduce legislation which has
an absolutely profound effect upon Victorian
communities.
I can utterly assure the house that if the Treasurer felt
that there was any flag-waving in this which would
benefit the interests of the government, this
second-reading speech would have been copious in
content. As opposed to that, we have before us a
second-reading speech which is the complete antithesis
of the usual, in that, as I say, it is one page in length. In
addition to that, of course, as the member for Box Hill
has observed, it was read out in the early hours of the
morning at a time when most Victorians would have
been tucked away in bed. So having refused the
opportunity to second-read the speech during the course
of the day, it was done in the dead of night.
The Nationals are opposed to the bill. We see it as an
absolute assault upon the families of Victoria and the
businesses that operate in the state. It is particularly
inequitable in that it applies to government in the
favourable sense of adding to the coffers, whereas it
does nothing at all by way of a positive outcome for the
citizens that this government is supposed to be
governing for. Rather it represents a means of taking
more money out of their pockets, be they associated
with families or business activities or otherwise.
The fundamental flaw in it all, of course, is that the
Labor Party simply cannot manage money. That is an
historical fact, and we are seeing it played out here
again. What is being done per favour of this legislation
is an attempt to bolster an otherwise terrible state of
affairs in relation to Victoria’s finances and to do it out
of the back of the hand in a very surreptitious manner.
If the bill passes — and the reality of politics is that it
will — the Labor Party will be in the happy position of
being able to introduce additional fees and fines on
1 July each year. That will see the cost to Victorians of
those things being ramped up in a way that is beyond
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parliamentary scrutiny, and I will return to that point in
a moment.

such as that produced by the Auditor-General. That
report therefore sets out the background.

The basic point is that Labor cannot manage money,
and that is relevant in the extreme to this legislation. I
have before me the Report of the Auditor-General on
the Finances of the State of Victoria, 2002–2003, and in
the context of this debate some of those findings are
very pertinent. Under the summary of major findings
on page 4 there appears the following, under one of the
dot points:

I suppose the most compelling aspect of the report by
the Auditor-General is contained within the overview.
That is referred to in the body of the report itself,
because it says:

The major sources of increased revenue in 2002–03 were
taxation ($484 million) mainly reflecting the continuing
impact of favourable property conditions, investment income
($672 million), grants from the commonwealth government
($214 million) and revenues from fees and fines
($140 million). These positive influences were offset by
reduced gas sales revenues ($340 million) and increased
expenditure on employee entitlements ($701 million),
WorkCover claims ($440 million) and general supplies and
services ($506 million).

An additional $701 million was expended on employee
entitlements in the one year under consideration by the
Auditor-General. It says further:
The key factors contributing to the increase in state revenues
in the year were higher investment earnings and increased
taxation collections — in particular, stamp duty on property
transactions.

I pause here to say that, as we know, the government is
absolutely swimming in stamp duty revenue. I think I
am right in saying that it will be about $2.3 billion this
financial year — an extraordinary amount of income
for a government — yet it is still whingeing about all
sorts of peripheral issues pertaining to the split up of the
GST under the commonwealth formula.
There is the further line under the revenue heading
which says:
Revenue from fines totalled $376.3 million in 2002–03, an
increase of $104.7 million, or 39 per cent over the amount
collected in the previous year.

That is an absolutely staggering amount of money. It
says further:
Government business enterprises such as the water bodies and
public financial corporations paid dividends of $580 million
into the consolidated fund during 2002–03, some
$174 million higher than the budget estimate for the year.
These additional dividends were a major contributor to the net
surplus of $236 million achieved by the general government
sector.

Of course there is the observation to be made that the
$236 million was a skint amount of money. The
government just got over the line by way of some shady
tricks that subsequently materialised in documentation

While there has been a 21 per cent growth in state revenues
over the five-year period 1999 to 2003, expenditure levels
have increased at a greater rate, at 35 per cent. The level of
expenditure is not only growing in nominal terms, but in the
last financial year it increased marginally faster than the
growth in the Victorian economy. Any downturn in the
economic cycle and further expenditure pressures, including
wage growth, beyond those anticipated will place pressures
on the states finances.

Finally it says:
The trends in the state’s finances demonstrate a continuing
need for vigilance by the government to ensure that public
sector activity and program levels remain sustainable in the
longer term.

They are just a few snippets from what I think should
be compulsory reading for the people of Victoria if they
want to see a proper, clinical examination of the
performance of the government in relation to the
management of the state’s finances. The fact is that
Labor simply cannot manage money. It has an
appalling history in that regard, and now we are
travelling down the same road.
As part of that process we have before us the legislation
now under consideration, which will see the
introduction of the notion of fee units. This will run in
tandem with the established notion of penalty units, and
the government intends that these fee units and penalty
units will automatically increase according to the
formula which the legislation establishes. It amounts to
automatic indexation, and of course it is a flawed
process. As the honourable member for Box Hill has
already pointed out, legislation of a similar ilk that was
passed in Tasmania has been the subject of
commentary by many; and the honourable member
read into Hansard the comments of the former
Tasmanian Premier, the Honourable Jim Bacon, at the
time the legislation was under consideration in that
state.
I pause to say in an apolitical way that one’s heart goes
out to Jim Bacon. He is a fine man who has served his
state very well over a long time. It is a tragedy to see
events unfold such as they have recently and to hear
commentary such as that from Mr Bacon. One is aware,
as one must be, of the impending difficulties which he
faces over the course of the next year or two.
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But to return to the debate, this bill is a cop-out,
because what the government is doing is imposing
these increases in fees and fines without any
justification in the sense of allowing any objective
examination of whether they are justified or not. It is
doing so in an environment where it wants to remove
itself from the public scrutiny which should properly
apply in relation to matters of this nature. They should
be put out into the public domain so that people have
the opportunity to comment on them. The government
of the day, regardless of its persuasion, ought to have
the good grace to put them out into the public arena and
allow comment to flow. We are going to have the
complete opposite of that. Each year this skulduggery
will apply and the government will slip these changes
in and award the increases to itself without proper
examination.
It is also interesting to have regard to views expressed
in the most recent Alert Digest, which was tabled today
by the chair of the illustrious Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee. After going through the
preamble to its considerations it says at the top of page
14 of the report:
The committee resolved to seek clarification from the
Treasurer concerning the factors that will or may be taken
into account in striking an appropriate annual rate for the
determination of the value of a fee and penalty unit for any
given financial year — for example, whether the consumer
price index of the commonwealth is to be used as the annual
rate or some other objectively ascertainable index is to apply
to the fixing of such an annual rate for the purposes of
clause 5.

It says further:
In respect of section 17(a)(vi) of the act —

that is, the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Act, which
deals with inappropriate delegations of legislative
power —
the committee is concerned that if the annual rate is not an
objectively ascertainable annual rate it may be characterised
as a form of taxation which is a legislative function to be
retained by the Parliament and not one to be delegated to the
executive.

It says further:
In respect to section 17 (a) (vii) of the act —

that is, the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Act, which
deals with insufficiently subjecting the exercise of
legislative power to parliamentary scrutiny —
the committee is concerned that if the annual rage is not
objectively ascertainable this may insufficiently subject the
exercise of legislative power subject to scrutiny or
disallowance by the Parliament or scrutiny by the committee.
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It says finally:
Pending the minister’s response the committee draws
attention to the provision.

I had the great honour of chairing the Scrutiny of Acts
and Regulations Committee for a period of almost four
years. I deemed it a great honour, and the time I spent
in the service of that committee is something I cherish.
But when you run that committee you have your head
on the block most days of the week if you are going to
produce a report that is critical of the government. With
due respect to Mr Jeff Kennett — I saw him yesterday
at that remarkable occasion which was the funeral of
Sir Rupert Hamer, and what a fantastic day it was, even
allowing for the tragedy surrounding it, that being the
loss of a great man — I cannot help even to this day
reflecting upon the era when I chaired the Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee. The reality is that if
the committee is going to produce a report which is
critical of the government of the day, bearing in mind
the fact that the committee has the numbers, then its
members have to be prepared to stand their ground in
the face of a fair bit of heat.
For that committee to have produced a report in these
terms is quite an extraordinary thing. It does not happen
very often in the life of a Parliament that the Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee produces a report of
this nature. More power to its arm! If this committee,
which I believe is pivotal to the way the Parliament
functions — that is, as opposed to the way the
executive functions — is able to do its job, then more
power to its arm that its members have produced this
report. I will be very interested to see what the
Treasurer has to say by way of response, because the
fact is that the committee is right. What it has flagged is
absolutely right — that is, that this government by
using its numbers is circumventing the proper processes
of the Parliament in an endeavour to introduce fees and
fines, or should I say the way in which they are
increased, and they are one and the same when you
come to think of it. It is going to go about that in a way
which enables it to avoid the proper operations of the
Parliament. All of this is being done by a government
which so often trumpets the fact that it is being open,
honest and accountable.
Here is a piece of legislation that has been deliberately
designed to circumvent the operation of Parliament.
Why do I say deliberately? Because the member for
Box Hill was right when he made the distinction
between the legislation we have before us and the
legislation in Tasmania. The Tasmanian legislation
preserved the capacity of the Parliament to be involved
in the way in which this legislation was passed and
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continues to operate. With due respect to the member
for Box Hill, it is apparent to me that this government
knew of the Tasmanian legislation at the time it drafted
the legislation now under debate. Of course it knew of
the Tasmanian legislation! Wherever it got the idea
from in the first place — and it may have been from
Tasmania — what it actively and purposely determined
to do was remove from Parliament its proper role in the
examination of an issue which can be surely no more
fundamental to the people of Victoria.
If it is a truism that politics at large is beyond the radar
of most people, the one exception — if you are going
nominate one — is where people are going to pay a
financial penalty because of the activities of the
government of the day. This government knows that.
What it has done is bring legislation to this house which
is going to achieve that result. People will remember
this legislation and the surreptitious way in which it is
intended to operate, and the government will pay a
price in the fullness of time.
The consumer price index (CPI) provisions are said to
be the basis and rationale behind this legislation. It is a
dirty circle, because if you have the CPI and you apply
it to basics such as these fees and fines, that in itself
becomes a means of ratcheting up the CPI. It becomes
an eternal circle; it becomes a dog chasing its tail. You
now have a situation where this government is actively
going to enter that circle by implementing the processes
set out in this legislation.
There are other ironies in this legislation that are
deserving of comment. We are at a point in Victoria’s
history where the delivery of health services across this
state, particularly in country Victoria, is fast
approaching a situation where the health system will be
on its knees in a situation where this government
continues to apply 1.5 per cent productivity cuts to the
financing of those services. What do we have instead?
We have this government that palpably cannot control
its own spending — that was the subject of an
extraordinary report by the Auditor-General in
November last year and is in turn the subject of an
extraordinary report by the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee — lining its own miserable
pockets at a cost to Victorian families and businesses
and at the same time taking 1.5 per cent annually out of
the budgets of our hospital and health services around
the state. It is doing this while also belting the boards of
management of those organisations because it says they
cannot manage their budgets appropriately.
How two faced can you get? Is it any wonder that the
people of Victoria are appalled by this conduct in the
manner which is set out in the letters that have been
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read into Hansard by the honourable member for Box
Hill. Those letters are from the leading business groups,
that being the first line of awareness, and I am sure it
will eventually seep into people’s minds. It is going to
be terrific to see the confusion that reigns across the
whole community as the calculations are made year by
year to find out what the amount actually means. For
example, a penalty unit is $100 at the moment. Under
the scheme set out in this legislation if the CPI is set at
2.5 per cent the penalty unit will go up to $102.50, and
the bill says it can be rounded up to 10 cents. That is
fine! I just cannot wait to see what happens in the court
system as the years go by when people like those whom
I used to represent in the courts try to work out how
much they have been fined and are told by a magistrate
they will have to cop 10, 15, 18 or 25 penalty units —
whatever the relevant legislation provides for. The
situation is similar in relation to fees.
There is another side to all of this. To this day, as I
stand here in this place, no-one even knows — certainly
on this side of the house anyway — how many fines
and fees this applies to. This government has never told
the people of Victoria how many hundreds — or is it
thousands? — of fees or fines that this applies to. I
cannot wait to see what will happen in the public arena
as there is an awareness of this hypocrisy through the
way this legislation is intended to take effect.
For all those reasons The Nationals oppose this
legislation. At the time the budget was introduced last
year we opposed this aspect of it. We did not oppose
the budget — that would be an extraordinary thing to
do — because there were some elements in it which we
thought were good initiatives, but we have always
opposed this element of it. It is a miserable thing for a
government to do, and its reputation in such things is
becoming increasingly miserable.
I finish where I started, I suppose, by saying that the
basic flaw in all of this is that Labor cannot manage
money. It is swimming in cash here in Victoria, the
likes of which we have never seen before in our history.
Income is up 21 per cent over four years, expenditure is
up 35 per cent over the same period, and now it is going
to steal more money from Victorians per favour of this
legislative stealth.
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — I rise to support
the Monetary Units Bill, which establishes a new
scheme for the annual indexation of fees and penalties
which are payable, obviously, to the public purse. It
basically establishes a scheme of indexation which was
announced on 6 May 2003 as part of the 2003–04
budget. It was announced that we would be moving to a
policy of having automatic indexation of fees and fines
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which would be implemented over a period of two
years. It was set out last May, so it has taken the
shadow Treasurer some 10 months to catch up with it
and come out and oppose indexation. When we had a
bit of a debate then he did not bring up the idea of
beheading kings et cetera, yet 10 months later he has
decided that this is a concerning issue.
The bill establishes a new scheme to provide for the
annual indexation of fees and penalties payable from
1 July 2004. The sorts of fees involved are, for
example, motor vehicle and driver licences; boating and
fishing licences; court fees; police fees, charges and
fines; business names and registration fees;
environment protection licences; and firearms permits.
That basically covers the list of fees and fines
administered by the Department of Justice, the
Department of Sustainability Environment, the
Department of Primary Industries, the Department of
Infrastructure. The indexation of fees and fines
administered by other departments will commence
progressively from 1 July 2004 as specific regulations
are changed.
A list of fees and fines set by acts showing the
indexation that will apply from 1 July 2004 is provided
in schedule 1 of the bill. The ones which have been
increased as a result of the 2003–04 budget have been
advertised by each department — in accordance with
normal processes, I might add — in the Government
Gazette over the past 12 months. I urge the member for
Box Hill to check out the Government Gazette and
schedule 1 of the bill. A list of fees and fines to be
applied from 1 July 2004 will be set out in omnibus
regulations prepared under the provisions of this bill.
As new fees and fines are introduced indexation will
also be applied as appropriate and will be advertised in
the Government Gazette.
A number of fees, fines and penalties will not be
automatically indexed: those which are less than $10
and those to the value of less than 0.1 of a penalty unit,
which is also $10; fees and penalties subject to price
determination regimes established under the Essential
Services Commission Act; fees and penalties set by
corporatised or privatised entities; and fees and
penalties subject to national agreements or regimes —
an example of this in the bill is the Petroleum
(Submerged Lands) Act, which is covered by a national
regime and so is not automatically indexed. Other fees
and penalties which will not automatically be indexed
are those set by self-funding statutory authorities.
One of the rationales for this, as was noted in the
budget last year, is that in the past some fees and fines
increased every year and some increased every couple
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of years, but some had been forgotten for a long time
until suddenly, maybe 10 years later, it was decided that
it would be better if they were increased because they
had not changed. That led to lumpiness in the system in
that fees were increased quite dramatically on a number
of occasions and if you looked at a graph you could see
that a big lump had grown because of a very large
increase to catch up after a number of years. The costs
of government increase regularly, and it is good
governance to organise revenue in a manner that
provides a sensible scheme that gives some assurance
and avoids the large imposts which might occur every 5
or 10 years. It is sensible fiscal management.
I completely disagree with the views of the Leader of
The Nationals, which is what I think they call
themselves now. This government is managing
Victoria’s finances very well indeed, thank you very
much! The Bracks Labor government has a proud
record of managing Victoria’s finances. It set itself the
object of having a surplus of at least $100 million each
year, and we have achieved that and are continuing to
achieve that. Indeed the Leader of The Nationals also
asked, ‘What is the money being spent on?’. You
cannot have it both ways. You cannot complain, saying,
‘By the way, there is too much money’, and then say,
‘They’re not really spending the money on certain
things’.
Then we have the silliness of the Leader of the
Opposition, who says he wants to spend billions of
dollars and then has to withdraw the statement a few
days later. We are spending that money according to
the terms of the budget. We are spending it wisely, we
are spending it well and we are spending it for the
benefit of all Victorians. We are spending it on an extra
4000 nurses; we are spending it on an extra
4000 teachers; we are spending it on extra police — we
have well over 1000 police, and more to come; we are
spending it on the 40 per cent of schools throughout
Victoria which have been upgraded; we are spending it
on new police stations in many electorates and regions
right throughout Victoria; we are spending it on new
hospitals and on new hospital beds; and we are
spending $2.5 billion a year of it on infrastructure over
four years — two and a half times the amount of money
the previous government spent on infrastructure. This is
a proud record.
The whingeing, whining and stand-for-nothing
opposition is arguing that this is terrible. Opposition
members should look at page 29 and what follows — I
am sure the shadow Treasurer has read it, but he seems
to have forgotten — of chapter 2 in budget paper 2 for
2003–04. There is a table outlining the expected
revenue, and I think it is about $90-odd million. If he
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looks, he will find the details there. This is wise
expenditure. It is not surreptitious, it is up-front — and
it was done 10 months ago in the budget.
In terms of how the legislation is going to work, the
annual rate will be set by the Treasurer, which is
nothing new. It is set every year under section 8(1)(a) of
the Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — and at that
stage the Leader of The Nationals was probably the
head of the Scrutiny of Act and Regulations
Committee. There will be no change to this process
under the Monetary Units Bill. The annual rate will be
set based on advice from the Department of Treasury
and Finance concerning the expected consumer price
index (CPI) for Victoria. This takes into account a
number of factors, including recent movements in the
inflation rate; the Reserve Bank’s view on inflation,
published quarterly; private sector views on inflation,
including financial market expectations; other relevant
external developments such as movements in the
Australian dollar, oil prices, drought, public transport
charges, and electricity and health costs; and estimates
of reference against the Reserve Bank’s medium-term
strategy.
These figures develop and change during the year. The
last budget update came out in December 2003: a figure
of 2.2 to 2.3 per cent indexation was the general
consensus, and in Consensus Economics it was
between 2.2 and 2.4 per cent. This supports the 2.25 per
cent inflation estimate in the budget updates for 2003
and 2005. The rate broadly reflects the CPI, and that
will continue to be the case. The rate will be advised
through the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee, and it will be done on a yearly basis, as has
been provided for in the bill.
This is a bill which provides a system for introducing
the automatic indexation of fees and fines. It is a
comprehensive bill, and I commend it to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr McINTOSH
(Kew).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

JOINT SITTING OF PARLIAMENT
Senate vacancy
Message received from Council acquainting
Assembly that they have agreed to a joint sitting to
choose a person to hold the place in the Senate
rendered vacant by the resignation of Senator the
Honourable Richard Kenneth Robert Alston.
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LIMITATION OF ACTIONS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 4 March; motion of
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General).
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — This bill essentially does
two things. The first is that it amends section 20A of the
Limitation of Actions Act to expand the ambit of that
act. The reality is that that section imposes limits on
claims that can be brought in the courts by taxpayers
seeking recovery of tax due to a mistake in fact or law.
The limitation period is one year, and most people in
this house would be aware that the general limitation on
proceedings prescribed under the Limitation of Actions
Act — for example, for a common-law claim or an
ordinary claim in the Supreme Court — is six years.
But the most important thing about this bill is that it
contains provisions relating to taxpayers recovering
revenue for an overpayment of tax due to a mistake in
fact or in law.
The bill talks about a general understanding that may
now be in jeopardy because of a number of interstate
decisions that have cast doubt on the ambit of the act. In
an abundance of caution the legislation adopts a
belts-and-braces approach to make it perfectly clear that
these provisions relate not only to taxpayers making
claims against revenue but also to recovery in relation
to moneys that are attributable to tax paid between
private parties.
The second thing this bill does is insert a new
section 20B into the Limitation of Actions Act to
prevent something which we would all concede is
inappropriate — that is, windfall gains.
The opposition does not oppose this bill. There are two
matters in particular that have to be raised, and I will
certainly be seeking precise clarification from the
Attorney-General on those two matters. The decision in
Roxborough v. Rothmans of Pall Mall Australia Ltd,
which resulted from the tobacco franchise licensing fee
case about four or five years ago, where the High Court
declared that fee to be unconstitutional, is a case in
point. It goes to an example of both a windfall gain and
the operation of this section as it applies between two
private parties and not just against a party and the
consolidated revenue.
In Roxborough v. Rothmans of Pall Mall Australia Ltd
tobacco retailers brought an action against the tobacco
wholesalers, who had charged them the appropriate
licence fee at the time, when the fee was later declared
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unconstitutional — that is, a tax that obviously had no
basis in law. That action was successful, and the
retailers were able to recover the quantum of that
unconstitutional tax from the wholesalers. But
interestingly enough the consumers of the tobacco, who
ultimately bore the overall cost, were unable to recover
the tax because of a decision in New South Wales
which found that it would be essentially impractical for
the law to allow the recovered moneys to be returned to
the consumers. So you had retailers recovering against
wholesalers, but the people who bore the brunt of the
tax — the consumers — were unable to recover the
cost from the retailers. Accordingly, the retailers
secured a windfall gain. This place certainly does not
want to see any revenue that is recovered becoming a
windfall gain, so this legislation introduces a
mechanism that will prevent windfall gains from
occurring.

only has a limitation period of 12 months to recover
those moneys. If, for whatever reason, the action is not
proceeded with within 12 months of that payment, then
the client of the lawyer or the accountant would perhaps
have a common-law claim for negligence.

The legislation adopts a belts-and-braces approach to
make it perfectly clear that the payment of moneys that
is attributable to tax should be limited to 12 months as it
applies inter partes — that is, between two private
parties.

It is a matter of concern and one that we raised at the
departmental briefing, and we got the answer that it is
definitely not included in the ambit of this legislation,
but we could not rule down the precise distinction
between where it would and where it would not
happen. Certainly I would ask the Attorney-General,
either by way of example or some statement to the
house, to actually draw the definitive line between
when the limitation of period applies inter partes,
between private parties in the case of a retailer suing a
wholesaler as opposed to someone suing a lawyer or an
accountant for negligent advice. Some clarity of
distinction between the two would be of benefit to the
taxpayers of Victoria, considering that they are now
going to have inter partes limited to 12 months.

The concern I have in relation to this bill — and I
would certainly seek clarification — is the use of
payments of money that is attributable to tax or
purported tax. We had the case where a tobacco
licensing scheme which was a sort of legal fiction to
enable the states to recover some tax on the sale of
tobacco was declared to be unconstitutional, which
meant that they were not recovering the actual tax, they
were recovering moneys that were attributable to tax —
that is, the payment was made pursuant to some
purported tax. In decision in the case of Roxborough v.
Rothmans of Pall Mall Australia Ltd it is pretty clear
how the chain would actually be made up in this
particular circumstance. What concerns me is that the
use of the words ‘recovery of tax’, tax that is paid
through a mistake in fact or law or money that is
attributable to tax or purported tax, may have a fairly
broad ambit.
The reason I raise this is that in the case of someone
who goes to see a lawyer or an accountant to get tax
advice as to the payment of what their tax liability may
or may not be, they may very well make a payment
which results in an overpayment of tax — because of a
mistake in either fact or law — that can be directly
attributable to the negligence of a professional adviser
such as that lawyer or accountant. What concerns me
about this is that an overpayment under a mistake in
fact was not tax, it was something that was attributable
to tax; it was a payment under a purported tax, but it
was not actually tax. In this particular case the taxpayer

The thing that concerns me is that the purported
payment was based upon the purported negligent
advice of a lawyer or an accountant. That provides in
the current state of the law a six-year limitation period.
I am concerned about the operation of this provision
because it is so broad and that we are talking about
payments attributable to tax — that is, the overpayment
is attributable to a tax that did not actually exist based
upon the negligent advice of an adviser. What concerns
me is that the ultimate person who suffered the loss
may have their cause of action limited to a 12-month
period to bring that cause of action.

The second matter I want to raise is the idea of a
windfall gain. As I said, everyone agrees that people
should not be able to recover from revenue a windfall
gain, but it is unclear as to what would amount to a
windfall gain. In the case of the wholesalers the
windfall gain was the consumers could not bring an
action against the wholesaler. Under other taxation
provisions such as the Victorian Taxation
Administration Act and the Land Tax Act, if that
money was actually paid back to the consumers, if that
was possible, then that is not a windfall gain. All you
have done is recover it from the revenue; it has gone
through and you have paid back to the ultimate user of
the product, the consumers.
In the event that you do not pay back under two
Victorian acts, the Taxation Administration Act and the
Land Tax Act, if you give an undertaking to the court
that you will return the money to the consumers — of
course an undertaking is a very serious thing and is
accorded the stature of an injunction which means if
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you breach the undertaking then you can be dealt with
by way of contempt of court — the money will be
returned to consumers to prevent this windfall gain.
Indeed if you are unable to return it to consumers
because they cannot be identified or otherwise, and that
excess money is returned back to revenue, then that is a
very satisfactory and practical solution to this issue of
windfall gains. It seems a bit curious because in this
legislation what we have is the repayment of moneys to
the consumer or third person to prevent the windfall
gain, or alternatively if the tax is not repaid, then the
taxpayer enters into an unconditional, enforceable
agreement to reimburse the moneys to the consumer.
There are a couple of things that concern me and they
are a bit technical, but I will sum up by saying this: in
the sense that the consumer does not have a cause of
action to recover the money against the retailer of the
tobacco product, it is hard to see how you can get any
enforceable agreement because there can be no
consideration for that agreement. The serious issue here
is that the taxpayer has to enter into an unconditional,
enforceable agreement to reimburse. It is a simple idea,
but you have now made the whole issue terribly
complex and in many cases almost impossible to
adhere to because the ultimate consumer in the case of
Roxborough cannot offer any consideration because
they have no cause of action against the retailer.
It seems to me the most appropriate course is for the
Attorney-General to either come in and explain this
particular matter and indicate to the house precisely
what is meant by an unconditional and enforceable
agreement to reimburse or the legislation should be
amended while it is between houses to bring it in line
with the Taxation Administration Act and the Land Tax
Act to prevent a windfall gain being paid to a taxpayer.
They can undertake to the court to either repay it to the
consumer or they can undertake to return any unpaid
moneys back to the state revenue. That seems to me to
be a simple and appropriate way to solve this
conundrum that is associated with the windfall gain.
Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — I must say
that talking about tax is about as interesting as watching
paint dry. Be that as it may, it is of course an imperative
for most people, and so it is that I rise on behalf of The
Nationals in this debate.
We do not oppose the legislation. In so saying, I have
listened with much interest to the contribution which
has just been concluded by the member for Kew. He
has raised points which will bear consideration by the
Attorney-General at the time this debate is concluded. I
look forward to the Attorney-General’s commentary.
One hopes that the government will manage the
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business of the house so that the bill is not guillotined
and the Attorney-General is thereby excused the
prospect of having to make an explanation. Even if that
be the case there is plenty of room while the bill is
between houses to offer the explanations, and even if
that fails one would like to think that in the course of
the debate in the other place those explanations will be
given.
The principal act here is the Limitation of Actions Act.
As a matter of general course it has been talked about in
the last two or three years in this place in the context of
personal injury legislation, but in this instance that is
not the case. Section 20A deals with the limitation on
proceedings for the recovery of tax, and subsection (1)
reads:
(1) Subject to sub-section (2), a proceeding for the recovery
of money paid by way of tax or purported tax under a
mistake —

and I emphasise the word ‘mistake’ —
(either of law or of fact) must be commenced —
(a) within 12 months after the date of payment; or
(b) in the case of a proceeding in accordance with
another Act that provides for the refund or recovery
of the money within a longer period, within that
longer period.

The basic parameters of the operation of the Limitation
of Actions Act with regard to recovery of tax which
may have been paid by mistake either in law or in fact
are set out in section 20A. The provisions in the bill
now under discussion provide the relevant amendments
to the section in the context of the current law as it
stands throughout Australia and particularly the
position that has been advocated by the High Court. It
is noteworthy that the legislation is said to bring us into
line with New South Wales, South Australia, Tasmania
and Western Australia. I might say I always have some
concern as to the validity of that argument. In the
scheme of things we have an obligation in Victoria to
pass the legislation that best suits our purposes;
whatever might apply in other jurisdictions is not
necessarily an indicator of what should apply here one
way or the other but nevertheless can be used as a point
of reference.
There are a couple of primary purposes to this, the
intention being to clarify the application of section 20A
of the principal act concerning limitations on the
proceedings for the recovery of tax. In particular they
are, firstly, to clarify the operations in relation to
proceedings between private parties as well as against
revenue-collecting authorities, and secondly, to prevent
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the recovery of windfall gains in proceedings for the
recovery of a tax or an amount attributable to a tax. The
member for Kew has summarised the state of the law
admirably, as is his wont. I do not propose to go
through the same process. Suffice it to say that the
proceedings in Roxborough v. Rothmans of Pall Mall
Australia Ltd, which was determined by the High
Court, were one of those great instances where the law
was applied as the law was, as opposed to its being
applied as it might otherwise be in a holistic state of
whatever might be sensible.
Sometimes it is said that the law is an ass. It may be
that some would regard the totality of the situation
surrounding the Roxborough case as being one of those
instances. When you look at the suite of laws applicable
to the foundation of the Roxborough case that assertion
is all the better made out. In the end the retailers were
able to recover from the wholesalers money which had
in effect been passed on to consumers; on the other
hand, when the consumers tried to get that money back
from the retailers they were unable to do so. People
might say from an objective and clinical examination of
the way the world works that that just ain’t fair.
Mr Mildenhall — It’s a rip-off!
Mr RYAN — It’s a rip-off, as was observed by the
member for Footscray, and he is absolutely right. It is
my usual course to agree with him, and this is another
instance where I do so.
The fact is that if you have suffered no loss then you
should not be able to claim. In the civil jurisdiction this
issue has been addressed in various ways, and notions
and principles of law which have operated for many
years and which in some interpretations have enabled
plaintiffs to double dip with regard to their claims on
issues to do with, for example, future medical care or
loss of income or some elements of those styles of
things, have been addressed by legislative change to
ensure that you cannot claim a loss that you have not
suffered. This bill seeks to enshrine that same principle
to make certain that you cannot have a windfall gain —
that what is good for the proverbial goose is good for
the gander.
The other principal element to this is that if what is to
apply to government and the authorities of government
is to happen in the legal sphere, then the same sorts of
rights and responsibilities should operate as between
private individuals. There has been argument as to
whether that is so. There has been argument as to
whether some of these powers should apply in favour
of only statutory authorities. What this legislation does
is put the issue beyond doubt, in that the operation of
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the bill will mean that these rights will apply as
between private parties as well as where an authority is
actually involved.
The bill also makes it clear that a party that has actually
passed on a tax will still be able to bring that
proceeding if the windfall amount has been paid back to
the customer or an unconditional and enforceable
agreement is entered into with the customer to pay back
the tax — for example, as is set out in the
second-reading speech, there might be an agreement
which is not dependent on the outcome of court
proceedings. The point of this is that the bill is seeking
only to regulate proceedings; it does not seek to
distinguish any rights.
On that latter point, and cutting to the chase, there is the
dreaded section 85 provision contained in this bill.
Once again we see an instance where a government
which belted the former government over issues of
section 85 provisions and their use is now resorting to
them. I believe it is doing so in an environment where
the use of a section 85 provision is appropriate.
Otherwise, if it were not there, it would make a
mockery of the provisions of the legislation before us
and the intent of that legislation. Nevertheless, as
happened during the time of the former government, we
see a section 85 provision being used in what is a
legislatively constructive fashion to enable this
legislation to operate in the way as is intended by the
government and as will be reflected in the Parliament
passing this bill. With those few comments, I reiterate
that the legislation is not opposed by The Nationals and
I wish it a speedy passage.
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) — It is a pleasure
to rise on behalf of the government to make a few
remarks on the Limitation of Actions (Amendment)
Bill and to acknowledge the support, at least in
principle, of the opposition parties with some
qualifications around a couple of inquiries that the
member for Kew has made. As he has indicated, the
purpose of the bill is to clarify the application of
section 20A of the Limitation of Actions Act — that is,
that it operates in proceedings between private parties
as well as against revenue-collecting authorities — and
also to prevent the recovery of windfall gains in
proceedings for the recovery of a tax or an amount
attributable to a tax.
As the member for Kew indicated, the bill is necessary
because the cumulative effect of a number of recent
court systems has highlighted the shortcomings and
uncertainties in the laws in relation to the recovery of
imposts. Those cases, as members have indicated,
include Roxborough v. Rothmans of Pall Mall Australia
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Ltd, in which the High Court found that tobacco
retailers could recover from wholesalers the franchise
fees which had been found to be invalid by the High
Court in the Ha v. New South Wales decision. That is
an appropriate title — ‘Ha!’ would have been my
reaction, too, if I had been the protagonist in that case.
There was also the Cauvin v. Philip Morris Ltd case
and more recently the September 2003 case of Thistle
Investment Pty Ltd in which the Australian Capital
Territory Supreme Court doubted the ACT provision
equivalent to section 20A of the Limitation of Actions
Act applied to proceedings between individuals and
was instead limited to actions against a public
revenue-collecting entity. It was those cases which
caused the doubt to be raised.
The current law in this area is centred on the existing
Limitation of Actions Act which provides generally that
a proceeding to recover money paid by way of a tax or
purported tax must be commenced within one year, as
the member for Kew outlined.
We also have other taxation acts. The Taxation
Administration Act 1997 contains broader anti-windfall
provisions which are being applied to the Limitation of
Actions Act by this bill. The Taxation Administration
Act provision will mean that a person cannot recover
money where they have passed on the burden of the tax
to another person or, if they have passed on the burden,
will not reimburse those persons. The Leader of The
Nationals indicated that he agreed with me that it
prevents a rip-off. It is a bill which enshrines the
principle that you cannot have your cake and eat it too.
An important consideration in the anti-windfall
provision focuses on the principles around the
conditions under which a proceeding can be initiated.
The anti-windfall provision will prevent a party from
maintaining proceedings if it has passed on the burden
of a tax. The bill does, however, make it clear that a
party that has passed on the burden will still be able to
bring a proceeding if a windfall amount has already has
been paid back to the customer, or if an unconditional
and enforceable agreement is entered into with the
customer to pay back the tax — for example, an
agreement which is not dependent on the outcome of
court proceedings.
The provision aims to regulate proceedings; it does not
seek to extinguish any rights. Further, the bill restricts a
party to bring a proceeding only to the extent that the
party has received a windfall gain. If the party has
absorbed some of the burden, a proceeding can still be
brought in relation to the part of the burden that has
been borne by the party.
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Mr Mulder — Are you reading that, Bruce?
Mr MILDENHALL — This is a fairly technical
piece of work. I was actually expecting one of my
learned colleagues on the other side to go into the term
‘colore officii’, which is also dealt with in one of the
technical amendments to the act. I would have thought
that an explanation in some detail of that technical term
would have been in the realm of the professional
expertise of the members for Kew and Gippsland
South.
I have just received some advice on one of the
questions raised by the member for Kew, on his first
inquiry that the provision will not impact on any
common-law right to bring a claim based on negligent
advice. The advice I have received is that in a situation
such as that outlined by the member for Kew, where he
was concerned about the breadth of the legislation, if a
tax has been overpaid or inappropriately paid to an
authority or person there would be a claim for
negligence between the parties on the basis that the tax
was attributable rather than actually paid. We have a
situation where not only are we looking at a tax that has
actually been paid, but the query that was raised by the
member for Kew would be dealt with by way of a
common-law action on the basis of negligent advice.
That is the advice I have received about the instance
that was raised, but it may well be worth making a
particular inquiry to the Attorney-General to get further
clarification on that while the bill is between houses.
As other speakers have indicated, this is a reasonably
technical piece of legislation, but it is based on
precedent across other Australian jurisdictions. It is also
based on a fairly firm principle that windfall gains,
particularly against the public purse, ought not be
contemplated and should be restricted to the absolute
extent possible. I believe this bill achieves that and I
commend it to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr MULDER
(Polwarth).
Debate adjourned until later this day.
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Independent amendments circulated by
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Mr MULDER (Polwarth) — I wish to put on the
record from the outset that the Liberal Party does not
support the Road Management Bill. We oppose the
Road Management Bill, we will not support it.

will do in relation to what roads it wants to dump and
whether roads that are too difficult to maintain will go
across to municipalities without any assistance or any
funding.

If you ever wanted to look at a situation where
ratepayers and consumers had been done over by the
bureaucracy, the Road Management Bill has all the
hallmarks of that in terms of the inappropriate time for
consultation and the fact that the opposition believes
councillors and the public have no idea as to the
implications of this piece of legislation. The fact is the
bill has been sold to the bureaucrats based on VicRoads
taking over the management of approximately
14 000 kilometres of roads that are currently being
taken care of by councils, and councils having much
greater control over utility providers enabling them to
set up a process whereby they will receive an income
stream from charging utility providers to access their
roads and carry out works — you would have a whole
bureaucracy built around this process of controlling
utility providers. Of course all this eventually comes via
the pockets of ratepayers and consumers.

Another issue that has caused great concern among
councils, and particularly among ratepayers, is the
nonfeasance provisions, and although they have been
extended to January, a lot of councils have concerns in
relation to the development of their road management
plans, along with the quality of those plans. Recently I
travelled around the state and discussed a number of
issues regarding road management plans and
nonfeasance matters with councillors and officers of
councils, and that included matters that were
concerning them. One issue I have homed in on in
relation to this bill is that under the codes of practice
road management plans are drawn up based on
available resources. The real issue that councils have
with this is that while a council in one part of the state
may be cashed up and travelling well and be able to
pull out the code of practice and produce a road
management plan that sets out a road audit process that
takes place four times a year, as well as a maintenance
process for the repair of potholes, road rutting and so
forth that takes place three times a year, another
municipality in rural Victoria that has massive road
networks will look at its level of available funds and
find there is no way known it could lock itself into a
road management plan that it could not deliver on.

The other issue is that most councils the opposition has
had discussions with are very concerned that while it
may look all right up front that VicRoads is going to
take back responsibility for 14 000 kilometres of roads
that currently fall under the management of councils,
the bill also provides VicRoads with the opportunity to
deem some of its existing roads to be municipal roads.
In my own electorate I can think of some roads which
could fall into this category. One that comes to mind is
the Lavers Hill–Cobden Road. It has been poorly
maintained and creates one hell of a maintenance
challenge for VicRoads in its own right, and now, with
the stroke of a pen, this bill gives VicRoads the ability
to declare that road to be a municipal road. The only
avenue of appeal open to local government is to take
the issue back to the minister. One can only imagine
who the minister will support if this matter appears
before him or her. It is a real issue out there in country
Victoria. The problem is this issue has been teased up
with an offer of support, as I say, in relation to these
arterial roads, but the downside is VicRoads will have
the ability to hand over some of its existing
infrastructure.
I point to the example in the bill where it states in part
that specified road management functions in respect of
a section of a road or of a particular piece of
infrastructure may be transferred by agreement from
VicRoads to a municipal council or from a municipal
council to VicRoads. The issue is not so much the
transfer of the roads and the costs associated with them
from a municipality to VicRoads as what VicRoads

As I said, municipalities will be forced into developing
road management plans based on available resources,
so they will put together plans that say, ‘Given the
available funding we believe we will inspect and audit
our roads twice a year, and given the fact that we are
cash strapped at this time and no money is being
provided with this program, we will fix the potholes
and ruts maybe once a year.’ When you ask questions
and have briefings about these matters, you realise this
will be tested in the courts. What will the courts say
when they get hold of the road management plans
around the state and come to the decision that the road
management plan of a struggling municipality is not
reasonable? This is what the legislation lends itself to.
Municipalities, particularly in rural Victoria, have grave
concerns about this. On a number of occasions they
have raised the issue, saying that they do not mind road
management plans and will go down that path but that
they want time to implement them and make sure
funding is provided. A lot of municipalities have
indicated that the cost of the audits of preparing road
management plans and new registers will come directly
out of their road-funding allocations. It raises the issue
that road management plans that look at the better
maintenance of roads, including the process of auditing
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and maintenance, will be a cost burden on councils. It is
something they have not budgeted for, so there will be a
direct impact on ratepayers.
I point to a couple of issues that were raised by officers
from the Southern Grampians shire when I spoke to
them about the bill and the codes of practice. Regarding
the requirements of the codes I received comments such
as, ‘At the end of the day council needs to take a
reasonable position with regard to its level of service.
That level of service will be determined primarily by
council’s capacity to deliver it’. That is of some
concern. The issue is that we will have councils across
the state preparing road management plans designed to
provide road surfaces that are in a safe condition for
people to drive on, yet they will be restricted by the
level of funding.
I spoke to an officer from the Glenelg shire and asked
the question, ‘Does it mean the road management plan
that has to be put forward under the Road Management
Bill will be based on the lowest possible standard so
you protect yourself in that regard?’. Council officers
are saying that they would be aiming not for the lowest
possible standard but for a standard that is as high as
they can meet. When I put the question, ‘Does that
include your financial constraints?’, the response was,
‘Yes, of course we have to take financial constraints
into consideration when we put together a road
management plan’. The officers went on to say, ‘That
will always govern it, but generally speaking at the end
of the day we put into roads only as much money as we
can’. This is the situation that councils right across rural
Victoria are finding themselves in. It is a matter that
will end up in the courts. The nonfeasance issues will
be removed, and councils believe the real danger is that
they will be hung out to dry.
In speaking to the officers from the Northern
Grampians shire I asked about their road management
plan, particularly in relation to the lowest possible
standard given the budgetary situation. Once again they
responded that it is a problem they are tackling at this
time. They went on to say, ‘It is an issue that needs to
be addressed. It is not easy to maintain a higher
category of road hierarchy if we cannot do what we say
we can do; so yes, some of those roads may end up in a
lower category and be maintained at a lower standard.’
Given that those sorts of issues are prominent, they are
of grave concern to the Liberal Party, which is reflected
in the position it has taken on this bill. We see a number
of the smaller councils being hung out to dry.
We question why the bill was not introduced in the
spring sitting so that councils could have had more time
to deal with these issues. It has only been in the last
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month that the Liberal Party has been able to highlight
to individual councils exactly what the Road
Management Bill will do to their municipalities and
ratepayers. Where is the money coming from to help
some of the struggling councils prepare road registers
and road management plans? They are already
struggling with the huge cost shifting that has taken
place because of the actions of the Bracks Labor
government, and the handing back of roads which will
occur through VicRoads is of grave concern to them.
The real danger in the bill lies in the fact that many of
the provisions will be tested in the courts. I quote
clause 50 on page 65 of the bill:
The purposes of a road management plan are having regard to
the principal object of road management and the works and
infrastructure management principles —
(a) to establish a management system for the road
management functions of a road authority which is
based on policy and operational objectives and available
resources …

Once again we will have a situation right across the
state of a mishmash of road management plans based
on whether municipalities can or cannot afford to put in
place plans they can maintain. The plans will be based
not on best practice but on the money that is available.
That is a real issue, because when these matters end up
in the courts, as I said before, it could result in small
municipalities being hung out to dry.
Another issue that I believe has not been given any
level consideration is the role of utility providers.
Councils have been sucked into accepting the bill
because they think that finally they will get money out
of utility providers. In the past all the utility providers
did was notify a council about carrying out works on a
road or road reserve, and although sometimes there was
a small notification fee the council did not have any real
control over utility providers. Under the proposed
legislation that will change significantly. What will
happen now will involve consent for the utility
providers. There will be applications to road managers,
councils and VicRoads, there will be inspection
processes and there will be certification processes —
and all of these will come at a significant cost. Who do
you think that cost will end up falling back on? The
consumers! Whether or not it is shown on a separate
line, anybody who is caught up in getting work carried
out by a utility provider, whether it is the water
authority, the power company or the gas company, will
find, as sure as eggs, that even if they have been quoted
a certain number of dollars to carry out an individual
connection, at the bottom of the account there will be
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permit fees, access fees, fees in relation to inspections
and certification fees.
We will have fees in relation to inspections, and we will
have certification fees. The problem once again is that
no-one knows what these fees are going to be. No-one
has a clue; they are all going to be set via regulation
after this legislation has gone through. I can assure the
house that as soon as customers realise what has
happened there will be an outcry. Preparation of
additional plans and consent applications, the redesign
of works to meet a road authority’s criteria and more
expensive construction techniques are all issues being
raised by utility providers as issues that they believe are
going to end up falling straight back into the laps of
their customers. None of these is going to come
cheaply: delays in the works process waiting for
consent and then negotiating conditions; changes in the
times work is able to be conducted — for example, they
may insist that more work is carried out at night;
increased connection costs; costs associated with
notification on the completion of works; increased
reinstatement costs; and the total redesign of work
practices. As I say, the problem we have here is that the
government says this is to be cost neutral. There is no
way known that this can become a cost neutral situation
because these costs have to be borne by somebody, and
a lot of them are going to roll straight back to the
customer.
It has not really been discussed at this point as to how
you split up those levels of works and fees. Early
indications are that if a power company had to carry out
works on a power line then maybe that sort of work
would be exempt, but whereabouts does it cut in that
they start to charge these fees and charges? The utility
companies indicate there will be a substantial impact on
essential utility service provision; that day-to-day
activities will be delayed with a substantial impact on
standards of services provided to customers — in other
words, consent will delay their ability to comply with
required time frames for connecting customers.
We all know what happens when bureaucracies get
hold of these types of arrangements. I have raised the
issues in the past. What happens if you have a situation
where a municipal road goes over to a VicRoads road,
goes back to a municipal road and then goes back over
again? How many application fees, how many consent
forms, how many inspections and how many
certifications is that going to require? Will
municipalities and VicRoads in that area have the same
standard of service and standard of clean-up work that
is required by the utility provider? If you have these
works going across various municipalities, who is
going to determine what an appropriate level of works
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is? The bill says it is up to various municipalities to
work through that. Is reinstatement in one shire the
same as in another and the same as required by
VicRoads?
I can see this turning into one hell of a disincentive for
customers to undertake works. I can see it being a
nightmare for utility providers, but I can see why
councils initially looked at this and thought, ‘This
sounds fairly good for us, because we can see a revenue
stream, we can see the creation of some form of
bureaucracy’. It is understandable why the bureaucrats
have done a job, I believe, on councillors and the
community in trying to convince them that this may be
good for ratepayers and consumers.
Other issues raised in relation to the utility providers are
the future innovation and efficiency improvements that
may be lost. VicRoads and local councils can impose
non-standard designs with additional one-off capital
costs and long-term maintenance cost impacts. They are
going to be dictating to utility providers who know their
businesses — who know how to run their businesses,
and who have been working with long-term standards
and long-term designs — as to how councils and
VicRoads want those works carried out. Who knows a
business better than the person who is doing it, and yet
this whole system is going to result, as I said, in local
government and VicRoads dictating to utility providers
how they do their works. There were other ways and
means of dealing with this legislation, still through
notification but with a greater level of detail, but the
way this has come together is a disaster for ratepayers
and consumers. VicRoads and local councils do not
have the expertise to determine overall design standards
for utility networks unless they hire additional staff or
contractors, which is a duplication and an additional
cost to utility customers. Someone has to pay. This is a
Treasury bill — there is just no doubt about it.
There are administrative complexities with 78 local
councils. VicRoads and other authorities will start to
apply differing standards and processes in different
regions. Can honourable members imagine what a
nightmare that is going to be for an organisation
contracting out work — most of the work the utility
providers carry out is contracted out — in trying to
relay that information from over 70 different councils
and VicRoads as to how works are to be performed. It
is going to come at a massive cost burden, and that will
go straight back to customers. How utility providers
will pass that cost on to day-to-day consumers is not
known, but I can assure the house that when they are
carrying out works for small business, when they are
connecting a farmer to electricity or when water is
being connected to a property, as sure as eggs that will
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appear on the bottom end of the bill. They will say,
‘This is as a result of the Road Management Bill that
has gone through the Parliament. Here are the costs
associated with it — wear it!’. As I say, this could have
been dealt with in many other ways.
The issue is: what is the cost impact of the bill to
customers? We understand the bill will substantially
increase costs for all utilities — gas, electricity, water
and telecommunications. Every bill will see an
increase. How is this going to be passed on? How will
utility providers pass it on? Is the government prepared
to sit down with the providers, recognise the additional
costs and charges and up the costs and charges to
consumers and ratepayers? Can the government justify
increasing costs for essential service infrastructure in a
way that greatly decreases the business of the state? Is it
really serious about imposing local council permits on
utilities that provide essential services to the
community? This gets to the crux of it. The problems
that the utility providers are having are that they say,
‘We provide an essential service, we know the business
we are in, we know how to go about doing business
here in the state, but all of a sudden we have this
massive bureaucracy thrown up in front of us. How on
earth do we deal with it, and how are we going to relay
this information back to our customers?’.
Another issue I raise in relation to bill relates to
development contributions. I raised this matter at the
briefing. I had concerns as to how these development
contributions would work. I understood at the time that
this was a direct lift from another piece of legislation,
the Planning and Environment Act, whereby if
development contributions apply, the normal process is
as follows. The developer goes to council with his
development plans. They are then forwarded to
VicRoads as a referral authority. VicRoads in its own
right has a look at the plans and the impact on adjoining
roads. It goes back to council with costs and charges,
which are handed back to the developer, and says, ‘This
is the situation if you intend to carry out this
development’. I understood that was exactly the way
this legislation works, but I found as of this morning, as
a result of the question I asked in the briefing, that it is
not exactly the way it works.
In fact part of this bill has been lifted out of the Water
Act, and we know what has been happening with water
authorities and development charges, particularly in
regional and country towns. They have introduced new
development charges. They claim significant amounts
of money, particularly in relation to subdivisions, for
existing infrastructure. Headworks charges are always
payable to water authorities for the work they do in
relation to a new subdivision, but these new
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development charges go further than that — they want
developers to pay a cost associated with the existing
infrastructure. If that were to go into a sinking fund for
future infrastructure upgrades in that authority’s region
you would say perhaps, ‘We do not support it, but we
can understand it’, but it goes straight into consolidated
revenue.
Honourable members know where that heads to from
there — straight back to the state government. As I
said, in the past it went from the developer to local
government to VicRoads, which came back with a
costing. Under this legislation VicRoads can say in its
own right, ‘We are going to build a new road’, ‘We are
going to carry out construction of a new section of
road’, or ‘We are going to construct a new roundabout’.
They are saying, ‘We, as VicRoads, believe there are
people in this region who should be contributing to the
cost of this. Anybody that we can identify who will get
a benefit out of this will pay for it’. That is what this is
about. Anybody, anywhere, who will get a benefit has
to contribute towards the cost of the road and the
construction costs of any other road infrastructure
associated with that road. It means that in the case of
the small commercial subdivision that has just been put
in, all of a sudden, 12 months down the track,
VicRoads may decide that it will carry out major
upgrades. It will do a traffic count and say, ‘We think
most of the heavy traffic is over here so we will go to
you and ask you to contribute to the road’. But it gets
worse. If they do not get enough first time around they
then go back for a second grab. That is what the bill
says. It is quite extraordinary.
Mr Carli interjected.
Mr MULDER — Have a look at clause 56. It is
headed ‘Development contribution’. That is exactly
what it means. I will quote from clause 57 headed
‘Review of required payments’. This is in the email I
received this morning:
I wanted to draw your attention to another aspect of the
proposals which, although foreshadowed in the position paper
issued in April 2003, was not mentioned at the briefing …
… I thought I should draw your attention to it because
development contributions under the Planning and
Environment Act are triggered by development proposals
rather than by the authority undertaking new works. Under
clause 56 development contributions can be triggered by
either, consistent with the existing practice for development
contributions for water infrastructure.

That means if they want to go along and carry out
major upgrades and works they will base the costs on
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the belief that anyone who will get a benefit will have
to contribute to it.

around the countryside, and that is what we are hearing
right across the state.

This gets back to the issue I spoke of before about
subdivisions. What does this mean for a young couple
who have bought a block in a subdivision, where the
developer has gone through this process of
development levies, gone to VicRoads, and been told,
‘Yes, here is what it will cost you’, and down the line it
is determined that perhaps some additional roadworks
in this area are necessary to put in place another public
road? The bill is saying, ‘We can go back to the
landowners’ — who may not be the developer but
rather the people sitting in their homes — and say,
“Your subdivision is generating all this additional
traffic. Therefore, as individual landowners we think
you have a contribution to make”‘.

On 31 May 2001 the High Court abolished the defence
of nonfeasance for councils and highway authorities,
which was then part of the common law of Australia.
There were two cases — Brodie v. Singleton Shire
Council and Ghantous v. Hawkesbury City Council. I
will talk briefly on the Brodie case. On 19 August
1992, which is over a decade ago — so it shows how
long it has been in the courts — Mr Brodie drove his
22-tonne truck onto a bridge, which was built about
50 years earlier. The bridge collapsed, and the truck fell
into the creek below. The bridge was fairly badly
damaged, and Mr Brodie himself was badly injured, but
earlier in the day he had safely driven across another
bridge on the same road. That bridge was signed, and
on the sign it said, ‘15-tonne load limit’. As many
country councils do, they put a load limit on their
bridges. But Mr Brodie had travelled across that to go
to the second bridge, and that first bridge certainly said
it had a 15-tonne load limit, remembering that
Mr Brodie’s truck was 22 tonnes.

It is another special charge, and it is exactly what water
authorities have done, particularly in rural and regional
areas whereby we have seen blocks of land that have
traditionally been worth $10 000 being hit with a
development levy of around $3500 to $4500. The
government has cottoned onto development charges,
and that is what has been introduced in the bill. It will
happen. That is what the legislation provides for and
what the briefing note I have been given said it will do.
It is a Treasury bill. There is no other way to describe it.
I believe councils have been hoodwinked. When the
full impact of this is felt, particularly in rural and
regional areas, there will be an outcry. Councils at this
point in time cannot wear any further cost shifting. This
bill is all about cost shifting and additional taxes and
revenues. The Liberal Party does not support the
legislation. We oppose it.
Mrs POWELL (Shepparton) — The Nationals also
oppose the bill. We also call on the government to
restore the defence of nonfeasance while preserving a
right of action in cases of misfeasance. This was the
purpose of a private member’s bill introduced into the
Legislative Council by a member for Gippsland
Province, the Honourable Peter Hall, on behalf of The
Nationals, on 9 October 2002. Later in my speech I will
read the private member’s bill that was introduced,
which we feel would have alleviated the need for the
bill here today.
The Nationals have continually brought this important
issue to Parliament after the High Court decision in
2001 abolished the nonfeasance defence for road
authorities. The event that brought about the need for
the legislation has had a huge impact on councils in
country Victoria. As National Party members we travel

I believe council did meet its obligations by alerting the
travelling public not to exceed the 15 tonnes on that
bridge. The evidence found in court about that bridge
was that it suffered from ‘piping’, which is the rotting
out of the centre of the timber because of dry rot or
white ants. The Singleton Shire Council inspected all its
timber bridges four times a year, so it was not
negligent, and this bridge was inspected by experienced
carpenters and other experts. They were inspected by
visual inspections only, and it was found that that was
not appropriate. It was insufficient to detect the
piping — they should have hit the girders with a
hammer or driven a spike into them.
The Brodie case was decided on New South Wales
legislation which is not identical to Victorian
legislation; but the impact of the Brodie decision
impacts on all states and territories across Australia.
The decision in the High Court was made by a majority
of four to three. There were seven judges, so it was not
a huge majority. It could have gone either way. But the
decision that has impacted on all of our councils now
was made by a majority of four to three. There was a
comment made by one of the dissenting judges in a
judgment note handed down, and that was that the High
Court should leave common-law changes with respect
to immunity in the highway rule to Parliament. We all
agree that that is the way it should be. Councils will
now be tested out in courts right across Australia at
huge cost to councils and a huge time factor.
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The second case was Ghantous v. Hawkesbury City
Council. Mrs Ghantous was an elderly lady who tripped
on an uneven surface on the council’s nature strip in
broad daylight. All of the seven judges, even the four
judges who abolished the nonfeasance defence, found
against Mrs Ghantous and found that council had not
breached its duty of care. There was no evidence that
the footpath had been constructed negligently.
Therefore the nonfeasance defence would certainly
have protected council.
If it found that the council was negligent, that would
have had huge ramifications for many councils across
Victoria in particular. The area in which I live in East
Melbourne has many old cobblestone laneways. I walk
down one such laneway in high heels, in the daytime
and at night-time, and I know the cobblestones are
uneven. But if the judges had found that council
negligent because there was a slight rise in the footpath,
it would have meant that the Melbourne City Council
might have been responsible for raising all those
cobblestones right across East Melbourne, removing
them and putting them onto a straight path. Many older
municipalities have the same issue. Some of the
historical country councils have the old historic
cobblestone footpaths in their areas.
Many people have asked why we have the nonfeasance
defence. It started in England more than 200 years ago
when local municipalities were encouraged to build
roads in their own municipalities and across into other
municipalities — or villages as they were called in
those days.
Councils did not have enough money to build those
roads as well as adequately maintaining and repairing
them, not to mention the continuing need for
constructing them. It was considered inappropriate for a
council, acting as a road authority, to be held liable for
failure to repair or maintain these roads. Therefore a
council acting as a road authority in its own
municipality is immune from a lawsuit providing the
council did not cause or contribute to the defect or the
problem that caused the liability claim for any loss or
injury.
This is reflected in section 205(2)(c) of the Victorian
Local Government Act 1989. But this immunity has
been abolished in the United Kingdom for about
40 years — I think it was abolished in 1961 — with the
belief that councils now have enough money to be able
to repair and maintain roads and footpaths to the
standard that the community expects. However, in
Australia the situation is vastly different. Our
municipalities are quite large and we have small rate
bases. In country Australia, more particularly, this is the
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case. Therefore many councils do not have enough
money to repair their roads, bridges, footpaths and other
infrastructure and keep them in perfect condition, as
well as providing the other services that communities
expect councils to provide such as human services like
libraries, sporting facilities and kindergartens. Councils
are now expected to provide all of those things. I can
now see a situation where councils will have to put all
of their money into litigation, liability, risk
management, maintaining and inspecting infrastructure,
and that will not be in the best interests of communities
who have to pay for all of those services.
Many councils in country Victoria have spoken to us
about this issue. They have large geographic areas and
small rate bases and they simply cannot look after the
many kilometres of roads, whether they be sealed or
unsealed. One of the biggest issues facing councils,
particularly in country Victoria and perhaps in some of
the urban areas, is the issue of bridge maintenance. This
has become a really big issue, particularly in the area I
represent. Councils who need to repair their bridges
have three choices: to repair them; to reduce the load
limit; or to close the bridge. This has an astronomical
effect on small communities because bridges are the
only way to get across their waterways. Emergency
service vehicles cannot get to some country townships
because the bridges are out of service or a conservative
load limit has been applied because the council does not
believe it has the money in its budget to repair the
bridge and it is worried about liability.
Mr Delahunty interjected.
Mrs POWELL — The honourable member for
Lowan has just reminded me about school buses — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Campbell) —
Order! There is too much audible conversation in the
chamber. I ask members to go outside if they wish to
continue their conversations.
Mrs POWELL — Another important point is that
we have a lot of milk tankers and fruit trucks that have
to use our roads and bridges so this is a huge issue for
some of our country councils.
When the High Court abolished the nonfeasance
defence for councils on 31 May 2001, as The Nationals
spokesperson for local government I was immediately
made aware of this development. I had councils
telephoning and writing to me; I had a letter from the
chief executive officer of the Indigo Shire Council,
Mr John Costello, outlining the huge ramifications for
councils if this nonfeasance defence was abolished.
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In August 2001, a number of months after that decision
had been set down, I wrote to the Minister for Local
Government urging him to address the problem as soon
as possible. On 7 November 2001, as one of the
members for North Eastern Province in the other place,
I introduced a motion into the Legislative Council
‘calling on the Labor government to urgently legislate
to ensure that municipal councils in Victoria can
continue to rely upon the defence of nonfeasance,
which has been jeopardised by a recent decision in the
High Court’. The Liberal Party supported that motion,
but the Labor Party voted against it and moved an
amendment ‘calling on the Australian Transport
Council of ministers to consider the High Court
decision regarding the defence of nonfeasance, with a
view to reaching a consensus about action to be taken
as it applies to all roads throughout Australia’. That has
not happened; we do not have a consensus of — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mrs POWELL — Many of the states have the
nonfeasance defence.
So all the states are different. At the briefing the
Nationals had with VicRoads we asked, ‘What other
states?’. We were told that Victoria is leading the way.
It is fine that we lead the way, but we cannot be putting
our councils at risk and we cannot be making our
councils the ones to be test cases.
We were told at the briefing that Queensland, New
South Wales and Western Australia passed legislation
in the last two years to retain the nonfeasance defence.
We were told that the Northern Territory is reviewing
its legislation. We were told that Tasmania has made no
change; the nonfeasance defence is still in its local
government act. We were told that South Australia is
bringing back nonfeasance indefinitely. So there is a
major concern about loss of nonfeasance to councils,
but more importantly the loss of insurance cover to the
councils.
In November 2001 I wrote to all rural councils
explaining my concerns about the risks to their
insurance cover. I had a very long conversation with
Mr Graeme Lemmer, who is the scheme manager for
Civic Mutual Plus (CMP), which is the insurer for all
the councils, and he told me that the loss of the
nonfeasance defence could lead to councils not being
re-insured; it could also lead to councils having higher
than normal insurance premiums and more litigation in
the courts. Civic Mutual Plus was very concerned about
the loss of that defence.
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In November 2001 I also wrote to Premier Steve
Bracks explaining the concerns of councils at the loss
of the nonfeasance defence. The Leader of The
Nationals also wrote to the Premier.
On 9 October 2002 a private member’s bill was
introduced by the Honourable Peter Hall, one of the
members for Gippsland Province in the other place, on
behalf of the Nationals in the upper house. The title of
the bill was the ‘Highway Authority Protection Bill’.
Clause 4 of the bill would probably have protected
councils, as well as ensuring that they were liable if
negligent. It states:
(1) No proceedings may be brought against a highway
authority to recover damages in respect of any failure by
the highway authority to make or repair a public
highway or part of a public highway over which that
highway authority has the care and management.
(2) The immunity set out in sub-section (1) shall be
confined to the non-feasance of a highway authority and
shall not affect any action arising from circumstances
where a highway authority has negligently made or
negligently repaired a public highway or part of a public
highway over which that highway authority has the care
and management.

Had that private member’s bill been passed many of
our councils would be a lot more protected.
But it is interesting that about five or six days after the
private member’s bill was introduced in the upper
house the Transport (Highway Rule) Bill was
introduced by the government in the lower house. It
mirrored The Nationals private member’s bill, which
we were pleased about, but it only temporarily
reinstated the immunity rule until 1 January 2005. We
are currently debating this bill, which will replace the
provisions of the Transport (Highway Rule) Bill. So in
effect this bill will remove that nonfeasance defence,
which was the protection in the previous bill.
I recently wrote again to all rural councils and to the
Municipal Association of Victoria and the Victorian
Local Governance Association, which are the two peak
bodies of local government, seeking their comments on
this bill and how it will affect them. The MAV supports
the bill. I have spoken to Mr John Henessy of the MAV
who said, ‘Yes, there were some concerns about the
draft bill, and those concerns have now been clarified
and rectified’, so it was happy to support the bill. But
the VLGA, which is the other peak body of the
councils, has some concerns. I will read from the VLGA
Bulletin of April 2004 — —
Honourable members interjecting.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Campbell) —
Order! Again I draw the attention of the house to the
fact that the member for Shepparton is speaking. If
members are having conversations, I ask them to please
go outside.
Mrs POWELL — It states under the heading ‘Road
Management Bill’:
Notwithstanding the many achievements of the new road
legislation (liability protection, road management plans, road
authority and utility relationships), the overall directions and
underlying philosophy do not reflect the recent reorientation
towards sustainability and community consultation that is
evident in state policy documents such as Melbourne 2030.
Hence road authorities acting under direction of this
legislation risk working at cross-purposes rather than
supporting broad policy directions.

It is a fairly lengthy document, and I do not have time
to read it all. It goes on to say:
More immediate impacts on local governments include:
transfer of the roadside components of arterials onto
local government budget and liability responsibility,
which has the potential for significant maintenance costs
for bike paths, bus stops and disability compliance, if not
additional installation requirements;
threat to the viability of activity centres by the
empowerment for VicRoads to create clearways on
arterials roads;
limited opportunity to contest road classifications and
controlled access roads.
The intent of the bill may be cost neutral, but we suspect that
reality may be otherwise.

We have received some comments from some councils.
Horsham Rural City Council wants nonfeasance
defence immunity to continue indefinitely; Hepburn
Shire Council wants nonfeasance immunity to
continue; Murrindindi Shire Council wants the
nonfeasance defence to continue plus the road
management requirements; the Moira Shire Council
wants the nonfeasance defence to be retained but
realises it may not now be possible — that is what it has
been told — and wants the policy of defence to be
rolled out for other council assets; Indigo Shire Council
is concerned about cost shifting and would like to see
nonfeasance retained; the North West Municipalities
Association, which consists of 11 councils, would like a
further two-year period of nonfeasance immunity to
allow councils to prepare their road management plans
and says that because some councils are understaffed
they will not complete them; the Gippsland local
government network, which consists of six councils,
wants nonfeasance immunity to continue; West
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Wimmera Shire Council wants the continuation of
nonfeasance immunity indefinitely; and the list goes on.
The Nationals met with the East Gippsland Shire
Council, which oversees a huge road network and lots
of bridges. It also has some huge concerns about how it
is going to be able to get those management plans in
place. It has been employing extra staff — all councils
will have to do that, so we will have more inspectors
and more people to prepare the management plans —
so there will be huge increases in budgets and insurance
premiums. One council told me that it estimates its
insurance premiums will rise by between $50 000 and
$100 000 a year. That is an astronomical amount of
money for a small council. There will also be an
increase in legal costs with the $1000 threshold,
because a lot of cases will now be dealt with out of
court and councils will allow people who have had
accidents, whether or not the council is at fault, to just
be paid out. This will start costing councils a huge
amount of money.
Councils are also concerned about being the first test
case. Obviously when it is tested a precedent will be set
which will affect all councils in Victoria and the rest of
Australia. Most councils certainly do not want to be the
first council to go before the courts and be the test case.
The case could be in the courts for months, and it could
cost a council hundreds of thousands of dollars that will
have to come from its budget. Councils are very
concerned about that.
I turn to the elections in November. From July there
will be a 90-day moratorium during which they will not
be allowed to make any major budget decisions, and the
concern is that they will not be ready.
The codes of practice are an issue as well — they are a
big issue — because most councils have said they want
them to be a guide only rather than mandatory. The
second-reading speech states that one size does not fit
all, and all councils want to make sure that their codes
of practice are allowed to be managed by their councils
and not by the minister. The minister has not prepared
them yet, so the councils have been asked to support
something they are not quite sure about.
The Nationals believe very strongly that the passing of
this bill will not mean that councils have better roads; it
will just mean that there will be more bureaucrats in the
councils.
Mr CARLI (Brunswick) — The Nationals are
clearly nostalgic about the 18th century, but we are in
the 21st century and the expectations of road authorities
and motorists has changed dramatically since then. The
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highway rule is a relic, and the High Court of Australia
decision in Brodie v. Singleton Shire Council was a
very clear indication that times have changed,
responsibilities have changed and expectations have
changed. If we look at that High Court of Australia
decision, we find that the court saw the highway rule as
outdated, unjust and encouraging the poor maintenance
of roads. This bill designs a new scheme that will result
in better road management and a fairer system for
motorists and other road users. It is pointless for the
Liberal and National parties to put their heads in the
sand and be nostalgic about the past because things
have changed, and we need to go for a better, more
efficient road-management system.
If we look at what existed under the highway rule, we
see a situation in which a road authority was liable if it
did maintenance work badly. If something went wrong
with a piece of maintenance work on a road or a
building on a road, it was malfeasance and the authority
was liable; but if it did not maintain a road or a bridge
or a footpath and allowed it to deteriorate, it had the
nonfeasance defence.
So, as the High Court found, we had a situation which
promoted bad and inefficient practices. It promoted not
doing anything, because if you did something you were
liable to be sued in court, but if you did nothing you
had a perfect defence. That would have been
understandable in the 18th century, in the times of horse
and buggy and carriages, but clearly it is not suitable for
the systems we have in place now.
Mr Walsh — The world has moved on.
Mr CARLI — The world has moved on, and we
have to basically tackle these issues before us. It is
extraordinary that the member for Polwarth should say
there has been a lack of consultation on this legislation.
There has been 18 months of consultation. There have
been two exposure drafts of this bill; there have been
over 40 meetings — meetings of stakeholders and
meetings of utility stakeholders; and there has been a
utility working party. There has been 18 months of
consultation.
Mr Mulder interjected.
Mr CARLI — I inform the member for Polwarth
that there has been 18 months of consultation and there
has been an extraordinary amount of discussion. The
Municipal Association of Victoria (MAV) has come
out in support of this legislation, as have many
councils. This is not an easy area. It is a high area of
responsibility for councils and it opens up new areas of
liability. We have, as a temporary measure, passed a
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piece of legislation in this Parliament to extend the
nonfeasance sanction rule to 1 January 2005, but what
we want to replace it with is a piece of legislation that
provides extra protection and a more efficient
management system for our roads.
The member for Shepparton used the Victorian Local
Governance Association (VLGA) as an example. It is
not pretending to support nonfeasance. It is not going
down that track. It has other concerns, in particular
inner suburban concerns about the impact the
legislation will have in giving VicRoads the authority to
determine clearways. But I can say there were changes
made between the exposure draft and the bill before the
house, which put in place a code of practice so that
local government is protected and local communities
can discuss issues of parking and clearways with
VicRoads.
There has been positive discussion with councils, with
the utilities, with the VLGA and with the MAV. It is a
difficult issue, but time has moved on, and we cannot
just respond to what occurred in the 18th century. We
have to clarify the allocation of responsibility between
the various road authorities. It is not an attempt by
VicRoads to shirk responsibility or to pass on
responsibility for roads it does not want to maintain, as
was suggested by the member for Polwarth. In fact
VicRoads will be taking on 14 000 kilometres of extra
roads to maintain, so it is a nonsense to say it is an
attempt by VicRoads to shirk responsibilities.
VicRoads will clearly be the leading road authority in
this new era of road maintenance and of a more
efficient response to having better roads and a fairer
system. This legislation will mean the end of what are
essentially old and unjust laws that were clearly
outdated.
I will also take up the issue of the utilities that the
member for Polwarth went on about. He is basically
assuming that the government is about creating a big
bureaucracy and that it wants to force higher costs on
consumers. At the moment we have an incredible lack
of coordination at the local level between the utilities
and the road authorities, whether it be local government
or VicRoads. Roads are being dug up all the time, and it
is costly and it is inefficient, and the idea that the
government is trying to build greater inefficiency is
clearly wrong. Coordination will in fact make the
system better, it will make it more efficient and it will
actually drive costs down. There will be less disruption
to motorists and there will be less disruption to local
communities.
An extraordinary effort has been made to work with the
utility companies, to work through the various
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protocols and to work together to achieve that
coordination, so it is a nonsense to say the system is
going to get worse. It is going to get better, and the
reason it has to get better is that there is a real problem
with the system at the moment. If you speak to any
local government body or councillor in any area, they
will tell you it is a problem. Yet we have the member
for Polwarth suggesting that somehow the legislation is
an impost by local government and by the state
government to create more bureaucratic positions and
to basically increase costs to consumers. Again that
suggestion is a nonsense and an attempt to create an
extraordinary amount of distress and concern to
Victorians.
It is the same with the developer contribution —
proposed section 56 — which the member for — —
Mr Mulder interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Polwarth!
Mr CARLI — The member for Polwarth has a
rather liberal interpretation of proposed section 56. The
proposed section is a genuine attempt by the
government to ensure that we go from the current
system whereby we have to seek developer levies via
local government to a system that allows VicRoads to
directly seek contributions from people with adjacent
land interests who will benefit from the roads. The
developer levies do apply to road construction, but at
the moment it is local government that seeks that
contribution. That system is being replaced with a
system under which a reasonable contribution can be
sought by VicRoads. The bill just takes away the
middleman, if you like, in this case. There is nothing
untoward about the fact that people who have major
increases in the value of their properties and who
directly benefit as a result of roads being constructed
will be asked to contribute to the construction of those
roads. That has been a longstanding practice.
Mr Mulder interjected.
Mr CARLI — The member for Polwarth intervenes
again, but it has been a longstanding practice, and
developer levies are used to contribute to road
construction. Again this is an attempt by the member
for Polwarth to use scare tactics to knock over this bill.
That is really unfortunate, because this is a bill which
has resulted from a High Court decision that found that
the highway rule was unjust. The bill seeks a new
balanced system which first of all tries to clarify
responsibility for roads between the road authorities
and also attempts to ensure that the road authorities are
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not accountable for small costs — that is, anything
under $1000. That is not unreasonable, because to have
all the small claims going through to the road
authorities would make the whole system unworkable.
But that is not to say that motorists do not have a right
to know that roads are well maintained.
The basic premise in all of this is that we are trying to
create a regime in the state that will ensure that
motorists have the security of knowing there is a
maintenance system in place to protect our roads and to
ensure the maintenance of our roads, and nonfeasance
does not achieve that. That was the finding of the High
Court, and it is self-evident that it does not achieve it,
because nonfeasance actually benefits those councils
that do nothing.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mrs SHARDEY
(Caulfield).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

MARINE (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 4 March; motion of
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture).
Mr MULDER (Polwarth) — The Marine
(Amendment) Bill, which is basically a technical bill,
deals mostly with the issue of compliance plates on
recreational boats.
This bill had its origin as a result of the Howard
government when, back in August 2002, it called for
new standards to make boating safer. A national draft
compliance plate program for recreational boats was
released and the federal government sought public
submissions. The federal transport parliamentary
secretary, Senator Ron Boswell, said the program
would raise consumer awareness of boat capabilities
and result in safer vessels.
The federal government wanted to see compliance
plates fixed to all new boats manufactured or sold in
Australia, with compliance plates showing passenger
capacity, maximum engine rating, standard of
buoyancy and the manufacturer’s name and model
type. The proposal was part of Australia’s new national
recreational boating safety system aimed at producing
safer boats and encouraging safer boating.
It has taken almost two years for the Bracks Labor
government to look to the issue of having compliance
plates on our recreational boats. One can only assume
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that the delay has something to do with the program
introduced by VicRoads and the Bracks government in
relation to compliance plates for modifications carried
out on heavy vehicles. This program was supposed to
start in the middle of last year but has fallen into total
disarray. I would only hope that the government has
done the work in relation to recreational boats, because
it certainly did not do the work in relation to heavy
vehicles. The problem that the heavy-vehicle industry
came across with the fitting of modification plates was
that a number of signatories had to be provided for that
particular service.
VicRoads went down the pathway of introducing the
regulations and putting in place a date by which they
were supposed to start. What it has discovered is that a
number of the supposed signatories to the
modification-plate system have fallen by the wayside.
The reason is that when they went to their insurers to
seek cover for the new work they were going to
undertake — the fitting of modification plates — they
were advised that they would be in for some hefty
increases in their insurance premiums. No-one
anticipated that that would be the case. What it has
done, I am assured, is driven a lot of modification work
on heavy vehicles underground. I am talking about
vehicles on which engineers or companies that provide
some of the modifications such as those to cranes and
lifts have not been able to get the appropriate insurance.
This is creating a situation throughout Victoria whereby
after the regulations have been introduced vehicles will
be travelling around the state with backyard
modifications and therefore without the appropriate
modification plate.
If the work has not been done in an area as important as
heavy vehicles obtaining the correct and appropriate
level of insurance, I would ask whether or not the
government has covered this issue with boat
manufacturers and importers here in Victoria. If it has
not, it will create the same situation that currently exists
with heavy vehicles. I am assured that a host of work is
being carried out by backyard operators. I am told that
those who have been able to obtain it may have got
some dodgy offshore insurance: they would be hoping
that they do not get caught up with people who have
taken vehicles and as a result are challenged in relation
to some of the work that has been carried out.
Another issue that this bill raises, apart from the
insurance, is the lack of available people who have the
expertise to fit these different devices to vehicles — and
none of that was canvassed prior to the program being
launched. I am assured by people out there in the
industry that that in its own right is also causing a great
level of concern. It gets back to the situation of saying,
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‘Yes, we can work in a particular industry, but that is
not one we want to be involved in due to the fact there
are significant problems in the implementation of the
modification-plate system’.
I would like to quote from fishvictoria.com. This gets
back to the issue of it being one thing to fit a
modification plate but another thing to work out how
are you going to control it and how you are going to
police it. Given the statements by the government in the
past in relation to issues such as fishing licences and
additional police resources, one would wonder where it
is going to find the police resources to look after the
fitting of modification plates to recreational boats. I will
quote from an article by Mr Ricky Amer headed ‘So,
where are the inspectors?’. He wrote:
South-west wind, cold, dirty seas, wrong tides etc., etc. Too
rough to take the boat out, so I thought I would have a surf
through some of the fishing sites and read about some of the
people that have been catching some. After reading nearly
everything on this site, the one thing that seems to stick out
the most is the amount of people that have claimed to have
paid $20 for a fishing licence, so where are the inspectors? I
happen to agree. Just have a surf through the shame files and
you will see what I mean. Hey, maybe there is something in
this. Now this is where my story ends, because it will only get
nasty if I go on any further with it. Have you heard the joke
about the government that raised revenue through licensing
and promised to spend it on policing etc? Well, you have
now.

This is an issue which is of major concern — —
The SPEAKER — Order! I hate to interrupt the
member for Polwarth in full flight, but we are required
to ring the bells to organise the joint sitting. The
member for Polwarth will have the call when the debate
resumes.
Debate interrupted.
Sitting suspended 6.15 p.m. until 8.02 p.m.

MARINE (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr MULDER (Polwarth) — Prior to breaking for
dinner I was discussing issues relating to increased
recreational boating traffic. What we have seen over the
last few years has been an influx of recreational boats,
skiers and all those people who come with recreational
boats into my part of the world, the Western District.
That is, of course, due mainly to the fact that we have
been one of the few places that have been able to have
lakes and other waterways at reasonable sorts of levels.
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Recently I inspected one of the outstanding lakes in my
electorate, Lake Bullen Merri, at Camperdown. The
people once again indicated to me that due to the
dryness in other parts of the state they have experienced
continual growth in recreational boating use on the
lake. Lake Bullen Merri is possibly one of Australia’s
greatest fishing spots. The very hardworking members
of the committee of management down there look after
the south beach at the lake. Possibly because it is so far
off the Princes Highway and away from the public eye,
a lot of people would not understand or recognise what
is down there. It is a splendid, outstanding and stunning
lake, set in the crater country outside Camperdown.
As I said, a lot of recreational boats use that area not
only because of the water levels but also because of the
natural beauty of the area. Like all small committees of
management its members have been struggling. They
get an influx of people from the metropolitan area and
other parts of the state, but are expected to operate on a
very meagre budget in trying to maintain the facilities
there. They have been successful with a couple of
grants to do some work with the ramp and other parts of
the foreshore area. However, what they need is a good,
solid management plan that will enable them to plan for
the future and apply for grants for a number of smaller
upgrades, particularly for public seating areas, disabled
access and so forth. I have indicated to the committee
that I would support any application it put forward,
particularly, as I said, because it is for the benefit of not
only the people of the Camperdown community but
also that area actually supports a number of people
from the metropolitan area and those who travel from
other parts of the state to use those boating facilities.
Wherever you go around the south-west of Victoria and
in my electorate of Polwarth, whether it be Lake Colac
or Lake Purrumbete, they are highly sought-after areas
and very well patronised in terms of recreational
boating activities. As I said, they have their own issues
up there in relation to enforcement, simply due to not
just boats but also jet skis and the problems they create
with the mixture of swimmers. A number of the
long-distance swimmers come to those areas to train
and some of them are not totally aware of the danger
they face in swimming without an escort vessel when
there are skiers, ski boats and jet skis all using the same
waterway.
I will watch with interest as this piece of legislation is
enacted to see how the Bracks government follows
through with the matters it has introduced in relation to
compliance plates and also the proposed level of
enforcement to ensure that boats have appropriate
compliance plates fitted. If the government is going to
do that, surely it will need to pick up on some of the
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other areas that it has promised to deliver on in relation
to — —
Dr Napthine interjected.
Mr MULDER — Of course if the government
increases registration fees, it will pick it up. We should
get a policeman in a boat on the water as well, perhaps,
given the legislation debated today. I will watch with
interest. I wish the bill a speedy passage.
Mr WALSH (Swan Hill) — This bill implements
the final recommendations of the Russell review, as we
have heard, and follows on from the changes last year
to the Port Services (Port of Melbourne Reform) Bill
and the Port Services (Port Management Reform) Bill.
It amends the Marine Act 1988 and the Port Services
Act 1995 and its prime objective is to increase the
marine safety for people, vessels and the environment.
The bill encompasses activities across four different
types of waterways, which a lot of people would
probably not be aware of: commercial port waters, local
port waters, coastal waters and inland waters. It
redresses gaps and inefficiencies in legislation,
particularly those relating to state waterways. Besides
clarifying the functions and powers of harbourmasters
and waterway managers, it actually introduces new
powers to enable police and Marine Safety Victoria
inspectors to conduct random recreational or
commercial vessel safety audits. There are also some
elements in the bill that harmonise state licences and
state regulations regarding boat safety, which will make
life easier for those of us — like my constituents in the
seat of Swan Hill — who live on the border with
another state.
If you think about the way we are harmonising some
things with other states and other matters, can I dare
say — even though I am a member of this house —
there is probably a very good argument at times to
actually get rid of states, the way life is going now. If
we harmonised a lot of these things we could actually
simplify the life of Australians quite significantly. The
bill harmonises some of these things, and for my
constituents who live on the Murray River and actually
go fishing on a New South Wales waterway it is quite a
significant issue.
The bill will ensure Victorian compliance with a
national initiative, which is the Australian builders plate
for new recreational vessels. It specifies that the new
builders plates are to be displayed on vessels and have
specifications on them.
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As we talk about the ports and waterways of Victoria, it
is important to focus on some of the issues that are so
vital to Victorians — and I refer not just to the
commercial ports but to our regional ports and
waterways. The port of Melbourne is extremely vital to
Victorians. It is on a key international trade route, is
located at the centre of what I think is Australia’s most
important agricultural, industrial and manufacturing
area and has reasonable rail and road access.
In a previous debate on ports I spoke about the
importance of making sure that the government
honoured its commitment to upgrade the rail tracks of
Victoria. For my area of Victoria and to the north-west
to Mildura having access to the port of Melbourne is
extremely important. The government gave a
commitment two or three budgets ago to spend
$96 million to upgrade and standardise the rail tracks of
Victoria. The people of Mildura are still waiting
expectantly for the rail upgrade to happen. Transport
operators have developed a very good system of
container accumulation, but they need the rail track
upgrade to get good access to the port of Melbourne,
and we need it to make sure we have an efficient
transport system for our vital export industries.
Melbourne has the highest rate of any Australian port of
direct services to the United States of America, Europe
and South-East Asia. The port is vital for that reason,
because 99 per cent of Victoria’s exports and imports
are transported by sea, which makes Melbourne the
leading container port in Australia. The port of
Melbourne handles approximately 37 per cent of all the
container traffic in the country, and about 1.6 million
containers went through Melbourne in the last financial
year.
In debates on previous legislation, given my role with
the Victorian Farmers Federation, I have spoken about
the fact that when people cross the West Gate Bridge
and look down on the container port of Melbourne and
the huge activity going on there they often do not
realise that the biggest single user of the port is the
dairy industry. At the moment there is an intense debate
about water use in the state, and the government will
shortly publish a white paper on the issue. I understand
from unsubstantiated rumours that it will talk about
taking water away from the irrigation industry and
giving it to other users. If water is taken away from the
irrigation industry, it will be taken away from the dairy
industry, which will not produce as much product or
create as many jobs in country Victoria. The flow on
effect will mean that fewer containers will go through
the port of Melbourne.
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The port of Melbourne is directly and indirectly
responsible for about 80 000 jobs in Victoria. It handles
about $67 billion in trade, which is the equivalent of
about $129 000 per minute flowing through the port. It
also contributes $5.5 billion in economic activity to
Victoria. More than 7000 commercial vehicle
movements go through the ports of Melbourne and
Geelong each year, which is phenomenal.
The issue I want to expand on concerns the constraints
imposed on the ports of Melbourne and Geelong.
Melbourne is a key international hub for sea freight, but
its competitiveness and possibilities for the future are
being limited. The deepening of the channels in Port
Phillip Bay is important. Currently the main channel is
about 7.5 metres deep, increasing to 12 metres with
tidal influences. As we all know, it is not deep enough
for a number of the larger vessels that deliver and pick
up from the port of Melbourne. About a third of the
ships coming into Melbourne cannot load to their full
capacity because of the depth limitations on the
channels in the bay and in the Yarra River. As we
know, the trend is to larger and larger container vessels,
which means more and more ships will not be able to
call into the port of Melbourne in the future.
If Melbourne does not deepen its main channel and
provide access to the world’s largest and most efficient
ships it will slip as the port of choice for a lot of
container ships. Economic studies indicate that the
deepening of the channel will have a huge effect on the
growth of trade coming through Melbourne. If we do
not do it, it will be an impediment to growth not just in
the City of Melbourne but for those who rely on the
port, particularly in rural and regional Victoria and
southern New South Wales. The port covers a large
catchment.
Making sure we have a port that is cost competitive is
vital to our farmers and rural industries, particularly, as
I have spoken about, the dairy industry. The New South
Wales rice industry exports the majority of its product
through the port of Melbourne. The loss of any
economies of scale would have a big impact on our
export industries. The costs of exporting through the
port will be sheeted back in the form of lower returns to
farmers and food manufacturers. There is the real
possibility that Melbourne will become uncompetitive
compared to Botany Bay, Sydney and Brisbane. Many
of us do not have the opportunity to watch much
television, but members will no doubt have seen the
advertisements for the port of Brisbane, including how
deep its port is. It does not take that much for exporters
in southern New South Wales to put a container on a
truck and have it go to the port of Brisbane, if that is the
most economical port to export through.
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The deepening of the commercial channel to about 14
metres is vital so the bigger ships can enter the port. It
will be a major undertaking that will cost the state about
$400 million. We will dredge about 14 million cubic
metres of sand, silt and rock to make the channel
deeper. Currently an environment effects statement is
looking at the biological, physical, engineering and
socioeconomic issues involved in deepening the
channel. As we know, environment effect statements
can be challenging for members of the community as
they work through physical issues, hydrodynamics,
water-quality modelling, social issues and even
Aboriginal and heritage issues. The report is due to be
released in June and will be on public exhibition for
about six weeks so that people have the chance to
comment on it. No doubt many issues will need to be
resolved. Apparently it will take some time for turbidity
in the bay to settle. There is also the issue of the effects
of 200 years of white settlement. We are not sure what
pollutants have leached into the bay as a result of the
actions of previous generations and what has been
disturbed.
The most controversial aspect and the hardest to
address will be the deepening at the Heads. Not only
will it be technologically challenging because of the
types of rocks and the strong currents, but because a lot
of ships pass through the Heads we cannot shut the
channel down for long because those ships would not
be able to access the port. There are some challenges to
be addressed. The Nationals are concerned to ensure
that, although the Victorian government has given
implicit support for the project, we do not get bogged
down in environmental issues. We must resolve those
quickly so that they do not have a profound economic
impact on the effectiveness of the port of Melbourne.
If we are going to achieve this government’s target — a
Kennett government target that it very worthily
followed on with — to achieve $12 billion worth of
food and fibre exports out of Victoria by 2010, we are
going to need a very efficient port. While I understand
that we have to go through this environmental process,
we need to make sure that we get started on deepening
the port in the near future. I urge the Premier to make
sure he keeps very focused on achieving this. If we get
immediate government approval, we will see the
channel deepening completed by something like 2007. I
noticed, in doing the research for this, that there was an
article in the Age recently where an unnamed cabinet
minister was quoted as saying, ‘Let’s talk about the
channel deepening. We actually like this project’. So I
hope the Labor Party stands up to its union mates.
Dr Napthine interjected.
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Mr WALSH — I did not know there was a minister
that supported genetically modified foods — not
publicly anyhow.
Mr Carli interjected.
Mr WALSH — This is about the ports. The ports
and waterways of Victoria are very important. As I
understand it, the Maritime Union of Australia, the
Australian Workers Union, the Transport Workers
Union and the Australian Manufacturing Workers
Union are all in favour of the channel deepening, so we
have an opportunity here for the government of the day
to actually please not only the unions but the farmers
and the businesses of Victoria to make sure we get a
very good outcome here. I hope as we go through this
we do not see a cave-in to the green movement for the
short-term benefit of a few preferences like we have in
the genetically modified organism debate.
I have talked at considerable length about the port of
Melbourne and the importance to Victoria, but our local
ports, for which this bill also covers safety issues, have
quite a significant impact on the economy of Victoria as
well. If we look through the list of local ports, some of
them are quite significant fishing ports and quite
significant tourist destinations. This bill also covers our
coastal waters, which are waters up to 3 nautical miles
off the coast, and then the commonwealth government
takes over responsibility.
In the last few minutes I have left on this bill I would
like to touch on the issue of inland waters. What a lot of
people probably do not realise — and I did not either —
is that there are something like 59 waterway managers
in Victoria which this bill will cover that manage over
150 waterways. If you think about inland Victoria, the
likes of Eildon Reservoir will come under this and also
some of the other lakes and rivers that we have here.
This bill puts in place powers for those waterway
managers to impose fees that are prescribed for the
regulation and services they provide there.
Speaking as someone who has had a significant
involvement in agriculture, particularly irrigated
agriculture, we possibly have the opportunity under this
bill to spread some of the costs of the management of
our waterways across a wider section of the community
than just the irrigators. Historically the charge for water
to irrigators has covered the cost of managing quite a
few of these waterways. With this bill we have the
opportunity to charge some of the other users of our
waterways and put some equity into the system so that
we get to more of a user pays beneficiary-type
arrangement where the boat users of the likes of Eildon
will pay a fee and that will help with the maintenance
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and ongoing control of those waterways. The Nationals
do not oppose this bill and wish it a speedy passage.
Mr CARLI (Brunswick) — The member for Swan
Hill gave an excellent outline of the challenges facing
the port of Melbourne and Victorian commercial ports.
Clearly those challenges are well understood by the
government, and it has been doing a number of things
to meet the challenges facing our ports. Clearly the
environment effects statement (EES) that is going on
with the port of Melbourne and the channel deepening
is part of that, and the support that the cabinet and the
government has given to the proposed channel
deepening, based obviously on the success of the
environmental challenge, is well understood by the
previous speaker.
The government has also passed a number of pieces of
legislation around the issues of ports and waterways
over the last couple of years. They have largely come
out of work done by Professor Russell. The Russell
review of the 1990s port reforms indicated that there
were a number of institutional difficulties in terms of
meeting the challenges of the ports. Those have been
met by previous legislation. But one of the areas that
Professor Russell identified was safety in the ports —
basically the failure to have clarity about who had
responsibility and also the risk that certain
environmental safety procedures were not adequately
being met in the ports of Victoria — so in part this bill
is about rectifying those discrepancies and ensuring that
we are on top of the safety challenges within our ports
and waterways.
In terms of the Russell report, I think the principal areas
that concern this bill include, first of all, the
consolidation of the role of the harbourmaster.
Currently there are two pieces of legislation — the
Marine Act and the Port Services Act — both of which
state what the role of the harbourmaster is and contain
certain descriptions of their responsibilities. The
harbourmaster is the manager of port services. He is the
person responsible for the movement of ships, the
unloading of ships and the berthing of ships.
This bill consolidates those two bills and essentially
clarifies the role of the harbourmaster and ensures that
that person is licensed by the director of Marine Safety
Victoria and that the role of the harbourmaster clearly
relates to safety issues. It is very much picking up on
the weaknesses, if you like, that were identified by
Professor Russell. So there is a consolidation of the
harbourmaster role.
The other one is the clarification of the powers and the
roles of local authorities. Currently in terms of the
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management of major ports and local ports there are a
number of responsible bodies — waterway managers
and local authorities. This bill clarifies those bodies by
referring to them by name rather than simply as the
local authority. Again the amendments in the bill clarify
the roles and responsibilities of the waterway managers
and consolidate the legislation that currently exists
dealing with waterway management. In terms of the
challenge of port safety, the bill is very much about
rectifying the weaknesses that were in the previous
legislation and the previous port regimes. I suppose it is
yet another part of the reform process that we have
been undertaking as a government over the last two or
three years.
The bill does other things, and they were talked about
by previous speakers. It enables Australian builders
plates to be provided by Marine Safety Victoria, and
that is part of national agreements. The plates will be
provided in recreational boats and will have a whole lot
of detail about those boats. They will be available for
recreational boats in Victorian ports. The bill also
clarifies the powers that allow Marine Safety Victoria
and Victoria Police to conduct compliance safety tests
on outboard vessels, and again it is very much part of
the overall thrust of the government to achieve greater
marine safety.
There has been a lot of publicity about the role and
efforts of the Bracks government in terms of road
safety. We know, given that the road toll is now the
lowest on record in this state, about the success of that
challenge. It is probably not so well advertised that we
have made an equally strong effort to ensure that
marine safety improves, and is improving, in Victoria. I
think we have a very proud record in terms of marine
safety. As members of the house would know, in
February 2002 the government introduced a boat
licensing system. We currently have 136 000 licensed
recreational boat licences in Victoria.
That has been very successful. Certainly we have
ensured that licence fees have been paid, but equally we
have developed the boat safety funding program, and
members with bayside electorates, or with inland
waterways within their electorates will know of the
success of this program. An amount of $4.38 million
has been made available throughout Victoria to assist in
boat safety and recreational fishing activities, and in
terms of the boating community it has been extremely
popular. I have had the great fortune in my role as
parliamentary secretary to visit many fishing and
boating communities throughout the state and to see
how the money is being spent. It has been a terrific
opportunity to provide resources for volunteer
organisations to put towards such things as jetties and
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other recreational boating facilities. It has often been in
areas of enormous neglect where there has been a large
amount of volunteerism, but it is very hard for
volunteers to get anything done without the money to
buy the boat or fix the jetty, and that $4.3 million has
been successful in remedying that situation throughout
Victoria.
The grant system, as members in this house would
know, has been very well received. Some of the areas
where funding has been provided includes the Torquay
Marine Rescue Service search and rescue vessel; the
Australian Volunteer Coastguard Werribee search and
rescue vessel, which I actually launched; the Royal
Volunteer Coastal Patrol at Port Welshpool; and the
Volunteer Marine Rescue Mornington, which I also
attended along with the Acting Speaker. They are all
important examples of where this program is really
working.
There has also been increased policing. The member
for Polwarth talked about whether there would be extra
policing; and there certainly has been over the last few
years. There has been greater auditing of boating and a
greater use of spot checks. It is all about ensuring that
we have a safer boating community.
There have been major media campaigns — for
example, the ‘Life jackets save lives’ campaign, which
has been extremely successful. It has been run over the
last two summer boating seasons and has involved
mobile billboards, television advertising and written
material. It started over two years ago and has had a
major impact. It is a particularly important campaign,
making the recreational boating community aware of
the importance of personal flotation devices and safety
on boats. Over the last two boating seasons equipment
checks have been conducted at a large number of
boating destinations. Again it is very much about
reducing injuries and fatalities and encouraging people
involved in recreational boating to take the necessary
precautions and have the appropriate equipment
available.
There have been 4000 recreational boat checks over the
2002–03 period. It is not an attempt at being Big
Brother; rather it is about ensuring that we reduce
fatalities and injuries on our waterways, and it runs very
much parallel to the campaign that the government has
conducted on road safety. Boat safety has been
important, and it is a major commitment of the
government. This bill further strengthens that aim. It is
very much a plank in ensuring marine safety.
Marine Safety Victoria is doing a terrific job, and
certainly the money that has been put back into boat
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safety throughout the state has been very well received.
It is very popular. It is a program that needs to continue
in the longer term because it is having a big impact in
recreational boating safety, in saving lives and in
reducing injuries.
Debate adjourned on motion of Dr NAPTHINE
(South-West Coast).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

JOINT SITTING OF PARLIAMENT
Senate vacancy
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cooper) — Order!
I have to report that this day this House met with the
Legislative Council in the Assembly chamber for the
purpose of sitting and voting together to choose a
person to hold the place in the Senate rendered vacant
by the resignation of Senator the Honourable Richard
Kenneth Robert Alston and that Mr Peter Mitchell
Fifield has been duly chosen to hold the vacant place.

PETROLEUM (SUBMERGED LANDS)
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 4 March; motion of
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture).
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — The
Petroleum (Submerged Lands) (Amendment) Bill has a
purpose to bring about a nationally uniform scheme for
occupational health and safety in the offshore
petroleum industry across all states, territories and
commonwealth waters of Australia.
All members would be well aware of the importance of
the offshore petroleum industry in Australia, and in
particular in this state the Bass Strait fields in Gippsland
and the Otway Basin, which are producing petroleum
and natural gas, and of course off the shores of the
north-west of Australia the enormous North West Shelf
fields. The offshore petroleum industry is vitally
important in terms of jobs and economic value, and of
course in providing a supply of fuel for both our
vehicles and for industry within Australia and hence
driving the economy of this country. All members
would also be aware of the inherent risk for employees
on offshore oil and gas platforms in this industry and
hence the importance of having an effective and
workable occupational health and safety system which
delivers the highest standards of occupational health
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and safety for employees in this very important
industry.
In 1999 the commonwealth government commissioned
a review of offshore safety management, and I will
refer to some aspects of that review. It was conducted
under the auspices of the Department of Industry,
Science and Resources by the offshore safety and
security, petroleum and electricity division. The
executive summary of the report entitled Future
Arrangements for Regulation of Offshore Petroleum
Safety states, and I quote from 1.3 in the executive
summary headed ‘Findings of the independent review
team’:
The primary conclusion reached by the independent review
team was:
the review team is of the opinion that the Australian
legal and administrative framework, and the day-to-day
application of this framework for regulation of health,
safety and environment in the offshore petroleum
industry is complicated and insufficient to ensure
appropriate, effective and cost-efficient regulation of the
offshore petroleum industry.
Much would require improvement for the regime to deliver
world-class safety practice.

If further says:
In particular the independent review team found that:
there are too many acts, directions and regulations
regulating offshore petroleum activities, their boundaries
are unclear and application is inconsistent, different sets
of legal documents apply for each of the different states
and Northern Territory, and there are overlaps in
legislation.

Further it says:
The state and Northern Territory safety regulators lacked
regulatory skills, capacity and consistency and did not have a
clear view of their role.
The commonwealth did not have sufficient resources,
technical expertise, credibility, and authority to drive the
required changes.
The team made two central recommendations:
the current commonwealth safety regime’s framework
of legal documents should be revised;
the current safety case regime’s regulatory system
should be restructured.
In particular it recommended that a national petroleum
regulatory authority, similar to AMSA, should be developed
to oversee the regulation of safety in commonwealth offshore
waters.

This report was fairly scathing of the current regime of
regulating occupational health and safety in our very
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important offshore petroleum industry and made some
substantial recommendations about the future direction
for providing world best practice in terms of health and
safety regulation in this vitally important industry.
That sparked some discussion and debate between the
states, territories and the commonwealth to ensure that
a better system was put in place which required
agreement between the commonwealth and the states
because the states and territories have jurisdiction in
waters out to the 3-mile limit. The area beyond that
comes under commonwealth jurisdiction. It was
difficult for the offshore petroleum industry when
different occupational health and safety regimes applied
in the various jurisdictions covered by Victoria, New
South Wales, Queensland and Western Australia. Then
outside the 3-mile limit there was a different,
commonwealth, jurisdiction, and this caused some
frustration for the industry. However, more importantly,
that divided jurisdictional process put lives at risk
because the safety regimes that were in place were not
of the best standard. As a result of the discussions and
negotiations I am pleased to say that agreement was
reached between the states, territories and the
commonwealth on this issue, culminating in the
commonwealth government bringing in legislation into
its Parliament last year entitled the ‘Petroleum
(Submerged Lands) (Amendment) Bill’.
In his second-reading speech to the commonwealth
Parliament the federal Minister for Industry, Tourism
and Resources, the Honourable Ian Macfarlane, said:
The Petroleum (Submerged Lands) (Amendment) Bill 2003
is a bill to amend the Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act
1967, which is the legislation through which the
commonwealth regulates … its offshore petroleum reserves.
This bill gives effect to the government’s election
commitment to establish a single safety regulator for the
offshore petroleum industry in commonwealth, state and
Northern Territory coastal waters.

Further on the minister’s second-reading speech
summarises what this bill in the commonwealth
Parliament was about, and this is reflective of what this
bill before the Victorian Parliament today implements
with respect to Victoria. I quote again from the
minister’s second-reading speech in the commonwealth
Parliament.
In … 2001 the commonwealth Department of Industry,
Science and Resources prepared a report on offshore safety
titled ‘Future arrangements for the regulation of offshore
petroleum safety’. It found that the current system was
inadequate. In particular, it was noted that there are too many
acts and regulations regarding offshore petroleum activities,
with unclear boundaries and inconsistent application.
Different sets of legal documents apply to the areas adjacent
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to each state and the Northern Territory. And there are
overlaps in the applicable legislation.
In response to this report, and the wishes of industry and the
work force, the government committed $6.1 million in the
2002–03 budget to establish the authority as a single national
safety regulator. It will cover offshore petroleum activities in
commonwealth, state and Northern Territory coastal waters
from 1 January 2005.
The authority will be established as a commonwealth
statutory authority which will regulate offshore petroleum
facilities on behalf of the commonwealth, the states and the
Northern Territory.

That was the legislation that introduced the new
authority to the commonwealth Parliament. In
conjunction with that another piece of legislation was
introduced into the commonwealth Parliament
simultaneously, which was entitled ‘Offshore
Petroleum (Safety Levies) Bill’. I quote from the Bills
Digest No. 50 2003–04 which outlines the purpose of
that bill and what it is about. Under the heading
‘Purpose’ it says:
The commonwealth, the states and the Northern Territory
have, by agreement, decided to create the National Offshore
Petroleum Safety Authority (NOPSA) for the purposes of
regulating, in a nationally consistent manner, safety in the
offshore petroleum industry.

Further on under the same heading it says:
This bill gives effect to the agreement to create NOPSA as a
full cost recovery agency.

Under the heading ‘Background’ this document says:
In 1979 the commonwealth and the states agreed to a division
of offshore powers and responsibilities known collectively as
the Offshore Constitutional Settlement (OCS). A …
consequence of the OCS was that, as states and the Northern
Territory retained responsibility for coastal waters up to
3 nautical miles from the low water mark, the Occupational
Health and Safety (OHS) legislation of those states and the
Northern Territory applied to activities of the petroleum
industry in those waters. This has resulted in significant costs
and inefficiencies for companies that operate in more than
one state and/or … territory.

Of course the bill that preceded this changed that
situation to give a commonwealth responsibility.
In relation to the safety levies legislation it is important
to note where various groups stood on this issue. The
Bills Digest No. 50 2003–04 reports on the position of
significant interest groups, and under the heading
‘Position of significant interest groups’ it says:
State and Northern Territory governments have supported the
formation of NOPSA and … the agency will operate on a full
cost recovery basis.
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The formation of a single … national agency to regulate and
oversee safety in the offshore petroleum industry is the
preferred outcome of the industry peak body, APPEA, and
the International Association of Drilling Contractors.

It also says:
As noted in the regulation impact statement, the ACTU in
their written response to the issues paper supports the
formation of such an agency as the best means of giving the
work force confidence that decisions affecting their health
and safety are not unduly impacted by industry or
government perspectives.

This bill by the commonwealth Parliament, the
Offshore Petroleum (Safety Levies) Bill, outlines how
this new organisation will be funded. It will be funded
by a series of levies. Part 2 of the bill deals with the
safety investigation levy, part 3 deals with the safety
case levy, and part 4 with the pipeline safety
management plan levy. As expected, the safety case
levy was projected to meet the bulk of the operating
costs of the National Offshore Petroleum Safety
Authority (NOPSA), projected at $6.1 million in its first
year of operation.
So we have fairly universal support within the industry
from the commonwealth, from the states, from the
industry bodies, and from the representatives of
employees through the Australian Council of Trade
Unions (ACTU), all supporting this agreed approach to
offshore health and safety. The way this is to proceed is
that the commonwealth has passed two acts of
Parliament: one covering the structure and function of
the new authority, and the other covering the levies that
will apply in the funding of this new national offshore
petroleum safety organisation.
The bill before the Victorian Parliament fulfils
Victoria’s responsibility to ensure that NOPSA can
operate effectively within Victorian state waters. I am
advised that Victoria is the first state to bring forward
this legislation, which will be followed by
complementary legislation in other states and the
Northern Territory to ensure that there is an effective
body to operate from 1 January 2005 to take over this
important responsibility.
The nub of how this will operate in Victoria, as I am
advised and as I understand it, is that WorkCover will
still apply on the oil rigs and platforms — that is, the
employers will still pay appropriate WorkCover levies
and employees will still be covered by WorkCover as if
they were on land and as if they were within Victorian
jurisdiction. However, the role of WorkSafe Australia,
if one can describe it in that broader sense, in terms of
occupational health and safety and prevention issues
will not apply in the offshore petroleum industry and
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that authority will be replaced by the National Offshore
Petroleum Safety Authority, which will have
responsibility for occupational health and safety plans
and accident prevention issues in the offshore industry.
I am advised that there are currently five people in
Victoria doing fundamentally occupational health and
safety work who are dedicated to working in the
offshore petroleum industry and who have expertise in
that area. I was disappointed to hear that while it may
be possible for these five people and their expertise to
be transferred to the new commonwealth authority, this
is by no means guaranteed. I am disappointed that the
Victorian government has not sought to have better
arrangements with the commonwealth to ensure that
these people are all transferred to the commonwealth
authority and their expertise picked up. We were told in
our briefing that it is likely that these five people could
even be made redundant. I will quote the actual words
used by the senior bureaucrat who briefed us. He said,
‘It is not inconceivable that somebody is made
redundant as a result of this process’. It would be
disappointing if that expertise were lost and if these
people lost the jobs they have in the Victorian public
sector simply because the Bracks Labor government
has not made adequate provision for their transportation
together with their expertise to the new commonwealth
body.
The other issue I wish to make a passing comment on is
that we were also advised that the new NOPSA will be
in Western Australia. That seems like another blow for
Victoria. It would seem given the level of the offshore
petroleum industry in Victoria — in Bass Strait, in the
Gippsland fields and in the Otway Basin fields — and
the potential for further expansion, particularly in the
Otway Basin for gas, that once again Victoria has not
worked hard enough to ensure that the headquarters of
this new authority will be here in Victoria, perhaps in
regional and rural Victoria so we can create jobs in
country Victoria. Perhaps Bairnsdale or Sale are
appropriate — —
Mr Jasper — The north-east!
Dr NAPTHINE — With due respect to the
honourable member for Murray Valley, I do not think
Wangaratta would be an appropriate spot for the
offshore petroleum safety headquarters! Certainly Sale
or Bairnsdale or somewhere in western Victoria, such
as Warrnambool or Portland, may be appropriate sites
in rural and regional areas for this organisation. It is an
area in which the Bracks Labor government has let
Victoria down by not working hard enough on its
behalf to secure those jobs and opportunities for the
state.
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I refer to the second-reading speech made by the federal
Minister for Industry, Tourism and Resources, the
Honourable Ian McFarlane, on the creation of NOPSA.
He said in that speech that the board members will be
nominated for appointment by the Ministerial Council
on Mineral and Petroleum Resources and will be
appointed by the commonwealth minister. That seems
to be a fair and reasonable way to ensure that we have
board members who are appointed on the basis of their
expertise and the contribution they can make to ensure
that we do have world best practice in occupational
health and safety in this very important but potentially
high-risk industry, and that this organisation does its job
and does it well.
There are a couple of issues in the bill on which I seek
comment by the minister in his response. If the minister
is not here, perhaps the parliamentary secretary may
respond to the concern that I wish to raise.
An honourable member interjected.
Dr NAPTHINE — We will see. Clause 9 on
page 13 of the bill inserts proposed section 151ZB,
which defines offshore petroleum operations as:
… any operations (including diving operations) that —
(a) relate to —
(i)

the exploration for petroleum …

Two pages further on the bill sets out the safety
authority’s functions under proposed section 151ZF.
Paragraphs (a) and (b) of the proposed section refer to
the need for functions related to offshore petroleum
operations and the promotion of occupational health
and safety of persons engaged in offshore petroleum
operations. The issue I wish to raise is whether this
includes seismic surveys and other exploration
activities or whether it relates only to drilling activities,
be they drilling by tapping into a gas field or an oil well
or exploratory drilling. This definition of exploration
for petroleum seems to imply that seismic surveys and
other non-invasive exploration activities would be
covered by NOPSA, but there was some confusion in
the briefing about whether that was the case. I ask the
parliamentary secretary to advise the house and make it
clear to the industry whether this new organisation will
be responsible for occupational health and safety on not
only drilling platforms, whether they be exploratory
drilling platforms or harvesting drilling platforms, but
also on other exploratory activities.
I wish to make a general comment — I do not expect
the parliamentary secretary to respond — on an aspect
of the structure and the nature of legislation. I am sure
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you will excuse my indulgence, Acting Speaker,
because although it is a hobbyhorse of mine the way
that parliaments use codes of practice is relevant to the
bill.

always in the National Party, we are very broad minded
about all these things.

We should get some uniformity into how codes of
practice operate, because we have some that operate as
de facto regulations or legislation — in other words,
breaches of codes of practice are considered to be
breaches of the law — while others operate as
guidelines. Page 88 of this bill states:

Mr JASPER — The Nationals, thank you! When
you have been in the party for a while, it takes time to
accept those changes. We obviously have a look at all
legislation to see how it affects the state of Victoria, the
people within the state and the people within our own
electorates.

Codes of practice
(1) The regulations may prescribe codes of practice for the
purpose of providing practical guidance to operators of
facilities and employers (other than operators) of
members of the work force at facilities.
(2) A person is not liable to any civil or criminal
proceedings for contravening a code of practice.

These provisions make it very clear that codes of
practice are guidelines to assist people and are not in
themselves de facto legislation or de facto law. My
personal view is that that is the way codes of practice
should operate. They should not be de facto legislation.
If we are going to have legislation, let us legislate, and
if we are going to have regulation, let us make
regulations — but we should not have codes of practice
that operate as regulations or legislation.
I applaud and support the approach being taken in this
legislation, and I urge this government and this
Parliament, as well as governments and parliaments
across the commonwealth, to have a look at how we
use codes of practice. It is extremely confusing for the
average punter out there to work out whether codes of
practice are guidelines or black-letter law, much less
what they actually mean, because they mean different
things in different legislation.
The industry supports this legislation and this approach,
the Australian Council of Trade Unions supports this
approach, the states and territories support this
approach and the commonwealth supports this
approach. When you get a quadrella like that, is it any
wonder that the Liberal Party opposition in Victoria
also supports this legislation!
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — I rise to speak on
the legislation on behalf of The Nationals. Some would
query immediately why I would be responding on
behalf of The Nationals when my electorate of Murray
Valley is in north-eastern Victoria, with its northern
boundary being the Murray River, given that this
legislation refers to the submerged lands, which are
generally off the southern coastline of Australia. But as

Mr Ingram — The Nationals.

I read with interest the second-reading speech by the
Minister for Agriculture. I support many of the general
comments made by the minister, including that the
offshore petroleum industry supports thousands of jobs
and provides the Australian community with most of its
domestic natural gas requirements. That makes the
industry very important to all of us within Victoria,
particularly those living in the southern parts of the
state.
The offshore safety of petroleum facilities is regulated
according to whether they lie within commonwealth or
state waters; and if they operate in several jurisdictions,
they may be subject to two or more regulatory regimes.
I note also that the regulations provide that when
production facilities are outside the 3-mile limit they
come under the control of the Australian government,
whereas facilities within 3 miles of the coastline come
under state legislation. The pipelines joining these gas
fields and oilfields to the coast obviously come under
Victorian legislation as well.
The former commonwealth Department of Industry,
Science and Resources prepared a report on offshore
safety in 2001. The member for South-West Coast
commented on that report, which found that the
regulation system was inadequate and had unclear
limitations, overlapping acts and inconsistent
application between commonwealth and state
jurisdictions. It has been interesting to watch the action
being taken by the commonwealth government to
create the National Offshore Petroleum Safety
Authority to regulate occupational health and safety
matters on offshore petroleum facilities in both
commonwealth and state waters. The commonwealth
government has sought the implementation of
complementary state government legislation, and
Victoria is the first state to introduce it. The legislation
will obviously be mirrored right across Australia.
Victoria is enacting this legislation to reflect the
changes made by the commonwealth to enable the
safety authority to carry out its occupational health and
safety role in state waters. Schedule 7 outlines the
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duties of the various people involved in the authority
and how it will operate. The bill also outlines the
functions of the safety authority, which include the
promotion of appropriate occupational health and safety
for persons on offshore petroleum facilities and the
development, implementation, monitoring and
enforcing of strategies to ensure compliance with
occupational health and safety obligations. The bill
goes further and provides for a review of the legislation
within three years to ensure that both the
commonwealth legislation and the mirrored state
legislation are operating effectively.
It is interesting to note that there is a statement in the
second-reading speech in relation to section 85(5) of the
Constitution Act, which is often included in acts of
Parliament now. Members understand why that
statement has been made in relation to the bill before
the house. I also note that there is a provision in the
legislation for the authority to be excluded from any
liability arising from the performance of occupational
health and safety functions that are carried out in good
faith. The exemptions will need to be monitored to see
that they work effectively and that they do not encroach
on what would normally be regarded as the liability of
an authority and the liabilities of other people as far as
the activities associated with it are concerned.
I noted the comments made by the member for
South-West Coast about codes of practice. I also note
that a code of practice has been included in this
extensive bill, providing all the details relating to
occupational health and safety. As a member of the
former Regulation Review Committee for many years
in my earlier days in the Parliament, I recognise the
importance of acts that provide for the making of
regulations. The codes of practice control not only the
information contained in acts of Parliament but also the
regulations made under those acts. In the past we have
seen codes of practice that have not been developed
either within legislation or within the regulations made
under a particular act. We often see in those codes of
practice so-called ‘Edward VIII’ clauses, which we
need to look at carefully to ensure that there are no
provisions in legislation which would allow changes to
be made by the executive rather than through
legislation or regulation. I applaud the fact that a code
of practice has been included within the bill before the
house.
As is normal with the Nationals, we have undertaken
investigations into the legislation. The Honourable
Peter Hall in another place has met with representatives
from the relevant department, obtained information in
relation to the legislation and received correspondence
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with Esso and BHP Billiton as a result of seeking their
comments on the legislation.
He initially received no objections to the legislation;
generally there was support for bringing occupational
health and safety under legislation produced by the
federal government, which is then mirrored by
legislation within the state of Victoria.
We also received information from Esso only just this
week in which it responded to the representations from
the Honourable Peter Hall seeking some response on
the impact and importance of the legislation, and
whether it was appropriate for the work that Esso is
involved in with offshore oil and gas production. We
received a letter, which is a copy of a letter sent to the
Honourable Ian Macfarlane, the federal Minister for
Industry, Tourism and Resources, dated 21 January
2004. In it Esso expresses some concerns in relation to
the funding of the new National Offshore Petroleum
Safety Authority (NOPSA). I want to read into
Hansard some of the comments made by Mr Heath, a
director of Esso on behalf of Esso Australia Pty Ltd. He
says in the first sentence of his letter:
I am writing to express my concerns regarding the current
funding proposal for the new National Offshore Petroleum
Safety Authority.

Then he goes on in the letter sent to the federal
minister:
In your letter dated 8 April 2003 we were pleased to receive
your assurance to … industry members that NOPSA would
be cost efficient. Notwithstanding this, information now
supplied by officials shows that NOPSA will cost
considerably more than the state bodies currently
administering safety in federal waters. State governments
have announced that they will reduce their existing fees in
total to only $1.5 million when NOPSA is activated. This
amounts to less than one-quarter of the NOPSA budget
($A6.8 million) and if indicative of current expenditures
raises serious questions in regard to the cost efficiency of the
new authority. In addition, with the proposed funding
arrangement industry is in effect being asked to significantly
fund potential prosecutions against itself, which creates an
apparent conflict of interest for NOPSA.

I think he raises a very valid point on the basis that the
organisation set up by the government will be funded
by the industry and will in fact be in a position that if
complaints were brought against oil and gas fields
operators, the organisation funded by the oil and gas
industry itself would in fact be undertaking
investigations into those industries. It would be a
conflict of interest. I trust we will get a response from
the minister in his closing and summarising of this
debate.
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I want to quote a few more sentences from this
particular letter because it is important to have it written
into Hansard to indicate there are some concerns with
the development of this organisation, the new safety
authority, despite the fact that the legislation has been
supported by the federal government and is mirrored by
legislation within the states of Australia.
Having regard to these concerns we ask that the funding of
NOPSA be rearranged so as to achieve industry and
governments’ stated objectives of improving the cost
efficiency of safety regulation and avoiding any conflict of
interest. To this end we ask that the federal government not
disassociate itself entirely from the funding arrangements for
NOPSA and that an equitable arrangement be found for it to
contribute to the funding of this very important enterprise.
Such funding would eliminate the potential conflict of interest
and address the longer term efficiency of NOPSA.

Whilst the letter is directed to the federal minister, and a
response was sought from him that the government
would continue with funding, it indicates that state
government funding will be at the level of $1.5 million
where the cost of the organisation is estimated at
$6.8 million. We need to have a response from the
responsible minister as to what the government’s
attitude will be in relation to the funding of this
organisation.
We are seeing time and again where the government is
introducing and developing a range of organisations
that control industry and business within the state of
Victoria that the cost of operating those organisations is
being landed on the industry and businesses that it is
seeking to control. We see greater and greater
regulation being imposed on business and industry
where we should be trying to reduce the impost on
business and industry generally. On this occasion we
see an authority being set up to achieve uniformity in
the implementation of occupational health and safety in
submerged waters, particularly as it relates to the oil
and gas industry. It is supported by the federal and state
governments on that basis — on the basis that it will be
achieving uniformity of occupational health and safety
by the setting up of this new authority.
The National Party will not be opposing the legislation.
However, I would like to think we will get a response
from the responsible minister on the issues which have
been raised in debate, and in particular the issue in the
letter from Esso on the funding of this organisation; that
there will not be a situation where industry will be
funding an organisation that could in fact be
investigating whether there is a breach of occupational
health and safety so that the authority could be
investigating a breach of a particular industry where the
authority is being funded by that industry itself.
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I indicate finally that we would like some response
from the minister to get clarification on those issues that
recognise not only the importance of the authority
being established but also that there will be a review in
three years time to assess the efficiency and whether it
has operated to the benefit of all people operating in
offshore submerged waters and the industries with
which they are involved.
Mr HOWARD (Ballarat East) — I am certainly
pleased to speak in support of the Petroleum
(Submerged Lands) (Amendment) Bill brought forward
by this government. As we have heard from previous
speakers, and as all members in the house would be
aware, the petroleum industry, which includes the
natural gas industry, is a very significant Victorian
industry not only because of the large number of
employees in that industry but also because of the
economic turnover of oil and natural gas which is used
in this state and because of the importance of oil and
natural gas in insulating us against international
incidents which periodically happen around the world
by ensuring that we have some of our own supplies.
It is also fair to say that the petroleum industry is and
has been a very dangerous industry to work in. I am
advised by my colleague the member for Geelong, who
used to be a safety officer in that industry, that prior to
the 1970s in particular it had a very poor safety record,
with serious injuries and some fatalities taking place on
oil rigs. It was clear that back in those times significant
action had to be taken to increase the safety level for the
workers. Through the 1970s and 1980s the Australian
Workers Union (AWU) worked extensively with the
industry to increase awareness of safety issues. It
worked in particular with Esso, which is one of the
bigger operators in Victoria, providing a good example
of how unions could work for the betterment of the
industry. Over that period the safety record of the oil
industry was significantly improved and hence we saw
far fewer serious incidents.
However, it is clear that because this is essentially an
offshore industry, especially as it is operated in
Victoria, some of the industry operates in
commonwealth-controlled waters and some of it still
operates within state-controlled waters. Therefore there
was a recognition within the industry that the state and
federal regulations affecting occupational health and
safety in this industry needed to be reviewed and
streamlined to provide a much clearer series of
occupational health and safety guidelines whether the
operation was in state or federal waters. The federal
government initiated an inquiry which recommended
the establishment of a National Offshore Petroleum
Safety Authority which would have the overall
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authority to regulate in both federal and state waters.
State governments across Australia have supported this
proposal, and this bill effectively puts into effect the
state government counterpart legislation to the federal
legislation, bringing into being the National Offshore
Petroleum Safety Authority, to be known as NOPSA.
This state legislation reflects the federal legislation. It
sets out the responsibilities with which the safety
authority will operate. It clarifies that it operates in state
waters in the same way it operates in federal waters and
sets the guidelines by which the industry operates. It
also informs manufacturers and suppliers of plant and
equipment that is used on oil and gas rigs and in the
offshore petroleum industry that the equipment they
supply must meet the safety level required. It makes
clear that it is not just aimed at those offshore industry
operators but that those who are supplying equipment
to the offshore rigs also fall under these guidelines.
Basically the role of the safety authority is to do two
things: one is to ensure the promotion of occupational
health and safety issues across the industry — in other
words, the encouragement, the carrot approach, the
challenging approach — and the other is to back up the
promotion by monitoring and enforcement. So we have,
as it were, the carrot and the stick working together to
ensure that the industry is in one way or another
encouraged to recognise and follow best practice
principles of occupational health and safety but that if
there is a problem they can be followed up with
enforcement and monitoring. It ensures that NOPSA
will be empowered to cooperate with other states and
commonwealth agencies where necessary to ensure that
occupational health and safety issues within the
petroleum industry are not impeded in any way and are
promoted to the maximum.
Industry operators will be required, for example, to
prepare complete reports for the minister on at least a
three-yearly basis regarding the operations and safety
within the industry. They will also be required to report
on strategic matters relating to issues on offshore
facilities — that is, in regard to activities which can
help to improve health and safety performance.
NOPSA will be given broad-ranging authority through
federal legislation supported by this legislation.
I also note that this legislation reflects the national
legislation whereby legal liability will be limited so that
NOPSA or inspectors of occupational health and safety
or any people operating on behalf of NOPSA will be
protected, wherever they are acting in good faith, in the
advice they offer.
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This legislation is important. It recognises that this
government believes occupational health and safety
issues need to be focused upon in every industry and
that in this industry, where we have offshore operators
and where federal and state legislation could be
confusing, the government has supported the federal
government in ensuring there is one set of legislation.
The bill clearly sets out the power of inspectors,
including when they can require information and
documentation and physically inspect facilities. It sets
out appropriate procedures and the requirements for
operators to provide information — for example, to
report whenever there is any dangerous incident or
occurrence on an offshore facility.
The legislation works through all those issues to make
them very clear and supports the federal legislation. I
am very pleased that as a result of this legislation we
should ensure that the petroleum industry not only
remains a safe industry but increases the level of safety
of all those working in the industry, which is a very
important issue. We want to ensure that all those people
who go out to work on any offshore oil or gas rig are
protected while they are there and come back safely to
the mainland again.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr PLOWMAN
(Benambra).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

ROAD MANAGEMENT BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture).
Mr PLOWMAN (Benambra) — The Road
Management Bill has three inherent issues or problems
that require the opposition to oppose this legislation.
Because of those three basic issues we have no
alternative. As a country person I know that of all the
issues that are important to country constituencies, the
issue of roads runs very high. Therefore it is essential
that members look at this bill to ensure that the best
interests of all communities — and in my case,
representing a country constituency, including country
constituencies — are properly represented in this
debate.
I oppose the legislation on the basis of three things.
Clause 14 virtually gives the power to VicRoads to
determine its own destiny in respect of being able to
declare which roads will be freeways or arterial roads
under its responsibility and which will be municipal
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roads under the responsibility of local government.
That is a power that VicRoads has not had previously to
that extent. It is important to look at this and say,
‘That’s okay, providing the guidelines are okay’. When
you look at the subclauses, clearly clause 14 will leave
VicRoads in an incredibly powerful position to
determine its own future. Clause 14(1) provides that:
VicRoads may by notice published in the Government
Gazette —
…
(b) declare a road to be a non-arterial State road or a
municipal road …

For the purpose of VicRoads determining under
subclause (1)(a) whether it declares a road to be a
freeway or an arterial road, it must consider a few
issues under clause 14(3). They are that the road:
(a) provides a principal route for the movement of
people and goods —
(i)

between major regions of the State; or

(ii) between major centres of population or
between major metropolitan activity
centres —

none of which we would have any argument with at
all —
(iii) to major transport terminals —

again, a requirement of all industry, particularly country
industry.
Then it goes on to provide that it must consider whether
the road provides a major route ‘across or around
cities’, which would indicate that there is a preference
for VicRoads to have responsibility for roads in and
around cities, as against in and around country areas
that are not necessarily going to be vital for a
municipality but will be vital for the free flow of traffic
through country Victoria. It goes further to provide that
it must consider whether the road:
(b) is a major route for public transport services; or
(c) has State-wide economic or tourism
significance …

As I am a neighbour of the member for Gippsland East,
we have discussed this issue. I agree with his sentiment,
that this would indicate that unless a road has statewide
economic or tourism significance it should not
necessarily be included as a road that comes under the
jurisdiction of VicRoads. When you think about that,
there are probably only three roads that spring to mind
that have statewide economic or tourism significance.
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One is the road to Phillip Island for tourists to enjoy the
trip down to see the penguins. Another is the Great
Ocean Road, which is extraordinarily significant for
Victoria. The third is the Great Alpine Road, running
from Wangaratta across Mount Hotham down to
Bruthen and then on to Bairnsdale, through centres such
as Omeo. It is a wonderful tourist road. I cannot think
of any other roads that meet the significance of this
clause, which requires that the road must have
statewide economic or tourism significance.
There are lots of roads that are vital as tourism roads in
regional Victoria. There are lots of roads that have real
economic value in rural and country Victoria that might
not meet these criteria. After discussions with the
member for Gippsland East, I concur with his thoughts
that we should oppose the bill because this gives an out
to VicRoads to say, ‘This road need not necessarily be
included in our responsibilities’. If ‘State-wide’ was
replaced with ‘regional’ — in other words, if we were
considering ‘regional economic or tourism
significance’ — then very many of the roads that are
important to us in regional and country Victoria would
in fact be maintained as a responsibility of VicRoads.
I do not read anything sinister into this at all. I think it is
virtually an oversight. I think VicRoads has conducted
its work with rigour and responsibility and, having
travelled widely throughout Australia, I recognise that
our roads through country Victoria are an example for
all states across Australia.
I do not think this is an issue where VicRoads is
contriving to get out of its responsibilities, but I do not
think we can afford to take the risk and therefore I think
this provision in the bill, although not a major
provision — especially for country Victorians and for
all Victorians who want to maintain access to tourism
points throughout Victoria — should be changed. It
should talk about regional economic and tourism
significance and not statewide significance. As I said
before, I can only count three major roads that comply
with that criteria.
It appears to me that clause 14 gives a power to
VicRoads which might not be intentional but which
may well be used at a future time, particularly by a
government that does not understand the value of
country tourism and of these roads to country
Victorians. It might write them off and say this will be a
local government responsibility. Those of us who come
from regional Victoria know that local government
cannot afford to accept greater responsibility for roads
that currently they do not have. I refer to two examples
of that. The first is the road from Benambra to Omeo. It
clearly does not have any benefit to the municipalities
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on either side of Sassafras Gap, but it is a vital link
between the areas north of the divide in the Upper
Murray and areas of East Gippsland. The member for
Gippsland East and I have pushed the tourism road that
connects Falls Creek with the length between
Tallangatta, Mitta and Omeo. It has absolutely no
benefit to the municipalities on either side, and they
cannot afford to do the work that is required to lift the
road to the standard required. Clearly this is another
road that is indicative of the problem, because if the
legislation went through as written it would be
detrimental to the future of that area.
The other two areas I touch on briefly are, firstly, the
issue of nonfeasance that was well covered by the
member for Shepparton. Correspondence was received
from 16 councils by the shadow Minister for Local
Government saying they cannot accept the changes in
the proposed legislation that take away the nonfeasance
protection. They want to be covered for that. The third
issue is the development contribution, which was so
well covered by my friend and colleague — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kotsiras) —
Order! The member’s time has expired.
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — I have done
some work on the Road Management Bill, and I have
looked at some of its implications. It dates back initially
to the abolition of the nonfeasance defence under the
case of Brodie v. Singleton Shire Council. In the last
Parliament we temporarily reinstated the nonfeasance
defence in the Transport (Highway Rule) Act 2002.
That provision runs through to the start of next year.
When the government introduced and debated the
highway rule bill it indicated that it proposed to fix the
issue by introducing a road management system — a
structure to allow road authorities to set up and
implement road management plans — and that that
would be a defence.
The biggest impact is on councils, because they have
the largest road networks. Rural councils have been
struggling under financial constraints to adequately
manage their roads. The road networks of shires such as
East Gippsland and Wellington are in dire straits. Shires
are struggling to maintain their roads. The councils I
have spoken to, while welcoming the principle behind it
and supporting the attempt to reintroduce a defence, are
still very concerned that even with the passing of this
bill that they will be exposed to litigation which could
have a devastating impact on their financial affairs.
The member for Benambra referred to the road
definitions, which is an interesting part of the bill. It not
only introduces road management plans but introduces
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a range of other actions. One of the issues that got on
my goat was clause 14, where VicRoads has the power
to make declarations with respect to roads. The
definition of tourism roads is particularly important,
and I thank Nicole Rees for the briefing and an
explanation. Apparently it stems from a statewide
review of road classifications in the 1980s which
determined the principles to be adopted in road
classifications and was prepared by a number of
different organisations, including the former Road
Traffic Authority and Road Construction Authority and
a number of local government organisations. It set up a
number of different proposed classifications. The
problem is that in my view the bill is in direct conflict
with those agreed classifications. A lot of rural councils
and people in rural areas would be saying, ‘Hang on a
second, when we try to align the classifications with the
bill they do not match up, particularly the definition of
tourism roads.
In the agreement between the organisations it is stated
that roads that will be state-government funded will be
roads that:
… provide access to areas of high tourist or recreational
significance.

That has been translated into the bill as roads having
statewide economic or tourism significance. There is no
comparison. The statewide provision will rule out roads
like Cape Conran tourist road, which does not have
statewide significance but is an extremely important
regional road. I would like the minister and VicRoads
to look at the agreement with local government, which
was supported by the various organisations, because I
do not think the interpretation in the bill is accurate.
That is the reason I will move amendments during the
consideration-in-detail stage, and I hope the house will
support my amendments. I will also propose a reasoned
amendment. Therefore I move:
That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof the words —
‘this house refuses to read this bill a second time until there is
further consultation with regional, rural and outer
metropolitan councils concerning —
(1) the impact of the abolition of the concept of
nonfeasance;
(2) whether the $1000 threshold claim level sufficiently
takes into account the high cost to councils of repairing
vehicles; and
(3) the cost implications for councils in implementing the
provisions of the bill and in particular the cost of
establishing and maintaining the proposed road
management structure’.
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I highlight the definitions provision, which I do not
think is right. I also indicate that I would like to see the
continuation of the nonfeasance defence, as would most
councils in my area.
In the last bill — and I have had a look back through
the Hansard of 2002 — I moved an amendment at that
stage to extend it through to the start of January 2005 to
give councils a bit of time after the introduction of the
Road Management Bill to implement their road
management plans. I think it is important to recognise
that if we had not done that most councils would only
have had a couple of months after the proclamation of
this bill to implement their road management plans,
which they are having an enormous amount of trouble
doing.
After speaking with some councils, I think it is quite
clear, looking around my area particularly, that we have
extensive gravel roads. The comment has been made
that some gravel roads in some rural councils are
maintained at about 50 per cent of what is currently
required to maintain a reasonable surface on them.
Basically they are deteriorating. How does a large rural
council put that into a road management plan, because
they have to establish a standard? Do they say, ‘We are
going to maintain a standard that is below all
expectations of a reasonable surface’? Is that an
acceptable standard? Will the courts, when they look at
that, say, ‘This is a reasonably expected standard. This
is what the council can afford to maintain it at’? I think
ultimately the challenge will be for the courts to make a
decision on this. They will look at what is an
acceptable, reasonable standard of a gravel road.
Councils like East Gippsland and Wellington and a
number of others around the state which are really
struggling under road funding will not be able to
maintain those roads at an acceptable level. Local
communities will complain about that. How do they do
the negotiating? ‘We are not going to maintain your
road. We are going to grade it once or twice a year’.
We have communities that complain about that level of
maintenance already, but councils cannot afford to do
it. Why cannot councils afford to do it? I think it is the
continual cost shifting from state and federal
governments back onto local government in road
funding. We hear a lot of complaining in this place
about the Commonwealth Grants Commission and how
inequitable it is to Victoria. Let us look at how
inequitable it is to regional Victoria when 30 per cent of
all the money that comes from the state grants
commission goes directly into metropolitan councils
that do not have a right to it if we base that funding on
needs. There are six councils in Victoria receiving
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30 per cent of the money that cannot justify the road
funds going to those areas, because they do not have the
roads. When you look at these definitions, you have a
definition of a VicRoads road which is across or around
cities. Would that apply to a country area? No.
Nearly all country roads in country shires are funded by
local government, but in the city the state picks up most
of that road funding. That is the real problem because
we have continually cost shifted. We continually fund
roads around metropolitan areas. Every time there is an
election, there is another freeway declared at a state or
federal level when that freeway ultimately benefits the
local residents in that area. Who pays? State and federal
governments. It is a road of national importance
(RONI). You try and get a RONI in a country area. No
way, because there are only one or two seats out there.
Politics has corrupted the road funding networks so that
rural councils and rural people miss out on adequate
road funding. If the grants commission is supposed to
work, it needs to — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kotsiras) —
Order! The honourable member’s time has expired.
Mr WYNNE (Richmond) — I rise to support the
Road Management Bill and in doing so want to
acknowledge the excellent amount of consultation that
has occurred across a whole range of key interest
groups that have an interest in the road network, but
most specifically local government. I will concentrate
most of my contribution in this debate on local
government from an inner city perspective obviously.
From the perspective that some of my colleagues bring
from country Victoria, obviously they face a different
set of issues to what I have to confront in the inner city,
but nonetheless the issues for both local government
and trader groups in seats like mine are real. There were
concerns that were expressed about the Road
Management Bill which, through an excellent and open
consultation process, have been put to rest.
This bill provides for a more efficient and safer
Victorian road network and, as I indicated, is the result
of very extensive consultation. The new laws will
replace the old highway rule which the High Court
found was unfair and outdated. The existing laws allow
road authorities to reject claims based on lack of
maintenance even when they were aware of a defect.
Authorities will now be fully accountable for claims
based on lack of maintenance and repair. If they do not
maintain the road to a certain standard, they will
obviously be called to account for that.
The bill, as has been indicated by other speakers,
establishes a new statutory framework for the
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management of Victoria’s state and local road networks
based on what we regard as quite important key
principles: a clear allocation of road asset ownership.
As we know, even within the very built-up areas such
as my own there are debates about what is a local road
and what is a municipal road. You often see this related
to some of the old subdivisions within inner
Melbourne, particularly in some of the early
subdivisions around Richmond and Collingwood,
where with some of those old battleaxe blocks or
subdivisions it was very unclear as to who owned the
road or who was responsible for the maintenance of that
road. They will be brought to resolution.
It also establishes process and accountability for policy
decisions and performance standards, the provision of
operational powers to achieve targets in those
performance standards, and clarification, most
importantly, as has been indicated by the member for
Gippsland East, of civil liability laws for the
management of the roads. I want to deal specifically,
though, with concerns that have been expressed at a local
government level in relation to clearways on declared
arterial roads. This is a particular issue for — —
Mr Baillieu interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kotsiras) —
Order! I can appreciate the member for Hawthorn
trying to repay the member for Richmond, but I ask
him to stop interjecting.
Mr WYNNE — Thank you for your assistance,
Acting Speaker — not that I need it; not from the
member for Hawthorn anyway!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kotsiras) —
Order! The member for Richmond, on the bill.
Mr WYNNE — Thank you, Acting Speaker.
Mr Baillieu interjected.
Mr WYNNE — And I enjoy that divide, Acting
Speaker, let me tell you.
The clearways on declared arterial roads were an issue
for inner city local governments in particular; they were
concerned about by what process the designation of
clearways would be resolved. The concern was
expressed, certainly from my own council, about how it
would play a meaningful role in a declaration of
clearways on arterial roads. Similarly, a number of my
trader groups, particularly along Swan Street, Bridge
Road, Brunswick Street, Smith Street and Victoria
Parade, were obviously concerned because some of
those roads operate now as clearways. They wanted to
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understand what the rules were about, how they were
going to be declared and what the potential impact
would be, if any, upon their current trading operations,
which is not an unreasonable concern to express.
If you think about a road which is currently designated
an arterial road, such as Victoria Street in Richmond,
and you understand how a road like that operates, you
realise that the system works extremely well. It is a
clearway coming into the city between 7.30 a.m. and
9.15 a.m., and obviously the shops on that side of the
road do not operate at that hour of the day; but once the
clearway is ended the shops start to open, so basically
they open a little bit later in the morning, and obviously
it is reversed in the afternoon as traffic is going out of
the city. But clearly people were concerned to
understand what that process would be.
I sought the support of my colleague the member for
Brunswick, and indeed the minister, to get advice from
VicRoads. We had an excellent meeting with all of the
trader groups in the municipality of Yarra to talk
through these issues with the chief executive officer of
VicRoads, who willingly gave of his time to come out
and talk to the traders, to understand what their
concerns were about the designation of clearways and
to take on board a number of concerns they had in
relation to how these designations of clearways would
be advertised and implemented, and what were the
potential conflict resolution procedures.
Section 28 of the act clearly establishes that there has to
be a consultation process by which a code is developed.
VicRoads sent a draft of this ministerial code to all
local councils for further comment. It went out in
November last year, and much discussion took place
around local government. This draft final code has now
been sent out to local councils for their consideration,
with submissions closing on 7 May this year, after
which it will be finalised by the minister and of course
be appended to this legislation as a code of conduct for
the designation of clearways.
I have to say that in my discussions with the chief
executive officer of VicRoads he took on board a
number of concerns expressed by local traders,
including, for instance, that there be a 60-day period
within which affected parties would have the
opportunity to be advised about any proposed changes
in the declaration of clearways. That is quite important
to traders, as is the proposal that not only traders along
the street but also those in the cross streets to a
proposed arterial clearway be consulted as part of the
process. He also confirmed that the principles of the
code would be clearly articulated.
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People were especially concerned about the conflict
resolution process — for example, what happens if
there is a conflict between a local council and VicRoads
about the designation of a road for clearway purposes?
The advice that is out for consultation at the moment
indicates that before a clearway is implemented or an
existing clearway’s conditions are changed VicRoads
has to advise the Minister for Transport of the decision
and recommend that he seek comment on the proposal
from the Minister for Local Government before he
endorses or modifies the VicRoads decision.
So the opportunity now exists under this proposal for a
local council which is potentially in conflict with the
Minister for Transport to have an advocate to operate
on its behalf and for the local government minister to
enter into consultation and advise the Minister for
Transport of the view of the local council as a
third-party advocate. The process of appealing a
decision by VicRoads is also detailed in section 7(2) of
this code. It means that the municipal council may seek
to resolve this matter in accordance with the
dispute-resolution mechanism articulated in section 125
of the act.
It is a good bill and is widely supported. The
government has listened and there has been extensive
consultation, and from an inner city perspective local
traders support this bill.
Mr WALSH (Swan Hill) — Having listened to the
contribution from the honourable member for
Richmond, it amazes me that a government that is
supposedly green would cut down so many trees to
produce this much paper to sort out the issue of
clearways in his electorate.
The Nationals oppose the bill, and I will plead guilty to
being one of the members of the National Party who
voted in our party room to oppose it.
Ms Allan — Who wanted it?
Mr WALSH — No-one wanted it after we had a
vigorous debate on the issue. To my mind any
legislation that is brought into this house should deliver
real outcomes for the people of Victoria. I cannot see
how this bill delivers real outcomes for rural councils,
which are the ones that I represent. In the comments I
make in contributing to the debate I will start by
apologising to those very worthy people who probably
put a hell of a lot of work into researching and
producing the bill, because I do not think it delivers the
outcomes I have heard claimed in the arguments from
the other side of the house.
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When we do something in this house it should be about
delivering outcomes for the people of Victoria, and it
should be simple and enforceable; but from my reading
of this bill all we will be doing is producing a lot of
paper. Local councils will have to employ additional
people to produce this paper, but it will not actually
produce one safer road or one better outcome for the
people who drive on the roads of Victoria, particularly
country roads.
The councils I have talked to about this bill believe they
will have to employ a minimum of two additional
people to do the paperwork that is involved in the bill.
We have had discussion about how they will develop a
road hierarchy. They will have to set in place
documentation detailing how often they will inspect
those roads in any given period of time, whether it be
every 3, 6 or 12 months, and they will have to make a
commitment to have standards for the roads. They may
have to grade some roads every 6 months or, if we are
talking about gravel roads, every 12 months or
whatever, but it will not ensure that we have better
roads. It is principally about documentation so that
people can say they will actually do something.
We have been told that it will not matter if there are
different gradings for a road in one council compared to
another. I am no lawyer, but I wonder if having a
grade 2 road in the Shire of Yarriambiack will actually
mean one thing and describing it as a grade 3 road in
the Shire of Buloke will mean another thing. When we
get to the cases that will test the legality of this
legislation we will find that if we do not have
commonality in the grading of our roads across country
Victoria, councils will be at extreme risk of finding
themselves in a litigious situation.
We all know about the high cost of maintaining the
road infrastructure, particularly in country Victoria. We
have thousands and thousands of miles of gravel roads
out there, and we will find that councillors will adopt
the minimalist approach in how they actually rate their
roads. You will find that to ensure they cover
themselves from a legal point of view they will rate a
road at a lower standard than they would like to rate it.
For example, they may decide to rate a grade 2 road as
a grade 3 road to ensure that they do not get into the
trouble they would if they did not have the money to
maintain it at the higher grade; and where they would
normally say they would inspect a road every three
months, they will say they will inspect it every six
months in case they do not have the time to get to
inspect it more frequently. Additionally, where they
would have graded it once a year the documentation
will say once every two years, because they know that
if they do not come back and do it as documented in
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their road hierarchy they will be liable if there is an
accident. So we will find in some ways that this will
downgrade the maintenance of the roads and the road
hierarchy in our shires.
We have all read a lot in the newspapers about the
drought we have had in country Victoria. We all know
that it is nigh on impossible for shires to maintain and
grade gravel roads during a drought. You actually have
to cart water, and for many of the shires in my
electorate the cost of carting water over the distances
needed to grade those roads is prohibitive. The amount
of water needed to grade a gravel road in a drought
costs an absolute fortune, particularly if it has to be
carted a distance of 20, 30 or 40 kilometres.
So you will find that when they document their road
hierarchy and the way they are going to do things they
will actually dumb it down to make sure they cover
themselves for those situations where they cannot grade
those roads. Many members from the other side of the
house have talked about the fact that this legislation will
ensure that shires maintain their roads better. They say
this will ensure that shires do greater — —
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! Under sessional orders the time for the
adjournment of the house has arrived.

ADJOURNMENT
Rail: Warrnambool platform
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — The issue I
raise is for the Minister for Transport. The action I seek
is for the minister to get off his backside and keep his
election promise to build a rail platform for Deakin
University at Warrnambool. I refer to an article
published in the Warrnambool Standard of
27 November 2002 — and some members may notice
that that was three days before the 2002 state election. It
states:
A train platform will be built at Warrnambool’s Deakin
University campus if the Bracks government is re-elected,
transport minister Peter Batchelor promised yesterday.

Further on the article states:
He estimated that 100 students would use the stop throughout
the week, while Labor candidate for South-West Coast Roy
Reekie said it would … benefit residents in Gillin Park, East
Warrnambool and Allansford.

A couple of paragraphs further on the article says:
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Mr Batchelor said … he felt the station could be up and
running within 12 months.

That is what the minister said in November 2002 — it
is now 490 days later and not one sod has been turned,
not one contract has been let, and no action has been
taken. This is another Labor lie, this is another broken
promise by Labor to country Victoria. This was actually
a good policy that was supported by West Coast
Railway. In fact the same article goes on to say:
West Coast Railway corporate general manager Don Gibson
said the new stop would ‘shore up the existing market …. and
make it easier for students to use trains rather than cars’.

The proposal is supported by Deakin University and by
the Deakin University Student Association. It will
provide students with safer and easier access to train
services and save them travelling by taxi to and from
Warrnambool station, which is some kilometres away.
It is also supported by the growing populations of Gillin
Park, East Warrnambool and Allansford.
What we have is a minister who made this promise in
the dying days of the 2002 election, together with his
Labor candidate Roy Reekie. He said that Roy Reekie
would make it happen; but Roy Reekie has cleared off
to Scotland. He has left the country! That is how bad he
went. The Minister for Transport has not got the
decency to adhere to his promise. He promised that a
platform would be built at Deakin University and that
he would have it up and running by November 2003.
Months and months later no work has been done, no
contract has been let, there has been no action at all.
I call on the Minister for Transport to keep his promise
to Warrnambool and to Deakin University. I was there
the other day and the students were asking, ‘Where is
the platform?’. They were saying, ‘Peter Batchelor lied
to us’, as the Labor Party has lied to the people of
South-West Coast.

Ethnic communities: event funding
Mr LIM (Clayton) — The matter I raise is for the
attention of the Minister assisting the Premier on
Multicultural Affairs. I ask that the minister financially
support the hundreds of festivals and events that will be
held across Victoria by ethnic community groups
between June and December of this year.
Members of this house will probably be fully aware that
the Victorian Multicultural Commission is responsible
for administering the community grants program,
which provides grants under nine different categories.
Festival and events funding provides funds to assist
with the organisation of events and festivals, which are
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important not just for specific ethnic communities, but
also for the broader Victorian community.
I cannot overstate the value of events and festivals in
the multicultural community in Victoria. By the same
token I cannot overstate the value of small grants to
existing and newly emerging cultures. These small
communities are struggling to organise their events, but
with the assistance of the small grants they receive from
the Victorian Multicultural Commission they can
organise and share their festivities with the broader
community. I refer particularly to the communities that
come from the Horn of Africa and other parts of Africa
to settle in Victoria. Without assistance from the
Victorian Multicultural Commission their festival could
never be shared with the wider community.
Another example which has now become a pattern in
the south-east of Melbourne is the coming together of
many well-established communities to organise a
festival which is shared across the boundaries of
South-East Asia. I am referring to the Songkran
festival, the new year festival involving the
communities of Sri Lanka, Cambodia, Thailand,
Burma, Laos and India. In fact this coming Sunday
there will be a big celebration at the Springvale town
hall. A festival such as this cannot come into being
without support and funding from the Victorian
Multicultural Commission. I urge the minister to really
look at increasing the funding for these festivals and to
continue to support them so that that they can be shared
with the wider community.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! The honourable member’s time has expired.

Heathcote-Rochester–Bendigo-Murchison
roads: black spot funding
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — I wish to raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Transport. It
relates to black spot funding for a notorious intersection
just to the east of Heathcote, where the
Heathcote-Rochester Road intersects with the
Bendigo-Murchison Road, near Colbinabbin. It is an
intersection that I know well, having travelled through
it for more than 40 years, and it is one that I always
approach with a great deal of caution.
The Bendigo-Murchison Road is a state highway and
the north-south road, the Heathcote-Rochester Road, is
the responsibility of the Shire of Campaspe. There is
very poor visibility for northbound and eastbound
traffic because the view is obscured by a hill.
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Over the years there have been a number of accidents
and many near misses. It has claimed three lives since
1996, and unfortunately on Sunday morning two people
were tragically killed and one person was seriously
injured at that intersection, and another person was
admitted to hospital with injuries. I have a number of
press cuttings that I will give to the minister to provide
him with the details of that accident.
It is a very dangerous intersection. The visibility is poor
for both northbound and eastbound traffic, and the
warning signs are inadequate. The amount of traffic on
that road has increased — firstly, because of the state
highway that goes from Bendigo to Rushworth and
through to Murchison, and secondly, because of the
tremendous viticulture developments on the
Mount Camel Range. It is a dangerous intersection for
locals, and it is a death trap for people who do not know
the intersection and come across it without adequate
warning.
I therefore seek from the minister an undertaking that
he will have VicRoads inspect the intersection. I have
already written to both VicRoads and the Shire of
Campaspe, but I would like the minister to ensure that
VicRoads inspects that intersection and has a look at its
accident record with a view to providing black spot
funding to enable the necessary roadworks to be carried
out as a matter of urgency. It is important that we make
this intersection much safer and hopefully eliminate any
further deaths and injury at this very dangerous and
notorious intersection.

Sri Lanka: flood relief fund
Mr PERERA (Cranbourne) — Last year’s heavy
rains and floods in Sri Lanka devastated more than
500 000 people and involved the loss of 375 lives.
Some 150 schools were severely damaged, and the
education of over 166 000 students has been affected
badly. The Sri Lankan community in Victoria has
assisted the flood victims in a number of different ways
in the past 10 months. I ask the Minister assisting the
Premier on Multicultural Affairs to take steps to support
the migrant people of the Sri Lankan community of
Victoria in their efforts to help their country of origin.
The Sri Lanka Disaster Relief Fund was formed in
Victoria about six months ago to help flood victims in
Sri Lanka. The organisation identified two badly
damaged schools situated in less affluent parts of the
Ratnapura district in Sri Lanka for rehabilitation. The
Sri Lanka Disaster Relief Fund has obtained permission
from the Sri Lankan authorities to rename one school as
the Victoria Sri Lanka Friendship School and the other
one as the Melbourne Sri Lanka Friendship School.
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The Victorian government’s commitment to support
such projects is a step towards not only building a good
relationship between Victoria and Sri Lanka but also
building a closer relationship between the Sri
Lankan-born Victorian community and the state
government. This is in line with the Victorian
government’s push to promote multiculturalism in
Victoria. About 50 per cent of Sri Lankan-born
Australians have chosen Victoria as their new and
adopted home. Like all other migrant communities
living in Victoria, when a disaster takes place in their
country of birth the Sri Lankan community in Victoria
is concerned about the people in their country of origin.
Therefore it is important to recognise the impact that
disasters in countries of origin can have on
communities in Victoria.
The Sri Lanka Disaster Relief Fund organised a dinner
dance on 20 March as the major fundraiser for the
project, and the Minister assisting the Premier on
Multicultural Affairs attended the function as the guest
of honour representing the Premier. A number of
members of Parliament from both sides of this house
graced the occasion with their presence, and some of
them contributed by buying raffle tickets and giving
donations. I would like to thank the minister and all
those MPs for their generosity. I also ask that the
minister pass on to the Premier my appreciation for his
message to the community on that night.

Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal:
planning decision
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — I raise a matter for
the Attorney-General concerning the probity and
operations of the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal, the planning minister and representatives of
the Department of Sustainability and Environment and
the Shire of Melton and the application of new core
planning provisions in green wedge land. I specifically
ask the Attorney-General to investigate the processes
associated with the decision of VCAT to rule out an
application for a small lot subdivision of lot 3
Murray Road, Rockbank, and further to award costs
against the applicant, Mr Eric Koutroubsas, who owns
the property in question.
In December 2002 Mr Koutroubsas applied to the Shire
of Melton for a subdivision. In July 2003 the shire
approved the application, along with nine similar
applications, and in August 2003 the shire approved
more than 20 similar subdivisions. In August 2003 a
third party via three different vehicles challenged those
31 approvals at VCAT. On 5 September 2003 at a
VCAT directions hearing VCAT president, Justice
Morris, directed that all cases should be heard on
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15 October 2003. Curiously, the minister herself
intervened and, with notice only to the objector,
demanded prior consultation with herself prior to a
VCAT decision. On 15 October 2003 a second VCAT
member heard all the applications and upheld the shire
decision in 27 of the 31 applications, also finding the
third party to be vexatious, but delayed consideration of
the other four cases, including Mr Koutroubsas’s case,
despite a protest made by him.
On 24 November new core planning provisions were
introduced which changed the subdivision provisions,
and on 8 December a VCAT member threw out
Mr Koutroubsas’s application, not on its merits but on
the basis of correspondence from the shire’s own
lawyer claiming that VCAT could no longer consider
the case. This was a staggering outcome given that the
applications that post-dated Mr Koutroubsas’s
application had been approved and the third party
representative was found to be vexatious.
Worse still, on 16 March VCAT made a decision to
award costs against Mr Koutroubsas for a decision that
was apparently made on 19 December 2003. How can
an applicant whose proposal was approved by council
and only overturned by delay and a change in the law
be hit with costs? It is inequitable, it stinks and it should
be investigated. To make matters worse, the shire
lawyer stood before VCAT on 15 December 2003 and
argued for another subdivision in the same area, and the
application was approved. It is an extraordinary
outcome. It would seem that a broiler farm in the Shire
of Melton has been given preference in very dubious
circumstances to a small lot subdivision which would
have involved a dwelling.

On Luck Chinese nursing home
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — The matter I raise
is for the Minister assisting the Premier on
Multicultural Affairs, and the action I wish him to take
is to render every assistance to ethnic groups that wish
to establish nursing homes.
On 15 March I attended the launch of the fundraising
campaign for the development of the On Luck Chinese
nursing home in Donvale. Many state and federal
parliamentarians were there, including two state
ministers, two federal ministers and numerous state
members. However, the Deputy Leader of the Liberal
Party, who is the local MP, was not present. That is not
surprising, as he has opposed the Chinese community
being permitted to build this much-needed home in
Tindals Road.
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I find his opposition surprising, coming from one who
claims to be a supporter of multiculturalism. There are
14 000 Chinese Victorians aged over 45 and more than
5000 aged 65 or more, and I am proud to be a strong
supporter of this development — unlike the member for
Warrandyte. Yes, there are quite a few Chinese in my
electorate, as indeed there are in many electorates in the
area.
I see a split in the Liberal Party on this issue. The
shadow Treasurer and member for Box Hill clearly
does not share the shamed view of his deputy leader —
maybe he wants his job — as he was at the dinner. Nor
is the view of the Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party
shared by his federal colleagues. Senator Kay Patterson
said at the fundraiser, ‘The Australian government is
more than happy to be supportive’ — but not the
member for Warrandyte. She said, ‘Anything is
possible, anything is achievable’ — but not by the
member for Warrandyte. She said, ‘I look forward to
the opening of the On Luck nursing home’, but I
assume the member for Warrandyte does not look
forward to it.
Dr Napthine — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
this is clearly an abuse of the adjournment debate.
Under standing orders — and even under the new
standing orders — the adjournment debate is an
opportunity for members to raise issues requiring
specific action within the jurisdiction of the minister
responsible. This request does not meet those guidelines.
The issue with regard to funding for nursing homes is a
federal issue, and the member is clearly — —
Mr Pandazopoulos — It is a planning issue.
Dr Napthine — If it is a planning issue, why is he
raising it with the Minister assisting the Premier on
Multicultural Affairs? Clearly he is using a device to try
to perpetrate some sort of political gain. It is a gross
abuse of the process of the adjournment debate, Acting
Speaker, and I ask you to sit him down.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! There is no point of order.
Mr STENSHOLT — I congratulate president Fred
Chuah of the Chinese Community Social Services
Centre and chief executive officer Kim Chu — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! The honourable member’s time has expired.

Rail: Cranbourne–Leongatha track line
Mr SMITH (Bass) — I have a very important
request for the Minister for Transport. I ask the minister
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to take some action to eradicate the weed problems on
the Cranbourne to Leongatha railway line. We are
aware that the minister, in trying to prop up the failed
so-called Independent Susan Davies before the
elections in 1999 and 2002, said he would restore the
passenger rail service to Leongatha. This promise along
with many others has not transpired. The minister knew
at the time that his own Department of Infrastructure
said it was not financially viable to put the train back
on, even if a big subsidy was paid by the government,
yet he persisted with misleading the people in the area.
The minister may have stopped work, but unfortunately
the weeds are still growing. The blackberries, the
ragwort, the gorse, the thistles — you name them — are
still growing, and this is causing problems because they
are now growing into adjoining properties.
I want the minister to do something about this rail trail
of disgrace. If the minister is not going to do something
to put the train back on, then he should look at cleaning
the weeds up from this rail track, or give the land to
someone who cares — the local rail trail committee,
which has done a magnificent job in the Gippsland area
with some of the rail trails down there; the adjoining or
abutting landowners, being the farmers who are now
very much affected by the weeds; or the local councils,
which might be able to make some decent use out of
this land. I ask the minister to do something instead of
just sitting on his hands.
Some local councillors are now questioning if this
railway line is worthwhile putting back on. The
minister’s department knows that it is not worth while
putting it back on. I know that it is not worth while
putting it back on. The minister himself knows full well
that it is not worth putting back it on. Susan Davies —
or is it Sue Davies now? — knew it was not on. I ask
the minister to do something about it, because he is
driving the farmers down there, and the rest of us, mad.

Irabina Childhood Autism Services: funding
Ms MARSHALL (Forest Hill) — I rise tonight to
bring to the attention of the Minister for Community
Services the issue of intervention for children with
special needs. The action I seek from the minister is an
undertaking to ensure that children with autism
attending Irabina Childhood Autism Services have
access to high-quality early intervention services.
Irabina is an organisation with a long history in
providing specialist support to young children with
autism. I am very aware that the Bracks government is
making a major commitment to providing better
services to young children right across Victoria. I am
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also aware that early intervention services are critically
important for children with disabilities and
developmental delays, including those with autism.
But I am also very aware of the demands on a service
such as Irabina. Families in my electorate have
contacted me and have put forward some very
compelling arguments about the importance of their
children with autism receiving quality services during
these crucial early years. Families are worried that the
service they are receiving at Irabina is being reduced
and that this will mean their children are missing out on
vital opportunities — opportunities that simply will not
come their way again. Every parent wants the best for
their child. When the child has autism it can often be
very difficult for parents to know exactly just what that
is going to mean and what possibilities and hopes there
are for them to still hold on to. I believe the one critical
link between receiving that diagnosis of autism and
being able to continue to hold on to the hopes for a full
and happy life in the community is the provision of
effective, high-quality early intervention services.
Irabina is an agency that provides these services — not
only to families in my electorate but to many other
families as well. I would ask the minister to act to
ensure that those families receive the support and
reassurance they are seeking, and that their children
receive the early intervention services that they
desperately need.

Schools: head lice
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — I raise a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Health. It could be put
to the Minister for Education Services, but it is really
under the Minister for Health’s portfolio. It relates to
head lice in schools and preschools. I have been
contacted by parents, schools, kindergartens and even
Department of Human Services caseworkers as well as
school principals requesting a change to the head lice
inspection in schools. I would like the minister to take
action and review the regulations regarding the
inspection of students and the management of head lice
in schools.
I raised this matter this time last year. I quoted from an
article that states:
Now that the kids are back into their school routine, many
parents may find they are fighting an insect that threatens to
take over the household — lice.
The blood-sucking intruders can create big problems.
The wingless insects that live, breed and feed off the human
scalp crawl from head to head and are most commonly found
among schoolchildren and their families.
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It is a very important issue. I am sure that members on
all sides of this house have been contacted by
concerned parents. I highlight for the information of
many who would not realise it that head lice are not an
agent for infectious disease, but they are included on
schedule 6 of the health infectious disease regulations
of 2001. Back in 1990 there were regulations that
enabled a medical officer, a health surveyor or a
registered general nurse who was employed by the
council to inspect any child in the school or a children’s
service centre for head lice without parental consent.
This power is no longer available under new
regulations.
A letter I received on 12 March from Michelle Brooks
of Wombelano says:
I am writing to you with concerned frustration in regard to the
current epidemic of head lice in our local school …
I have spoken to our principal and many parents about this
problem and they are as angry and fed up as I am.
… I am sick and tired of having to treat the children’s hair;
they are sick of it, and short of shaving their hair off —

some might have done that —
I don’t know what to do about this problem.
… lotions are prohibitive —

and very costly.
My husband and I are almost to the point of removing our
children from school until the problem is solved.

It goes on:
Mr Delahunty, could you please bring this problem to the
attention of the state government and please —

and I highlight it again —
please don’t let them pass this problem back to the parents.

Again I ask the minister to take action, because this is
creating many problems for families, and in particular
for the mental wellbeing and happiness of the children
attending many of our country schools. Please give
these parents some reasonable expectation of their
children receiving a fair education.

Bali bombings: memorial
Mr CRUTCHFIELD (South Barwon) — My issue
is for the attention of the Premier, and the action I seek
is for him to facilitate the approval and construction of
a permanent Bali memorial in Melbourne.
From the outset I want to make two points. Firstly, it is
not intended to undermine the significance of the
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commemorative garden in the parliamentary precinct.
The Speaker has explained to me, and to the member
for Mitcham, the inability of Parliament to facilitate a
permanent memorial in the parliamentary precinct. It is
not for me to disagree with the Speaker’s ruling in that
case.
Secondly, this is not my idea — it is not my idea at all.
It is an idea that the Thornburgh family raised with the
member for Bellarine and me late last year. The
Thornburghs, for those of you who are not aware —
Ray, Nola, Kellie, Jodie and Dean — lost their pregnant
daughter and sibling, Stacey, as well as their son-in-law
and brother-in-law, Justin, and his brother Aaron. They
were from Geelong and were 3 of the 21 Victorians
who died — 21 of the 88 Australians who died were
Victorians.
I believe it is a worthy idea, and it is an easy one to
commit to. Ray has confirmed to me that he spoke to
many of the families when he was in Canberra and at
subsequent occasions. He believes that the vast
majority of families would support the construction of a
permanent memorial that had on it the names of their
loved ones, which was designed sensitively and which
was displayed in a place that allowed all people to
reflect, contemplate and question. As Ray reminded
me, Canberra has a national memorial; New South
Wales has one at Coogee Beach in Sydney; and
Western Australia has one at Kings Park in Perth.
I was lucky enough to go over to Perth late last year to
inspect the memorial at Kings Park. It looks out over
the narrows of the Swan River near the city. It is a
fantastic and very striking memorial — a stunning
piece of architecture. I congratulate the Western
Australian government.
I met with the Western Australian education minister,
Allan Carpenter, and spoke about the process they went
through. His message was that it is not a simple process
at all, and that critical to its success was a strong and
lengthy engagement with the families. He raised the
matter of sensitivities. Not all of the families initially
agreed, but they did in the end. What should the design
be? Who will agree with it? Who should decide on the
design? Where should it go? Personally I think it should
go into the Royal Botanic Gardens; it would be an ideal
place to reflect. The question is who should decide
about that.
I again ask the Premier to facilitate a memorial and start
the process. We need something somewhere forever.
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Responses
Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Community
Services) — The member for Forest Hill raised with me
the issue of services for children with autism. I thank
her for raising the issue. This government has a
commitment to providing accessible, high-quality and
affordable services for all young children and their
families during their early years. We recognise those
early years as absolutely vital. Early intervention
services are of course a major component of that and
are particularly important for children with
developmental delay or disability.
In the last budget we provided an extra $6 million over
four years to strengthen this sector, and that will allow
over 300 more children to be accepted into these
services. I have also released a vision for the early
intervention sector developed by that sector with all the
stakeholders involved and informed by the very best
international research. It is true to say that in the past
we focused on centre-based therapy, which often took a
large amount of the child’s time in their routine and was
often very intensive. However, the modern research is
telling us that that is not the best way to approach this;
in fact it can do more harm than good because it takes
the child out of their natural environment. It takes them
away from other children; it segregates them in fact. It
takes away the opportunities for them to learn from
other children in natural settings for children —
child-care centres or preschools, playgrounds and so on.
So what the research tells us is that the very best early
intervention services are about supporting children in
their normal, natural environments — in their
preschools, child-care centres, maternal and child health
services or wherever they may be. Early intervention
services, then, should work with families, child-care
workers and preschool teachers so they are able to
develop the best responses so they can better assist
these children in their community. It really becomes an
exercise in community inclusion, and that has a lasting
impact both on the community and on the child.
For those reasons, following that research and the
development of the vision statement, the government
has taken a number of steps to strengthen early
intervention, particularly at Irabina childhood services.
Firstly, we have changed the funding model — we have
added funds — and we have developed a more
outward-looking approach that picks up on the research
and develops better programs. The measure is no longer
the number of hours a child spends in therapy at a
centre; the best measure is how effectively the service is
able to help that child and their family in their natural
environments.
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Secondly, we have invested over $400 000 in a strategy
to skill up early intervention services around the state,
and to skill up child-care centres and so on, by letting a
contract specifically for that training, and I will
announce that shortly. Thirdly, in recognition of the
extra demands at Irabina I have recently organised for it
to receive an extra $50 000 so that children currently at
that centre will not have their service changed in any
way and to allow that agency — —
Dr Napthine interjected.
Ms GARBUTT — You do not know what you are
talking about.
That will allow that agency to provide a service to new
families on the waiting list. Fourthly, I offered Irabina a
three-year transitional period so that it could move to
the new model more gradually, but it has rejected that
and has chosen to move to this new model
immediately. However, I have still allocated the
$50 000 to help Irabina in that way.
I assure the house that this government is acting to
ensure that all children with autism throughout Victoria
have access to the very best early intervention service,
which will provide them with the best possible start in
life.
Dr Napthine interjected.
Ms GARBUTT — You know nothing about it.
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — The
member for Rodney raised with me the issue of an
intersection in his electorate — the intersection of the
Bendigo-Murchison Road with the Heathcote-Rochester
Road. He raised this in the context of a recent tragic and
terrible accident. The member for Rodney has a long
history of being interested in improving the safety of
roads in the area he represents and being supportive of
road safety across Victoria, particularly in country
Victoria.
It was a terrible accident. Fatalities occurred, and there
should not have been a fatality. It is an intersection, and
intersections in country Victoria are very dangerous by
their very nature. I understand that the
Bendigo-Murchison Road had priority and that the
Heathcote-Rochester Road would have been most
likely controlled by stop signs. I am not familiar with
the intersection myself, but on the advice I have that
appears to be the case.
At this stage the police reports are only initial reports,
but VicRoads is apparently preparing a fatal accident
report about the crash and will be trying to identify any
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treatments that can be put in place at this intersection to
reduce the risk of accidents happening there in the
future.
This intersection is in the Shire of Campaspe. I
understand that both roads are declared main roads
which means that the Shire of Campaspe is responsible
for them. However, we shall use the resources of
VicRoads and the information that comes from the
police investigation to see what type of treatments
ought to be considered in the future. The member for
Rodney has raised this not as an attempt to score
political points but to provide road safety improvements
for his area, and we thank him for doing that.
I will undertake to have VicRoads try to prepare its
report as soon as possible and, as I understand it, as a
consequence to meet with the Shire of Campaspe or its
representatives as soon as possible, perhaps later this
week, to identify the appropriate modifications to
signage and delineation to improve driver awareness of
this intersection. I thank the member for Rodney for
raising this issue tonight.
The member for Bass raised with me the issue of weeds
on the old Leongatha railway line. He raised the
problem the adjoining landowners are facing, and I
understand the implications of that. I shall be taking
that matter up with VicTrack to see what can be done to
look at the issue of weed control. He also raised by way
of supplementary comment the issue of the rail line
reopening. I point out to him that this rail line was
closed by his government and also that the country rail
infrastructure was leased in 1999 for a period of some
45 years to Freight Australia. I am assuming that he is
aware of that and that it has created some difficulties
for this government in coming to agreement on
upgrading and improving our country rail
infrastructure.
Dr Napthine — That’s crap.
Mr BATCHELOR — The member for South-West
Coast says that is crap. Not only is he speaking in
unparliamentary terms, but he knows that is true. How
can he just sit there and say things that are palpably
untrue and, again, unparliamentary? I am more
offended by his saying things that are not true than the
vernacular language he tries to disguise his inaccuracies
in. I am not upset about his using the word ‘crap’, but I
am upset about his sitting there and saying things which
are not true.
Dr Napthine — You’re the one who’s telling lies.
You know you’re telling lies.
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Mr BATCHELOR — The member for South-West
Coast is trying to provoke me, Acting Speaker.
Whenever anybody uses language such as ‘crap’ or
‘lies’ in this house, he is the first to take offence. Not
only does he sit here and say things that are untrue, but
he masks himself in the height of hypocrisy.
It is very typical of the poor old defeated former Leader
of the Opposition, the failed Liberal leader, and if that is
the sort of attitude that is inherent in his behaviour, you
can understand why he was dumped. The only thing
that is surprising is that they took so long in dumping
him. I do not think they will be interested in trying to
get him back either, notwithstanding his constant
campaigning and undermining of his current leader,
Robert Doyle.
In responding to the member for Bass I indicate that we
will take up that issue about the weeds with VicTrack,
but I would point out to him the difficulties this
government has had in trying to get improvements to
infrastructure over which it has no control. The
interesting thing which he might not have caught up
with is that the owners of Freight Australia, Rail
America, have made an announcement that they have
entered into conditional arrangement with Pacific
National for the sale of their business. I would say to
the member for Bass and the member for South-West
Coast that as of this morning — and I checked my
office before coming to Parliament — the government
had yet to receive a formal application for change of
control from either Pacific National or Freight
Australia, but we expect one will arrive in due course.
When that advice is given to the government, we
understand that not only is it conditional upon the
Director of Public Transport on behalf of the state
giving consent but it is also conditional upon approval
by the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission. So that may or may not, in terms of the
member for Bass and the issues he raised in the broader
sense, assist in having resolved some of those issues in
the future. I point out that Pacific National expects that
it should take a couple of months to resolve this issue.
The member for South-West Coast raised with me an
initiative that this government is taking in relation to
Deakin University in Warrnambool. We are to provide
a platform at or near Deakin University to allow the
train service between Warrnambool and Melbourne to
stop to let people off and take on passengers at the
Warrnambool campus of Deakin University. The
Department of Infrastructure is currently undertaking
the planning and preparation for this initiative, and once
that is resolved — it is not far off — we will undertake
negotiations with the university, which is supporting
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this initiative, with West Coast Rail, which is equally
supporting the initiative, and with Freight Australia,
which is the owner of the infrastructure there.
The difficulty that I mentioned in responding to the
member for Bass, which is also pertinent here, is that
the infrastructure is not under the control of the state
government. Therefore we cannot unilaterally, without
prior agreement, make the sorts of upgrades that we
would like to, not only here at the Deakin campus but at
other locations across Victoria. We are looking forward
to the benefits that would come in completing this
project in that the early preparation and planning work
has been undertaken, but we have yet to resolve a
number of infrastructure issues with Freight Australia.
So I say to the people of South-West Coast that it will
be the Labor government that will deliver this, no
thanks to their local member of Parliament, who is not
only a disappointment here in the chamber but is a
disappointment in the electorate of South-West Coast.
Why they tolerated him at the last election I do not
know, but clearly they made an error, an absolute error,
of judgment, which I am sure they will not make again.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister assisting the
Premier on Multicultural Affairs) — First of all, the
member for Clayton raised with me the importance of
the Victorian Multicultural Commission’s festivals and
events sponsorship program. He would be aware that
there are two funding rounds every year: round 1 is in
the first half year and round 2 is in the second half. To
date we have provided over $700 000 in festivals and
events funding since we have been in government. That
has grown in recent years to half a million dollars a
year. By the end of next financial year over
$1.25 million will have been provided to ethnic
community organisations and local government and
non-government organisations that celebrate cultural
diversity right across Victoria
As the member for Clayton highlighted, often
community groups that celebrate diversity do not
demand a lot of money. We also know, unfortunately,
about the level of sponsorship from very large
organisations and well-known brands, which just tend
to not sponsor these kinds of events. We certainly have
an education role to play in encouraging the private
sector to be very much involved. Members of the
private sector in local and ethnic communities do
become involved, but because most of them run small
and micro businesses their ability to be major sponsors
in order to help offset the costs of the celebrations is not
very high. That is why the Victorian government,
through the Victorian Multicultural Commission, has
determined that the festivals and events program is
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important, and it is also why it has increased resources
in recent years.
Just recently the VMC mailed out a letter to the
2500 organisations on its database and to members of
Parliament saying that the round for the latter half of
this financial year has opened. I remind members that
applications for the round close on 30 April. There will
be a quarter of a million dollars for this round and
another quarter of a million dollars — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS — I am pleased that
some members are working on it already. Last year’s
round 1 drew 177 applications, of which 154 received
funding, so there is a high success rate. But there is also
a very much higher demand rate, and the number of
applications is accelerating.
I know the member for Clayton has had many
wonderful community celebrations in his electorate that
he and other members have supported, and I will just
mention a few of those. There was the Sumnation
festival, which was run by the Springvale
neighbourhood house in Greater Dandenong just a few
weeks ago; the Springvale Lunar New Year Festival,
run by the Springvale Asian Business Association; and
the Greek cultural festival in Clayton, run by the Greek
Orthodox community there. The United Philippine
Elderly Group ran an art and craft show, and the Oromo
community ran its New Year Birra festival. They are
just a few local events around the Clayton electorate,
and they can be emulated across the board.
I encourage members to be involved. We look forward
to receiving the applications and supporting
communities right across the board. I am really pleased
that so many members on both sides of the house have
availed themselves of the opportunity. It is great to see
so many events also being funded in country and
regional Victoria, where the diversity is smaller — but
again it is diversity that wants to be celebrated.
Mr Kotsiras interjected.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS — Antipodes has got
$10 000 — thank you.
Mr Kotsiras interjected.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS — From the VMC.
The member for Cranbourne raised with me the tragedy
of the floods last year in Sri Lanka, particularly their
effect on the Ratnapura district. He highlighted the
great fundraising efforts that we see often when natural
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disasters occur across the globe and diverse
communities from the diaspora raise funds to support
the communities in their country of origin. It is a great
tradition. We have seen that consistently among many
communities over many years, and it is great that the
Sri Lankan community has the same sort of spirit. A
few years ago we saw a huge fundraising effort by the
Turkish community following the earthquakes around
the Istanbul region and the Black Sea. The government
provided some support for that project.
I know the member for Cranbourne, along with the Sri
Lankan community, has been seeking assistance and
that a lot of fundraising has taken place. He referred to
a dinner that I was at the other night at the Moorabbin
town hall, which again was supported by members
from both sides of the house, and I commend them all
for supporting this appeal.
There is also the vision of the local members of the Sri
Lankan community, who intend providing a gift to
rebuild two schools in Sri Lanka. They say that
although the money they raise might not be a lot in
Australia, it is a lot of money in Sri Lanka. In a sense
they are to become friendship schools with Victoria and
Melbourne, one becoming a Victorian friendship school
and one becoming a Melbourne friendship school. The
government wants to encourage that fundraising effort
and be supportive of it. I am pleased to announce to the
member a $10 000 grant to assist in that rebuilding
effort, which I am sure will go a long way, with the
many other tens of thousands of dollars raised by the
Sri Lankan and wider Victorian community, to
supporting this project.
The member for Burwood raised an issue for me in my
capacity as Minister assisting the Premier on
Multicultural Affairs, seeking my help in assisting
ethnic groups looking to establish nursing home
accommodation. There are many ways to do that.
While this government is not responsible for funding
nursing homes, in this case the commonwealth has
gone through its processes, and this particular Chinese
nursing home in Donvale received $1.1 million for
60 much-needed nursing home beds in a state that is
massively underfunded for nursing home beds. There is
an opportunity for me to be involved, and that is often
through the Victorian Multicultural Commission
advocating for the needs of communities, particularly
when a lot of bureaucracy and barriers have been put in
place. Ethnic communities are not necessarily always as
informed as they need to be by government authorities,
including local government. That is exactly what
happened in relation to the proposed On Luck nursing
home in Donvale. It received financial support from the
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commonwealth government and must spend the money
within two years.
Prior to the green wedge planning scheme amendments
occurring, the organisation was also talking to and
receiving verbal support from Manningham City
Council. It certainly did not get negative comments
from the council suggesting it should not proceed with
the purchase of land prior to the planning scheme
amendments. There are letters on record from Cr John
Bruce, the former Manningham City Council mayor,
highlighting that the land was bought prior to the
planning scheme amendments. On 24 September 2002
a motion was moved by the council to amend
condition 4 of the planning permit to delete the
provision of a section 173 agreement limiting
development on lot 1 to a single detached house. The
council formally made a decision sending a signal to
the Chinese community that it would be supportive of
the application, but once the green wedge legislation
was introduced it wanted to block it.
I have had presentations by the local Chinese
community seeking my assistance, and I asked the
Victorian Multicultural Commission to meet with it and
make representations to the planning minister. That is
the appropriate thing to do when you encounter such
difficulty with the planning bureaucracy, as can
sometimes occur. Certainly comments were made to
me suggesting that the Chinese community has been
confused by the member for Warrandyte, because he
has been known as a former minister assisting on
multicultural affairs and for his support for diversity. I
have no doubt that that is the case, but I have been
asked by members of the Chinese community how it is
possible that the member for Warrandyte would not
support something like this, particularly when it had
been caught up in bureaucracy.
Our role as MPs is to assist when there are unfortunate
situations and bureaucratic processes that get in the
way. What this would have meant, if there had not been
support from the Victorian Multicultural Commission
and the Minister for Planning had not intervened, is that
the nursing home would have been lost to Victoria and
lost to the Chinese community — a fast-growing,
ageing community with high demands in the eastern
suburbs of Melbourne. That is why it has been
supported. The situation is not as the member for
Warrandyte said in the adjournment debate on 4 March
this year, when he had a go at the planning minister
about her intervention and how inappropriate that was.
It was entirely appropriate to intervene, because the
council had sent the signal that it would be supportive
and then chose to walk away from the application.
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We are pleased to support it. I thank the member for
Burwood and other members in the eastern suburbs,
including the upper house MP for the region, Lidia
Argondizzo, for their support. The shame is that the
member for Warrandyte was not supporting it.
I have also been asked to comment on matters raised by
other members. The member for Hawthorn raised a
matter for the Attorney-General relating to probity
issues, particularly around the Murray Road, Rockbank,
issue that was considered at the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal. I will pass that on to the
minister.
The member for Lowan raised a matter for the Minister
for Health about head lice in schools and preschools. I
will pass that on to the minister.
The member for South Barwon raised a matter for the
Premier — a very important issue about a permanent
memorial in Melbourne for the Bali victims. That will
certainly be considered by the Premier. It shows you
the thoughtfulness of the member, and the family that
has suggested this also needs to be commended. I know
the member has raised their personal tragedy in this
house and what it has meant for the Geelong and
Bellarine region. I will pass that on to the Premier.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! The house is now adjourned.
House adjourned 10.56 p.m.
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Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — I second
the proposal.

JOINT SITTING OF PARLIAMENT

The PRESIDENT — Order! Are there any further
proposals?

Senate vacancy
Honourable members of both houses met in Assembly
chamber at 6.15 p.m.
The Clerk — Before proceeding with the business
of this joint sitting it will be necessary to appoint a
President. I call the Premier.
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I move:
That Judy Maddigan, Speaker of the Legislative Assembly,
be appointed President of this joint sitting.

As no other members have been proposed, I declare
that Mr Mitchell Peter Fifield has been chosen to hold
the place in the Senate rendered vacant by the
resignation of Senator the Honourable Richard Kenneth
Robert Alston.
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I move:
That the President of the joint sitting inform the Governor that
Mr Mitchell Peter Fifield has been chosen to hold the place in
the Senate rendered vacant by the resignation of Senator the
Honourable Richard Kenneth Robert Alston.

Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — I second
the motion.

Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — I second
the motion.

Motion agreed to.

Motion agreed to.

The PRESIDENT — Order! I thank honourable
members for the nomination. I call the Premier.

Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — I object to the
process for filling casual vacancies, so I would like my
dissent to be recorded.

Mr BRACKS (Premier) — President, I desire to
submit the rules of procedure, which are in the hands of
honourable members, and I accordingly move:
That these rules be the rules of procedure for this joint sitting
to fill the Senate vacancy

Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — I second
the motion.
Motion agreed to.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The rules having been
adopted, I am now prepared to receive proposals for the
appointment of a person to hold the place in the Senate
rendered vacant by the resignation of Senator the
Honourable Richard Kenneth Robert Alston.
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I propose:
That Mr Mitchell Peter Fifield hold the place in the Senate
rendered vacant by the resignation of Senator the Honourable
Richard Kenneth Robert Alston.

I understand that Mr Mitchell Peter Fifield is willing to
hold the vacant position if chosen.
In order to satisfy the joint sitting as to the requirements
of section 15 of the commonwealth constitution, I also
declare that I am in possession of advice from the
Leader of the Opposition that the nominee is the
selection of the Liberal Party, the party previously
represented in the Senate by Senator the Honourable
Richard Kenneth Robert Alston.

The PRESIDENT — Order! The member for
Gippsland East has asked that his dissent be recorded.
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — Likewise, I wish my
dissent to be recorded on the same grounds.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member for
Mildura has asked that his dissent be recorded.
I congratulate the new senator for Victoria. There being
no further business, I now declare the joint sitting
closed.
Proceedings terminated 6.20 p.m.
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The SPEAKER (Hon. Judy Maddigan) took the
chair at 9.39 a.m. and read the prayer.
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Your petitioners therefore pray that urgent action be taken to
stop this building being demolished for car parking or
inappropriate development, as planned by the Mornington
Peninsula Shire Council.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:

Warley Hospital, Cowes: funding
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of certain residents of Victoria draws to the
attention of the house the threatened closure of the accident
and emergency department of the not-for-profit Warley
Hospital on Phillip Island. Such a closure would place the
safety and lives of Phillip Island residents and tourists at
grave risk. Phillip Island residents and tourists reject the
assertion by Premier Bracks that it ‘is not the responsibility of
state government’ and further register their disapproval of the
Premier Bracks dismissal of Warley Hospital as merely a
private hospital.
The petitioners wish to inform the house that Warley Hospital
was established with community funds and is supported by
public donations and subscriptions. The petitioners believe
the health and safety of residents of Phillip Island and tourists
is the responsibility of the state government.
Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the state government
meet its health funding obligations for Warley Hospital and
promptly assist in the proper funding of its accident and
emergency department, to prevent its threatened closure.

By Mr SMITH (Bass) (2985 signatures)
Mr Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask members to show
courtesy to the Clerk to enable him to read the petitions.
If the member for Bass wishes to take up a matter with
the Minister for Health I suggest he do it somewhere
else.
Mr Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Bass
will cease interjecting in that manner and allow the
Clerk to read the petitions.

Planning: Mornington property
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of Victoria
sheweth that we request that the historic building known as
67 Barkly Street Mornington be retained as an intrinsic part of
Mornington’s history.

By Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings) (2093 signatures)

Rail: Camberwell station
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria.
The petition of residents of the City of Boroondara draws to
the attention of the house the proposal to develop the air space
above and the land surrounding Camberwell railway station
as part of declaring Camberwell Junction a principal activity
centre under the Melbourne 2030 strategy.
Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria abandon its intention to sell, lease or in
any way make available the land and air space surrounding
Camberwell railway station for development and thus retain
the heritage station and the public open space for the
enjoyment of all now and in the future.

By Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) (3238 signatures)

Hazardous waste: Tiega
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens in the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Assembly that the proposed
toxic waste facility in the Mildura Rural City Council at
Tiega, west of Ouyen, is an absolute disaster for the families
and communities directly affected. The toxic waste facility
would also decimate the wider community.
The proposed toxic waste facility will destroy families, their
heritage, communities and the work of generations.
The proposed toxic waste facility will ruin the clean food
chain image which has been widely recognised and change
north-west Victoria, from a clean green food bowl to the toxic
waste capital of Victoria.
Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the government of
Victoria abandon its proposal to place a toxic waste facility in
the Ouyen area.

By Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) (133 signatures)

Planning: rural zones
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the state of
Victoria respectfully shows their great concern for the
government’s proposal to introduce new rural planning zones
without adequate public consultation.
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Your petitioners therefore pray that the Parliament will
withdraw the current proposals and redraft them with a view
to:
(i)

striking a better balance between the need to preserve
prime agricultural land and the rights of existing
landowners;

(ii) granting local government greater flexibility in decision
making with regard to subdivisions and the use of rural
land;
(iii) ensuring that all changes to existing planning zones are
exhibited and subject to appeal thus giving landowners
the right to object; and
(iv) ensuring that these far-reaching changes are not rushed
through without proper public scrutiny.

By Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) (25 signatures)

Rail: Seymour service
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Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Hastings be considered next day on
motion of Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings).

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES
COMMITTEE
Auditor-General: performance audits
Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) presented report on
review of report no. 65 on waste management by
municipal councils, together with appendices and
minutes of evidence.
Tabled.
Ordered that report and appendices be printed.

DOCUMENTS

To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of Victoria, particularly those
who have an interest in the V/Line Seymour to Melbourne
train service, draws to the attention of the house: that the lack
of an evening service (say 8.00 p.m.) from Melbourne to
Seymour on weekdays is now inadequate to the needs of
those people using the trains and those who rely on the people
who use the train services. The ability to meet the demands of
flexible and longer working hours, the ability to better
manage business engagements, social and personal
responsibilities, and access to shopping and entertainment are
all limited by the current train schedule. The usage of this
train service has increased dramatically in recent years. Late
trains can be put on for football games. They should be put on
to cover a much broader range of needs.
We need a late train every day from Melbourne.
Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that a daily late train service
to Seymour, leaving Spencer Street at around 8.00 p.m. be
introduced immediately. We request that, if necessary, the late
train service be introduced as part of any proposed study.

By Mr HARDMAN (Seymour) (111 signatures)
Tabled.
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Hawthorn be considered next day on
motion of Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn).
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Mildura be considered next day on
motion of Mr SAVAGE (Mildura).
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Bass be considered next day on motion
of Mr SMITH (Bass).

Tabled by Clerk:
State Superannuation Fund — Report on the Actuarial
Investigation for the period ended 30 June 2003
Youth Parole Board and Youth Residential Board — Report
for the year 2002–03.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Adjournment
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture) — I
move:
That the house, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday, 20 April.

Motion agreed to.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Rail: Epping–South Morang line
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park) — I present a
petition to the house from a significant number of
residents in my electorate and surrounds for funding of
the extension of the Epping rail line to South Morang. I
support the future extension of the line at a time that it
can be financially accommodated, and I look forward to
future considerations in this regard.
I take this opportunity to commend the Minister for
Transport for bringing to the Mill Park electorate the
most significant improvements in public transport the
area has seen in over 20 years: $1.6 million is being
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spent over the next two years on the successful pilot
project, Trainlink, which is providing a high-frequency
bus service connecting new growth areas with every
train at the Epping station — this is by far the best bus
service in Victoria; and $2.4 million has also been
allocated in the northern growth suburbs to bring new
bus services to areas including Botanica Park and
Blossom Park in the Mill Park electorate. The electors
of Mill Park would not have received the major boost in
public transport services were it not for the Labor
government and the dedication of this minister.

Mitcham–Frankston freeway: funding
Mr WELLS (Scoresby) — This statement condemns
the Bracks Labor government for its latest in a long line
of blatant lies and outright deception in relation to the
proposed Scoresby freeway. On the front page of the
Knox Journal of 10 March the Bracks government
deceptively claimed that the commonwealth government
had ‘broken the memorandum of understanding when
they refused to put more than $445 million into the
Mitcham–Frankston freeway project — rather than the
required 50 per cent’. What a blatant lie!
The Bracks government not only deceived the people
of the outer east about tolling the proposed
Mitcham–Frankston freeway, but it continues to
mislead the public about the funding arrangements
between the state and federal governments. The federal
government committed to funding half the cost of the
Scoresby freeway project. The federal government has
already committed $445 million in its budget estimates
towards 50 per cent of the cost of the Scoresby freeway.
That money is still on the table if the Bracks
government sticks to the agreement, as the federal
government is doing. The Bracks government has full
responsibility for funding the Eastern Freeway tunnels
project — an expensive part of the Mitcham–Frankston
freeway; $220 million had already been put aside by the
previous Liberal government. One would ask, where
has that money gone?
In September 2002 the Bracks government announced
it would merge the Scoresby freeway project with the
Eastern Freeway tunnels project to make the
Mitcham–Frankston freeway. The Minister for
Transport’s press release on that day stated that the
combining of the two projects would not change
funding arrangements.

Students: Mulgrave awards
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave) — Today I want to pay
tribute to seven very special students from schools in
my electorate of Mulgrave who have won the inaugural
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Mulgrave state electorate application and achievement
award, an award that I am pleased to offer to each of
the secondary colleges in my local community. The
award is presented to the year 12 student in each school
who has best applied themselves to their studies and in
the pursuit of their goals and dreams.
The winners are chosen by senior teaching staff at each
school and the awards are my small contribution
towards recognition of those students who have worked
hardest and those students who have applied
themselves to become the best they can be.
My congratulations go to Rhiannon Cross from
Wheelers Hill Secondary College, Rebecca Ballan from
Wellington Secondary College, David Diaz from Noble
Park Secondary College, Sui-Lai Kang from Springvale
Secondary College, Rochelle Dickson from Carwatha
Secondary College, Andrew Weeks from Mazenod
College and Marcelle Disanayake from Nazareth
College. Well done to each of those students. They are
great young people who have worked hard to achieve
their very best. My congratulations and my best wishes
for the years to come.

Consumer and tenancy services: Shepparton
Mrs POWELL (Shepparton) — I wish to bring to
the attention of Parliament the anger of the community
of Shepparton about the decision by the Bracks Labor
government to close its consumer and tenancy advice
service. I have received many calls to my office from
people who have used the service or know someone
who has used it. This is another service the Bracks
Labor government is pulling out of country Victoria.
The Shepparton office is accommodated in a very
modest building and pays about $70 a week rent. It has
two very committed and caring staff who provide a
great service, and it appears that the Minister for
Consumer Affairs agrees. A press release dated Friday,
25 July 2003, and headed ‘Consumer and tenants
service boost in Shepparton’ says:
The Goulburn Valley community will have continued access
to consumer and renting advice services following $220 000
from the Bracks government to the Consumer and Tenancy
Advice Service Goulburn.

It goes on to say:
‘We have a large number of tenants and consumers in the
area, so it’s important they have easy access to advice on
these issues,’ Mr Lenders said.
Mr Lenders encourages consumers, tenants and landlords to
visit … Maude Street, Shepparton, for information.
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‘The need for consumers to travel to Melbourne, post
important documents or make long distance phone calls is
removed by locating the drop-in and telephone service in the
region,’ Mr Lenders said.
The Bracks government is committed to growing Victoria
together by ensuring all Victorians have access to these
important services.

Then the government made a decision to close a
number of these services and replace them with mobile
regional services from 1 July. The office at Shepparton,
the fastest growing regional centre, was to be closed.
Now we are advised that the Shepparton office will be
closed on 3 May.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member’s time has
expired.

Madrid: terrorist attack
Ms LOBATO (Gembrook) — Today I offer my
deepest sympathies and condolences to the people of
Spain, and especially to the families and friends of
those who lost loved ones in the tragic rail bombings
earlier this month. To witness acts of violence being
perpetrated upon innocent people, resulting in so much
loss of life, is devastating. For me this event was
personally overwhelming and shattering. Such acts
undermine our faith in each other and make the world a
less certain and more dangerous place.
I attended the memorial service held at St Brigid’s
church in North Fitzroy on 20 March, along with the
Deputy Premier, the member for Derrimut and the
member for Sandringham. At this memorial I was
reminded that the vast majority of people desire
tolerance, harmony and peace in their lives. In spite of
their sorrow and mourning, members of the Spanish
community have been able to display courage by
rejecting violence and standing together in solidarity.
The day after the tragedy crowds in Madrid, estimated
at up to 2 million people, marched against violence.
Many more people stand up to be counted in the
defence of peace and the rights of citizens to go
lawfully about their business than those who are intent
on inflicting aggression.
For the voice of peace to be heard above the clamour of
voices spouting the rhetoric of fear, peace-loving
citizens across the globe must unite and demand peace
from their own and other governments, institutions and
neighbours. The war against terrorism will be won, not
by using the violence that terrorists enlist and further
elevating the violence, but by encouraging cooperation,
cohesion and peace.
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Schools: Mornington Peninsula environment
expo
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — I want to
congratulate the Mornington Peninsula schools
environment week committee for the excellent expo it
ran at the Briars, the magnificent heritage farm at
Mount Martha, between 15 and 19 March. This fully
voluntary committee has been running the environment
week expo for 22 years, and since its inception this
non-profit event has been a popular feature on the
calendar of Mornington Peninsula schools, community
groups, businesses and the general public.
The current president of the committee is Jim Cahill
from Kunyung Primary School at Mount Eliza. Under
his excellent leadership the expo has received
sponsorship from the Mornington Peninsula Shire
Council and BlueScope Steel, formerly known as BHP
Western Port.
Given that during the five days over which it is held
this huge event attracts the attendance of well over
5000 schoolchildren from schools located on the
Mornington Peninsula and at Frankston, it is surprising
and disappointing that no funding has been forthcoming
from the Bracks government. Hopefully, by my
drawing the attention of the government to the event the
fully voluntary Mornington Peninsula schools
environment week committee will see some decent
state government funding for the 2005 expo and
beyond.
This expo is a great event that highlights a wide range
of important environmental issues for thousands of
Mornington Peninsula students, and it is vital that it
continues and grows. With state government support,
achieving that aim would be guaranteed.

Kilmore Mechanics Institute
Mr HARDMAN (Seymour) — I rise to inform the
house of the fantastic work that the Kilmore Mechanics
Institute does to ensure that Kilmore is a vibrant
community. Mechanics institutes are an important part
of Victoria’s heritage, both socially and physically
They were the location for free libraries and they
provided opportunities to people in communities right
across the state who would otherwise not have had the
chance to undertake adult education and access books
for further learning.
The Kilmore Mechanics Institute carries on the
tradition of mechanics institutes by organising many
major projects in the Kilmore community.
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It organises and runs the Kilmore Celtic Festival, which
is a great cultural event that brings in many people and
is relevant to the area. It runs the open gardens of
Kilmore and invites speakers to inform people about
horticulture and other topics. It established and auspices
the University of the Third Age, which has many active
members and runs interesting courses, including
horticulture and computer courses. The institute also
holds the George Hudson Memorial Awards each year,
which recognise people and provide small bursaries and
scholarships that support individuals in the arts,
environmental studies and other important areas. It also
looks after several parks, including the monument for
Hume and Hovel and the newly created Sam
De Gabrielle Memorial Park.
I extend my congratulations to and thank the many
active members of the Kilmore Mechanics Institute.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The member’s time has expired.

Minister for Information and Communication
Technology: performance
Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) — I stand to condemn
Minister Thomson, the Minister for Information and
Communication Technology in the other place, for
deserting information and communications technology
in Victoria. Minister Thomson has been caught out
misleading Victorians on the telecommunications
purchasing and management strategy (TPAMS)
initiative. TPAMS was supposed to deliver long-term
IT benefits to Victoria. The minister’s rhetoric in the
media this week that ‘value for money and how we use
taxpayers money is crucial’ is hollow and meaningless
because her mismanagement of TPAMS is costing
Victorians millions.
The Bracks government has failed to meet its own time
line on this project. On 14 August 2002 Multimedia
Victoria advised that tenders and contracts would be
completed between November 2002 and September
2003. However, in June 2003 the MMV advised that
tenders and contracts would be done between July 2003
and December 2003, some four months later. Further,
in December 2003 the MMV advised that tenders and
contracts would be done between October 2003 and
June 2004, another six months later. Each time the
government has failed to meet its own time line for this
project.
This government should stop this charade and admit
that it has failed to meet its own time line for TPAMS
and do the right thing and dump Minister Thomson to
make way for someone who at least has some
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understanding and knowledge of and vision for ICT in
Victoria.

Kingston University of the Third Age: web site
Ms MUNT (Mordialloc) — Today I congratulate
Kingston University of the Third Age (U3A) on the
launch of its first web site on 26 March 2004. Its new
web site http://users.turbonet.com.au/u3a was put
together by its own members with a little bit of help.
The web site was launched as part of Kingston U3A’s
10th birthday celebrations. Kingston U3A has grown
over the past 10 years to offer a great range of courses
to its students. Its computer course, for example, has
grown from two to eight online computers. On our visit
to the courthouse on Friday, 26 March, the member for
Carrum and I visited the new computer room and
browsed the new web site, which is chock-full of
information and great courses to choose from.
The University of the Third Age is a university in the
true sense: it gives knowledge to those who seek it. On
behalf of the Kingston U3A I would like to thank the
president and committee for their hard work; Alf Bevis
for his vision; Jane, Regina and Andrea from
Longbeach Place; and Seth and Angus from Turbonet
for their assistance. I know the new Kingston U3A web
site will be a great resource for those who visit, and I
also know that Kingston U3A will grow from strength
to strength over the next decade, as it did during the
past decade, and provide a great service to our
community. Well done!

Hospitals: rural and regional
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — The Minister for
Health and this Labor government should stand
condemned for the government’s inaction to address
the financial concerns and health service delivery
problems affecting rural and regional hospitals. We are
now seeing right across country Victoria cutbacks in
services delivered by hospitals because of the
inadequate funding provided by this city-centric
government.
The Nationals along with the Auditor-General warned
the government that a failure to properly fund hospitals
would lead to service cuts. This is now evident from
media articles in places like Bairnsdale, Hamilton and
Seymour. On Monday my Nationals colleagues and I
met with doctors from Bairnsdale and East Gippsland
shire councillors, who spoke about their frustration at
the government’s inaction and lack of funding reducing
the level of health services provided by the Bairnsdale
hospital. This is indicative eof the problems being faced
by most hospitals in country Victoria. Whether it be in
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obstetrics, elective surgery or other health services,
hospitals require funds to attract appropriate staff to
deliver vital health care. Country Victorians are entitled
to top-quality health services in their communities
regardless of where they live, and specialist services
should be available in their regions.
On behalf of country Victorians I again call on the
government to increase funding to ensure the ongoing
viability of hospitals for the benefit and wellbeing of
residents in rural and regional Victoria. Victoria is
bigger than just Melbourne, and the minister must fund
these rural and regional hospitals for the benefit of all.

Marriott House: opening
Mr HUDSON (Bentleigh) — Last week I had the
great pleasure of taking part in the opening of the
personal support centre at Marriott House. Marriott
House provides a wide range of services and programs
to young people with a disability in my electorate. The
personal support centre is a wonderful initiative funded
by the Bracks government. It will help these young
people make choices about the world of work,
education and leisure.
What is great about this centre is that the choices are
real. These young people can work, for example, doing
packing and light assembly at the Lewis Industries
factory in Highett, where 80 young people are currently
employed. Last year the factory made over 1 million
blister packs for manufactured products.
Equally exciting is the work experience offered through
delivering Meals on Wheels in the City of Glen Eira.
The young people from this centre have been a great hit
with the senior citizens to whom they have delivered
meals. For these older people the social contact has
often proved more important than the meal itself. As a
result, young people from this program have gone on to
provide social contact for isolated elderly people in the
community through the Do Care organisation. At the
centre those young people who want to go on to
technical and further education can also do a
certificate I in workplace education, and those who are
interested in recreation and sport can do activities such
as tenpin bowling, or sailing on Albert Park Lake. This
centre is helping to build confidence and is teaching our
young people to take on more responsibility.
Marriott House is ably led by the chief executive
officer, Lloma Shaw, and the president, Don Laird. The
staff, board, parents and volunteers should all be
congratulated on the fine work they are doing with our
young people through this centre.
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Land tax: increases
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — Since I last raised the
issue of land tax in this house my colleagues and I have
continued to receive pleas for help from ordinary
Victorians who are being crushed by the increases
being imposed on them by the Bracks Government.
A dry-cleaning proprietor in Camberwell has seen his
land tax rise from around $750 in 2000 to $17 170 in
2004. The owner of two rental properties has had her
land tax increased by 42 per cent in just one year. A
Glen Waverley resident who paid about $4500 last year
has been forced to pay over $6150 this year. Many
owners will have no real choice but to sell their
residential rental properties, thus further reducing the
rental stock available for low-income families. As well,
thousands of Victorians now face an end to their annual
seaside caravan park holidays as rising land tax
threatens to force the closure of caravan parks around
our coast and elsewhere. Other Victorians who have
planned their retirement around an on-site caravan face
a similar fate. The government has not even had the
decency to give a response to a detailed and
constructive proposal for tax relief put forward by the
Victorian Caravan Parks Association.
The Bracks government must get its spending
blow-outs under control so that it can afford to give at
least some tax relief to the thousands of ordinary
Victorians who are suffering directly and indirectly
from its waste and mismanagement.

Strathdon community house: opening
Ms MARSHALL (Forest Hill) — On Wednesday,
10 March, I was thrilled to be part of Strathdon
community’s most recent launch — the opening of
Strathdon community house by the Governor of
Victoria, John Landy.
Strathdon community house, a not-for-profit, aged-care
facility in Forest Hill, began humbly with the generous
donation 33 years ago of 2.7 acres of land from the
Matheson family. Initially the facility consisted of a
30-bed hostel and has continued to grow ever since.
Strathdon now has 40 independent living units, a
24-bed dementia-specific hostel and a day respite centre
for people with Alzheimer’s disease. There have been a
number of significant events over that time, including a
$500 000 support fund grant in February 2002.
The Community Support Fund was set up to ensure that
a proportion of revenue from Victorian hotel gaming
machines is available for worthwhile community
projects across our state. The Community Support Fund
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is now part of the new Department for Victorian
Communities. The Department for Victorian
Communities was established in 2002 to build active,
confident communities and promote stronger local
networks. Governments have a practical role to play in
resourcing and working with communities to increase a
sense of belonging and to encourage greater
participation as there is strong evidence that active,
dynamic communities contribute better to outcomes in
health education and economic development. The
Community Support Fund continues to support
initiatives that build on communities’ strengths, to
make a positive long-term difference, and offer
innovative solutions to the problems arising from rapid
social, environmental, cultural and economic change.

Stamp duty: reform
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — Even in a slight property
market decline we still see the hand of the Labor
government deep in the pockets of Brighton residents.
According to the latest median figures from the Real
Estate Institute of Victoria the median house in
Brighton is $887 500. The stamp duty on that is
$48 812.50. By way of contrast, had that house been
located in New South Wales the stamp duty would only
be $35 427 and in Queensland that house would be
levied at $30 506. In Brighton East in my electorate,
stamp duty on a median value house is $34 210. Again,
by way of contrast, had that house been located in New
South Wales the stamp duty would be $24 402 and in
Queensland $21 318. Likewise in Hampton, where the
stamp duty on a median value house in Victoria is
$35 500, in New South Wales it would be $25 370 and
in Queensland $22 125. This is a grab for cash by a
fiscally delinquent government, which is way in excess
of what happens in other states. I call on the state
government to give stamp duty relief.

Marine parks: establishment
Mr LUPTON (Prahran) — Today Victoria
celebrates the effective completion of the establishment
of our world-first system of marine national parks. In
addition to the 19 areas declared in November 2002,
from today the final four marine national parks and one
marine sanctuary become no-take zones. These areas
were given a period of grace after the establishment of
the marine parks to allow the fishing industry to adjust
to the establishment of the parks and the no-take zones.
The Bracks government made history with its
world-first system of marine national parks, which will
be of long-term benefit to the environment and also to
the tourism industry in Victoria. This is another
example of leadership towards a sustainable future and
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complements the expansion of our national parks in
Victoria by the Bracks government. This has been the
greatest expansion of national parks in Victoria’s
history and is a program that will continue with the
establishment of the Otway National Park. The Bracks
government should be complimented for its
commitment to creating the greatest examples of
national parks and marine environments anywhere in
the world. It is to be congratulated on its commitment
to a sustainable future.

Geelong and District Bowling Association:
finals
Mr CRUTCHFIELD (South Barwon) — As
members would be aware the finals season in bowls has
been taking place over the last few weeks.
Congratulations on a successful season, and may next
season bring even greater rewards to the following
teams. Geelong RSL in the Geelong and District
Bowling Association division A1 grand final defeated
Torquay 94–80. Shane Kinraid, Mark McIntyre, Ian
Walsh, Ian Rice, Glenn Brady, Damian Cooke, Peter
Lee, Paul Fernhead, Ernie Lee, Gary Hood, Rod Day,
Ray Moloney, Phil Von A’hlefedt, Peter Scerri, Don
Madden and Karl Weil went very well. They are up to
the premier section.
Highton division A4 defeated Leopold by 112 to 61.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr CRUTCHFIELD — They are doing a lot better
than Geelong! Alan Parish is the team manager and the
players include: Richard Rowe, John Tol, Ron Murrell,
Clive Savage, Mark Coleman, Max Stevens, Terry
Venables, Merv Bunker, Owen Frigerio, Bill Blundell,
Noel Baalam, Rob Triddle, John Jackson, Ron
Chandler, Brian Lugg and Jack Chislett.
The district ladies bowls association fours title was won
by Geelong RSL for the second time. It defeated
Geelong West to win back-to-back premierships.
Congratulations indeed to Gail Moloney, Joan
Vanderchys, Joy Fanning and Maureen Gorringe.
Congratulations to team skipper Dorothy Richmond,
who unfortunately missed the grand final. Again, may
all these teams do even better next season.

Grace Lennon
Mr HERBERT (Eltham) — I would like to bring to
the attention of the house the remarkable achievements
of 11-year-old Grace Lennon. Grace should be the envy
of those of us who enjoy the sport of golf. At a young
age she already plays off a handicap of six. Last year
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Grace convincingly won the Victorian girls under-14
match-play championship. She also won the Victorian
primary school girls title for the second time. She has
been recognised by the local media, winning an
under-15 encouragement award in the Leader
newspaper’s Sports Star of the Year awards. Grace is a
young lady with a massive talent. Grace is a member of
the Heidelberg Golf Club in my electorate; and the golf
club and her family are rightly proud of her
achievements.

Heidelberg Golf Club: program
MrHERBERT(Eltham)—

The Heidelberg Golf Club is also to be congratulated on
its focus on juniors. The club’s philosophy is that
people of all ages, backgrounds and abilities should be
able to participate in club golf. It is currently organising
a special program to encourage juniors to become
involved in the sport. The club’s professional, Andrew
Bertram, is developing a junior program to take the
local schools, and the Victorian Golf Foundation has
been very supportive of that program. Many people at
the club, including committee member Winton McColl
and manager of the junior pennant sides, John Tunks,
are putting in a tremendous amount of work to create
opportunities for young people to become involved in
the sport and experience the benefits of the game at the
club level.

North Maribyrnong defence site: future
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) — I congratulate
the Minister for Major Projects on his prompt
intervention on the matter of the 130-hectare North
Maribyrnong defence site. Last October I called on the
minister to consider a formal reference of the site to
VicUrban in order to enhance the state’s ability to
influence the outcomes of this most strategic inner
urban site only 9 kilometres from the GPO. Since then
discussions have proceeded at a remarkable pace, and I
was delighted by the news on 20 February that the state
and federal governments have agreed to enter into
priority-sale negotiations for the land.
This is a fantastic outcome for the people of
Melbourne’s west, who feared that the North
Maribyrnong site had the potential to become another
Point Nepean disaster. It means that the extraordinary
heritage of the site will be protected, and there will be a
proper balance between housing and parkland on the
site. It also means that the local community can be
assured of a comprehensive and meaningful
consultation process. VicUrban has already been very
active in canvassing the views of a range of community
groups. I look forward to negotiations between the state
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and federal governments being finalised over the next
four months.

John Halfpenny
Mr LANGUILLER (Derrimut) — I rise to pay
tribute to the life of the late John Halfpenny, who was
well known in the trade union movement — and
indeed, well known and respected in Labor circles. He
was, without a doubt, someone who made a mark in
Australian and Labor politics.
Much has been said to date to honour John’s life and
the contributions he made, but I wish to add another
dimension which is important to place on the record. I
worked with John Halfpenny in the trade union migrant
workers centre, of which he was a founding member.
Indeed, he was a visionary. He above all others — and
he was possibly the first trade union official to do so —
understood the necessity to engage migrants from
non-English-speaking backgrounds in the life of the
workplace and in the life of the trade union movement.
In addition to that, I pay tribute to the late John
Halfpenny and his family for the contributions he made
in the area of human rights in South America. John
Halfpenny is a hero amongst South Americans in
Australia, because he took a personal interest during
difficult times when Chile experienced a dictatorship
under Pinochet, and similarly with Uruguay, in Central
America.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired.

Hastings: government initiatives
Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings) — It is with great
pleasure that I provide this house with progress reports
on several of the initiatives of the Bracks Labor
government within the Hastings electorate.
The Hastings Westpark Primary School construction of
10 new classrooms and staff work areas is progressing
on time and on budget. The school community is very
excited about the enhanced learning opportunities now
being made available to its students.
Tooradin Primary School is preparing to celebrate the
completion of the construction of its new facilities. The
long-awaited enhancements to its school site have now
been realised.
Nearby Blind Bight community centre recently
celebrated the construction of its Men’s Shed — a
workshop facility that will encourage greater
involvement of men and young men in community
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activities in that region. Crib Point Primary School will
soon be enhanced by the appointment of a welfare
officer who will provide great support for local students
and their families.
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authority having the ability to fully recover its operating
costs through industry fees and levies.

The Pelican Pantry in Hastings recently celebrated an
investment of $265 000 in community jobs program
funding that will allow 30 long-term unemployed
residents in the region to acquire meaningful
employment experience. Added to this initiative is the
major grant to the Mornington Peninsula Shire Council
to take on 10 youth trainees under the Jobs for Young
People program.

As a party to the offshore constitutional settlement with
the federal government, Victoria is obliged to have its
state legislation reflect this and allow NOPSA to carry
out its important work in state waters. This is the thrust
of this legislation, whereby current state laws relating to
offshore facilities will be disapplied and a new
schedule 7 inserted into the act. This bill is about a
collaborative OHS approach to offshore petroleum
facilities to ensure that such an incident like the one on
the Piper Alpha never happens on Victorian shores.

Local businesses have also been supported by this
government through numerous grants. Local recycling
firm Repeat Products has been supported to promote its
innovative products both nationally and internationally,
creating new export markets, creating jobs in the region
and creating environmental sustainability.

To put that into historical context and refresh members’
minds, I want to reflect on that terrible accident, which
occurred just after 10.00 p.m. on 6 July 1988. That
night, of the 226 workers who were on the oil rig;
165 died, along with 2 people from rescue vessels sent
to assist. It was the world’s worst offshore disaster.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired, and the
time for members statements has expired.

As many here would know, the cause of the accident
started earlier that day, when work ceased on repairing
a backup propane condensate pump, leaving a hole in
the pump where a valve had been. Just before
10.00 p.m. a new shift started, and when the primary
propane condensate pump failed the new shift workers
were unaware that the backup pump was inoperable
and they started it up. The first explosion was caused by
gas escaping from the valve hole. The firewalls
separating different parts of the facility failed, igniting
oil stores. A few minutes later gas risers on other
platforms burst. These pipes were carrying gas at
2000 pounds per square inch. When people said that
they saw the flames from 85 miles away, you can
understand why.

PETROLEUM (SUBMERGED LANDS)
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 31 March; motion of
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture).
Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings) — I rise in support of
this bill, the Petroleum (Submerged Lands)
(Amendment) Bill. The intent of this bill is to provide
consistency across federal and state laws and to ensure
alignment of operational intent with respect to the
provisions of quality and effective occupational health
and safety (OHS) practices on offshore facilities.
The background to the bill is straightforward. In 2001
the federal government’s Department of Industry,
Science and Resources, working collaboratively with
the offshore petroleum industry and the unions,
prepared a report on offshore safety. Key findings of
the report were that the current system of regulation
was very inadequate. It had unclear limitations. There
were overlapping acts and inconsistent application
between federal and state jurisdictions. The federal
government responded by creating a National Offshore
Petroleum Safety Authority (NOPSA) whose prime
goal is to regulate OHS matters on offshore facilities.
The federal government has already updated its
legislation so the authority can undertake its regulatory
activities in commonwealth waters along with the

There had been no full safety drill on that rig for three
years prior to the disaster. Training and safety
procedures were virtually nonexistent. New staff had
not been familiarised with the rig layout, and problems
raised by previous safety audits had not been fixed.
Anybody who has ever watched the award-winning
documentary Paying for the Piper will know that these
things were spelt out in that moving documentary.
It is not surprising that Victoria is the first of the states
to implement this legislation, with WorkCover playing
an integral role and NOPSA having the on-site OHS
responsibilities. We can look back to the Longford Esso
gas plant explosion on 25 September 1998 as another
reason why it is important for the Victorian and federal
governments to work collaboratively on things like this.
As we know, the Longford gas plant explosion
occurred when a pump circulating lean oil to a heat
exchanger in gas plant no. 1 stopped and stayed offline
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for several hours. The heat exchanger, operating at
48 degrees Celsius, continued to cool vessels at low
temperature. However, lean oil was being added to this
at 230 degrees Celsius, causing a brittle fracture. Plant
no. 1 had been listed as requiring a HAZOP (hazard
and operability) study, but none had ever been carried
out.
Approximately 25 tonnes of hydrocarbon vapour were
released. The resulting fire and explosion killed two
men and injured eight. Relocation of all the plant
engineers from the Longford plant to Melbourne
impacted heavily on the operational practices at
Longford. The resultant lack of communication resulted
in inadequate training of operators and supervisors, and
inadequate procedures. Some of the lessons that came
out of that were the issues that adequate hazard
identification must be a prerequisite for producing a
safe system, and carrying out safety audits is only
useful when corrective actions are enforced.
I want to acknowledge the vital role that Victorian and
Australian unions have played in pioneering safe work
practices for offshore facilities. The perseverance of
unions is to be greatly applauded. It has been the
unions’ concern over the attitude that lean production
and lean maintenance inevitably lead to lean safety that
has meant that these issues are now being looked at and
covered by this legislation at both the federal and state
levels. It has been disappointing therefore that no
speaker on the other side of this house acknowledged
the vital role that unions have played to progress the
issue of safety on offshore facilities. They talked about
the industry and federal government roles but only gave
typical lip-service acknowledgement to the unions
representing the workers who put their lives on the line
and who are at risk every hour of every day that they
are on these offshore facilities.
In conclusion it is pleasing to note this bill has received
the bipartisan support it logically should. It has been
disappointing, however, that there has not been an
appropriate acknowledgement of the roles of all
stakeholders in this process — specifically, the unions
involved. This industry, as many prior speakers have
highlighted, supports thousands of jobs and provides
Australian communities with their domestic gas
requirements. It is a vital part of our export market and
attracts significant investment from foreign
corporations. This bill, in line with federal legislation,
allows and enhances the longevity of this important
industry and, equally importantly, the safety of its
workers. I commend the bill to the house.
Ms DUNCAN (Macedon) — It gives me great
pleasure to speak on the Petroleum (Submerged Lands)
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(Amendment) Bill. As has been said by previous
speakers, this is a very important bill in which a lot of
people have been involved. The oil and gas industry in
Victoria is huge and contributes significantly to the
economy. I had the pleasure of actually flying over one
of these rigs not long ago, and they are like monsters in
the sea; they are very impressive structures, scary
looking beasts really, and the technology is quite mind
boggling. They are very technical and potentially
extremely dangerous. A lot of people work on them,
and when something goes wrong it can go very, very
wrong.
As we know there have been two lots of regulations for
these rigs — state and federal — which has meant
inconsistencies and confusion. This bill proposes to put
aside those inconsistencies and to create one safety
authority which will cover the industry generally and
oil rigs whether they are in state or federal waters. This
will give the industry consistency and give confidence
to the workers that the best possible occupational health
and safety practice operates on the rigs and in the
industry generally.
A lot of people have been involved in the creation of
these regulations and their oversight. As has been said,
it is an incredibly important industry to our economy,
and ensuring that the safety regulation of it is consistent
and comprehensive is absolutely critical. This is an
important bill, and I wish it speedy passage.
Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) — It is with a great deal
of pride that I speak in support of the Petroleum
(Submerged Lands) (Amendment) Bill. Clearly this bill
has been universally accepted by all parties in the state.
It is federal legislation which has been sponsored by the
federal government. It is to do with safety, and safety in
the workplace is paramount in all our minds. It is with a
great deal of pride that I support this bill.
It is one of many bills before this house that has
universal support. Therefore it will no doubt have a
very speedy passage. The number of speakers on this
bill is probably a summation of that. I am aware this bill
needs an absolute majority, so I will be interested to see
all the members come back in here.
As I said, the bill provides for the functions of a safety
authority, including promotion of occupational health
and safety of persons offshore in petroleum facilities. I
have never been to an offshore rig or anything like that,
but from what I have seen of them on TV programs and
what have you, it is not the safest environment to work
in. This bill brings safety to that industry. It gives a
power to the Minister for Resources to require the
safety authority to prepare reports and give information
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in relation to the performance of the authority or in
exercise of its powers in state waters. It is clearly an
issue that covers federal and state waters. The minister
must also cause a review to be undertaken of the
operations of the safety authority in state waters every
three years — so it is obviously a process that involves
coming back and reporting on a regular basis.
This is not the most earth-shattering legislation, but it
does provide for a safety authority board and safer
practices in oil rigs et cetera. I commend the bill to the
house and seek its speedy passage.
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — I also rise to
support the Petroleum (Submerged Lands)
(Amendment) Bill, which amends the Petroleum
(Submerged Lands) Act 1982, which of course is the
principal act. It is very much a mirror of federal
legislation — the commonwealth Petroleum
(Submerged Lands) Act 1967. It refers to the 1967
offshore constitutional settlement, where everyone
agreed that the commonwealth and states should
endeavour to maintain, as far as practical, the same
principles, rules and practices in regulation, exploration
and exploitation of petroleum research in submerged
lands.
There is quite a lot of international and national law on
exploration under the sea, including the law of the sea
which was negotiated over many years and finally
agreed to. I remember one example, the Bisquit
formula. When the law of the sea was being negotiated,
the eminent legal personalities were passing around the
after-dinner brandy, which was Bisquit cognac. Where
it landed on the drawings on the tablecloth was where
they were going to draw the lines for applying some of
the principles they were using in international law.
Submerged lands is clearly a very important aspect of
petroleum and gas exploration that needs to be properly
regulated and controlled. This is an act to bring in a
national arrangement. I note that in schedule 7, part 2,
under the heading ‘Occupational Health and Safety’, a
quite comprehensive regime is set down. This is very
important to ensure that the work, which is often very
dangerous, is done properly and well.
Several years ago, in August 2001, together with the
industry and the work force, the commonwealth
Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources
prepared a report on safety. The federal response was
the passing of the Petroleum (Submerged Lands)
Amendment Act 2003, which is the commonwealth
amending act. This bill is the response of the state of
Victoria to bring the Victorian legislation into line with
the federal amendment act. The bill reflects the
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amendments made by the commonwealth act to ensure
that a consistent regulatory regime operates in state
waters. It meets the responsibilities the states accepted
in the 1967 offshore constitutional settlement regarding
submerged lands.
This is very sensible and well-worked out legislation
which has had comprehensive discussion and
consultation between federal and state authorities. As
the member for Ivanhoe has pointed out, there is going
to be a review of this legislation every three years. On
page 5 of the explanatory memorandum, in
section 151ZR, you can see that the minister must cause
reviews to be conducted of the operations of the safety
authority relating to the adjacent area. The first review
is to relate to the three-year period beginning 1 January
2005, and is to be completed within six months or any
longer period the minister allows after the three-year
period. The bill allows for subsequent review in
successive three-year periods, which is also very
sensible. This must be done, of course, in conjunction
with the federal review, and as this is complementary
legislation any review should be done in
complementary action with the federal authority and
with other states.
This is sensible legislation, and speaking particularly as
the Parliamentary Secretary for WorkCover I think it is
very important that it brings occupational health and
safety very much to the fore. I am happy to speak on
this bill and support its passage through the house.
Ms PIKE (Minister for Health) — It is my duty to
thank those members of this house who have
contributed to the debate on the Petroleum (Submerged
Lands) (Amendment) Bill. It has been a very interesting
and vigorous debate. I commend the bill to the house
and wish it a speedy passage.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time; by leave proceeded to third
reading.
Third reading
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
I advise the house that as the required statement of
intention has been made under section 85(5)(c) of the
Constitution Act 1975, the third reading of the bill is
required to be passed by an absolute majority. As there
is not an absolute majority of the members of the house
present, I ask the Clerk to ring the bells.
Bells rung.
Members having assembled in chamber:
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Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.
Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 31 March; motion of
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General).
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — I am delighted to
speak on the Limitation of Actions (Amendment) Bill.
The purpose of this bill is to amend the Limitation of
Actions Act 1958 in order to clarify the application of
section 20A of that particular act, which concerns
limitations on procedures for the recovery of tax, and
particularly to clarify that it operates in relation to
proceedings between private parties as well as
revenue-collecting authorities. The purpose is also to
prevent the recovery of windfall gains in proceedings
for the recovery of a tax or an amount attributable to a
tax.
It has been necessary to bring this bill before the house
because of a range of recent court decisions. Members
of the house will be very familiar with many tax and
other laws that are often challenged in the courts. As
people look for ways to lessen their tax they spend a lot
of time trying to see other ways it can be got around.
There have been a number of court cases in this regard,
and the second-reading speech outlines some of those.
Under current law section 20A of the Limitation of
Actions Act provides that, with exceptions, a
proceeding to recover money paid by way of a tax or a
purported tax must be commenced within one year
from the date of payment. There are acts, such as the
Taxation Administration Act 1997, which contain
provisions to impose a time limitation on the
commencement of proceedings but also contain
anti-windfall provisions, and this is one of the nubs of
this particular bill — that we want to prevent the
recovery of windfall gains in proceedings for the
recovery of tax. The current anti-windfall provision
means that a person cannot recover money where they
have passed on the burden of a tax to another person, or
where they have passed on the burden and will not
reimburse those particular persons.
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These sorts of provisions are found in legislation right
throughout the commonwealth in various forms. As this
government wants our legislature to take the lead in
many of these aspects of legislation, we also want to
make sure there is some kind of comparability between
our legislation and that which is passed in other states.
For example, in the Australian Capital Territory the
Limitation Act of 1985 states in section 21A, under
‘Tax, licence fee or duty or penalty tax’:
(1) An action for recovery of a revenue amount is not
maintainable unless proceedings in relation to the
amount are instituted before the end of 6 months after
the date the amount was paid.

Subsection (4) of that act also defines a revenue amount
as being:
(a) a tax, licence fee or duty imposed, or purportedly
imposed, under an Act; or
(b) a penalty tax in relation to such a tax, licence fee or duty.

The Recovery of Imposts Act 1963 of New South
Wales defines taxation legislation as:
(a) an Act imposing or relating to a tax, or
(b) a provision of such an Act, or
(c) a regulation under such an Act, or
(d) a provision of such a regulation.

Section 2 of the same New South Wales act, under the
heading ‘Limitations on time for the bringing of
proceedings to recover taxes’ — as we have already
noted, this is related to section 20A in the Victorian
Act — states:
(1) No proceedings shall be brought to recover from the
Crown or the Government or the State of New South
Wales or any Minister of the Crown, or from any
corporation, officer or person out of any fund to whom
or which it was paid, the amount or any part of the
amount paid by way of tax or purported tax and
recoverable on restitutionary grounds (including but not
limited to mistake of law or fact):
(a) in the case of a payment made before the
commencement of this Act, after the expiration of
the time within … such proceedings … ; or
(b) in the case of a payment made subsequent to the
commencement of this Act, after the expiration of
12 months after the date of payment.

The Northern Territory has similar provisions as well.
Section 35D of the Limitations Act 1981 states:
Where, after the commencement of the Limitation
Amendment Act 1993, money is paid … an action for the
recovery is not maintainable … if brought after the expiration
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of a limitation period of 6 months from the date on which the
money was paid.

So limitation is provided in all those acts, whether it is
for 6 months or 12 months, depending on the
jurisdiction.
Section 10 of the Limitation of Actions Act 1974 in
Queensland provides:
Actions to recover tax
(1) Despite section 10(1)(d) or (5), an action to recover an
amount paid as tax that is recoverable because of the
invalidity of an Act or a provision of an Act must be
started within 1 year after the day of payment.

There is much legislation in other states that talks about
the limitations and also seeks to define exactly what we
are talking about when we are talking about a tax. The
same act in Queensland defines ‘tax’ as:
(a) a tax, fee, duty, levy, charge or other impost under, or
purportedly under, an Act; or
(b) a penalty in relation to a tax, fee, duty, levy, charge or
other impost under, or purportedly under, an Act.

That is a brief review of the current law in the area —
the provisions in a number of states and the
territories — which relates to what is happening here.
A number of cases have been alluded to in the
second-reading speech and by other speakers, including
Roxborough v. Rothmans of Pall Mall Australia Ltd,
Cauvin v. Philip Morris Ltd and the September 2003
case of Thistle Investment Pty Ltd in the Australian
Capital Territory Supreme Court.
The bill seeks to do two things. One, as I said, is to
amend the windfall provisions. It also seeks to define
them more clearly, replacing the term ‘act’ with the
term ‘law’. It has been assumed that the term ‘act’ in
section 20A(2) could be broadly applied to include a
variety of instruments. However, in advice from
parliamentary counsel it has been suggested that, if the
intention is that this section have broad application to
any instrument under which a tax may be imposed, that
section should be amended to include the full range of
possibilities. The definition of ‘law’ is that it means an
act; a subordinate instrument within the meaning of the
Interpretation of Legislation Act, which will pick up
regulations, rules, by-laws, proclamations, orders in
council, orders or schemes or other instruments of a
legislative character; and any other instrument that
applies as a law of Victoria or is made under and is
enforceable in accordance with the provisions of an act
or a subordinate instrument for a law that applies in
Victoria.
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Some pieces of Victorian legislation refer to applied
laws that pick up national models that apply as a law of
Victoria. I give a few examples: the Agricultural and
Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Act 1994, the
Corporations (Victoria) Act 1990, the Consumer Credit
(Victoria) Act 1995, the New Tax System Price
Exploitation Code (Victoria) Act 1999 and the TT-Line
Gaming Act 1993. The broad definition of ‘law’
ensures that the limitation periods that apply by virtue
of section 20A will operate regardless of under what
type of instrument the impost is imposed. The bill
provides clarification in that regard. It is also providing
clarification with respect to the cases that have been
mentioned. It will ensure that all taxes are subject to an
anti-windfall provision. In particular it introduces an
anti-windfall provision as a new section 20B of the
Limitation of Actions Act which imposes a requirement
that proceedings cannot be maintained to the extent that
recovery would result in a windfall gain.
This is very sensible. We cannot have windfall gains
occurring, because this is something that obviously the
public takes great umbrage at. People see that as a very
unfair practice and often as a dodgy legal practice,
using the courts to get around things and allowing
people to make gains that they are really not entitled to.
I am sure that our constituents would be very much
pleased that, in spite of the very difficult and arcane
nature of the issues before the house, the intent is very
clear: we are out to stop windfall gains being made by
people who do not deserve them. This bill will serve us
well, and I commend the bill in its entirety to the house.
Mr LUPTON (Prahran) — I am pleased to add a
few comments in support of the Limitation of Actions
(Amendment) Bill. The policy upon which the bill has
become necessary is on two bases: one is to clarify the
application of section 20A of the Limitation of Actions
Act, which concerns the limitations on proceedings for
the recovery of tax, and in particular to clarify that it
operates in relation to proceedings between private
parties as well as against revenue-collecting authorities;
and secondly, to prevent the recovery of windfall gains
and proceedings for the recovery of a tax or an amount
attributable to a tax.
The current law in this area has been confused and
complicated because of a series of court decisions,
principally since 2001, when, in the case of
Roxborough v. Rothmans of Pall Mall Australia Ltd the
High Court found that tobacco retailers could recover
from wholesalers the franchise fees which had been
found to be invalid by the High Court in the previous
case of Ha v. New South Wales. Tobacco retailers were
able to do so despite the fact that the retailers had
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passed on the burden of the taxes to the consumers. The
retailers therefore received a windfall gain.
Subsequent cases in a number of jurisdictions have
added to the complexity and difficulty in this area, in
particular a New South Wales decision in Cauvin v.
Philip Morris Ltd where it became apparent that it
would be virtually impossible for consumers who had
been the subject of the tax burden passed on by retailers
to recover that impost from the retailers themselves.
In a later case in 2003 — that of Thistle Investment Pty
Ltd — the Australian Capital Territory Supreme Court
also found that it was doubtful that the equivalent
provision in the ACT applied to proceedings between
individuals and was instead limited to actions against
public revenue-collecting entities. In another 2003
decision — British American Tobacco Australia Ltd v.
Western Australia — the High Court held that a
Western Australian law regulating court proceedings
did not apply in the federal jurisdiction as it was limited
to actions against the Crown.
It can be seen from a number of these court decisions
that the ability for people to attempt to bring successful
legal proceedings against individuals or companies that
have received a windfall gain by being able to pass on
the cost of a tax or, in the process of legal action being
carried out by those companies, to avoid payment of the
tax creates a great deal of legal difficulty, uncertainty
and unfairness.
What we must try to achieve in these circumstances is a
tax system that is fair and is seen to be fair by the
people who are the subject of that taxation, and the
system needs to be one that is not unduly complex and
can be navigated with a degree of ease and
commonsense so that people know what are their likely
obligations and entitlements as they make their business
decisions.
There is an obvious need for reform in this area of the
law. That cause is added to by the fact that a number of
jurisdictions around Australia have been moving in
recent times to take up this issue and clarify the
question of how these windfall gains should be dealt
with and the revenue and public interest protected.
The bill clarifies that the limitation period imposed by
section 20A of the act will apply in proceedings
between parties of any kind, not just to
revenue-collecting entities but even between
individuals themselves. It will ensure that citizens are
not exposed to a greater liability than that which they
can recover from the state, and that is a proper and fair
application of the law. This is likely to strengthen the
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application of the section in proceedings in the federal
jurisdiction also, which limitations were pointed out in
the High Court decision in British American Tobacco
Australia Ltd v. Western Australia. It will also mean
that the section will apply, as I said, not just to
proceedings against revenue-collecting authorities but
importantly to proceedings between individuals and
also between individuals and companies.
The bill also introduces an anti-windfall provision that
applies in relation to all taxes. It is an important
consideration when dealing with these issues that all
taxes ought to be subject to an anti-windfall
provision — it is a principle of commonsense and
fairness — and that these sorts of provisions that are
very important for the integrity of the system ought to
be applied in a general manner, not just to some
particular or individual taxes and duties. In particular,
the bill introduces an anti-windfall provision as a new
section 20B of the Limitation of Actions Act, which
imposes a requirement that proceedings cannot be
maintained to the extent that recovery would result in a
windfall gain. The bill also makes it clear that the
anti-windfall provision applies in proceedings between
parties of any kind, again whether the parties be
individuals, companies or the state.
The new anti-windfall provision will prevent a party
from maintaining proceedings if it has already passed
on the burden of the tax. The bill, however, makes it
clear that a party that has passed on the burden will still
be able to bring a proceeding if the windfall amount has
already been paid back to the consumer or customer or
an unconditional and enforceable agreement is entered
into with the customer to pay back the tax — for
example, an agreement which is not dependent on the
outcome of court proceedings. That is an important
provision which protects the proper and appropriate
legal entitlements of a company that has genuinely
found itself in some legal uncertainty in relation to the
requirement that it pay a particular tax. While those
proceedings are the subject of litigation it can take
steps, as outlined by these provisions, to enable its
attempt to recover the amount paid from the
revenue-collecting entity, and its position is protected in
that way. It has its proper and appropriate legal
entitlements, but it has to make it clear that it has either
paid back the amount it is seeking to recover to the
customer or entered into an enforceable agreement to
do so. The anti-windfall provision not only seeks to
regulate proceedings, it does not seek to extinguish any
rights. I think that it is a very important principle that
we need to be very clear about in this case.
The bill also only restricts a party bringing a proceeding
to the extent that the party has received a windfall gain.
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If the party has absorbed some of the burden itself — in
other words, if it has not passed on to the customer
what would otherwise be a windfall gain — then a
proceeding can still be brought in relation to the part of
the burden that has been borne by the party.
In conclusion, it is important that the state of Victoria
take action as a result of the complexity and difficulty
in the law that has been created by a series of court
decisions, not just in the High Court but also in the
courts in New South Wales and the Australian Capital
Territory, to regularise the application of the laws in
relation to windfall gains. I do not believe that people in
the community accept that companies that make
windfall profits as a result of what are seen as loopholes
in the taxation system should receive a windfall benefit
in those circumstances.
It is an important part of the legal system that the
taxation process is seen to be fair and equitable and also
not overly complex. I commend the bill to the house.
Ms DUNCAN (Macedon) — I am pleased to speak
on the Limitation of Actions (Amendment) Bill. As the
previous speaker said, the bill has two main purposes:
firstly, to clarify the application of section 20A of the
act, which concerns limitations on proceedings for the
recovery of tax and, in particular, to clarify that it
operates in relation to proceedings between private
parties as well as against revenue-collecting authorities;
and secondly, to prevent the recovery of windfall gains
in proceedings for the recovery of a tax or an amount
attributable to a tax.
Members may remember some recent cases in the High
Court. The one that stands out in my mind is the case of
Roxborough v. Rothmans of Pall Mall Australia Ltd,
where the High Court found the tobacco retailers could
recover from the wholesalers the franchise fees which
had been found to be invalid by the High Court in
another case. They were able to do so despite the fact
that the retailers had passed on to the consumers the
burden of this tax, so they had not had any losses and
therefore any gain would have been a windfall gain.
This bill basically ensures that all taxes now are subject
to anti-windfall provisions. The legislation brings us
into line with New South Wales, South Australia,
Tasmania and Western Australia.
The bill also makes it clear that the anti-windfall
provision applies in proceedings between parties of any
kind, whether the parties be individuals, companies or
the state. I am sure most reasonably minded people will
see that this tax law should apply to individuals and to
companies, as it does to the state. That is fair and
reasonable. It also galls people to see anybody basically
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making a windfall gain. If they have had no loss to
themselves, an action should not be mountable.
The bill clarifies those things and brings us into line
with other states. It is good legislation that fits the test
of reasonableness and also makes sure laws apply
equally to all. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) — It is a pleasure to add
my brief contribution to the bill. The member for
Macedon nicely summed up the bill in her contribution.
Obviously the legislation is to do with windfall gains.
Clearly it would be unreasonable that people should get
such gains. The legislation brings this state into line
with other states — New South Wales, South Australia,
Tasmania and Western Australia. They have all brought
in legislation. It is not earth-shattering legislation,
but — —
Mr Hulls interjected.
Mr LANGDON — I am sorry, Attorney-General; it
is one of the many reforms the Attorney-General has
brought in, and it is an outstanding reform of the
Attorney-General. It would be fair to say this
Attorney-General leaves no stone unturned. This is one
of the smaller pebbles, but it is, however, something
that needs to be looked at.
The legislation brings us into line with those other
states. It is one of those little pieces of legislation that fit
perfectly together, and as such I am sure the
Attorney-General will sum up beautifully on the bill.
Ramifications following the High Court’s rulings have
made the introduction of this legislation important. We
could all speak endlessly on legal proceedings. Not
being a lawyer, I would not want to go down that path.
I commend the bill to the house.
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I thank all
members for their important contributions on this
important piece of legislation. As I said in my
second-reading speech, it is all about preventing the
recovery of windfall gains in proceedings for the
recovery of a tax or an amount attributable to a tax. It
will bring Victorian legislation into line with that of
other states — New South Wales, South Australia,
Tasmania and Western Australia. It will also clarify the
application of section 20A of the act, which imposes a
12-month limitation period on the proceedings for the
recovery of tax, to make it clear that it operates in
relation to proceedings between private parties as well
as against revenue-collecting authorities.
I wish to touch on two issues raised by the shadow
Attorney-General, and I thank him for his and his
party’s support for the legislation. The first issue, and I
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will paraphrase, was whether the amendments
disadvantaged parties who may have paid a tax on the
negligent advice of their solicitor. He was really asking
whether or not a 12-month limitation period would now
apply to any proceedings brought by the client against
his or her solicitor. The answer to that question is no.
Money that is paid on the basis of incorrect legal or
financial advice is not money that is attributable to a
tax. The client would be able to bring proceedings in
negligence against their solicitor, or accountant for that
matter, for an amount of tax paid on the basis of
incorrect advice. The client cannot otherwise recover
from the revenue-collecting authority due to the
application of the relevant limitation period. The bill
makes it clear that the 12-month limitation period is
applicable where money is paid that is attributable to a
tax or a purported tax — that is, where money is paid
by one entity to another entity who will then pay money
to a revenue-collecting authority.
The second issue the shadow Attorney-General raised
was perhaps a little more complicated. It related to the
anti-windfall provision in section 20B. He seemed to be
raising concerns about whether a claimant may not be
able to enter into an unconditional and enforceable
agreement in order to satisfy the court that the recovery
of money would not result in a windfall gain to the
claimant. I think he was really asking whether a
claimant could give an undertaking to a court in order
to satisfy the requirements of proposed section 20B.
The answer to that question would be that while an
undertaking is enforceable it is not in the nature of an
agreement. A claimant could certainly enter into a deed
in order to satisfy the requirement for an unconditional
and enforceable agreement.
As the member for Kew would know, a deed does not
require an exchange of consideration — a deed or
contractual arrangement exists independently of any
court proceedings and is, of course, much simpler to
enforce between the parties. A breach of an
undertaking — and I think the member mentioned this
in his contribution — is a contempt of court and would
be dealt with in accordance with the law of contempt.
However, this may do nothing for the aggrieved parties
should the claimant fail to honour the undertaking. That
is why it would be advisable for a claimant to enter into
a deed in order to satisfy the requirement for an
unconditional and enforceable agreement.
With those few comments I thank all members for their
contributions. This is fairly important legislation. It is
somewhat technical. but I think it is important and it
brings us into line with other states. I wish the bill a
speedy passage.
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Motion agreed to.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third
reading.
Third reading
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! As there is not an absolute majority of members
in the house, I ask the Clerk to ring the bells.
Bells rung.
Members having assembled in chamber:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.
Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

MARINE (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 31 March; motion of
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture).
Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings) — I rise to speak in
support of this bill. I fully support this bill because its
clear intent is to make Victorian ports and waterways
productive and safe by amending the relevant acts —
the Marine Act and the Port Services Act — to improve
public safety in the Victorian marine environment. The
Marine (Amendment) Bill links back to this
government’s intention to implement legislative
changes arising from the recommendations of the
independent review undertaken by Professor Bill
Russell in 2001.
Professor Russell’s review of port management
highlighted many safety, environmental and
community management problems with the structure
enforced by the then coalition government. As
members will recollect, the first stage of implementing
Professor Russell’s recommendations was the passing
in 2003 of the Port Services (Port of Melbourne
Reform) Bill and the Port Services (Port Management
Reform) Bill.
This particular bill focuses on four key issues of reform:
firstly, it consolidates and clarifies the roles and
functions of harbourmasters; secondly, it further
clarifies the powers and functions of local authorities in
state waters; thirdly, it provides Marine Safety Victoria
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with the ability to introduce the Australian builders
plate in 2005 for new recreational vessels; and fourthly,
it clarifies powers that allow both MSV and the
Victorian water police to conduct compliance safety
audits aboard vessels in Victoria. The bill also makes a
number of minor technical amendments.
I will now go into these four major areas in more detail,
starting with the roles and functions of harbourmasters.
The important role of a harbourmaster is currently
duplicated in both the Marine Act and the Port Services
Act. As harbourmasters are licensed by the director of
Marine Safety Victoria and their roles and functions
relate to safety issues, it is appropriate that the relevant
provisions sit within the Marine Act. By safety I mean
harbourmasters are responsible for the movement,
berthing, loading and unloading of ships in port waters.
The electorate of Hastings — specifically the port of
Hastings — has numerous tanker and container vessel
movements each week to service corporations such as
BlueScope Steel and Esso. It is therefore vital that the
harbourmaster’s role is clear to all involved in shipping
in Western Port.
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outstanding work of the Victorian water police, and in
particular the head of the water police, Rex Brown, who
has done a sterling job with many other Victoria Police
water officers over the last couple of years.
The fourth key issue in the bill is the Australian
builders plate. The plate is the very proactive initiative
developed by the National Marine Safety Committee
after extensive consultation with the boat building
industry. The plate, which from 1 July 2005 will be
affixed to new power recreational boats made in
Australia, will contain important information about the
vessel such as: maximal loading, maximum engine
weight, maximum engine power, buoyancy
performance, load capacities and operational limits. In
effect, it will allow prospective boat buyers to make an
informed decision about the vessel they intend to
purchase. It will mean they will buy a boat that will suit
their recreational needs, and that they will be better
informed to ensure the safety and longevity of the
occupants of the boat when undertaking recreational
pursuits.

The third issue is the enforcement activities on
Victorian waters. It is important to note that there is no
change to the enforcement processes undertaken by the
Victorian water police and Marine Safety Victoria
officers. They will continue to undertake normal duties
as they currently do with respect to commercial and
recreational boaters. Marine Safety Victoria officers
have these powers under the uniform shipping codes,
and this bill will place that power in the Marine Act.

Recreational fishing is a growth industry in Victoria,
and nowhere is it more visible than in Western Port,
which has some of the safest boat launching ramps and
harbours in Victoria. These provisions will focus on
enhancing marine safety from both a shipping and
recreational boating focus. The Bracks Labor
government is committed to this and has demonstrated
its commitment by investing in local projects that
enhance marine safety and help boat users in very real
ways. An example of this from the Hastings electorate
and from the Western Port and Mornington Peninsula
perspective is the introduction of boat operating
licences, with 136 000 Victorians obtaining licences.
This means they have undertaken formal courses that
allow them to understand how their boats work and
how to operate safely on the water. Several thousand
licences have been handled by local volunteer
coastguard members at Hastings and Warneet, and I put
on record the outstanding work by local Blind Bight
resident Tiger Bob, who has trained over 2500 licence
applicants. It is appropriate to give credit to all those
volunteers who have played such an important role in
enhancing the marine safety of Victorians.

The bill also clarifies the police power to board vessels
without the permission of the owner or master. It will
enhance the ability of police by giving them the power
to enter and search for compliance purposes when they
have been refused permission to enter a larger vessel. It
should be borne in mind that the average size of
recreational fishing vessels is relatively small and most
compliance checks can be done while alongside the
vessel. I take this opportunity to acknowledge the

Another great Bracks Labor government initiative has
been the major advertising campaign ‘Life jackets save
lives’, which has been running very successfully over
the last two summer seasons. Another initiative has
been the boat safety equipment checks. I have
personally been involved with a few of these checks
around boat launching ramps at Hastings, Stony Point
and Warneet. Thousands of boats have been checked by
marine safety officers and officers delegated to

On the issue of local authorities, depending on the port
or waterway a variety of different authorities are
currently listed in the Marine Act as local authorities.
This bill clarifies who these authorities are by referring
to them by name. If the responsible authority is, for
example, the director of marine safety they will be
named accordingly, so people referring to the act will
be clear who the relevant authority is. This will be the
same process for identifying respective port
management bodies for major and minor ports such as
Melbourne, Geelong and Hastings.
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undertake these checks around the boating areas. There
is no doubt that their checks and discussions with boat
owners have saved lives by preventing accidents
because boat owners and users are more aware of the
limitations of their boats and have a greater
appreciation and understanding of the waters they are
going through.
I highlight the current consultative process being
undertaken by the Bracks Labor government regarding
the use of personal flotation devices (PFDs), which is
another example of how the government is getting on
with the job of guaranteeing and enhancing marine
safety for Victorians. I also refer to the safety education
campaigns undertaken with jet ski users.
I want to talk about what the Bracks Labor government
has done with boating safety and facilities programs.
Nearly $4.5 million has been invested in boating safety
and facilities across Victoria, with the funding of
numerous search and rescue vessels, particularly one in
Mornington, and boating guide brochures for Port
Phillip Bay and Western Port. When I do my market
stalls I realise these are one of the most popular items
taken up by members of the public. Four access
dinghies have been given to Yachting Victoria’s
sailability program. Hastings Yacht Club has
undertaken this program under the fantastic traineeship
of Peter Donaldson of Yachting Victoria, with the great
support of Hastings Yacht Club members such as
Kevin Baensch. Numerous outboard motors and life
rafts have been given to local marine safety
organisations around the state, including one in the
lovely Mornington area. There have been upgrades to
boat launching facilities and jetties in places such as
Anthony’s Nose at Dromana, at Safety Beach and at
one of my favourite tourist spots, Cape Conran. These
are but a few examples of the very tangible ways in
which the Bracks Labor government is getting on with
the job of making Victorian water safer for all users.
In summary, this bill addresses the increase in
recreational water activities Victorians now want to
participate in. It ensures that when they go out in their
boats they come back safely as well. It means that
police and marine safety officers can continue to ensure
that unsafe vessels are not a hazard to other boaters and
that from a technical perspective the legislation is easier
to interpret in terms of relevant authority and
harbourmaster responsibility and accountability. I
commend the hardworking and dedicated Victorian
water police, marine safety officers and water safety
volunteers across Victoria, and I commend the bill to
the house.
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Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine) — I am pleased to speak
in support of the Marine (Amendment) Bill. Although
technical, it is a very important bill that improves safety
in our marine environment. I represent a coastal
community in arguably the most beautiful part of the
world, and mine is an electorate that uses and
appreciates its marine environment. We have some
fantastic marine parks, a lot of recreation and
commercial fishing, ferry services, great use of the
bays, a strong aquaculture industry, marine research
and large use of jetties and piers.
The bill promotes an even stronger culture of safety
within our marine environment in a number of ways. It
consolidates the role of harbourmasters and ensures that
their functions and powers are contained within one
piece of legislation — that is, the Marine Act.
Harbourmasters’ functions and powers are focused on
improving safety and therefore remain licensed by the
director of marine safety.
The bill also clarifies the roles and powers of local
authorities. A number of bodies are currently referred to
in a number of acts that have responsibility for our
major ports, local ports, waterways and for marine
safety, and the bill consolidates most of this legislation
dealing with waterways managers to one part of the
Marine Act. The bill also clarifies the roles of the
various local authorities.
The bill puts the current powers of enforcement on the
water for Victoria Police and Marine Safety Victoria
into the Marine Act and clarifies that police are now
able to board vessels without permission. In most cases
for recreational fishing this will mean that police are
able to still carry out safety audits against the side of the
boat rather than boarding a vessel. Police will be able to
board boats where there are issues about compliance.
The bill implements the national requirements for an
Australian builders plate to be put on new powered
recreational boats from 1 July. This will provide
important information about the weight of engines, boat
loading power and buoyancy. The plate will ensure that
purchasers of new recreational boats will have
important safety information that will enable them to be
clear about the boats they are purchasing, their use and
what they, as owners, need to do to ensure the safety of
the users of the boat.
The bill is another extension of the Bracks
government’s commitment to improving marine safety
and helping boat users and recreational fishers. An
important part of the government’s agenda has been the
free boat safety checks. I have spent many an early
morning appreciating the various areas of Bellarine and
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participating in these checks. The checks have been
very much appreciated by people who own recreational
boats. Overall there have been 4000 checks across the
state and hundreds of those have been carried out in
Bellarine. These procedures are important to ensure our
boats are safe for use. From a personal perspective, as a
parent, my son goes out often on a boat. It is good to
know that the government is putting in place improved
safety requirements and improved information about
safety to ensure the safety not only of my son but also
all the other children who are regular users of the bays.
I have also spent a lot of time with the Queenscliff coast
guard. Its volunteers do a fantastic and incredible job
and give up their weekends to ensure the safety of boat
users across the bay. Their main job is about safety, and
they have said to me that the safer the boats the greater
the reduction in their workload and this contributes to
ensuring less fatalities and major injuries in our
waterways.
The government has put more than $4 million into the
boating safety and facilities program. As I said before,
Bellarine has a large number of boat ramps and jetties.
Over the years these have been allowed to deteriorate.
One of the biggest issues that comes through my office
is the need to upgrade boat ramps and jetties for the
local people so they can appreciate and use the bay. The
program has been a major investment in my electorate
over the last 15 months. We have upgraded a number of
boat ramps, piers and jetties and have provided funds
for boating facilities to ensure our waterways are safe.
Just to name a few, over $80 000 has been invested in
the Indented Head jetty — a very important jetty and
well used by tourists and local residents. Some $42 000
has been provided for the new boat ramp at Clifton
Springs. This important project will be followed by
some further changes that were part of the Bracks
government’s election commitments to the Clifton
Springs foreshore area. I was pleased to attend the
opening of the boat ramp. There were queues of people
wanting to use it. The new boat ramp provides easier
access for a larger number of people. The government
invested over $3500 to remove the silt at Point
Richards — another well-utilised boat ramp by local
people and tourists who come down regularly.
We purchased a new motor for the Barwon region
scouts, who do an annual visit to Bellarine where they
work with young people to train them in water safety
tools. Their boat has been an important part of their
being able to do that. With the contribution from the
marine safety grants of over $2000 they were able to
purchase a new motor.
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We have also supported the volunteer coast guard at
Queenscliff. It is a well-deserved grant of almost $3500
to upgrade its radio tower. I saw the old tower and I
have been down since to see the new one. The
volunteers are extremely pleased with that grant and it
has made their job much easier and enabled them to do
more work across the bay. We have done a significant
amount of work at the Queenscliff harbour. There is
certainly more to come with the complete upgrade of
the harbour, which the local community is looking
forward to. These are just a few of the things that we
have done in Bellarine, but as I said there is a lot of
catch up to do on those things.
Mr Mulder interjected.
Ms NEVILLE — Yes, there has been 12 years of
ignoring all this. Finally, with a hardworking local
member, in just 15 months we have been able to make
a significant difference to our boating and recreational
fishing infrastructure. This is just fantastic — and there
is a lot more to come.
This is a very important bill for improving marine
safety, and it is another example of our commitment to
improving safety. We have committed to reducing the
road toll, which has gone down; similarly, we want to
work in our marine environment. Those who have not
seen the upgrades should come to Bellarine. It is a
fantastic place and has the best coastal community
across the state. Come and see what we are doing down
there. It is an exciting time in Bellarine, because its
residents have not had much over the last 12 years or
so. Queenscliff is beautiful, and Portarlington is
fantastic. There is a strong aquaculture industry down
there, and there is more to come on that as well.
This is an important bill. I commend it to the house and
hope for its speedy passage.
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — The member
for Bellarine has outlined a number of good features of
her electorate, and there are also a number of things that
arise in the context of Victorian coastal waterways and
marine safety where things are not as good. Examples
within the electorate of Sandringham include the lack
of action in relation to the boat-launching ramp at Black
Rock and the failure of the government to respond to
beach renourishment issues around the bay, which are
ancillary to wider activity taking place to keep the
waterways in Victoria safe.
The boat industry is a very important one for Australia
and for Victoria. A significant proportion of its
infrastructure is based within the Sandringham
electorate. There has been significant redevelopment at
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the Sandringham Yacht Club over the last decade to
develop one of the best harbours in Victoria. The
600 members of the Beaumaris Motor Yacht Squadron
have made a significant investment in recreational
boating; and the Black Rock Yacht Club has a range of
boats that play a significant role in the supervision of
yachting events and activities. The Victorian Guide and
Scout Sailing Centre and other ancillary boat users are
located adjacent to the Sandringham Yacht Club. These
include the Hampton Sailing Club and a number of
fishing vessels that depart from the Hampton pier.
Both the present and previous governments have
addressed some important ongoing initiatives with
respect to boating in Victoria, but the Kennett
government spent the most money aimed at water
safety in Victoria over the last 100 years with its ‘Play
it safe by the water’ campaign, which was designed to
reduce the incidence of drowning in Victorian coastal
and inland waterways from a high point of some 69
several years ago to just below 40 within the last couple
of years, and that was a very important reform.
It is important that boats carry the appropriate safety
equipment and markings, and I note that the
second-reading speech mentions the introduction of
regulation-making powers to implement the Australian
builders plate for new recreational vessels as a feature
of the present legislation. The speech goes on to say
that this:
… is a plate that will be affixed to recreational vessels at the
point of construction or import …

And a certain amount of information will be displayed
regarding:
… the boat’s engine and load capacities, its buoyancy rating,
and warning statements about its safe operation.

It is interesting to note that Victorian coastal waters are
amongst the most dangerous waters in the world. An
understanding of the coastal geography adjacent to Port
Phillip Heads gives one an appreciation of the
background factors as to why many ships were
shipwrecked during the ship movements that helped
build the city of Melbourne between 1835 and the
advent of air travel. It was Geoffrey Blainey’s view that
Melbourne became a more dominant port than Sydney
for disembarkation, and this lead to its development as
a city. The advent of air transport lead to a shift in the
balance of transportation to Australia and Sydney
became a significant point of disembarkation for air
passengers, leading to its development as a city in the
50 years since the advent of air transport.
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I alluded earlier to the issue of beach renourishment.
During the period 1992 to 1999 over $15 million was
invested in beach renourishment and coastal works
along Victoria’s coastline. At that time there was a
process where renourishment funding was to be
allocated on an annual basis, with priorities to be
determined by the Association of Bayside
Municipalities. It is regrettable that such a program
does not operate under the present government, and a
number of beach renourishment works are well behind
schedule. These include the cliffs near the Red Bluff
Hotel car park adjacent to Southey Street and Masefield
Avenue. It is important that the government responds
appropriately so that one of the most scenic areas in the
Melbourne district is not scarred as a result of an
inadequate commitment of government resources and
to ensure that cliff stabilisation works in that vicinity
are not jeopardised by an inadequate approach to the
renourishment of the beach so that it will also provide a
good buffer to protect the cliffs in that precinct.
I pay tribute to the many people who contribute to
boating safety and instruction at club level in Victoria.
Geoff Henderson, commodore of the Sandringham
Yacht Club, is currently presiding over a boat show that
is being held at present in the Sandringham electorate.
The show is promoting the great features of
Australian-designed boats, and a significant proportion
of the work takes place in the Sandringham electorate.
Ronstan International Pty Ltd, one of the leading
manufacturers of boating equipment, is based in the
Sandringham electorate and employs over 160 people.
It is a model business that has a sheltered workshop
which provides worthwhile opportunities for people to
usefully utilise their time in a positive and constructive
environment. The company is led by Alistair Murray
who also happens to chair the Bayside business board
breakfast, which is a very successful venture that
promotes business understanding and business
development in Victoria.
Ronstan exports to over 46 countries. It is a model
business and has received many Governor’s export
awards and government industry export awards,
because it demonstrates that through the value-added
process it is possible for a Victorian company to export
to the world.
In addition to the good work there, I commend the
work of John Lord, who was formerly involved with
the Marine Board of Victoria. He had a naval career,
and he was able to bring his expertise as a leading
Australian naval officer to the administration of the
marine board in considering marine safety.
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Pollution is an important issue that we also need to
respond to as a community in the management of
Victorian coastal waterways. This bill will improve
some of the provisions to ensure that there are
appropriate responses available to minimise the impact
on Victoria’s coastal flora and fauna. The Liberal Party
had a primary role in ensuring that good measures were
taken to improve water quality with the termination of
the treated sewage that would have otherwise made its
way down the Mordialloc Creek. That was switched off
in about 1995. There are other measures involved with
the Environment Protection Authority to improve water
quality, but it is important that the marine board also
have appropriate powers to respond to pollution issues.
The Beaumaris Motor Yacht Squadron members take a
keen interest in fishing and boat safety. Appropriate
training is imparted through club membership, so boat
operators know when it is safe to the use the
waterways, which is an important element. The current
commodore of the club, John Poston, and leading club
members, such as Wally Nicolson, have a wealth of
knowledge that they are able to impart to club members
as they go about their recreational boating activities,
because the safety of not only the fishermen but also
their family members, including their young children, is
at stake.
A range of issues arise when considering a bill such as
the Marine (Amendment) Bill. In summary, I reiterate
the importance of the government responding to beach
renourishment around Port Phillip Bay. There is a high
level of siltation at the Black Rock boat launching
ramp, and under the heading ‘Shifting sands, shifting
responsibility’ I have been urging both the state
government and the City of Bayside to respond to the
inadequate level of access and egress to the Black Rock
boat ramp that compounds the difficulties encountered
by many boat users. I point out that at the Sandringham
harbour there have been ongoing siltation issues over
the last five decades. Dredging options have been
available, but none have been implemented in a way
that redress all the concerns of users within that
precinct.
Mr TREZISE (Geelong) — With respect to the
member for Sandringham, unlike him I will speak on
the bill that is at hand. I am very pleased to be speaking
on the Marine (Amendment) Bill for a number of
reasons. Firstly, having been employed as the shipping
manager at Geelong port immediately prior to coming
into this house I genuinely appreciate the important of
this legislation as it seeks to improve port and marine
safety in regard to shipping movements, the loading and
unloading of vessels and the ever-important risk of
environmental hazards and pollution in our bays. In
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addressing the responsibilities and requirements of
harbourmasters this legislation is important in
improving safety within our ports.
I am also pleased to be supporting this legislation as the
member for Geelong. As the member for Bellarine
rightly pointed out, members of this house would
appreciate that in our electorates we are very much
dependent on the effective and efficient operations of
the port of Geelong and Corio Bay. Every year around
350 to 400 ships come into the port of Geelong, and
that equates to around 800 shipping movements in and
out of the port. Of those movements approximately
200 involve oil tankers coming into the Shell refinery,
which is a major employer in the Geelong region, and
each vessel that comes into the Shell refinery can carry
up to 100 000 tonnes of oil-based product. If my sums
are correct, with a total of around 7 million tonnes of
oil-based product coming into the port of Geelong and
being shipped through Corio Bay it is not hard to
imagine the importance of the legislation that we are
debating today in the house.
I am also pleased to be speaking on this bill because it
is another example of the Bracks government
delivering on its commitments — this time it is a
commitment with regard to port efficiencies, port
effectiveness, port safety and the very important related
issue of protection from environmental pollution. The
Bracks government has a very proud record in respect
of marine safety with numerous pieces of legislation
having been passed through this house since I was
elected in 1999. Numerous bills relating to the
operations of our ports have been passed, as have bills
such as the one dealing with the boat licensing system
which was passed through this house in early 2002.
The boat licensing system initiative has been a great
success in its operation, with something like
135 000 boats having been registered and, importantly,
all the moneys and fees coming from this initiative
going into boating safety, which the member for
Bellarine correctly mentioned in her contribution to the
house. As I said at the outset, I am pleased to be
supporting this legislation as it delivers on the Bracks
government’s commitment to the people of Victoria yet
again.
A major and important aspect of the bill concerns the
issues relating to the harbourmaster. In essence this bill
consolidates the role and responsibilities of Victorian
harbourmasters. Currently both the Marine Act and the
Port Services Act set out the role, duties and
responsibilities of harbourmasters as they operate
within Victorian ports. Importantly, this bill clarifies the
position by consolidating those two acts. This is
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important, because I can assure the house that of all the
jobs that are undertaken within ports across Australia or
the world, the position of harbourmaster is the absolute
linchpin position when it comes to shipping
movements, the safe movement of ships and the
berthing or unberthing of vessels. Every one of the
harbourmasters in Victoria I dealt with during the
1990s when I had the pleasure of working in the port
industry took their job and responsibilities with great
seriousness and in full appreciation of the vital role they
played within the port.
During my time at the port of Geelong I had the
pleasure of working with harbourmaster Captain Ian
Edwards. During the 1990s Captain Edwards typified
what Victorian harbourmasters were all about. He was
essentially on call 24 hours per day, 7 days per week,
and working under him were a team of highly skilled
marine controllers who manned the port of Geelong
every minute of the day for every day of the year. With
between 700 and 800 shipping movements per year, the
harbourmaster and his team in Geelong, the marine
controllers, literally held the environmental wellbeing
of Corio Bay in their hands with every shipping
movement and every berthing.
This bill takes important steps in ensuring that the
important role of harbourmaster is more effectively and
efficiently carried out, and in doing so it essentially
picks up recommendations made by Professor Russell
in 2000–01. This is important legislation. It provides
the role of harbourmaster with more clarity, and as such
I support this bill and wish it a speedy passage.
Ms MUNT (Mordialloc) — I speak today in support
of the Marine (Amendment) Bill 2004. This bill is
another bill that shows the Bracks government’s
support for our environment, and in particular our
marine environment.
The Marine (Amendment) Bill addresses the
consolidation of the role and function of
harbourmasters. Harbourmasters are the managers
responsible for the movement, berthing, loading and
unloading of ships in port waters, and the functions and
powers of a harbourmaster are currently duplicated in
the Marine Act 1988 and the Port Services Act 1995.
As harbourmasters are licensed by the director of
Marine Safety Victoria and the functions and powers of
a harbourmaster relate to safety issues, this bill
consolidates harbourmaster legislation in the Marine
Act.
A further function of this bill is clarification of the role,
powers and functions of local authorities. The Marine
Act currently refers to a number of different bodies as
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local authorities. These include port management
bodies for major ports, local port managers for local
ports, waterway managers and the director of Marine
Safety Victoria for other waterways. This bill will
clarify who these bodies are by referring to them by
name rather than as a local authority.
The third function of this bill is the Australian builders
plate. The Australian builders plate is a small square
metal plate that from 1 July 2005 will be affixed to
most new powered recreational boats made in
Australia. The details on this plate will aid in the safety
of marine users by giving information about the boat’s
maximum loading, maximum engine weight, maximum
engine power and buoyancy performance. The plate is a
key national marine safety initiative for recreational
boating and was developed by the National Marine
Safety Committee in consultation with the boat
building industry. It should be stressed that this bill
does not affect enforcement on the water, as that power
remains with the Victoria Police Water Police and the
Australian Maritime Safety Authority, which will
remain unchanged, but it does clarify the police power
to board vessels without the permission of the owner or
master.
The Bracks government is proud of its achievements in
marine safety and in general in marine legislation, as
well as its support for our marine environment. We
have introduced recreational boat operator licensing,
and we currently have 136 000 people licensed for
Victorian recreational boat use, which is of great benefit
to marine safety and also the safety of boat users. My
brother teaches boat users to enable them to pass their
licence test, and thus go out in some safety and with
some knowledge of the boating environment. I know
from his work in Western Port that a lot of boat users
were going onto the bay without the correct knowledge
to ensure their own safety and the safety of others. This
particular initiative of the Bracks government will
prove very beneficial in the saving of lives in our
marine environment.
Dr Napthine interjected.
Ms Asher — This bill is going to save lives?
Ms MUNT — It will.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! The interjections are disorderly. The member for
Mordialloc, without assistance from the member for
South-West Coast or the member for Brighton.
Ms MUNT — There has also been an advertising
campaign entitled ‘Life jackets save lives’. Once again
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it is a great initiative in safety and a great initiative for
the marine environment. We have instigated safety
equipment checks and a courtesy information program.
Research has been undertaken by the Monash
University Accident Research Centre that prepared a
report entitled Marine Safety in Victoria. We have
instigated a boating safety and facilities program.
I have a long list of projects that have been funded by
the Bracks government for construction, information
and initiatives to do with marine safety. I will not go
through it, but it is an extensive list of initiatives.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms MUNT — Almost!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! Interjections are disorderly!
Ms MUNT — It would take at least 15 minutes to
go through all of these initiatives.
I also want to speak briefly about the impact of this
legislation on my own electorate, which has a
beachfront stretching from Mentone to Mordialloc. It
also has the Mordialloc Creek. Many recreational
fishermen and commercial businesses in my electorate
will benefit from all of these initiatives. Environmental
and marine safety can have a great impact on the
foreshore, which is enjoyed by many of the residents of
Mordialloc for recreational fishing, swimming and
playing on the sand. With my family I go down to the
beach and enjoy that and notice the shipping passing
by. I am sure it will be a great comfort to us to know
that the marine environment is being so well cared for
and protected.
Just outside my electorate is the Ricketts Point Marine
Sanctuary, which is another great initiative of the
Bracks government. Only today there has been another
significant initiative for the marine environment, and I
will quote from a media release from the Minister for
Environment which states:
Victoria’s world-class system of marine national parks was
now fully in place to protect valuable parts of the state’s
aquatics environment …
Mr Thwaites said the unique system of protecting Victoria’s
marine biodiversity was completed from today, when final
legal protection came into effect for four marine national
parks and one marine sanctuary …

I was with the minister when the marine sanctuary was
launched at Ricketts Point in Beaumaris. We went
down there with the local schoolchildren. It is a
wonderful initiative to save and preserve our local
waterways. The Marine (Amendment) Bill is another
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part of the government’s commitment to our
waterways. I am very proud to be a part of the
government that has this commitment and puts it into
effect. It will benefit the people of Victoria, all those
who use the bay and particularly the residents of my
Mordialloc electorate.
Debate interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! I welcome to the gallery Mr Lei, Deputy
Governor of the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Regional
Government, and his delegation. We welcome you to
Victoria.
Debate resumed.
MARINE(A
MEND
Sec
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Ms GILLETT (Tarneit) — It is my privilege to
make some brief comments on the Marine
(Amendment) Bill before the house today. As other
speakers have said, the bill amends the Marine
Act 1988 and the Port Services Act 1995 to implement
the Bracks government’s objectives of improving
public safety in our most precious marine environment.
The bill is designed to implement legislative changes
that were foreshadowed by the government in its
response to Professor Russell’s review of the port
system in Victoria. Very briefly, the bill consolidates
and clarifies the role and function of harbourmasters. It
further clarifies the powers and functions of local
authorities, which are now referred to as waterways
managers of state waters. It also provides Marine Safety
Victoria with the ability to introduce the Australian
builders plate in 2005 for new recreational boating
vessels. The bill also clarifies powers that allow both
Marine Safety Victoria and the Victoria Police to
conduct compliance safety audits on board vessels in
Victoria.
There are a number of technical amendments which I
will not go into. Suffice to say that the Bracks
government takes marine safety in our waterways very
seriously. The government has focused on investing in
local projects that enhance our marine safety and help
our boat users in real and practical ways. Over the last
few years the Bracks government has embarked upon a
range of measures designed to enhance the safety of
those who use our waterways and the environment
itself. One of the most important changes is to introduce
recreational operator licensing. A colleague and
workmate of mine, Marie Rogers, and her husband are
very enthusiastic boat users and were most enthusiastic
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about undertaking the training that was required to
allow them to successfully complete and acquire their
recreational boat licences. It is very important that
standards and competencies are required for our
recreational boating users as they are for users of our
road network.
There have also been advertising campaigns, most
importantly one entitled ‘Life jackets save lives’. That
program has run for two years over the summer boating
period in Victoria. There have also been mobile
billboards at boat ramps to raise people’s awareness as
well as fixed billboards on some key arterial roads.
Obviously and importantly, the campaign specifically
focuses on the wearing of life jackets; in particular
when they should be worn and in what conditions
boaters should wear a personal flotation device. Boat
safety equipment checks have been an important
innovation as well.
Over those last two boating seasons, boat safety
equipment checks have been conducted at a large
number of boating destinations across the entire state,
with particular focus on waterways where fatalities or
high numbers of injuries have occurred. Boaters who
have participated in the program receive a detailed
report on the adequacy of their safety equipment and
practical advice on how to improve the safety of their
vessels. The program was particularly successful in
2002–03, with over 40 000 recreational boat checks
taking place in that period.
It is also important that during this boating season
Marine Safety Victoria has for the first time conducted
a boat safety courtesy program for recreational boaters
and for those people who use personal watercraft. This
summer’s program expanded on previous years and
focused specifically and most importantly on personal
watercraft users, taking in a variety of vessels —
ski-boats and kite surfers as well as fishing boats. This
has been particularly important to my community as
personal watercraft are used a lot at Werribee South in
our wonderful pristine coastal environment.
Unfortunately a number of years ago a young member
of our community was killed in an accident involving
such a craft, so this courtesy program is terribly
important in raising people’s awareness about how
dangerous the marine environment can be.
I pay tribute to and say thank you to the government, as
the Australian Volunteer Coast Guard Association base
at Werribee last year received its first ever
search-and-rescue vehicle, which I launched with
champagne. I also very much thank the Minister for
Transport and the Minister for State and Regional
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Development for the wonderful improvements made to
our boat ramps and jetties at Werribee South.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr HOWARD
(Ballarat East).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING
CORPORATION: VICTORIAN SPORT
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — By leave, I move:
That this house —
(1) expresses its strong objections to the decision by ABC
management to downgrade its Victorian content by
introducing a Sydney-based sports bulletin to its
Melbourne news service and urges the board to reverse
its decision and ensure its sports bulletin reflects the
sporting interests of Victorian viewers and Melbourne’s
position as the sports capital of Australia; and
(2) requires that the Speaker communicate the resolution of
this house to the ABC board.

Everyone in Victoria was shocked and outraged when a
decision was unilaterally taken by the ABC board and
ABC management to remove the ability to make local
decisions in Victoria about local sport content in its
news service and the presentation of local sport here in
Victoria.
Some people have been asking, ‘Are you being
parochial in Victoria? Why can’t you have a system
where there is a national presentation and you have a
subset of it, as would happen in South Australia, in
Tasmania, in Queensland and in other states?’. The
response of this house should be, ‘Well frankly, what
do you think the New South Wales government or the
people of New South Wales would say if all the sport
coverage was concentrated and centred here in
Victoria?’. Of course we are going to be outraged; of
course we are going to be annoyed; and of course we
are going to stand up and say that the ABC, in having a
universal mandate across Australia, should recognise
and acknowledge that sport is fundamentally more
important to Victoria and Victorians than it is to any
other state in Australia.
You only have to look at our calendar of sports events
to see what we do here in Victoria in a much better way
than any other state in Australia does. Look at the start
of the year, when Australia hosts the first of the tennis
grand slams for the year — the Australian Open. Where
is that held? It is held in Victoria, in Melbourne. Look
at the Australian Formula One Grand Prix, which is
held here now — a big international event.
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An honourable member — Thanks to the Kennett
government.
Mr BRACKS — I agree with that, thanks to the
previous government — and thanks to this government
for renewing the contract on that to 2010. Our
government has certainly been front and centre on that.
Moving forward, we can look at the Heineken Golf
Classic; the Australian Motorcycle Grand Prix; the
Melbourne Cup, which is part of our sporting calendar;
the Australian Football League (AFL) Grand Final and
all the other hallmark national events — the big
events — that we do so well.
When examining Victoria’s passion for sport and its
need to have the universal sports news carrier cover
what is happening here in Victoria, we also need to
look at the AFL, which operates in every state of
Australia. But where are the AFL headquarters? The
headquarters are at the Melbourne Cricket Ground —
here in Melbourne. It is the national code; it is our code.
Mr Mulder — Move it to Geelong.
Mr BRACKS — Yes.
Mr Baillieu — Say no more.
Mr BRACKS — Say no more! But fundamentally
it has been decided that the national indigenous code,
which is the code of Australian Rules football, be based
here in Victoria. It is headquartered here and has its
home ground for the grand final here in Victoria.
Along with many other people in the Victorian
community, I wrote to the chairman of the ABC board
the day after this decision was made, and the response
back effectively said, ‘You as a community are
effectively interfering with the independence of the
ABC by dictating’ — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRACKS — No, this was the response from the
managing director of the ABC, who said that
effectively, by stating we should have some local
decisions made in Victoria about what is covered in
sport in Victoria, we are somehow affecting the
independence of the ABC. That is not true. That is an
absolutely ridiculous and wrong argument to put. The
reality is that what we are talking about is coverage of
sport in Victoria and maximising the effort to cover
sport in Victoria, and where the decisions about those
things are made is crucial.
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In the short term I envisage there would be little
change. The ABC would be careful in making sure that
Victorian sport was covered in this new arrangement
but over time the content would come from where the
decisions are made — in Sydney in New South Wales.
I was shocked to learn that just after the new format
was implemented by the ABC, the Age newspaper
reported that in the new system not only did the
segment fail to cover any Australian Football League
football but also there was no proper coverage of the
historic and important win by the Victorian cricket
team, the Bushrangers, at the Melbourne Cricket
Ground. The Sydney broadcast could not even spell the
surname of Matthew Elliott. It was spelt E-l-l-i-o-t —
with only one ‘t’.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr BRACKS — Yes, sure. This may be minor, but
why was that mistake made? It was made because
editorial decisions on coverage were made in Sydney
not Victoria; they were not a matter that Victorians
controlled.
The second point I would like to make is that it is not as
if there was some problem with the coverage of sport
by ABC in Victoria. It was not broken and did not need
to be fixed. We had a very effective broadcasting
system with local sport covered effectively and well
and with decisions made here in the state. Besides
concern for the major events, my concern, and I think
the concern of this house, is for the lower profile events
which have in the past received excellent coverage by
the ABC, including Victorian Football League football,
netball and other sport. There is the potential for that to
be diminished in the future because of these global
decisions being made in Sydney affecting every state,
including Victoria.
Many people attended the rally here in Victoria,
including the Leader of the Opposition, the Minister for
Sport and Recreation and other key people such as
representatives of the major events corporation and the
grand prix corporation. The South Australian Premier,
Mike Rann, the South Australian government and the
Queensland Premier have joined the Victorian
government in indicating to the ABC board that they
would like this decision reversed. I cannot see why the
ABC would want to make this decision to turn off a
potentially large number of viewers and listeners from
Victoria with a sanitised version of sport coming out of
Sydney.
I will finish by saying that if the ABC wants to continue
cutting costs and having a centralised service around
Australia this house would have some advice for it: if
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you want to do that, you can do that, but do it in
Melbourne, the sports capital of Australia!
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) —
Melbourne is the sporting capital of Australia. We are
the home of Australian Rules Football, the grand prix,
the Melbourne Cup, the Australian Open and the
Boxing Day test. The eyes of the world will be on us
for the great 2006 Commonwealth Games. Victorian
sport must be reported out of Victoria. That ABC
management has decided to use a Sydney-based
program and a Sydney-based reporter to replace the
acclaimed ABC sports wrap is a disgrace.
Of 15 March I wrote to the chairman of the ABC. I
said:
The ABC’s local sports coverage in Victoria from Victoria is
a strong feature of the ABC’s programming and a source of
the ABC’s popularity in this state. It is difficult to understand
the reasons behind these changes as they undermine that
support and the goodwill of the community toward the ABC.
This is particularly the case in country Victoria which will be
the big loser under the proposed changes.

Further I wrote:
Organisations must make appropriate business choices.
However, it is difficult to find any clear justification for this
decision. The lack of consultation with stakeholders, the
evident disregard for the strong opinion of the Victorian
public and the lack of accountability of the ABC for its
decision do not encourage confidence that the ABC will act in
the best interests of Victorians in the future.

The chairman of the ABC wrote back to me on
22 March saying:
The new format complements local coverage of sports news
in each state and territory and actually allows more room in
individual state bulletins for stories of major local interest.
The concise report by Peter Wilkins aims to capture the major
national and international sports news of the day, enabling our
sports reporters around the country to focus less on meeting
the needs of the national network and more around local
stories.

That has not been my observation of the experiment so
far, and I feel things will get worse. Later in his letter
the chairman wrote:
The ABC cannot afford to simply imitate the sports news
packaging seen on commercial channels an hour so
beforehand.

Agreed; but I will tell you why a national wrap will not
work to our benefit. A packaged national wrap is a set
piece, a chunk of time that cannot be altered and which
is slotted into the bulletin. Previously the sports section
was flexible. The reporters could actually balance
national sport and local sport in the best way for that
particular day for a Victorian audience. The viewers
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were the beneficiaries. But that is impossible now
unless you sacrifice some of the news bulletin, because
of the inflexibility of the time of the national wrap.
Further, sports reporters cannot report breaking news,
which was an advantage in being a news service that
aired later than the commercials. I am thinking
particularly of reports from Australian Football League
tribunal. Can you imagine the breaking news if Nathan
Buckley got rubbed out for 10 weeks and it happened at
7.20 p.m.? That would be a reporting advantage for the
ABC, but that advantage would now be lost.
I bet members will remember the experiment in the late
1980s, when Richard Morecroft and Geraldine Doogue
presented the national news, which was a centralised
Sydney-based service. It was a disaster, because it did
not connect with local viewers’ needs. That experiment
was abandoned, but we seem to have a creeping ABC
Sydney-centralism in various forms at the moment. The
Victorian sports decision is just one example of that. It
was interesting that the Premier mentioned the premiers
of South Australia and Queensland. I have heard that if
you ring the ABC from Brisbane or Adelaide over a
weekend, your call is answered in Sydney. Is it only a
matter of time before that happens here as well?
Members should remember that what may well seem
esoteric to a Sydney audience can be of great local
interest to a Victorian audience. They should think
particularly of our Victorian events: the Stawell Gift;
the Herald Sun Tour, which travels all around Victoria
and is of great regional interest; and the Warrnambool
Racing Carnival — they are just a few. Will these be
covered as they are now? And we may well have the
ludicrous prospect of live VFL football on the ABC on
Sunday afternoon, but no comprehensive reporting of
the VFL on the nightly news. When you consider the
importance of the VFL to Bendigo, Ballarat and
Geelong, that seems to me to be a loser for Victoria.
While we are on football, in recent years there have
been two great rivals in country footy — the Goulburn
Valley Football League and the Geelong Football
League. They have been extensively reported. Will that
happen in a future Sydney-centric program?
Obviously it is inappropriate for politicians to interfere
in ABC programming content, but this is a matter of
management — management of local knowledge, focus
and content. That is why this new arrangement makes
us the poorer. The ABC, to its credit, has been a great
champion of country Victoria and country sport.
Country sport will be the biggest loser in this change as
the excellent coverage that it has had is replaced by
scant highlights. The Liberal Party thinks this is a
retrograde step. The Premier mentioned an adage which
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is well worth remembering — ‘if it’s not broken, don’t
try to fix it’.
I also point out that we are losing the full benefits of a
great Victorian sports reporting team. The
professionalism of Angela Pippos and Chris Ahern was
a real advantage to the ABC. Incidentally can I say the
way that they have conducted themselves does both
great credit in what must be personally and
professionally very difficult times.
Finally we are glad to join with the Premier, the
government and with The Nationals — I am glad to
join with all members of the house — and pledge the
Liberal Party to call on the board of the ABC to reverse
this decision and return the reporting of Victorian sport
to Victoria.
Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — I rise to
passionately support this motion before the house. I
congratulate the government for bringing it on and the
Liberal Party and the two Independents for supporting
it. In fact I generally congratulate all of us for being
involved.
The fact is we are being spurned by our ABC. For years
we have seen the little run-ins it does, those tricky little
things that talk about ‘our ABC’ — now they are
kicking us out. We feel this very, very deeply and we
take a very serious view of it. So it is that this motion is
before the house. I like Ian Henderson as a news
presenter — apart from anything else, he is the only
bloke I know who has got a haircut like mine. I am
always interested to see him come on the television. As
for Angela Pippos — what a contributor she has been!
She is vivacious, knowledgeable and enthusiastic in her
work; I think it is a tragedy that she is being lost to the
cause of the presentation of sport here in Victoria. What
about Peter Wilkins? I have nothing against Wilko, I
think he has a terrific manner on radio and television,
he is fine by me, but at the end the day he is just not one
of us. That is what this is about.
We are the sporting capital not only of Australia but
often claimed to be of the world, and I think with a fair
bit of justification. The tennis, the Melbourne Cricket
Ground, the Boxing Day test — what institutions! None
of those miserable crowds of 40 000 or 50 000 like they
have in Sydney, but crowds of 80 000, and it will be
100 000 people when we have that new stand
finished — presuming we get it finished. What about
the one-day cricket matches, the Grand Prix and the
racing — and the Melbourne Cup in particular?
Victoria is renowned for all those things, and more. We
are the capital of sport, certainly within Australia. Yet,
can members imagine the reporting of all that coming
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out of Sydney — all this stuff about rugby, this
push-and-sniff stuff. Heavens above! Do you mind? I
make an exception in the case of the Melbourne Storm
rugby team, which is doing its very best in a pretty
tough competition — and good luck to it!
But what we want, in season, is the footy! That is what
it is about — we want the footy! We want to know
about it when the Demons flog Richmond tomorrow
night by 10 goals down at Telstra Dome. We want it on
the ABC news — with no advertisements. Don’t
anybody give me the apologist stuff about other
programming having happened on other television
stations before it hits the ABC! The ABC has always
had the best coverage of the footy. And we want it to go
on. I am reminded, when you think of the Sydney
influence in this, of New South Wales Premier Bob
Carr and his commentary about the Swans when they
played in the grand final those years ago. When he
wished the team well for the grand final he hoped that
they ‘got the ball over the bar’ enough to be able to win
the game! Do you mind, Speaker! Over the bar! And
we are talking about sport being based out of Sydney. It
is absolutely ludicrous.
The Leader of the Opposition and the Premier have
both adverted to the importance of the sporting news to
those of us who live outside Melbourne in the country
regions of Victoria. The Leader of the Opposition has
exemplified their concerns in so many ways, and I need
not repeat them. Are we parochial about this? Of course
we are parochial about it! It can be said that
parochialism is one of our greatest threats, but it is also
one of our greatest assets. By Jove, of course
parochialism should play its part in this!
I have heard the piffling responses from the ABC; they
ought to be treated in the manner they have been treated
so far and will continue to be treated. The fact is we had
the best of the sports packaging before, and we should
have it returned to us here in Victoria because of its
remarkable features. We want it back — and we want it
back as quickly as possible. Sydney can have its own,
that is fine by us. We want ours back here in Melbourne
and to have it go right through Victoria, including
country and regional Victoria. The Nationals support
this motion.
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — I feel
as though I am in the rooms of the Collingwood
Football Club! I am very pleased to hear the passion
from The Nationals, the Leader of the Opposition and
the Premier.
I rise to support this motion as much in sadness as in
anger. What the hell is the Australian Broadcasting
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Corporation doing? What it is doing is bunkering down
in denial. It is ferociously defending the indefensible.
There are two things we need to look at today. Firstly,
what was the decision and why? Secondly, how is the
ABC responding to the crescendo of outrage and fury
from the community? What it is doing is bunkering
down and saying, ‘Leave the ABC alone. This is our
editorial decision; premiers, leaders of various sporting
organisations and the Friends of the ABC have no right
to tell our ABC what it should be broadcasting’. This
outrage is not interfering with editorial decisions. That
is a nonsense; it is a furphy. This is about the
community telling management — and particularly
telling the board — what we want to see from the
public broadcaster that we fund.
This is important because it is a representation of how
the ABC sees itself implementing its charter. The
charter that springs from the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation Act is what guides the ABC board and
therefore ABC management. What the charter says —
and it is very clear — is that the ABC should:
… reflect the cultural diversity of … the Australian
community.

If the ABC is not reporting the Australian Football
League from the home of the AFL it cannot in any way
be seen to be delivering on its charter.
That is why, against fierce competition and argument
from the federal government, I as arts minister,
supported by arts ministers right around the country,
put on the Cultural Ministers Council meeting agenda
the role of the public broadcaster. It has a seminal role
in disseminating, promoting and supporting Australian
culture. We said Australian culture is reflected not just
through the arts and high arts, but also through the
sporting prism that is the greatest reflection of what
Australians are — not the total reflection, but a great
and powerful reflection. So cultural ministers said that
as part of the protection of the ABC’s role in
promoting, advocating and presenting Australian
culture, the emphasis must be on local content.
At the highest levels the ABC charter, the Cultural
Ministers Council and a crescendo of public support are
saying to the ABC, ‘You have got it wrong.’ What is
the ABC doing? It is setting Wilko up on radio, with
the worst bedside manner I have ever heard, showing
his deep misunderstanding of the market in which he
will broadcast. It was, unfortunately, a very sad
interview. If any members heard it on ABC radio in the
afternoon, they would have found it a very sad
interview to listen to because Wilko is a Sydney
reporter. He is steeped in Rugby League, and he truly
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could not understand our fury and angst at having him
and his wrap imposed upon this particular market. He
just did not get it.
The Premier has written to the ABC, and the Leader of
the Opposition has also done so. They both got scathing
letters in response, showing again a complete
misunderstanding of the ABC charter and what this
debate is about.
I chose on Sunday, 14 March, to write to the journalists
and other staff at ABC Melbourne. I will share with you
some of my thoughts. I wrote:
I … urge you to continue to resist the imposition of a nightly
sports ‘wrap’ from Sydney. The Victorian community is
behind you —

I do not think there is any argument about that.
My fear is that this folly of the ABC is the thin edge of
the wedge. If the ABC management can get away with
imposing a national sports wrap out of Sydney from a
Sydney perspective, what is next? Why not the whole
news?
If you look at the ABC news now, you will see it is
quite rightly focused on national and international news
increasingly. But if you are going to sell, if you like,
and give away the sports wrap, what is next? It will try
to network the weather out of Sydney. Do not hold your
breath, because that is the level of stupidity.
I also reminded the staff that — I think it was about six
or seven years ago — ABC management decided to
network the weekend news out of Sydney. This was the
precursor to the sort of thinking we are dealing with
now. I reminded them that we fought that, and fought it
loud. We fought it — I was with the ABC at that
time — because we had the community behind us and
because it was a wrong decision. We had very strong
management and leadership here in Melbourne.
Unfortunately I have to say we do not have that at the
moment.
What is next? The National was a folly — that was
overturned. The network of ABC news on the weekend
was a folly — that was overturned. But look at the
scorecard since: the great 7.30 Report is nationalised —
not out of Perth, not out of Melbourne; where is it out
of? It is out of Sydney; it is a Sydney perspective. Our
Melbourne reporters have to struggle to get their stories
into the national 7.30 Report. Behind the News was
axed — that is Adelaide’s loss; it is all our loss — but
Channel 9 is now working on a program called Behind
the News. There is something quite significant going
on. It is shifting some of these core charter activities
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from the national broadcaster, the public broadcaster,
over into the commercial sector.
At the moment — and I am talking about how the ABC
is required by its charter to represent the cultural
diversity of Australia — there are no national TV arts
presenters based in this state. Of course they are based
in Sydney. But, worse, the ABC is flying national arts
presenters down from Sydney to record some of those
national programs out of the Melbourne studio. That is
stupid; it is insulting. If we are insulted because we
cannot have the report of Nathan Buckley’s groin injury
as it happens, I am insulted as well.
Mr Delahunty interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — It won’t happen, Hughie; it
won’t happen this year.
I am insulted that we do not have a national arts
presenter from the arts capital of Australia, at least
based in this city, absorbing the news and the cultural
sensitivities of this city to be reported around Australia.
I said also in this letter that we need to put this debate
into the broader context of savage and sustained
funding cuts by a federal coalition government which is
now, I am afraid, causing the ABC to make decisions
that are wrong.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Cooper — Here she goes again. You can’t help
yourself, can you?
Ms DELAHUNTY — Well, we have to put it into
the context.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order!
I ask the house to come to order.
Ms DELAHUNTY — The ABC has argued — and
this has been part of this debate — that it needs to save
some money, that a national sports wrap will represent
the sporting news across the nation but it will save
money. But it is not saving money. Because of the
cacophony of opposition to this notion the ABC has
now employed a producer here in Melbourne to try to
help produce this sports wrap, which the ABC argues
will ensure that Melbourne’s sporting interests are
protected. I do not accept that; I do not think this house
accepts that.
But we need to understand the context in which this
decision is being made, and we need to understand that
the ABC will not get away with this by employing
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another producer and replacing two entirely
well-respected, well-qualified sports reporters with a
national wrap. I agree with the opposition and the
Premier that we have lost two excellent reporters. Two
female reporters have been replaced by a male reporter
whose expertise — I do not doubt his expertise — is
based in Sydney and in Rugby League.
To conclude, we are all angry about it, and we are
joining today in support of a motion to condemn and
fiercely object to the ABC. The question is: what are
we going to do about it? The solution needs to be a
message from this house that we want the ABC to drop
this Sydney-based, so-called national sports wrap, and,
as is its charter, to have our sporting interests reflected
on the ABC by reporters working in and from
Melbourne and representing this state. I support the
motion.
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I strongly
and passionately support this motion. As another
sports-mad Victorian, I think this decision by the ABC
board is absolutely stupid. It is wrong-headed, and it
should be reversed. I endorse the remarks of most of the
previous speakers, although I am disappointed that the
Minister for Planning chose to go off on a political
tangent of her own. I bring to her attention the fact that
John Cameron, the national editor of ABC news and
current affairs, in a memo to staff on 11 February said:
Please also accept that this is not a cost-driven initiative but
an editorial one.

It is an editorial decision — it is not a cost-driven
decision — and it is a wrong editorial decision. It is a
pity the Minister for Planning engaged in the politically
biased, inaccurate, unprofessional approach in her
contribution that characterised her performance in her
previous career as an ABC presenter.
Having said that, let me refer to the nub of the motion.
Martin Flanagan said in the Age of 14 February:
Victoria can claim to have one of the proudest and most
distinctive sporting cultures in the world.

Absolutely true. He could not have said it better.
Victoria is recognised as the sporting capital of
Australia and the world. Indeed, sport is an integral part
of our culture and our community life. The culture of
sport in Victoria is best reflected by some graffiti some
years ago in Hawthorn, on a noticeboard outside a
church where they advertised the sermon for the
coming Sunday. It said, ‘What would you do if Jesus
came to Hawthorn?’, and somebody had written
underneath it, ‘Move Hudson to the flank’.
Mr Wynne — No, to centre half-forward!
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Dr NAPTHINE — Centre half-forward? Move him
to centre half-forward! Either way, what it reflects is
how integral sport, in particular Australian Rules
football, is to the culture of Victoria. Martin Flanagan
went on to say:
In the end the issue is a simple one — will the change lead to
more or fewer stories from the local sporting culture? The
answer has to be fewer.

Absolutely true. That is why we strongly support this
motion, because we want sport to reflect the culture and
the sporting nature of the communities of Victoria.
After this proposal first came to the airwaves on
7 February I issued a press release on 9 February
condemning the change and referring particularly to
looking after the interests of regional and rural Victoria.
Having now seen this supposed Sydney-based sports
wrap for some days, I can only say that it is totally
disappointing and absolutely shocking. The ABC has
already been inundated with complaints. Today’s Age
reflects the fact that Victorian viewers are switching
off, particularly in the mid-news before the sports wrap
comes on. Indeed on Monday this week at 7.15 p.m. the
ABC had more than 400 000 viewers but by 7.30 p.m.
there were less than 300 000. Victorians can clearly see
that this is more of a vehicle for Peter Wilkins than
proper Victorian sporting coverage.
There has been a significant decline in the coverage of
AFL; there was inadequate coverage of Victoria’s
magnificent win of the Pura Cup; there have been
mispronunciations, misspellings and gratingly appalling
misuse of terminology. There is a significant difference
between a centre forward and a centre half forward.
Tim Lane, one of the doyens of sports journalism, has
remarked on it. The Sunday Age said:
Former ABC commentator Tim Lane said Sydney’s ABC
news produced the worst sporting coverage in the country.
‘Now that’s going to be imposed on the rest of the country’,
Lane said.

That is absolutely true, but I am particularly concerned
about the impact this change will have on coverage of
sport in rural and regional Victoria — sport that has
significance on a statewide basis, things such as the
events the Leader of the Opposition referred to, the
VicRoads Herald Sun Tour, the Warrnambool Grand
Annual and the Warrnambool Cup, the car races at
Winton, the Melbourne-to-Warrnambool bike race, the
Phillip Island Grand Prix, the skiing events in the high
country, the Head of the River regatta at Nagambie, the
Bells Beach Easter Surfing Classic, the Stawell Gift, the
Geelong, Bendigo and Ballarat cups, the Colac six-day
footrace. These are the sorts of icon sporting events in
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rural and regional Victoria that have Australia-wide
significance, and I fear for their coverage.
I urge, along with the other speakers here today, that
members of the ABC board open their ears and listen to
the community. It is supposedly our ABC. It is
incumbent on the board — it is within its charter; it is
the board’s responsibility — to listen to the voices of
the people and reflect their views in ABC presentations.
Therefore the ABC has to listen to the people of
Victoria, and in particular to the people of regional and
rural Victoria, and admit that it has got it wrong. It
should reverse the decision and restore Victoria’s sports
coverage. I urge the board to bring back Angela Pippos
and Christine Ahern. They have done a fantastic job,
are able to do a fantastic job and can reflect the true
nature of sport in Victoria, which is integral to our
culture, our history and our future.
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — Victoria is the
sporting state of Australia, and country Victoria is the
breeding ground of many of our great sporting stars,
whether it be Lauren Hewitt, Shane Kelly or Adam
Goodes. As the member with the largest electorate in
the state which has many sporting clubs in it, I strongly
support the motion brought forward today by the
Premier and supported by all parties — and by the
member for South-West Coast.
As I said, Victoria is the sporting state of Australia, so
if there be any bias towards sport it should be towards
Victoria. The ABC is an extremely important media
network for country Victoria, whether its involvement
in rural and regional Victoria be for the coverage of
emergency services, fires, field days and regional arts
or for the coverage of country sport, which the member
for South-West Coast highlighted. The ABC is also
extremely important for the grassroots sports, whether it
be football, netball or table tennis.
With this decision we will have a force-fed diet of
rugby — as the Leader of The Nationals said, that
push-and-sniff sport — at the expense of Victorian
sport. I have just been informed that James Hird might
be out for a season. Will that hit the news coming out of
Sydney tonight? I am sure it will not, even though he is
a sporting icon right across Australia. We will wait and
see whether it does. Sydney has little or no interest in
sporting terms in regional and rural Victoria.
I highlight an editorial in the Age of 12 February this
year:
Surely there is someone in the ABC television management
who has read Bruce Dawe’s evocative poem Life Cycle:
When children are born in Victoria
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They are wrapped in the club colours, laid in beribboned
cots,
Having already begun a lifetime’s barracking.

It goes to say ‘Carn’, meaning ‘Come on’ — ‘Come on
the Bombers’, or whichever team they barrack for.
As I said, Victorian sport is extremely important. This
decision will no doubt be a backward step for country
sport, which struggles at this stage to get the statewide
coverage it deserves. I and many of us in this house
want to see the ABC sporting coverage brought back to
Victoria. It has been highlighted that many great
sporting events in country Victoria, whether it be the
Stawell Gift, the country racing carnivals or the
VicHealth Herald Sun Tour, it is important to get these
sporting events coming out of the Victorian network.
I will finish by saying that the national finance segment
might highlight the fact that the Australian dollar is the
same wherever you are in Australia, but I can assure
honourable members that sport is different in every
state. We need the ABC sports segment coming out of
Victoria!
Motion agreed to.

MARINE (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture).
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — I
would like to thank the members for Polwarth, Swan
Hill, Brunswick, Hastings, Bellarine, Geelong,
Mordialloc and Tarneit for their contributions to the
debate on the Marine (Amendment) Bill and for their
broad support for both the bill and government
initiatives generally in the ports and marine area.
It is important to note that this bill consolidates and
clarifies the role and functions of harbourmasters. It
also clarifies the powers and functions of local
authorities in their dealings with state borders and refers
to them as waterway managers. The bill provides
Marine Safety Victoria with the ability to introduce the
Australian builders plate in 2005 for new recreational
vessels and clarifies the power of both Marine Safety
Victoria and Victoria Police to conduct compliance
safety audits on board vessels in Victoria. In addition,
the bill makes a number of minor amendments to both
the Marine Act of 1988 and the Port Services Act of
1995 which are designed to implement the
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government’s objectives of improving public safety in
the marine environment.
During his contribution the member for Polwarth raised
issues about the Australian builders plate. In essence he
raised, rightfully, the issue of the ability of the industry
to implement this initiative. He referred to similar sorts
of initiatives that have been undertaken in the heavy
vehicle industry. I can say to the member for Polwarth
that this is a national initiative. Not only has it been
undertaken together with all Australian governments —
all state governments and the national government —
through the auspices of the Australian Transport
Council and received overwhelming support at that
forum but it has also been developed in consultation
with the industry. This initiative will be introduced
around Australia, but Victoria, as usual in these areas,
will be leading the way. Because of the consultation
with industry and other state jurisdictions and the
national government, I am confident that this initiative
will be able to be undertaken.
It is worth noting that the Australian builders plate is a
small metal plate that will be affixed to most new
powered recreational boats that are made in Australia
and to those that are imported. That will have to apply
from 1 July 2005. The plate will give information that
is in particular pertinent to new purchasers of
recreational vessels, not just at the time of purchase but
during the time of use. The metal plate will contain
very strategic safety information such as maximum
loading, maximum engine weight and power and
buoyancy performance. It is designed to make
recreational boating activities much safer. It has been
developed by the National Marine Safety Committee in
consultation with the boat-building industry. Victoria
was represented on the committee by the director of
marine safety. This initiative is an important
breakthrough in recreational boating activity and it will
lead to safer boating activities. In the longer run it will,
of course, save lives.
The member for Swan Hill supported this bill. He had
some confusion as to whether he was representing the
National Party or The Nationals, the new name, but he
had no confusion whatsoever about supporting the bill,
and, more importantly and more strategically,
supporting the channel-deepening proposal which is
currently under examination by the government.
Interestingly, he made reference to the fact that the
channel-deepening project is being supported by
business, farmers and the unions — and by his
declaration today, The Nationals. The government is, of
course, undertaking the preparation of an environment
effects statement in order to establish whether there are
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any additional items or issues that need to be addressed
and undertaken when the project gets under way.
It is a project of state significance because of its relation
to the port of Melbourne. The port of Melbourne is the
lifeblood of the Victorian economy. It is Australia’s
largest container port and the fastest growing container
port. Some 1.6 million containers came through the port
of Melbourne in 2002–03, and it handled about
40 million tonnes of goods. The port of Melbourne
contributes about $5.4 billion to the Victorian economy
each year and supports about 80 000 jobs. That is why,
one assumes, the Deputy Leader of The Nationals in his
contribution today was very supportive of channel
deepening. That is why the unions are supporting it,
that is why the farmers are supporting it, that is why the
business community is supporting it, that is why the
government is putting it forward and that is why all
sensible people who want to see the economy of
Melbourne and Victoria generally grow and prosperity
come to our state are equally supporting the
channel-deepening project.
I thank those members for their contributions to the
debate on the Marine (Amendment) Bill. It was a
constructive debate and I thank everybody who
participated in it.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
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This is a financially rapacious government and this bill
is probably the greatest evidence so far of this rapacity.
The government claimed at the time of the last budget
that it would be automatically indexing fees and fines. I
refer to page 99 of budget paper 2, where the
government wrote:
To smooth out any future adjustments, the government will
be introducing a policy of annual indexation of all fees and
fines that are set by regulation, commencing in 2003–04.

The impression given in that note in budget paper 2 was
that these increases would be somehow linked to the
consumer price index (CPI). That was certainly the
impression given in the government press releases and
all government statements at the time. On page 259 of
that budget paper the government set out its estimates
of the amount of revenue it hoped to raise by indexing
fees and fines — in 2003–04, $8 million; in 2004–05,
$21 million; in 2005–06, $30 million; and in 2006–07,
$39 million.
I ask the Treasurer, should he have the courage to come
into this place and justify this bill in summing up: on
what indexation basis were those figures provided to
the Parliament? It would be interesting to learn whether
they are CPI based or an estimate of CPI or, indeed,
what is reflected in his bill, which is not CPI and in fact
could be greater than CPI. I expect that those figures are
a severe understatement of the amount of revenue that
the government will get from this particular bill.

Debate resumed from 31 March; motion of
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer).

The bill introduces the concept of a fee unit. We are all
familiar with the concept of penalty units for fines, and
obviously penalty units are retained in the bill. The bill
also provides for an annual rate to be set by the
Treasurer as an indexation factor to apply to these fees
and fines, but the annual rate is not specified as the
consumer price index. One of the fundamental
problems with the bill is the indexing by an amount
fixed by the Treasurer. The Treasurer can do what he
likes — he can fix the amount at whatever he likes —
even if it bears absolutely no relationship to the CPI.

Ms ASHER (Brighton) — As has already been
indicated, the Liberal Party opposes this bill. I have to
say it is one of the most disgraceful taxing bills that I
have seen in my 111/2 years membership of the
Parliament. What this bill does is allow the government
to simply raise revenue without justification. It is a
barefaced approach by the Labor Party to simply raise
revenue without parliamentary scrutiny and to lock in
mechanisms that will allow the Treasurer to raise at
whim, if you like, without capping, any types of
revenue he wishes to raise as a consequence of fees and
fines.

All the Treasurer has to do on an annual basis — the
only constraint on him is that it has to be done annually
and not multiple numbers of times per year — is simply
indicate what his indexation rate is, publish it in the
Government Gazette and that is it. It is an automatic
basis for revenue raising at the Treasurer’s whim
without any parliamentary scrutiny whatsoever — a
brand-new concept, if you like, in revenue-raising
introduced by this Labor government. There is no
allowance for parliamentary scrutiny and no allowance
for the usual Subordination Legislation Act to come
into play; in other words there is no parliamentary
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disallowance of anything that the Labor Treasurer
wishes to do.
The other aspect of the bill which is offensive is the
Labor Party’s refusal to supply a list of fees that the bill
will apply to. I note in schedule 1 that 34 acts have been
itemised by the government as acts where specific
amendments will take place. I also note in schedule 2
that there are a number of acts where penalties will
remain in dollar terms.
To take one example of what is in schedule 1, under the
Freedom of Information Act 1982 the current $20
application fee for freedom of information applications
will be automatically indexed, not by the CPI but by
whatever indexation factor the Treasurer wishes to put
into his indexation factor and publish in the
Government Gazette. We heard so much about the
accessibility of freedom of information to opposition
members of Parliament when the Labor Party was in
opposition, but now it is simply and automatically
jacking up the fees as a revenue-raising measure; there
is no other justification than that it is a revenue-raising
measure.
I note with interest the nonsense in the Treasurer’s press
release when, on Tuesday, 6 May 2003, the Treasurer
said:
… the government had also acted to protect the fairness and
efficiency of Victoria’s revenue base by moving to a policy of
automatic indexation of fees and fines set by regulation.

There is nothing fair or equitable about the measure
proposed in the bill. I am sure the Treasurer will
address these issues, but the concern of the house
should be what is written in the bill rather than what
comments the parliamentary secretary makes about it.
Previously we have had a debate on whether fines were
a deterrent or a penalty, but now there is a clear signal
by the government that the purpose of fees and fines is
simply to raise revenue.
It is interesting to note the government’s estimates of
fines and regulatory fees at page 30 of its 2003–04
Budget Update. The government’s estimate for 2003–04
is that fines and fees will raise $637.2 million,
$610.2 million in 2005–06 and $628 million in 2006–07.
It will be interesting to see whether those figures are
exceeded or whether the windfall gains by the indexation
factor, which is unfettered in the bill, will yield greater
revenues to government.
I note with interest that the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee, which is an ALP-dominated
committee, shares the opposition’s concerns. At
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page 13 of its Alert Digest No. 2 of 2004 the committee
stated:
The committee was concerned that the provision may raise
issues in respect to two terms of reference, namely
section 17(a)(vi) and 17(a)(vii) of the act.

The committee, dominated by Labor Party members,
has flagged that it believes the bill may inappropriately
delegate legislative power and may insufficiently
subject the exercise of legislative power to
parliamentary scrutiny. However, the committee goes
further than its terms of reference, and on page 14 said:
… the committee is concerned that if the annual rate is not
objectively ascertainable this may insufficiently subject the
exercise of legislative power subject to scrutiny or
disallowance by the Parliament or scrutiny by the committee.

The committee made it clear that it would prefer far
more precision than what is currently in the bill. The
committee itself was seeking clarification from the
Treasurer. While scrutiny of acts and regulations
committees have historically taken governments to task,
I am not sure that the current Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee has been so strong in its views
on any other bill. It is seeking advice from the Treasurer
on whether the CPI will be used as the indexation factor
or whether some other factor will be used.
This is one of these instances where what is in the bill is
far more significant. I am not particularly concerned
about what the Treasurer says, the bill gives him
unfettered power to set the indexation rate at whatever
he wishes. This is a disgraceful bill, it bypasses the
Parliament and increases revenue. The opposition
opposes it, but on reflection one should have expected
such a bill from this financially rapacious, fiscally
delinquent government.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.03 p.m.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

DISTINGUISHED VISITOR
The SPEAKER — Order! Before we start question
time, I would like to acknowledge in the gallery this
afternoon former Premier Joan Kirner. Welcome, Joan.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Police: powers
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Premier. I refer to yesterday’s
gangland killing in Melbourne — the 23rd since
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1998 — and to the growing climate of fear and concern
gripping our community, and I ask: will the Premier
immediately provide any or all additional resources
required by the Victoria Police, including the
immediate deployment of Australian Crime
Commission investigators, police powers to require
DNA samples from suspects, the immediate bringing to
trial of suspects identified and charged by Purana and
the immediate repealing or revoking of bail conditions
for suspects identified by Purana?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. I will be talking more
on the matters which have been raised by the opposition
leader very soon. I indicate to him that every resource
required for the effort to crack the so-called gangland
killings is being provided to the Victoria Police. The
answer to the question is yes, every resource and every
capacity that the police require to undertake their task
has been provided and will be provided in the future to
support the Victoria Police in this task.
I am sure everyone in the house would want to say to
the Victoria Police: we understand the difficulty of the
task. As the assistant commissioner for crime, Simon
Overland, said today, the task involved is difficult, and
we understand that. We understand that the police are
dealing with people who somehow would prefer to put
themselves in danger of being killed than cooperate
with the police or seek police protection. We
understand the difficulty the police are facing in
undertaking this task, but they have the support,
certainly, of the government, I would fully expect of the
house and the opposition parties and the Victorian
public to undertake this necessary task.
In relation to the Australian Crime Commission, I
indicate to the house and to the Leader of the
Opposition in answer to his question that those very
coercive powers have been sought and were given to
the Victoria Police by the Australian Crime
Commission three months ago. They have the coercive
powers required, and I understand that the assistant
commissioner for crime, Simon Overland, met with the
Australian Crime Commission today to talk about the
use of those powers in the future. So the answer to that
is yes, the powers are there, they are in place and they
have been in place for some three months.
I reiterate that I believe the police are doing a very good
job in very difficult circumstances. I will have more to
say about this in a very short time, but, as Premier,
could I urge the Victorian public to get behind the
Victoria Police. We want to crack open these crimes;
we want to find a solution; and I know that the police
are making significant progress on these matters.
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Police: powers
Mr LUPTON (Prahran) — My question is directed
to the Premier. Can the Premier advise the house of the
progress of the continuing police investigation into the
spate of recent organised crime killings in Melbourne
and what further initiatives the government is
considering?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the member for
Prahran for his question. I also indicate to the house that
the member for Prahran, as the member for a vibrant
shopping precinct in this state, is taking significant
action to reduce crime in his area and is heading up a
task force which is looking at some of the intensive
nightclub activity in that area. I congratulate him on the
work he is undertaking on behalf of the Victorian
government. He has our support. It is very appropriate
that he address this question to me as Premier.
I reiterate that like all Victorians I am deeply concerned
about the spate of so-called gangland killings and the
potential for innocent people to be caught up in the
crossfire of the events that have occurred over the last
four to five years. As I said previously in answer to the
question from the Leader of the Opposition and I say
again in answer to the question from the member for
Prahran, I urge all Victorians to get behind the police in
what is a very tough investigation.
This morning I sought a briefing on the status of the
Purana task force investigation from the Acting Chief
Commissioner of Police, Peter Nancarrow, the deputy
commissioner, Bill Kelly, assistant commissioner for
crime, Simon Overland, and the head of the task force,
Detective Inspector Andy Allen, and a full and
comprehensive update on the progress of their efforts to
date and to raise with them the very question: is there
anything else the state government can do to assist and
support their efforts? It was appropriate for me as
Premier, together with the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, to undertake that very task.
I can inform the house that the police are making
significant progress in their investigation into the
syndicates and organisations behind the turf wars which
have resulted in so many senseless and stupid
killings — and they are making significant progress.
They have also indicated clearly that it takes a
significant amount of time to get to the bottom of
entrenched organised crime. They have a frustration, as
does the rest of the community, at the lack of
cooperation from the individuals involved — and I
have already referred to the lack of cooperation and the
risk these criminals are putting themselves in rather
than cooperating or even seeking support and safety
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from the Victoria Police. The police share the public’s
concern that these shootings are taking place in public
places where ordinary people are going about their
business.
I made it clear to police command that the government
was fully behind them, that the public was fully behind
them and that we stood ready to provide any additional
resources they needed or required. I was again assured,
as recently as today by police command that they have
the powers and resources they need from the
government in Victoria. They also indicated they had
the capacity to commit further resources, if that is
required. It is always at the discretion of police
command to direct resources to areas of high concern
and high priority.
There was one area only where the police indicated
there have been some glitches, and that relates to
another matter raised by the member for Prahran and
the Leader of the Opposition — and I am coming to
your question as well on that matter. That relates to
DNA laws. The house may be aware that I indicated
last week in response to questions that, if clarification
of those laws was required, I was prepared to examine
that case for clarification. Our DNA laws are in fact
based on the template legislation which was drafted by
the commonwealth government and applied almost
universally around the country. There has been some
variation since by other state and territory jurisdictions,
but it was based on the template legislation drafted by
the commonwealth. That applies to both intimate
samples, which are things like blood and saliva, and
also non-intimate samples, such as hair, toenails or
other things that can be used for DNA samples.
I can announce to the house today that the government
will amend the Crimes Act as soon as possible to allow
police to collect non-intimate DNA samples of suspects
in custody for serious crimes — that is, suspects who
have not been convicted but are held in remand and are
suspects in serious cases. The changes will mean that
senior police will be able to order a non-intimate
sample to be taken from a suspect in custody without
requiring a court order, simply applying the same test as
a court order; but senior police will use their discretion
based on reasonable belief as a test for the collection of
those samples.
As Premier I urge all Victorians to continue to get
behind Victoria Police. This is not an easy case to
crack, but the police are making significant progress.
They have our support in this state. I suspect and fully
hope, of course, that they have the support of the wider
Victorian public. These crime syndicates are putting
themselves in a position of significant exposure by their
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senseless acts, and that enables the police, of course, to
crack open long term these syndicates, and that will be
to the benefit of the Victorian community in reducing
the amount of drugs and amphetamines in our
community and also cracking some of these syndicates
which have been around for some time. Again I say to
the police: ‘You are doing a good job, and you have our
support. Keep on with the task of winning this battle’. I
am sure and confident they will win it.

Tammar wallaby: genomic research
Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — My
question is to the Minister for Innovation. I refer to the
minister’s media release this week headed ‘Australia
risks being left behind in gene research race’, a
commentary relating to the mapping of the genome of
the tammar wallaby. If we are falling behind on the
very important issue of the genes of the tammar
wallaby, how far behind will Victorian agriculture fall
because of the government’s four-year ban on
genetically modified crops?
Mr BRUMBY (Minister for Innovation) — I thank
the Leader of The Nationals for his question, because
he has saved me from a question which I understand
was going to be asked of me a little bit later today. I am
happy to refer to Victoria’s pre-eminence in
biotechnology, and in fact our leadership in the area of
genomics. By way of reference, if I can, I inform the
house that last year we had the International Congress
of Genetics here in Melbourne, which was attended by
1200 of the best geneticists and researchers from
around the world. During that conference an offer was
made to the Victorian, Australian and Queensland
governments by the director of the United States
National Institutes of Health, Dr Francis Collins. The
offer was that the National Institutes of Health would
meet half the cost of a full genomic sequencing study
on the tammar wallaby if Australian authorities and
governments could find the balance.
We announced last year, after collaborating with the
Premier, that we would contribute $1.5 million towards
that. The Premier wrote to the Prime Minister and the
Premier of Queensland seeking matching funding, but I
regret to say that neither the Queensland nor Australian
governments have been able to find funding for this
internationally significant and prestigious project.
The significance of the study is this: marsupials have
unique attributes that make them of special value in
mammalian studies which are centred on reproduction,
fertility, seasonal breeding, pregnancy, lactation, and
sex determination and differentiation. Honourable
members might be interested to know that the tammar
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wallaby breeds seasonally and that in the wild all of the
animals deliver their young on or about 22 January.
They have quite distinctive characteristics. This, of
course, is of particular interest to the dairy industry in
terms of lactation, and it is particularly interesting in
terms of treatments for cancer and spinal-cord damage,
as well as mad cow disease in cattle.
This is a prestigious study. There is huge interest in this
around the world, and I am delighted to inform the
Leader of The Nationals that, consistent with the
Bracks government’s leadership in genomic research,
we are today contributing the balance of the funding
that is necessary. Victoria’s contribution to this will be
$4.5 million, $1.5 million will be sourced from industry
and the Australian Genomic Research Facility, and
$6 million will be funded from the American National
Institutes of Health; and all of the research undertaken
in Australia will be conducted here in Victoria — all of
it!
Mr Walsh — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance, the minister is not answering the question.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The house will come to
order! In relation to the member’s point of order, I do
not uphold it. The question specifically related to
research in relation to the tammar wallaby and other
matters, and I believe the minister is answering it.
Mr BRUMBY — The Nationals did not like the
answer yesterday, and they do not like it today. The
Leader of The Nationals asked about genomic research
and the tammar wallaby. The fact of the matter is that
we are getting on with the job. We are leading Australia
in science, technology and innovation, and we are
leading Australia in genomic research with this
commitment today. There is huge interest
internationally in the genomic sequence of marsupials.
Mr Ryan interjected.
Mr BRUMBY — You do not like the answer. You
did not like the answer yesterday — —
The SPEAKER — Order! I remind the Minister for
Innovation that he is required to give his answer
through the Chair and not use the expression ‘you’. I
ask him to do so and to conclude his answer.
Mr BRUMBY — The final point, if I might just
bore more generally, is since its election the Bracks
government has committed something like
$900 million to science, technology and innovation
(STI) initiatives in Victoria. We recently commissioned
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a study on that STI program, and it shows that over the
medium term — this is a study by the Allen Consulting
Group — the initiatives we have taken in science,
technology and innovation will add something like
$2.18 billion to Victoria’s gross state product and create
around about 1700 new jobs. We are providing
leadership in terms of genomic research, and this study
on the tammar wallaby has attracted world interest,
with all the research being undertaken here in Victoria.

Public transport: safety
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) — My question is
to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services. Can
the minister update the house on the current crime
trends with respect to Victoria’s public transport
network?
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — I thank the member for
Footscray for his ongoing interest in crime reduction in
this state. Today I am able to announce some good
news to the house, and that is an almost 13 per cent
reduction in crime on public transport in the eight
months to the end of February — in the eight months to
the end of February there has been a 12.9 per cent drop
in crime on our public transport system. We have more
police patrolling the rail system, our railway stations are
safer, property damage is down, robbery is down, and
car theft and theft from cars parked at stations are
down. I think these are outstanding results.
Some of the key factors I would like bring to the
attention of the house include: total offences on trains
are down 13.3 per cent; total offences in train station
car parks are down 18.3 per cent; total offences in taxis
are down 26.8 per cent; and total offences at railway
stations are down 8.3 per cent. I would also like to
highlight some very specific trends in terms of the
nature of the crimes: property crime on our public
transport system is down 35 per cent; motor vehicle
theft is down 29.3 per cent; robbery is down 24.5 per
cent; drug crime is down 23.8 per cent; theft from
motor vehicles is down 12.2 per cent; assault is down
8 per cent; and arson is down 6 per cent.
These figures are good news for the Victorian
community. I want to pay tribute to Victoria Police, to
the Minister for Transport and to the transit authorities
for the outcomes we have achieved. Victoria Police has
established a specialised transit safety division, which
has been bolstered in terms of its resources. It runs both
covert and uniformed patrols on trains and other public
transport.
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Victoria Police has also established a specialised transit
criminal investigation unit which investigates offences
including robberies, assaults, sex offences and other
serious crimes on public transport.
Last year the Minister for Transport and I announced
the formation of Transit Crimestoppers. That is also
having an effect in reducing these figures. These are
unambiguously good figures.
Mr Wells interjected.
Mr HAERMEYER — Yes, we released them this
morning.
The SPEAKER — Order! Perhaps the member for
Scoresby can ask the minister later detailed questions
about the report.
Mr HAERMEYER — These figures back up the
half-yearly crime statistics to the end of December last
year, which show that we are on track in reducing crime
across the state for a third successive year. It goes to
show what you can do when you give police the
resources; when you give them the numbers they need
and the resources they need to do the job, rather than
sacking police!
Mr Mulder — On a point of order, Speaker, on the
question of relevance: the minister was asked to
comment on crime trends on the public transport
system. He failed to mention that harassment is up,
drug use is up and assaults on the system — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The member will not
abuse points of order in that fashion.

Police: powers
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — I refer the Premier to
recent gangland murders and the failed attempt by
Victoria Police to obtain DNA samples from a suspect.
Will the government give powers to Victoria Police to
collect all types of DNA samples from all suspects in
serious offences without the necessity of a court order,
and will the government convene the Parliament early
next week to pass this legislation as a matter of
urgency?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — This is deja vu!
Speaker, I indicate to the shadow Attorney-General that
we are extending the capacity of the police to collect
DNA samples. Those not convicted but who are held in
remand for serious crimes will now not require a court
order for police to collect DNA samples. That is a
change — and the only change that I am announcing
today. It is a change that I believe will be supported
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widely in Victoria by Victoria Police and others. It is
also consistent with other states and jurisdictions in
Australia.
I add that the government has also enabled the
Australian Crime Commission’s coercive powers to be
applied to Victoria Police. I indicated to the Leader of
the Opposition that was three months ago, but it was
three weeks ago, and I apologise to him for that minor
error. That has been undertaken.
Speaker, I reiterate for the benefit of the shadow
Attorney-General that I had a briefing from senior
police today, and they are pleased and happy with the
powers they have got. They are pleased and happy with
the extra arrangements in place. They are happy with
their resources, and it is really now a matter of cracking
open crime — and they have every capacity to do that. I
do not want to understate the difficulty of their task, but
I have faith that they will crack these so-called
gangland murders and that they will have success
which will be to the benefit of the Victorian
community.
Implicit in the question from the shadow
Attorney-General was a request for a speedy passage
through the house of any amending legislation. I
welcome discussions with the opposition on how we
can expedite that legislation. When we return to this
house I will look forward to having discussions with the
opposition, as the member has indicated in his question
today.

Public transport: safety
Mr CARLI (Brunswick) — Will the Minister for
Transport advise the house of steps the government is
taking to improve passenger safety and security on
Melbourne’s public transport system?
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) —
Firstly, I congratulate the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, Assistant Commissioner Bob
Hastings and the transit police for the fantastic result
they have delivered on making public transport safer in
Melbourne. Those figures just outlined by the police
minister are fantastic. All the police involved in that
ought to be congratulated by Parliament, because they
are doing a fantastic job.
It is an example of the way this government is
marshalling resources as part of its commitment to
increase frontline safety and security on our public
transport system. The government is achieving this
through a combination of measures — through
increasing staffing levels, the use of closed-circuit
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television systems both at stations and in rolling stock,
station upgrades and, of course, the activities of the
transit police so satisfactorily amplified by the police
minister in the previous answer.
In 2001 the government introduced 100 roving safety
officers on evening train services and 100 customer
service officers across the tram network. We are now
building on those initiatives through a new partnership
arrangement both with Connex and Yarra Trams. There
will be an additional 100 safe travel staff on trains
across the train network. This will mean that after
9.00 p.m. every train will be controlled by safety
officers for 80 per cent of the journey. At least an extra
30 stations will be re-staffed in weekday morning
peaks, and an extra 20 stations will be re-staffed on
weekday afternoons. It will mean that at least 80 per
cent of passengers will now have access to travel
through staffed stations.
There will be 50 new mobile customer service officer
positions created on our trams; closed-circuit
televisions will be provided in all new and refurbished
trains, and duress alarms will be installed in each
carriage to alert train drivers.
As well, through our connecting transport services, the
government is providing improved security, lighting
and shelter at 40 railway stations and other transport
interchanges. More broadly in regard to security, the
public transport operators have developed emergency
management plans in conjunction with the Victoria
Police and relevant agencies. These plans provide for
an appropriate level of physical security that can be
escalated in response to any security threat. The
Victorian government agencies are actively working
with the commonwealth government and other states
and territories to develop nationally consistent
counter-terrorism plans.
The previous Liberal contribution to public transport
safety was to sack staff, to take them off stations and to
close down lines, and we are undoing — —
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister has commenced debating the question. I ask
you to bring him back to order.
Mr BATCHELOR — On the point of order,
Speaker, clearly under the new standing orders we, as
ministers, are entitled to answer questions in the
manner in which we see fit. To mention what has
happened in the past that has done direct damage to
safety and security on a public transport system is not
debating the question, it is providing information to
amplify and contrast between what the previous
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government did and what this government is currently
doing.
Dr Napthine — On the point of order, Speaker, it is
clear under standing order 58 that:
(1) All answers to questions must:
(a) be direct, factual and succinct;
(b) not introduce matter extraneous to the question nor
debate the matter to which the question relates.

It is exactly the point of order the member for
Doncaster raised, and I ask you to uphold the point of
order, because the Minister for Transport was clearly
debating the issue.
Mr Thwaites — On the point of order, Speaker, the
new standing order is quite clear — that is, the minister
is able to give that answer provided it fits the conditions
of standing order 58. To simply make a statement of
fact about what has occurred in the past in order to
compare that to what is occurring today is not to debate
the question; it is to set out the factual basis on which
the answer is given.
The SPEAKER — Order! New standing order 58
does, in fact, include both of the matters that have been
raised by the members in the house. In looking at how I
can find in relation to this matter, because it has been
raised informally with me, I have had a look at the
debate relating to the introduction of standing orders as
part of the process that the Parliament went through in
the last sitting week. There is a fine line between
debating and the minister having the discretion to
determine the content of any answer.
It is my view, taking the new standing order into
account, that the minister does have the discretion to
determine the content of the answer in that regard, but it
must relate in some way to the question the minister has
been asked. The question the minister was asked in this
case was, ‘What is the government doing to improve
passenger safety and security on Melbourne’s public
transport system?’. I understand from the minister’s
response that in answering that he was identifying
problems he perceived had occurred previously in the
policy and the steps he was taking to overcome them.
Therefore I do not uphold the point of order.
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Speaker, in your
ruling you said you had been informally approached on
this matter. Who informally approached you on this
matter, because this is a very important ruling — —
Mr Hulls interjected.
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The SPEAKER — Order! I remind the
Attorney-General that this is a serious point. Such
comments are unnecessary and unhelpful.
Mr Perton — This is a major change in direction in
the Parliament, so I ask what discussions did take place
before this ruling.
The SPEAKER — Order! All my discussions, as
the member for Doncaster is aware, are of course
confidential, but most of them relate to discussions I
have had with staff in determining how I can rule in
relation to the new standing orders.
Mr BATCHELOR — Thank you, Speaker. As I
was indicating, this government has identified that there
is a way of improving safety and security on public
transport. One way is to have a much more proactive
policing policy. In addition to that, the government has
provided further policing resources. As the police
minister so eloquently amplified earlier on, those
measures are being successful. Crime is down, but the
measures are not the sole answer. There are other
initiatives that the government has undertaken, such as
the commitment to employ additional staff. We are
providing more staff again — we are reopening
stations, we are providing security patrols — and we
are doing that not only to provide that sense of safety
and security, but because the previous government
nearly destroyed the public transport system’s safety
and security traditions.

Central City Studios: tender
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — My question is to the
Minister for State and Regional Development. Will the
minister advise the house what action he has taken to
investigate the fact that Central City Studios bid
documents for the film studios were leaked in a brown
paper bag to a rival bidder on or before 18 March 2002?
Mr BRUMBY (Minister for State and Regional
Development) — As the Premier indicated yesterday,
the studios at Docklands are complete — movies are
being shot there as we speak! — and the renaissance of
the film industry in Victoria under the Bracks Labor
government is almost complete.
We have resurrected an industry that was on its knees
in the 1990s under the former Kennett government. We
have put something like $75 million of additional
resources into the film industry and we are seeing the
benefits demonstrated in local drama and film-making
production. The Minister for the Arts, who has
provided extraordinary support for this industry,
released some figures recently that show that local
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production is up by more than 50 per cent, the studios
are up and running, and they are producing ahead of
schedule. It is about time the opposition stopped
carping and whining about these facilities and got
behind this great asset for our state.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRUMBY — Fancy being lectured about
probity and contracts by the opposition! Fancy that!
What about Crown Casino — are you going to stand up
for Crown Casino?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the house to come
to order, and I remind the minister once again that he is
required to address his comments through the Chair and
not across the table to the opposition.
Mr BRUMBY — The contracts for the ticketing
system — three years overdue.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRUMBY — At all stages during the
negotiations for the new film studios, as the Premier
said yesterday, every aspect received the appropriate
sign-off. They were signed off by the probity auditors;
they were signed off by the — —
Ms Asher — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister is clearly debating. He has done anything but
answer the question — he is debating all around it —
and I ask you to draw him to order.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not consider that the
Minister for State and Regional Development was
debating the question. I understood that he was
addressing the question in relation to probity issues,
which I understand were the ones that the member
raised.
Mr BRUMBY — As I said, every aspect has
received a tick-off from the probity advisers, a tick-off
from the probity auditors, a tick-off from the legal
advisers, a tick-off from the financial advisers and a
tick-off from both government departments involved in
the process. Every aspect of the negotiations has been
properly ticked off. These studios are a great asset for
our state. Most Victorians are getting behind this
project, except of course the opposition, which again is
carping, whingeing and whining.

Innovation: government initiatives
Mr LIM (Clayton) — My question is to the
Minister for Innovation. Can the minister advise the
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house how the state’s efforts to promote science and
innovation are proceeding and whether these efforts
enjoy strong support?
Mr BRUMBY (Minister for Innovation) — The
initiatives that the Bracks government has put in place
with respect to science and technology innovation enjoy
strong support across the community, and I will come
to that in a moment.
As I mentioned earlier, the Bracks government has put
in place policies that have been fully evaluated by the
Allen Consulting Group, and they show remarkable
results for Victoria. In fact by 2014 it is predicted that
this program will add an extra $2.18 billion to our gross
state product and 1700 new jobs will be created. Just as
importantly, the report shows that over that
medium-term framework investment in Victoria will be
$868 million higher thanks to this program.
Last night, on behalf of the Premier, I presented the
GlaxoSmithKline Australia award for research
excellence. It is an Australian science award, now in its
23rd year, and I am pleased to say that it was again
awarded to a Victorian scientist. However, what is
significant in the context of this question is that the
managing director of GlaxoSmithKline, Mr Daniel
Tasse, in his remarks praised Victoria as leading
Australia in terms of science and innovation. He said:
We provide a model for the rest of Australia.

I am also pleased to say that Victoria is leading
Australia in a whole range of projects. One example is
the construction and development of the Australian
synchrotron at Monash University. Work on this
project, which is the most important scientific
infrastructure project in Australia in decades, is on time
and on budget. Construction is powering ahead with
major structural components in place. Part of the floor
has been poured and roof cladding is going up. This
project is generating jobs in the construction industry
right across Australia.
I was asked whether these policies enjoy support. They
enjoy strong support, but not unanimous support. For
example, on 18 June the member for Warrandyte made
this comment about the synchrotron:
It is clear that the Bracks Labor government has jumped the
gun on this expensive and questionable investment …

I found that comment strange because only a couple of
years earlier on 31 May 2001 the current Leader of the
Opposition told state Parliament:
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The opposition offers wholehearted support in chasing the
synchrotron. If Victoria cannot capture the synchrotron,
everything else together will not make up for the loss.

More recently, if I might just conclude on this — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr BRUMBY — This is instructive for the rabble
that sit opposite.
On 30 May 2002 the Leader of the Opposition said, and
I quote:
Seriously, it is an important project for Victoria, and if you
offered us a choice between the Olympics and the
synchrotron I would always take the synchrotron.

An honourable member — Who said that?
Mr BRUMBY — That was the Leader of the
Opposition. We are getting on with the job. We are on
time; we are on budget; we are leading Australia in
science, technology and innovation. The opposition has
no policies — all we hear is just carping, whingeing
and whining.

Hazardous waste: containment sites
Mr WALSH (Swan Hill) — My question is to the
Premier. I refer to the government’s claim that its
decision to establish a moratorium on genetically
modified canola was made to protect Victoria’s clean
and green image, and I ask: did the government also
take this into consideration when it decided to establish
a toxic waste dump on prime agricultural land in
country Victoria?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the member for
Swan Hill for his question. Not only does the
government, including me, believe that this is a good
decision for Victoria, but it is the status quo — the
same conditions that have existed for genetically
modified (GM) canola will exist in the future, with
commercial trials being disallowed. That has been the
regime in Victoria for the last few years. This is on a
no-change basis in relation to exports and on a
no-change basis in relation to our image and
presentation overseas, and we will be taking an
understandably cautious approach before embarking on
any of these matters in the future.
The government is also supported on this matter by key
organisations, including, as I assume the member for
Swan Hill knows, the Murray-Goulburn dairy. It
supports the government’s decision — —
Mr Ryan interjected.
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Mr BRACKS — The Leader of The Nationals said,
‘Oh yeah’. Does that mean he does not agree with the
Murray-Goulburn dairy? I assume he does not. It is the
biggest distributor in the state. It is also supported by
Tatura Milk and many other organisations. What is
interesting about this debate on GM canola and
commercialisation is that some of the interests in
Victoria — I suspect the Victorian Farmers Federation,
for which the member for Swan Hill was a former
executive director, and others — are too scared to have
a poll of farmers. Why do you not have a poll of
farmers? Why do you not find out — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier, through the
Chair!
Mr BRACKS — Why does the member for Swan
Hill not find out what they think? They are too scared
to do it, and I know why they are scared to do it — —
Mr Walsh — On a point of order, Speaker, relating
to relevance. The question was about the government
taking into account the clean and green image of
Victoria by putting a toxic waste dump on prime
agricultural land. The question was not about GM
canola.
The SPEAKER — Order! I listened fairly carefully
to what the member for Swan Hill asked. I understood
he was comparing the government’s decision on canola
with other decisions the government has made on waste
containment facilities. I understand the Premier was
answering that question.
Mr BRACKS — Our exports of dairy and dairy
products from Victoria amount to $3.5 billion. That is
too big an industry to risk. We have had that
accumulate with the regime we have had over the last
few years. We believe a cautious, careful approach is
sensible, and I have to say I believe the majority of the
farming community and I know the majority of
Victorians are with us on this.
I refer to a Weekly Times article which said that the
majority of people oppose a GM moratorium, but if you
look at the details under that heading you see that the
figures do not bear up. In fact the majority of the people
in the farming community who were surveyed support
the government’s position.
There is only one intriguing question in this whole
matter. We know where The Nationals stand, and fair
enough — we know where its opposition is: it is against
Murray-Goulburn dairy and a few others — we know
where the government stands, but we do not know
where the Liberal Party stands — —
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I call the member for
Benambra on a point of order — but without the
assistance of government members! I ask them to be
quiet or I will remove them from the house.
Mr Plowman — On a point of order, Speaker,
further to the previous point of order, I believe the
Premier is debating the question because the question
related to the issue of toxic waste dumps in Victoria and
suggested that the issue of the clean, green image of
Victoria, which was taken into consideration in respect
of the earlier issue, was not being taken into
consideration in respect of this issue.
Mr Andrews interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the member for
Mulgrave.
Mr Plowman — I ask that you rule the Premier to
be debating the question and that he should come back
to the question that was before the Chair.
The SPEAKER — Order! As I understand it, the
member for Swan Hill asked the Premier if the decision
on genetically modified canola could be compared in
some way in the green and clean environment with the
decision on the waste containment facility. I do not
have the authority to instruct the Premier to answer the
question in the way the member for Swan Hill may
wish, but the Premier’s answer did seem to me to be
relevant to the question.
Mr BRACKS — I do not think any of us can get
into the head of the member for Swan Hill and
understand what he does wish! He seemed to revise his
question in his second point of order.
I can say in summary: we know where we stand, we
know where The Nationals stand, we know where the
Independents stand — that is, they support a
moratorium; certainly the members for Mildura and
Gippsland East do — but we do not know where the
Liberal Party stands on this matter. We will have to
wait to see when it will develop its policy. I do not want
you, Speaker, to hold your breath because we have not
seen many policies coming from that side!

Tourism: promotion
Ms GILLETT (Tarneit) — My question is to the
Minister for Tourism. Can the minister inform the
house of any independent information that supports the
government’s tourism strategy?
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Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for
Tourism) — I thank the member for Tarneit for her
question. Victoria’s reputation for friendliness and also
as the safest state in Australia is renowned, and that has
certainly helped significantly in upholding our status as
the world’s most liveable city. They are the two key
factors that have made us the world’s most liveable
city.
The house is aware that the Bracks government has
provided the biggest ever investment in tourism in its
four years in government. I want to share some recent
data that has come out. The first is the international
visitor survey data that came out a few days ago, which
shows that since we were elected there has been a
14 per cent increase in international visitors to
Victoria — that is, an extra 148 000 overseas visitors
have travelled to Victoria since we were elected. Not
only are more people coming from overseas — a record
amount — but they are also staying longer.
Every year we have seen an average increase of 7 per
cent in overnight stays by international visitors — and
they are not just staying in Melbourne, they are
travelling far and wide around regional Victoria.
International travel to Victoria is $2.2 billion of the
Victorian economy. That is a record. We also have
another record just announced yesterday: a 27 per cent
increase in international airline seats to Melbourne with
increased flights from Singapore Airlines, Emirates, Air
New Zealand, China Eastern Airlines, Pacific Blue,
Qatar Airways and Malaysia Airways.
Another record indicator is the national visitor survey
data in which Victoria recorded a growth of 5 per cent,
whereas the rest of Australia recorded a growth in
interstate visitors of 3.9 per cent. That is another record
in which there have been 270 000 extra interstate
visitors last year, a record 5.2 million visits to Victoria.
Three great records are great news.
A fourth area that I want to comment on is the
incredible importance of the conference market here in
Victoria. It contributes significantly to our economy. It
is a billion dollar industry on its own, and we have
certainly worked with Victorian organisations to
encourage large organisations to have their conferences
here in Victoria because of the economic benefit it
provides to the state.
It is an opportunity in the house to call on all Victorian
organisations to hold their conferences here in Victoria;
but there is one black spot on the horizon — one
organisation that does not want to support the Victorian
tourism industry. Which organisation can that be? One
organisation holds its annual conference at what has
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been described as one of the premier sporting clubs in
New South Wales — and that is the National Party. The
National Party is holding its Victorian state conference
at the Moama Bowling Club in New South Wales. I do
not know why The Nationals hate Victoria. You would
think they could have found a place in Benalla, Sale,
Swan Hill or Wangaratta — but it is in New South
Wales. We heard from the Leader of The Nationals that
they have changed their name from the Vic Nats to The
Nationals, and now we know why. The shame is that
while visitors from around the world want to be in
Victoria and visitors from Australia want to be in
Victoria, the only ones who do not want to be in
Victoria are The Nationals.
The SPEAKER — Order! The time for questions
has now expired.

MONETARY UNITS BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr LONEY (Lara) — I welcome the opportunity to
participate in the debate on this bill and make a few
comments in relation to — —
The SPEAKER — Order! Will members please
leave the chamber quickly and quietly and stop walking
between me and the member for Lara.
Mr LONEY — As I was saying, I welcome the
opportunity to participate in this debate and make a few
points about this legislation. I agree with the view of the
member for Box Hill that this is a significant piece of
legislation which should be treated seriously by this
house. Even though it might be a relatively small bill, it
is a serious bill. I do have some respect and regard for
the member for Box Hill as a normally diligent worker
on the detail of bills, and the way in which the member
approaches things in the house. I think the member is
one of only two or three members of the opposition
front bench who has a commitment to hard work. But
on this occasion he has disappointed me a little in that I
think he has gone beyond what this bill does in some of
his comments.
If I can go to some of those things: yesterday the
member for Box Hill began his contribution with a
potted history in relation to financial instruments in
Westminster parliaments. He took us back to 1689 from
memory; however, it seems to me that there was a
significant gap in his history and that significant gap
was 1994. In 1994 there was a new Subordinate
Legislation Act proclaimed in Victoria which outlined
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certain practices that were to be part of the safe budget
process. In that Subordinate Legislation Act, which I
assume the member for Box Hill and a number of other
members of the opposition would be conversant with, it
sets in place a process for an annual rate. It does so in
section 7 and in particular section 8(1)(a) of the act,
which shows how the annual rate is currently set by the
Treasurer.
So the 1994 act under Treasurer Stockdale at that time
actually sets out the way in which the annual rate
should be set. The bill before us does not in any way
change that process. To suggest that this bill is bringing
something new into the Parliament that has never been
done before — not just in Victoria but in any
Westminster Parliament was the suggestion — is not
correct. There is no change to the process laid out in the
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 as a result of the
Monetary Units Bill.
The annual rate has also been the subject of
considerable discussion by opposition members. They
say it opens up a Pandora’s box for gigantic increases
by the government. There is a process involved with the
annual rate which has been in place for many years, not
just since this government came into being but in fact
under the previous government. It was in place at a time
when the member for Box Hill was Parliamentary
Secretary to the Treasurer!
The annual rate is calculated as follows: it is based on
advice from Department of Treasury and Finance
concerning the expected consumer price index for
Victoria. This advice takes into account a number of
factors, including recent movements in the inflation rate
and the Reserve Bank of Australia’s view on inflation
as published in its quarterly statement on monetary
policy. It also includes private sector views on inflation,
including financial market expectations and any other
relevant external developments such as movements in
the Australian dollar, oil prices, drought, public
transport charges, electricity, health costs et cetera. All
of those things are included in the calculation of the
annual rate and, contrary to the opposition’s argument,
it is reported to the Parliament by the Treasurer as part
of the budget process, so it does come before the
Parliament. That deals with the annual rate.
The suggestion being made by the members for
Brighton and others that this is a brand-new concept is a
fabrication. It is not a brand-new concept; it is a
well-tried concept used by the previous government,
and governments before that as I understand it. I do not
even credit the previous government with having
introduced this process — I believe it goes further back
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than that — but it was used by the previous government
and has been used by this one until this time.
We are told that the annual rate is a secret thing
shrouded in mystery, but at the time of the budget
update in 2003, when inflation forecasts were
developed for the 2004–05 annual rate, we had an
implied financial market forecast for inflation to
average at around 2.2 per cent to 2.3 per cent out to
mid-2005. That is broadly consistent with the public
sector view as expressed by Consensus Economics.
Rather than being some sort of a mystery these figures
are out there and are consistent whether you go to
Treasury, to the private sector to get its forecasts or to
the Australian Bureau of Statistics through the
consumer price index figures. These are consistent
figures that can be tested against other things.
A number of speakers have referred to the Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee raising concerns
about this and to its report. In part that revolves around
the matters I just spoke about. I understand that the
Treasurer has previously publicly advised that the
approved rate for the purpose of section 8 in respect of
the forthcoming period is some 2.25 per cent, and I
understand from the Treasurer that he has written to the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee with that
precise advice, so there is no secret and no attempt to
not participate with the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee.
Again we welcome the fact that that committee reports
on those things. We also welcome the fact that under
this government the Treasurer responds to the
committee and provides the advice that it requests. This
is the parliamentary process in action rather than some
deliberate sleight of the parliamentary process, as has
been suggested opposite.
I do not have time to go to my other point, but it would
seem that opposition members have not been listening.
They say, ‘Where is the list of fees and fines?’. They
are all public: everything is there. All they have to do is
look at schedule 1 of the bill, which lists all the acts that
are subject to the bill. They could start off by reading
the bill. That would be a good start, but it might be too
much like hard work!
The SPEAKER — Order! The member’s time has
expired.
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — It is regrettable that the
member for Lara has failed to read the detail of the
legislation, and has just relied on a briefing from the
department. I will explain what schedule 1 is. It does
not cover all the acts that will be affected by the
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operation of this bill; it deals with the issue of
converting monetary penalties included in those acts
into penalty units or into fees so they can be subject to
this bill by an annual increase, at the direction of the
Treasurer. I will repeat that for the member for Lara.
Schedule 1 names a whole series of acts that have
monetary penalties in them at the moment and converts
them into penalties and fee units to enable them to be
included in the operation of this bill.
This bill will have operation right across every single
act of Parliament where there is a fee or a penalty unit
prescribed. This bill will allow the Treasurer to increase
those penalty units by whatever criteria he chooses.
There will be absolutely no brake on the Treasurer
whatsoever in the operation of this bill, and that is why
the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
(SARC) is extremely concerned about what the
Treasurer is doing with this legislation. Indeed, it leads
to the conclusion that the bill is a fundamental breach of
parliamentary scrutiny and of parliamentary
democracy.
The government is responsible to this place, and we in
this place are entrusted by the people of Victoria to hold
this government accountable. This is the place where
we should be able to determine whether what the
Treasurer is doing is appropriate or otherwise, but by
operation of this bill there will be absolutely no brake
on the Treasurer of this state putting up those fees by
20, 50, 100 per cent or more. It will be at his absolute
discretion, and it will not be subject to any scrutiny by
this house, and for that reason the Treasurer and this
government stand condemned for introducing such a
bill.
The member for Lara also talked about the certificate
that is given to SARC in relation to statutory rules; it
allows the Treasurer to prescribe an annual rate. Under
the current legislation the usual practice is to prescribe
an increase by way of the consumer price index (CPI),
but if the fees and charges increase above that annual
rate, then those individual statutory rules are subject to
a regulatory impact statement. Irrespective of all those
machinations, SARC in its broad powers can
recommend disallowance of that statutory rule fee
increase under the current operation of the legislation or
this Parliament can disallow that fee increase under the
current regime.
This is the key point, this is the difference and this is
the rub: under the proposed legislation you have
penalty units applying in a broad range of acts where
criminal offences are prescribed — in the Crimes Act,
in the Road Safety Act and in a variety of other acts.
The Treasurer will be able, with a stroke of a pen, to put
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those fees up without any scrutiny by this place,
without any scrutiny by SARC and without the
application of the fundamental notion of what this place
is here to do — which is to hold the government
accountable to the people of Victoria. We are the only
brake on the excesses of an executive form of
government, and without that the Treasurer has
complete licence to effectively impose additional
taxation and put out money-grubbing hands to drag all
this money in at the mere stroke of a pen without any
scrutiny by this place, and that is a matter that should be
condemned.
I will highlight what the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee said about this very point —
that the open-ended and absolute discretionary power in
the hands of the Treasurer of this state will not be
subject to the normal subordinate legislation provisions,
will not be subject to any regulatory impact statement,
will not be subject to any scrutiny by SARC and will
not be subject to any scrutiny by this place. It is in
relation to that matter that the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee bowls up one of the most
serious allegations made against a government in my
time on that committee and in my time in this
Parliament. I have talked to other members who have
been around for a number of years, such as the Leader
of The Nationals, who was the chairman of SARC for a
number of years, and in their experience it is one of the
most serious breaches of parliamentary scrutiny and
parliamentary democracy they have seen.
The Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee is
concerned, firstly, that this legislation will
inappropriately delegate legislative power. It is a
fundamental obligation of the government to subject
increases in taxation, fees and charges to the scrutiny of
this place and to allow every single member to have
their opportunity to speak on those increases. But under
this proposed regime that obligation will be wiped out
with the stroke of a pen. No longer will this delegated
power to impose increases be subject to any form of
parliamentary scrutiny.
The next point that SARC makes is that the legislation
will insufficiently subject the exercise of legislative
power to parliamentary scrutiny. They are the important
points here: firstly, inappropriate legislative power; and
secondly, no scrutiny. The Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee is the body we have set up to
trawl through proposed legislation and report to
Parliament if it determines a bill is taking away the
freedom of this place and the freedom of ordinary
Victorians, which is the effect of this bill. For an
incumbent executive government to introduce this bill
is a disgrace and an outrage.
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On top of that, there is another matter that did not form
part of the report by the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee, although it was raised by me at
that committee and it is certainly a matter I wish to raise
now. It is my view — it is not the view of SARC —
that this bill will enable the Treasurer, with the stroke of
a pen, to put up these penalties and charges, and those
increases will be dependent upon non-reviewable
administrative decisions. There will be absolutely no
check on the Treasurer in carrying out those
administrative acts. At the stroke of a pen the Treasurer
will be able to put up fees and charges, and that is a
disgrace.
To make it abundantly clear, what this government is
doing in this bill is different from what appears in the
Subordinate Legislation Act, which, for a start, applies
only to statutory rules or regulations. What we have
here is an act of Parliament that will delegate to the
Treasurer the power to put up fees, charges and
penalties in other acts of Parliament. All of these books
in front of me here are full of legislation that contains
fees and charges which the Treasurer will be able to put
up automatically. The Treasurer will have no brake on
him at all. Whatever he prescribes as an annual rate will
be applied to those fees straightaway — that is,
overnight. You are not just talking about $100, and you
are not just talking about $500; in many cases you are
talking about thousands and thousands of dollars. By a
stroke of the pen he can put them up 30 per cent,
50 per cent, 100 per cent or more — whatever suits
him. That is outrageous.
The other thing to make clear is that schedule 1 to this
bill has nothing to do with limiting the scope of power
as to which acts it can apply to. It only converts certain
monetary penalties and fees in some acts of Parliament
that still have them to penalty units or fee units. Also
the penalty units can be automatically indexed under
the operation of the current legislation. The Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee calls it a disgrace, and
it identifies two powers. I have identified a third power
that should be a matter of real concern to ordinary
Victorians, because it means we in this place are unable
to hold this government accountable for an
administrative action of the Treasurer at the stroke of a
pen increasing the penalties that ordinary Victorians
have to pay.
Mr MAXFIELD (Narracan) — I rise to talk in
support of this bill, a bill which delivers sensible and
stable government to the state. To cut it back to simple
terms — because when the Liberals are in this house
you have to keep it simple so they can understand — by
indexing those fees and charges you end up with the
situation where the fees and charges relative to the costs
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of government are the same. If you do not increase fees
or charges as inflation, income and costs rise, then you
are reducing those taxes or charges. If you then want to
make up funds or fees, you have to increase them by a
larger amount at the later date, so you end up with an
increase. By indexing fees and charges you are
essentially saying that the status quo will remain. You
are saying that relative to income and expenses we are
going to have the same level of charges. That is
sensible and stable government.
What would be the alternative? That we have fees and
charges going backwards in real terms because of not
matching inflation and then jumping up? How can you
run a stable government on that basis? In the years
when you are not increasing fees or charges and
government revenue is not going up, what do you do?
Go back to the Kennett era and sack teachers and
nurses and the police? Do not increase those resources?
We see the issue now with the gangland killings. Aren’t
we in a fantastic position with a well-resourced police
force? If we had gone back to the Kennett era, we
would have had 800 fewer police, significantly less
resources and police stations falling down around the
police officers’ ears.
Mr Doyle — On a point of order on the issue of
relevance, Acting Speaker, what the previous
government did or did not do with police has nothing to
do with fees and charges. And gangland killings, I
would put to you, Acting Speaker, are not subject yet to
this government’s revenue-raising attempts.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Plowman) —
Order! I assume that the honourable member for
Narracan was making a passing reference and that he
has now passed it and will go back to the bill.
Mr MAXFIELD — I certainly appreciate the
advice of the Acting Speaker and fellow member of the
Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee — an
excellent committee.
In terms of this issue I want to continue on a number of
points. Stable revenue for the state is very important.
You do not want policies that jump all over the place,
and you do not want revenue to jump all over the place.
Compared to the sensible approach we have got here
today, let us look at some of the alternative tax
proposals the opposition and the then National Party
put up prior to the last election. I have a number of
press releases I could quote from. A press release from
the Bracks government dated 20 November says under
the heading ‘Liberals’ spending spree cuts surplus and
tax relief’:
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‘Mr Doyle has made so many big spending promises over the
next three years that he cannot offer tax relief for business
until 2005’, Mr Brumby said.

But look at the tax promises they made. They kept
coming up with tax promises, and they would um and
ah and then they would have another tax policy. We
saw multiple confusion as the Liberals had five
different positions on tax topped off by the Leader of
the Opposition’s vague statement about having all
policies under review. They kept rolling out policy after
policy.
Mr Honeywood — Again on a point of order,
Acting Speaker, the member is straying way off the
subject matter of the bill, which has to do with fees and
charges the government of the day intends to raise and
how it intends to raise them. It has nothing to do with
conjecture about election campaign issues and press
releases put out by the government. I put to you that he
is way off the mark and ask you to bring him back to
the relevant matter before the house.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Plowman) —
Order! I suggest to the honourable member for
Narracan that he address the bill.
Mr MAXFIELD — I will continue analysing this
bill and the effects it will have on the state. I highlight
that $21 million of extra revenue will result from these
changes in 2004–05. With costs rising, we are talking
about matching inflation. If you cut funding by
$21 million, what would you cut it from? The police?
Education? Health? Charges and fees deliver revenue
and services to the state. We want a stable revenue
stream. You do not want the situation where you do not
move for a while and then have a big jump, because
organisations, groups and bodies want to know what
their expenses are. They want to know what the taxes,
fees and charges are, because they are setting budgets
and planning for the future.
If you say, ‘It is not going to increase for a while, but
one day there will be a big increase and we do not
know when that is coming’, does that create in the
community a stable view or position? Of course it does
not: it does not create a balance. Organisations,
members of the community and taxpayers want security
in knowing what the fees and charges will be, that they
will be indexed to the inflation rate and that relatively
they are not going to change. That makes it easy, rather
than having a big jump in the fees and charges after
being told there would be no move. How could the
alternative be described as sensible or stable
government?
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I have been listening to some of the comments made by
the opposition. I thought it may have a better solution,
recommendations or ideas. But when you look through
what the opposition released previously you can see it
was all over the shop — it was jumping here and there,
it was making promises but then it started to um and ah
and not make promises. Its idea was to have five
different tax policies.
The National Party was not much better. It wanted to
propose some relief for young farmers, but at the same
time the scheme that has benefited hundreds of young
farmers in recent times would have been scrapped. I
suppose a party can have such a policy when it knows it
is never going to be in government to deliver it.
I am interested to know, and I am sure Liberal speakers
will tell us, what their options would be. How would
they provide stable revenue streams to staff our schools
and hospitals, to ensure those basic services are
delivered and to have available the funds for the extra
police the government is delivering onto the beat as a
result of its funding initiatives for the police force in the
future?
Today we are debating the provision of that sort of
revenue stream. I am proud that the government can tell
the community where it is going. People will know
what their charges and fees will be not just in
Melbourne but right across regional and rural Victoria.
Why is it that the opposition is essentially lazy? It asks,
‘What will be the fees on this and the increases on
that?’. The questions asked by its members here can be
answered by referring to the fees and charges published
last year in the Government Gazette. It only needed to
do some research, but both inside and outside this place
the opposition demands that it be told what the fees for
this-and-that are going to be because it cannot be
bothered picking up the Government Gazette.
The Liberal Party is not willing to tell the community
what it would do or about its policy position. It has a
policy vacuum — perhaps we should call it the Hoover
Party, because it has a policy vacuum on tax, as it has
on a whole range of other issues. When it comes to
doing the hard yards or the hard work, the opposition
seems to think the government should be running
around doing its work for it and feeding it every little
story or line it wants. It cannot even read the
Government Gazette or sit down and do the calculations
and work required.
In conclusion, I am very proud to be a member of a
government that is delivering sensible and stable
government in this state. This government has the
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state’s interests well at heart, and Victoria is in safe
hands.
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — In rising to
join the debate on this bill today, I believe the
fundamental point that has been lost on the member for
Narracan and other members opposite is surely that in
any democracy the whole notion of good government is
the ability to reward the community that has elected it
by way of not increasing charges and taxes unless they
actually need to be increased. Why have government?
Why not just be run by the bureaucracy and each year
just crank up the taxes, fees and charges? Isn’t the
notion of good, responsible, elected government to
ensure that you only increase your revenue base by the
amount you need from one year to the next rather than
just automatically doing it in good old socialist, big
government, we-know-what-is-best-for-you style?
I would like specifically to address my remarks in the
10 minutes maximum time allowed under standing
orders to the issues associated with the Department of
Sustainability and Environment (DES). In that one
department alone can again be found the typical Labor
government approach. We know it does not like people
to visit parks — it prefers that people do not get into
national and state parks, because they might actually
see the lack of maintenance and resources — so whilst
it puts gates at the front of the parks, it does not let
people go into them. The government is cranking up
taxes, fees and charges in many cases way above any
consumer price index rates. Even if you can get through
the gates to the parks, you will be made to pay through
the neck for daring to enter Crown land and public park
space.
I have a couple of examples. The Parks Victoria annual
reports show that under this government revenue from
rents, leases and licence fees is up by 25 per cent over
four years: in 2000 it was $2.9 million, while in 2003 it
was $3.68 million. Camping fees — the poor old
campers, hardly the elite in society earning big
salaries! — are up by 10.7 per cent over the last three
years. The list goes on.
Only today a constituent who came to see me and the
honourable member for Colac pointed out that under
this government over the past five years, fees for annual
campers have increased by 100 per cent. Under the
previous government a camper used to pay a maximum
of $600 per year, but the Bracks government is making
people who cannot afford to have a holiday at a
five-star hotel and who often do not have the wage or
salary base to pay for hotel accommodation pay
through the neck. An annual camper is now charged
$1100 per annum for the joy of a family holiday in the
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Apollo Bay Crown land reserve or at Torquay or along
the whole stretch of coastline, be it at Portarlington or
Ocean Grove, where there are Crown land camping
reserves.
What happened to the notion of a holiday with the
family? As my constituent Mr Onans pointed out to me
today, under this government camping, which was once
a poor man’s holiday, is fast becoming too expensive
for many families in Victoria. As I said, they have faced
increases of 100 per cent over five years. This bill is
going to set into motion the means to allow the
government to impose those sorts of increases. The
government is desperate to increase the cash revenue so
it can pay for all the extra head office personnel, for all
its mates who have got in the trough and are lining up
for the tenancies in the new Southern Cross building
and those who will have their swanky offices in the
new building adjacent to the commonwealth
government offices.
The state government is currently the largest tenant in
town. We know why: because it cannot resist the notion
of cranking up its head-office personnel, not people out
in the field. We would support it if it were putting more
police on the beat or teachers into classrooms as the
overriding policy prerogative and objective. But instead
of that, look at the increase in head office personnel —
the people doing the rubber-stamping for all the fee
increases it is cranking up. That is why this state
government is the biggest tenant currently on the books
in Melbourne, taking over luxurious office space that is
being built as we speak. It cannot help itself.
Labor governments have to increase the central
bureaucracy because they need it. Based on what we
just heard from the member for Narracan, they often do
not have members of Parliament with the intelligence
even to understand legislation, so they need more head
office personnel to advise them and no doubt write their
speeches for them.
When it comes specifically to Department of
Sustainability and Environment revenue, we have a
situation in which, as I mentioned, camping fees are up;
rents, leases and licence fees are up and annual campers
fees are up 100 per cent. Let us look at the other side of
the equation, because you might give the government
some support if the revenue it is collecting from fees
and charges in our parks and reserves were actually
going back into those parks and reserves, if that were a
hypothecated tax situation where the money raised
benefited the area from which the tax was gained.
In contrast, under this government Parks Victoria grants
for community group programs have gone from
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$4.3 million in 2000 down to $1.06 million in the last
year. It has cut 75 per cent of the funding under Parks
Victoria for grants to community group programs. It is
fundamental — helping volunteers do something good
for our parks — and the government takes away 75 per
cent of the paltry amount of money it had been giving
them. So revenue is up, but grants are down by 75 per
cent — what an appalling indictment of this
government’s rhetoric about supporting park
management and maintaining parks.
I will not talk about the fact that every state park in
Victoria at the moment has lost 90 per cent of its
maintenance funding — just go to Warrandyte State
Park for an example — on the excuse that that money
has to be recycled into north-east Victoria to pay for
bushfire relief. Nobody who listened to the Premier in
Parliament last year was given any inkling that that
money was not new money; nobody was told that that
money was going to be ripped out of existing parks and
put into bushfire relief elsewhere. We were informed,
and we were led to believe, that this was a
magnanimous gesture from the Bracks government —
new money — but it has come on the backs of
volunteers and rangers having no maintenance funding
for tree planting, vermin control and weed control. That
is all gone.
Let us look at government funding of program
initiatives — that is, government funding of four-wheel
drive groups and the Good Neighbour program, just
some of the legitimate users of our parks in Victoria.
That is down as well, from $2.008 million in 2000 to
$1.79 million. While the government is cranking up the
charges — —
Mr Maxfield — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, it was quite informative to hear about how the
north-east has problems with bushfires.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Plowman) —
Order! The member’s point of order is?
Mr Maxfield — My point of order is that we have
strayed way off the bill. Hearing about the parks in the
member’s area and repairing fire damage in the
north-east clearly is — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Plowman) —
Order! I have heard enough. I ask the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition to become more relevant to the bill.
Mr HONEYWOOD — On the bill, let us examine
some of the interesting monetary unit statistics from the
DSE’s own annual report — this is totally on the bill.
Recreational fishing licence fees increased by 10 per
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cent on 1 January this year, with a subsequent increase
by the consumer price index each year — that is a
10 per cent increase in one year. There is a proposal to
increase commercial fishing fees by another 3 per
cent — that is off the DSE web site. Other fees
affected — my source is the Age of 8 May 2003 —
include marine licence test fees; access licence fees to
private and Crown land; aquaculture licence fees;
transfer of commercial fishery access licences in terms
of abalone and other commercial fishing; transfer of
individual fishing quota units — be it for lobster pots or
giant crabs and scallops, the transfer of an aquaculture
licence, levies on a commercial fishery access licence,
levies on a fish-receiver’s licence, or levies on an
aquaculture licence on Crown assets. There is a whole
range of fees and charges, but this government is doing
nothing to ensure better management of our marine or
land parks.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Plowman) —
Order! The honourable member’s time has expired.
Mr HUDSON (Bentleigh) — It is a great pleasure
to speak in support of the Monetary Units Bill. This bill
provides a framework for the annual indexation of fees
and penalties. These measures were announced by the
Treasurer in May 2003 as part of the 2003–04 state
budget.
We have heard a lot from the opposition during the
course of this debate about these measures and how we
are levying charges without reference to Parliament.
The fact of the matter is, as the shadow Treasurer well
knows and as the Leader of the Opposition and the
Leader of The Nationals know, we announced these
measures as part of the budget in the budget speech in
2003. In his budget speech the Treasurer said:
This year, the government has also acted to protect the
fairness and efficiency of Victoria’s revenue base by moving
to a policy of automatic indexation of fees and fines set by
regulation.
This policy will be implemented over the next two years and
will maintain the real value of these fees and fines, avoiding
the need for future large adjustments.

So there we have it: the Treasurer, in his budget speech,
made it absolutely clear that these fees and fines would
be indexed in line with inflation. That budget was
debated by the Parliament. The opposition opposed
those measures at the time, and they were passed by the
Parliament.
I think that is part of the problem we have with the
opposition. It comes in here and continually complains
about the revenue measures of this government. We
had another dose of it today when the member for
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Brighton complained about the level of land tax. We
have not changed the rate of land tax. What did the
Kennett government do? It lowered the land tax
threshold in such a way that more than 70 000 new
land-holders came into the land tax net. That is right, an
extra 70 000.
At various times members of the opposition have come
in here and called for reductions in stamp duty, in
payroll tax, in gaming revenue and in motor registration
fees. They keep calling for all these cuts in taxes, but
they never tell us where the revenue is going to come
from to fund the state’s essential services. What has the
government done? It has cut taxes. We have cut payroll
tax and land tax; we have abolished the duty on
non-residential leases; we have abolished the financial
institutions duty; we have abolished the duty on quoted
marketable securities; we have abolished the duty on
unquoted marketable securities; we are abolishing the
duty on mortgages; the bank accounts debits tax will be
abolished on 1 July next year; and the stamp duty on
property remains unchanged. So over four years we
have delivered over $1 billion in tax cuts — over
$1 billion — and the opposition has absolutely no
credibility on the question of taxes, because it is the
high-tax expert.
Let us look at the record of the opposition on cutting
taxes while it was in government. In seven years the
only tax relief it delivered for small business was the
lifting of mortgage stamp duty on loan refinancing — a
grand total of $1 million.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
the honourable member has had several minutes to put
his remarks in the context of this legislation. I now
believe that in accordance with your previous rulings it
is time to invite him to return to the bill.
Mr HUDSON — On the point of order, the debate
today has been about taxation and charges and whether
these increases in fees and charges are appropriate. The
opposition has referred to this being an inappropriate
measure, and I am drawing attention to the fact that the
opposition has not highlighted any areas where it would
reduce the burden on Victorian taxpayers, nor does it
have a record of reducing tax in other areas. That is the
point I am making.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cooper) — Order!
The Monetary Units Bill provides for fees and penalties
to be fixed by reference to fee units or penalty units that
can be indexed annually by an amount to be fixed by
the Treasurer. I ask all honourable members to direct
their remarks to that aim of the bill.
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Mr HUDSON — Of course the opposition does not
want me to talk about these things, because it does not
like to hear of its own record in government. We have
the opposition claiming that this is a wasteful and
extravagant government, and we just had another
measure of this from the member for Warrandyte, who
pointed to what he regarded as alleged waste in the
Department of Sustainability and Environment,
suggesting that this government is somehow wasting
money on the wrong priorities. Well let us have a look
at the opposition’s so-called scrutiny of waste by this
government.
I refer the house to the opposition’s waste watch web
site. This waste watch web site is where the opposition
lists what it deems to be the waste of taxpayers money
by the Bracks Labor government. And what does it say
after four years of opposition? ‘Watch this space’. That
is what it says. ‘Liberals waste watch. Watch this
space’. Then it says ‘Media grabs. None at present’.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
while many members no doubt would welcome a
general debate on government finances and related
matters, that is not the subject of the bill before the
house, and I submit that you should invite the
honourable member to stay within the ruling you made
a few minutes ago.
Mr HUDSON — On the point of order, the member
for Warrandyte was indicating that there was no need to
raise these taxes, fees and fines because this was a
wasteful government. What I am pointing out is that the
opposition’s own waste watch web site does not record
a single measure of waste by this government.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cooper) — Order!
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition was brought back
to the bill, and I now uphold the point of order and ask
the member for Bentleigh to address his remarks to the
bill.
Mr HUDSON — The opposition is totally unable to
identify any waste by the government because there is
none. The expenditure of this government is going
where it is needed — on more nurses, more police,
more teachers and more infrastructure — all areas that
were cut by the Kennett government.
Let us return to this question of the fees and fines that
are going to be raised this year by regulation. We have
had a lot of discussion in the chamber in the course of
this debate about the indexing of these fees and fines.
The opposition has conjured up images of incredible
increases under this government, suggesting that
somehow it will be breaking the back of the ordinary
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Victorian taxpayer by excessively raising these fees and
fines. Let us have a look at precisely what the
indexation of these fees and fines is going to raise.
I draw the attention of honourable members to page 31
of budget paper 2 for 2003–04. What is the estimate in
those budget papers for the increase in fees and fines as
a result of indexation? It is $21 million. What is the
total amount that will be raised from fees and fines? It
is $637 million. What is the percentage increase
flowing from indexation of these fees and fines? It is
3.2 per cent, a rate that is in line with the rate of
inflation and with population growth in the state of
Victoria over that period. How much are these fees and
fines increasing in real terms then? Zero. These fees
and fines in real terms are going up by zero, based on
the estimates in the budget papers that have been
provided by the Treasurer. That is the commitment this
government has made: that basically these fees and
fines will rise in line with inflation. Their value will be
maintained in real terms, but there will not be real
increases under this government. So there we have it in
a nutshell.
We have an opposition that wants to cut taxes, but it
will not identify where it would cut taxes. At the last
election it could not identify any areas where it could
make any substantial reduction in taxes. At the same
time we have an opposition that states that this
government is wasteful and extravagant. It says, ‘If this
government had only cut out the waste then we would
not have had to index these fees and fines and we
would have been able to cut taxes’. But when it comes
to the real test of this, when you go to the opposition’s
own waste watch web site, after four years this lazy
opposition has not identified a single item of waste on
that web site.
Then we have the opposition criticising the government
for spending money on essential services — on areas
where we are spending money and where they cut
services — on nurses, police, teachers and
infrastructure. Finally, we find the opposition always
barking for more expenditure, always pointing to areas
where they think the government should be spending
more money, not less. The opposition has no credibility
on taxation. This is a sensible bill, it maintains the real
value of fees and fines, and I commend the bill to the
house.
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — I have listened with a
great deal of interest to the member for Bentleigh while
he has been waxing lyrical about the virtues of the
government and the ills of members on this side of the
house. He justifies the actions of the government by
saying it was in the budget, and, of course, in his
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second-reading speech the minister also says this
legislation implements the government’s policy of
automatic indexation as announced in the 2003–04
budget. The member for Bentleigh seems to be putting
the argument that as long as it was announced in the
budget it is okay, it does not matter if it is against all of
those principles that the member for Box Hill so
eloquently expressed: it is against the scrutiny of
Parliament; it is against the role of Parliament to have
some brake on the executive. Under this bill the
executive government can just go on increasing taxes
and charges at will.
The member for Bentleigh talked about the rate of
inflation. If the increases were limited in the legislation
to the rate of inflation — I suggest the rate of inflation
minus 1 per cent, to put the same discipline on the
government that the government is putting on health
organisations and community service providers and all
of the government-owned instrumentalities out there
like Goulburn-Murray Water which year after year has
to find greater levels of efficiencies and pay dividends
to this government — and if the government imposed
that same sort of discipline on its operation under this
legislation, it would be more acceptable.
But it does not do that, and the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee has pointed out in its report that
there is no limit to the rate of increase that the Treasurer
of the day can declare. Yes, we would hope he would
keep it to inflation levels, but if the government wants
to increase its revenue it can do so. This government
and its predecessors have a track record of using all
sorts of funny-money deals to increase revenue. I was a
member of this Parliament when the government was,
without reference to Parliament, selling off our trains,
trams and buses in order to pay recurrent expenditure!
Again the member for Bentleigh criticised this side of
the house when in government for having to take some
very difficult decisions with regard to nurses, school
teachers and so on, but very conveniently seemed to
forget that the coalition inherited a basket case with
government and government instrumentalities debt, as I
recall, in excess of $60 000 million. That was the
legacy that the coalition government inherited from the
previous Labor government, and this government is
heading down exactly the same track with the
Auditor-General again pointing out that in a four-year
period revenue has gone up 21 per cent and expenditure
has gone up by, I think the figure was, 35 per cent. So
income up 21 per cent, revenue up 35 per cent, we are
heading down exactly the same track again!
I agree that this legislation has some merit to keep
charges and fees in line with inflation — I support that
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general notion — but there is no limit in this legislation
to stop it going way above that. I have no difficulty
with issues such as penalties, but I have concerns about
things like motor registration fees, births, deaths and
marriages registration — you can go through a whole
long list. The member for Box Hill has identified a
whole number of those, but the government has not put
out an exhaustive list anywhere.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr MAUGHAN — Have a look at the back of the
bill that is before us today. It shows a great long list of
acts to be amended, so you can get some idea of just
how widespread the ability of this legislation is to
increase fees and charges at the will of the government
of the day, at the will of the Treasurer of the day and
without any capacity of the Parliament, which was
elected by the people of Victoria, to reject those taxes
and charges if that is the view of this Parliament. Again
it is moving away from the control of Parliament to
executive government. That is a very bad move, and as
The Nationals we will certainly be opposing it for that
reason. The member for Bentleigh said that we
supported the budget and therefore thinks we should
support this legislation. We supported the budget
because we wanted a lot of the good things in the
budget to flow through to the people we represent, but
this was not part of the budget. Even though it was
alluded to in the budget the detail was not there, and we
expressed concerns about it and are now opposing the
legislation.
The member for Bentleigh mentioned taxes and charges
in his contribution. He said that stamp duty on property
remains unchanged, as if that is a virtue. For heaven’s
sake, it is running at whatever it is — $2.3 billion or
something of that order. It has meant a windfall gain for
this government, it has cash flowing out of its ears! No
wonder the government has not changed it. I would
have thought it was a good argument to reduce stamp
duty on property, and if we were in government we
would reduce it, as we did. Instead of the member for
Bentleigh talking about stamp duty on property
remaining unchanged as if it is a virtue, I would argue
that he should hang his head in shame, because with all
the cash that this government has had it should have
been looking at reducing stamp duty rather than
claiming it is a virtue.
Let us get back to the bill. One of the points of concern
is in clause 5(5), to do with the Treasurer fixing the
annual rate. It provides:
If the Treasurer does not fix an annual rate under
sub-section (4) for a financial year, the annual rate that was
determined for the previous financial year is to be the rate by
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which the amount of a fee unit or penalty unit is to be
adjusted …

Again there is a real anomaly there. At a time of falling
inflation the Treasurer could simply not declare any fee
at all, and when you would expect the rate to come
down, if the Treasurer does not declare the rate by the
due date, which is 1 March, then the rate of the
previous year prevails. There is a whole range of
anomalies in this legislation that can and should be
sorted out.
I think this legislation is a very sneaky way of giving
the government the opportunity to increase fees and
charges at its will. Again I refer to scrutiny and
approval by the Parliament having been bypassed. That
alone is reason why this legislation should be
rejected — because the Parliament should have the
ultimate say. I accept the reality of the numbers, but
there are times when members of the government
side — or when the numbers are a bit closer, the
Independents or members of other parties — will
oppose something that the government is doing because
they believe it violates those very important principles
on which democratic government is based.
Finally, when all other sectors of the community are
under pressure to increase productivity and reduce costs
this government is going against that very principle.
When it is imposing productivity disciplines on a whole
range of government sectors in health, community
services and education it is preserving for itself the
power to increase fees and charges at a rate of its
choosing without the scrutiny or approval of the
Parliament. As I said, the member for Box Hill
documented many of those fees and charges that could
go up and indicated that the government had increased
fees and fines by 57 per cent. Between 1998–99 and
2003–04 there has been a whole range of fee regulation
increases.
I pose the question: if the government can index fees
and charges, as it is arguing it can and should, why then
can it not index benefits? The government pays benefits
to a whole range of people in the community. If the
principle of indexing fees and charges is a sound one
surely the other side of that argument also prevails? I
would be much more inclined to support this legislation
if the government were also prepared to index funding
that it gives to other organisations. The Nationals
believe this is poor legislation and will be opposing it.
Ms GILLETT (Tarneit) — It is my privilege to be
able to speak briefly this afternoon on the Monetary
Units Bill 2004. As the house may remember, the
Treasurer announced on 6 May 2003, as part of the
budget process for 2003–04, that the government would
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be introducing a policy of automatic indexation of fees
and fines that would be implemented over the following
two years. The bill before us today establishes a new
scheme to provide for the annual indexation of fees and
penalties that are payable to the public account from
1 July this year. Those fees are, for example, motor
vehicle and driver licence fees; boating and fishing
licences; court fees, which include the Victorian Civil
and Administrative Tribunal; police fees, charges and
fines; business names registration fees; environment
protection licences; and firearms permits.
Initially the legislation will cover fees and fines
administered by the Department of Justice, the
Department of Sustainability and Environment, the
Department of Primary Industries and the Department
of Infrastructure. Indexation of fees and fines
administered by all other departments will commence
progressively from 1 July this year as specific
regulations are amended. There is a group of fees and
penalties that is not automatically indexed — that is,
fees that have a value of less than a fee unit, which is
now to be $10, and penalties less than the value of 0.1
of a penalty unit of $10. Also, fees and penalties subject
to price determination regimes which are established
under the Essential Services Commission Act are
exempt, as are fees and penalties set by corporatised or
privatised entities, fees and penalties subject to national
agreements or regimes, and fees and penalties set by
self-funding statutory authorities.
The scheme will be based on the concept of fee units
and penalty units. I place on record my particular
support for this move to the notion of penalty units as
opposed to dollar amounts. Having served as a member
of the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee for
six years — three years as chair and three years as a
member — and for all those six years as a member of
the Subordinate Legislation Subcommittee, now known
as the Regulation Review Subcommittee, I can attest to
the volume of regulations that used to come as work
before that subcommittee. It took us and our wonderful
staff many, many days of work to check and record all
the adjustments to fees and charges that were made.
I also place on record that it appears to me that as it was
then it still is now: the Treasurer — whether that be
Treasurer Stockdale or our own Treasurer, the best
Treasurer in Australia — would make a determination
of what the percentage of the annual fee increase should
be. The Treasurer would have regard to the consumer
price index, and a consumer price index (CPI) increase
would then be advised to the committee and the
departments, and the departments would submit their
reviewed regulations in terms of the increased charges
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in light of that Treasurer’s determination. This
legislation provides for that to continue to be the case.
Before I go on I note that the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee, fine committee that it is, has
written to the Treasurer. I remind the house that in the
days when Peter Ryan, Leader of The Nationals, was
chair of that committee it was an odd thing for us to get
a response to correspondence that we as the committee
would write to ministers. We all got excited when we
did get a response, regardless of whether it was six or
eight months after we had written in the first place. I am
pleased to say that the Bracks government, both in its
first and second terms, and the ministry, was
marvellous in responding to the committee as it was
constituted when I was a member and chair and is
marvellous in responding to it as it is constituted today.
In that light I remind the house of the Treasurer’s
prompt response to the concerns raised by the Scrutiny
of Acts and Regulations Committee and shall quote
from his response to it. The Treasurer advises the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee, and its
fine chair, Liliana D’Ambrosio, the member for Mill
Park, that — —
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Acting Speaker, if
the honourable member is quoting from a document, I
ask that she make a copy of that document available to
the house.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Languiller) —
Order! Is the member quoting from a document?
Ms GILLETT — I have a document in front of me,
and I have no difficulty in providing a copy to the
honourable member. As I was quoting:
The annual rate is currently set by the Treasurer under
section 8(1)(a) of the Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 as
part of the state budget process.

The situation remains as it always has been.
There is no change to this process under the Monetary Units
Bill.
The annual rate is based on advice from the DTF concerning
the expected CPI for Victoria. This takes into account a
number of factors, including:
recent movements in the inflation rate, the Reserve
Bank’s view on inflation (published quarterly in its
‘Statement on Monetary Policy’);
private sector views on inflation (including financial
market expectations); and
any other relevant external developments (such as
movements in the $A, oil prices, drought, public
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transport charges, electricity and health costs changes
et cetera).
From a more medium-term perspective, estimates are
generally referenced against the Reserve Bank’s
medium-term inflation target of to 2 to 3 per cent, which most
analysts assume to be 2.5 per cent per annum.
At the time of the budget update in December 2003, when
inflation forecasts were developed for the 2004–05 annual
rate, the implied financial market forecast was for inflation to
average around 2.2 per cent to 2.3 per cent out to mid-2005.
This was broadly consistent with the private sector views, as
compiled by Consensus Economics.
Consensus Economics publishes a monthly survey of private
sector analysts’ forecasts (comprising 15 to 20 analyst for
Australia). Every quarter Consensus also publishes a detailed
quarterly forecast profile for GDP and CPI. In the September
2003 survey, the median forecast for Australian CPI growth
in 2003–04 was 2.2 per cent and 2.4 per cent for 2004–05.
At the time of the budget update, the worst of the drought
conditions had passed, the $A was rising steadily and the $US
oil price had been fairly stable for several months (i.e. $A oil
price was falling slightly). All of these factors comfortably
supported the 2.25 per cent inflation estimate for 2003–04 and
the 2004–05 (budget update estimates).
In previous years, the annual rate has broadly reflected CPI
and this will continue to be the case.

It is a mark of the openness and transparency of the
government that the Treasurer was able as quickly as he
did to respond to the concerns raised by the Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee not only in terms of
the actual figure for the increases in fees and charges
but go on to explain in some detail, as I quoted for the
record, the rationale and reasoning behind the
establishment of that figure for fee increases. We on the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee between
1996 and 1999 were never given this sort of
information; we were simply given a figure and left to
try to work out for ourselves as a committee whether
that fee increase seemed accurate and reasonable.
In concluding, an issue has been raised about the lack
of parliamentary scrutiny this might lead to. I remind
the house that although there was the technical capacity
for the then Regulation Review Subcommittee to
recommend disallowance of regulations, in my six or
seven years on that committee no such move for
disallowance has happened in either house. There are
some complex reasons relating to time lines for review
and examination of regulations, which I will not bore
the chamber with now; suffice it to say that there has
been no move for disallowance of any regulation that I
know of in the last six years. I do not think there could
be any more proper public scrutiny of the Treasurer
moving to increase fees than the effective form of
scrutiny this house has been able to provide over the
last six years.
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Mr COOPER (Mornington) — There is an
arrangement for speaking time to be limited, which I
regret. This is a bill about which I feel strongly and a
bill I will be voting against, because it is one that gives
an absolutely open cheque to any Treasurer in regard to
fees or charges that are applied by the government and
the increases that will apply to those fees and charges.
The reality, despite the soothing words we have heard
from a number of government MPs, is that this bill
gives the government the power to increase fees and
charges by an unlimited amount and at the same time
expressly excludes any parliamentary scrutiny or any
right of this Parliament to disallow those increases.
That is the nub of the issue for the Liberal Party
I heard the member for Narracan before raving and
rattling on about charges and saying, ‘Where is the
government going to get its money from?’. The Liberal
Party is not opposing fees and charges being increased;
certainly it is not opposing them being increased
reasonably and in line with inflation. That is not the
point we in the Liberal Party are making, and it is a
point that is being entirely ignored by government
speakers who are making out that we are opposed to
fees and charges being increased under any
circumstances. What a load of rubbish. That is not what
we are saying. What we are saying here — and let me
express it quite clearly for the thickheads who are
debating this issue on behalf of the government — is
we believe there needs to be some transparency in this
arrangement.
We believe there is a right for people to understand
how much fees and charges will be increased by, and
we believe the Parliament, as the supreme body in this
state, should still have the ability, as other parliaments
do, to disallow regulatory changes of this type. That is
what we are saying. The fact that this legislation does
not include those kinds of safeguards is a disgrace, and
it is one for which this government should be
condemned.
It has been said before, I know, in the very excellent
speech, leading for the opposition, of the member for
Box Hill, and also by the Leader of The Nationals, that
this government must have paid some attention to the
Tasmanian legislation of a similar type that was passed
some time ago. The safeguards we are complaining
about not being contained in the bill we are debating are
contained in the Tasmanian legislation. One has to ask
why are the safeguards not in this bill. What is this
government running away from?
We saw last year when automatic indexation was first
introduced by this Treasurer and by this government,
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the kinds of increases which frighten a lot of people in
the community. We also saw requests being made to
provide a list of all the fees and charges that would be
impacted on by this type of approach. The answer we
got to that request, despite the member for Tarneit
saying this Treasurer is open, accountable, very
transparent and very quick in his responses, was zero.
There was no list supplied. Then, under pressure from
the media — the media applied the blowtorch to the
Treasurer — last May we got a partial list, and a partial
list only, and that is still all we have on the areas where
these fees and charges will increase automatically each
year. Now, on top of all that, we have the situation
where the level of increase will be at the whim of the
Treasurer of the day. The whim of the Treasurer of the
day will determine how much these fees and charges
will go up.
We have a list, and in the very short space of time I am
going to stay on my feet we can run through things like
boat registrations; birth, marriage and death certificates;
filing of court documents; registration of business
names; motor car traders licences; private agents
licences; numberplates; roadworthy certificates; heavy
vehicle log books; transfers of vehicles; liquor licence
applications; marine operators licences; aquaculture
licences; mortgage charges; caveats; bodies corporate
fees; filing of statutory declarations — it goes on and
on and on.
The point I am making is that every area of the
community is impacted on by fees and charges applied
by this government. Increases are therefore going to
impact on everybody regardless of their status,
regardless of where they live, regardless of anything
else. The poor and the rich are each going to be
impacted on just as much as the other. Take fishing
licences, for example, and this hits home in my
electorate, where there are a lot of people who are
pensioners who go out and fish. They fish for
recreation, sure, but they also fish because they want to
put something on the dinner plate at night that is not
going to cost them a bucketload of money in a shop.
They go out and fish, and they eat fish three or four
times a week. If fishing licences go up, it impacts upon
them and their ability to pursue that, as do boat
registration fees and all of the other things related to
recreational fishing.
Has this government thought about this? Has it thought
about the question of unlimited increases being applied
to things like fishing licences? Has it thought about
unlimited increases being applied to driving licences
and motorcycle riders licences? These are areas that
will impact on the community. These are areas where
this government needs to think again. It can increase
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fees and charges in line with inflation — that is all very
well — but this bill does not allow for that. This bill
allows a level of increase at the will of the government,
the will of the Treasurer, and we will see, no doubt,
with this greedy government — we have seen it with
stamp duty and land tax — that these levels of fees and
charges will rise well above the inflation rate as the
government gets more and more desperate about its
financial situation. I oppose this bill, and I think it is a
disgrace to this government.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
during the course of the remarks of the member for
Tarneit you will recall that I asked that she make
available to the house a copy of a document from which
she was quoting, which she told the house was a letter
from the Treasurer to the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee. The page that the Clerk has
just made available to me, which I presume is the
document that was handed to him by the member for
Tarneit, appears to be an extract from a document of
unspecified nature. It is certainly not a complete copy
of a letter from the Treasurer to anybody. It is not
signed. It does not bear the Treasurer’s letterhead. It
does not bear the address block et cetera. It is simply a
passage of bullet points.
As you will be aware, Acting Speaker, the requirement
in relation to making documents available to the house
is that the entirety of the document from which the
member concerned is quoting should be made available
to the house. Accordingly I would ask you to ask that
the member for Tarneit make available to the house the
entirety of the document from which she was quoting
and which she specified and identified to the house.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Languiller) —
Order! The member for Tarneit is not in the house at
this point in time. I will report this matter to the Speaker
and refer it to her for an investigation.
Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) — This bill is just the
start. One would say that it is the embryonic stage of
legislation; it is just the beginning. The government will
start putting its hands into our pockets and will not stop.
There is only one decent thing to do, and that is to
oppose this legislation. I cannot believe the members
for Bentleigh and Narracan said that an increase in fees
and charges is good for residents. I invite them to my
electorate of Bulleen to try to convince my constituents
that increasing fees and charges is good. I am sure the
member for Ivanhoe will also find it a bit difficult to
convince his residents that increases in fees and charges
are good.
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It is interesting to note that the second-reading speech is
only one page. The reason for that is that it contains no
good news; there is nothing positive to say. The
second-reading speech was made at 1 o’clock in the
morning during the grand prix week so no-one would
notice — it was snuck in after midnight. It is very hard
to convince residents that this is good for them. The
legislation provides for the annual increase of those fees
and charges that are paid into the public account. It
gives the Treasurer the power to increase fees and
charges and fines by an unlimited amount. There is no
scrutiny. The Treasurer can decide how much he
wishes to increase fees and charges, so if he wishes to
increase the budget he will increase fees and charges as
far as he can to ensure that the budget is not in the red.

This is the only way in which this government can
ensure that the budget is not in the red. This will hurt all
Victorians. It will hurt people in my electorate. It is a
shame that government members have not got the
courage or the backbone to stand up just for once and
say to Treasurer Brumby, ‘This is no good. Take it back
and change it’. It is very unfortunate that no-one from
the other side is able to stand up. I am wondering how
many stood up in the party room and opposed this
legislation. How many would have stood up and said to
Treasurer Brumby, ‘This is very poor legislation which
should not be introduced’? I call on government
members to not support this legislation and to ensure
that the residents that they are here to represent come
first.

What is worse is that the government has refused to
provide a list of fees and charges. I heard the member
for Narracan say that we are lazy and that we should be
able to look it up. If the government has nothing to fear,
why has it not just released all the fees and charges to
ensure that all Victorians are able to see how much they
will have to pay per year? With low inflation this
government must justify the price increases on a
case-by-case basis. While increasing fees and charges,
the government has refused to index benefits paid by
the government. So it takes, but it is not too happy to
give.

Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) — Thank you, Acting
Speaker, and congratulations on your appointment to
that role.

The Victorian Employers Chamber of Commerce and
Industry has opposed the legislation. I refer to a letter
from VECCI’s executive officer, which states:
It is highly likely that this measure will adversely affect
Victorian business. As such, we consider offsetting business
tax cuts should be introduced in the forthcoming budget.
Any increase in business costs, whether from taxes, fees, fines
or charges, has the effect of reducing business
competitiveness, potentially reducing profit margins and/or
adding to inflationary pressures. With these issues in mind,
we remain opposed to the bill in its present form.

I refer to what has happened in the past with fees and
charges. Speeding fines in 1997–98 were $93.5 million;
in 1999–2000, 99.5 million; in 2002–03,
$326.6 million; and 2003–04, $348 million. Why
would the government want to increase fees and
charges? It is because of spending blow-outs, because
of increases in wages costs — and I will give an
example. The Victorian Office of Multicultural Affairs
used to have 7 staff; now it has increased to 18 full-time
staff. Multimedia Victoria has also increased its staff,
yet it still has to pay out $3 million to get a consultant
to come in and tell it what to do. There is poor
management in the state and the projects have blown
out and there are delays.

I am always pleased to follow the member for Bulleen.
I am also pleased to make a contribution to the
Monetary Units Bill. A lot has been said by the
opposition. I follow two members of the opposition
who said that government members should stand up
and speak against this bill because it has indexation and
increased costs et cetera. I for one do not mind
supporting the indexation of fees. I know a lot has been
said about how it has been indexed with the consumer
price index (CPI), which I will clarify in due course. I
am pleased to support the Monetary Units Bill.
I have been in the house long enough to have heard the
opposition carp and moan about the government not
doing enough about the budget, not spending the right
amount of money and not giving enough tax relief. If
we did everything the opposition wanted we would
have an enormously high deficit. The bill will allow the
government to index fees on motor vehicle and driver
licences; boating and fishing licences; court fees,
including the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal; police fines, charges and fees; business names
and registration fees; environment protection licences;
and firearm permits.
A lot has been said in this house about police charges
and fines. I find myself in an interesting position as the
member for Ivanhoe in that a lot of my residents have
come to me constantly wanting an increase in the
number of speed cameras and an increase in the number
of fines for people who speed down roads like Rosanna
Road, Lower Heidelberg Road and Greensborough
Road. That is an example that there are many people in
the community wanting the government to put more
emphasis on speeds and fines and what have you.
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This bill basically sets a precedent in the sense that it
will index the fines, and therefore over a period of
time — say 5 or 10 years — they will not lose value.
On the issue of the consumer price index, I will quote
from a document which has already been given to the
opposition:
The annual rate is based on advice from DTF concerning the
expected CPI for Victoria.

Dr Napthine — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, I understand that the honourable member is
quoting from a document. It is the procedure in this
house that when an honourable member quotes from a
document, they actually source the document and say
whether it is a newspaper cutting, a letter from a
constituent or whatever. I understand the member said
he is referring to the document which has already been
tabled, but this document has no such sourcing — it is a
plain white sheet of paper with bullet points. There is
no identification as to who prepared the document or
where it came from.
It is inappropriate under the procedures and precedents
of this house to quote from a document that is totally
unsourced and unidentified. I ask that before he quotes
any further, the honourable member advise the house
exactly where this document has come from and on
what basis he claims it comes from that source.
Mr LANGDON — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, I am more than pleased to do so: it is a source
document that was supplied to me by the parliamentary
secretary.
Dr Napthine — There is no evidence of that.
Mr LANGDON — I will continue with my speech.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Languiller) —
Order! On the bill, thank you.
Mr LANGDON — I am not sure exactly where I
was up to, so I will quote again:
The annual rate is based on advice from DTF concerning the
expected CPI for Victoria. This takes into account a number
of factors, including:
recent movements in the inflation rate, the Reserve
Bank’s view on inflation (published quarterly in its
‘Statement on Monetary Policy’);
private sector views on inflation (including financial
market expectations); and
any other relevant external developments (such as
movements in the $A, oil prices, drought, public
transport charges, electricity and health cost changes, et
cetera).
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The last point there is very relevant: The CPI is one
thing but Victoria has experienced over the past five
years a drought — I will not say of record
proportions — which has affected this state more than
any other, in my lifetime anyway. Those sort of factors
should be taken into consideration.
The member for Bulleen made the comment that the
second-reading speech was very short and was
delivered quite late at night. As the deliverer to
ministers of second-reading speeches, I can assure
members that the size or number of pages in a speech
do not necessarily affect the quality of the document —
many times I have wished the documents were smaller
rather than being so long.
Picking up the point again, the Monetary Units Bill will
be indexing these fees and will take into account a basic
CPI figure for Victoria, with a few variations I have
already mentioned to the house.
The opposition has said time and again that the
government is being loose with the money. The
member for Bulleen should advise the house whether
from his electorate of Bulleen he can see the Austin
Hospital — the largest hospital development in the
state. The money for that had to come from somewhere,
and it is certainly coming from the state’s coffers. It is
an outstanding hospital which is becoming an icon not
only for my electorate but the whole area. This sort of
money coming into the government’s coffers all helps.
Clearly indexation will increase revenue for the
government. No-one really likes any increases in fees
and charges but people want value for money. I believe
this government is providing better value for its dollars
in health, education and the police. We do not get
4000 extra nurses or 4000 extra teachers or 1000 extra
police from nowhere — these things have come from
our resources, and those services need to continue to be
resourced.
I believe the Victorian population and the electorate of
Ivanhoe are more than pleased to support a government
that provides value for money in getting things done
and increasing services to the state. I am more than
pleased to support the bill.
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I am totally
opposed to the Monetary Units Bill. I would like to
congratulate the member for Box Hill on his excellent
speech on this bill yesterday. I urge all Victorians to
read his very well-researched and well-presented
contribution on what is a very important issue.
I would like to comment on the member for Ivanhoe’s
speech and indeed a number of speeches made by
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government members. They continually referred to the
indexation of these fees and charges based on the
consumer price index (CPI). I defy the member for
Ivanhoe or any government member to tell us where in
the Monetary Units Bill that indexation is linked to the
CPI. There is no link in the bill; there is nothing in the
legislation that this house is debating that links that
indexation to the CPI or any relative of the CPI. It
provides an open-ended chequebook for the Treasurer
to index it to whatever he likes with no relation to the
CPI whatsoever. That is what we are debating, but
government members are completely misleading their
constituents, the Parliament and the people of Victoria
by suggesting that this bill has any suggestion in it of a
link to the CPI.
There are two key reasons I oppose this outrageous
legislation. Firstly, this bill provides a legal framework
by which the Bracks Labor government can, and I
believe will, increase government fees and charges —
in other words, taxes — on ordinary Victorians by an
unlimited amount each year without having to either get
approval of this Parliament or allow this Parliament any
right to disallow those increases. I believe that
fundamental principle is contrary to all the tenets of
parliamentary democracy and particularly the
Westminster system of parliamentary democracy,
which we are normally proud to uphold in this house
and the state. It also denies the right of people, through
their democratically elected members of Parliament, to
comment, to make a contribution or to oppose any
proposed increases in these taxes through fees and
charges on the people of Victoria.
The bill is also opposed on the basis that it is another
example of totally irresponsible financial management
by the Bracks Labor government.
I refer in particular to the executive summary of major
findings of the Report of the Auditor-General on the
Finances of the State of Victoria, 2002–03, where it
states:
While state revenues increased by $1420 million in the year,
expenditure increased by $1973 million.

In other words, we have a massive increase in taxation
revenue and an even bigger increase in expenditure.
The Auditor-General’s report also states:
Over the five-year period 1999 to 2003 —

which coincides with the period of the Bracks Labor
government —
revenue levels increased by 21 per cent …
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That is a massive increase in revenue under the Bracks
Labor government. It is taxing the people of Victoria to
the hilt. This government is the king of taxation. There
are record levels of taxation under the Bracks Labor
government in Victoria, and with this legislation we
will be giving carte blanche to the Treasurer to increase
fees and charges by unprecedented and uncontrolled
amounts into the future. It is totally irresponsible and
wrong.
The report also points out:
The state’s annual operating surpluses have continued to
decline …

This government has a poor track record of financial
management, and now it introduces legislation that will
give the Treasurer unprecedented powers not only for
Victoria but across the Westminster system, for
taxation without scrutiny of Parliament or the Scrutiny
of Acts and Regulations Committee. The explanatory
memorandum of the bill sets out what the bill does. It
states:
This bill establishes a new scheme to provide for the annual
indexation of fees and penalties payable to the public account.
…
These fee units and penalty units are to be indexed annually,
commencing 1 July 2004, by an amount to be fixed by the
Treasurer before the start of each financial year.

Clause 5 goes to how that amount will be fixed. It
states:
(1) The value of a fee unit is the amount fixed with respect
to a financial year by the Treasurer by notice published
in the Government Gazette.
(2) The value of a penalty unit is the amount fixed with
respect to a financial year by the Treasurer by notice
published in the Government Gazette.
(3) The Treasurer may, by notice published in the
Government Gazette, fix once each financial year the
amounts referred to in sub-sections (1) and (2).
(4) The Treasurer is to fix before 1 March in each year an
amount to be known as the annual rate by which the
amount of a fee unit or penalty unit is to be adjusted for
the next financial year.

So it goes on. There is nothing in any of the proposed
legislation that puts any limit whatsoever on the amount
that the Treasurer can adjust them by each and every
year. He can increase a charge by 100 per cent, 200 per
cent or 300 per cent. He can increase it by what he
likes. This government is not to be trusted; this
Treasurer is not to be trusted, particularly when under
this government there have been record levels of tax,
record levels of expenditure and record levels of
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financial mismanagement. This bill is a means to
bypass Parliament. It is taxation by the back door.
Clause 12 makes clear that these provisions are not
even subject to the Subordinate Legislation Act.
This is disgraceful. In opposition the Labor Party talked
about the rights of the Parliament and the democratic
process. It even produced a document entitled
Restoring Democracy. What a joke. When the Labor
Party came to power restoring democracy went out the
window; the rights of Parliament went out the window;
the rights of Victorian taxpayers went out the window;
and the legislation before us today says the Treasurer
can increase taxes and charges, fees and penalties in the
state by any amount each and every year without
referring back to Parliament and without it being
subject even to the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee. It is an absolute disgrace and should be
opposed, not just by the Liberal Party and The
Nationals but also by the Independents and any
thinking member of the Labor Party, but I doubt there
are any on that side of the house.
I indicate the impact this measure will have on some of
the key industries in my electorate and regional and
rural Victoria. I refer to the commercial fishing
industry. Some of the fees and charges that can be
increased each and every year by an unknown amount
that the Treasurer can make up or put forward without
any scrutiny are for a general marine operators licence,
a restricted marine operators licence, a marine licence
test, an access licence for abalone, lobster and scallops,
a fish receivers licence, an aquaculture licence, a
transfer of commercial fishery access licence, the
transfer of individual fishery quota units, the transfer of
an aquaculture licence, the levy on a commercial
fishery access licence, the levy on a fish receivers
licence, the levy on an aquaculture licence and the
registration of commercial fishing boats — and that is
not all. There are more, and that is just in the
commercial fishing industry.
I move to the broader rural community, where people in
country Victoria will face massive increases in car
registration, drivers licence fees, motorcycle licence
fees, recreational fishing licence fees, shooters licence
fees, boat registration and car drivers licence tests. Not
only will a person turning 18 years face a massive
increase in the fee for a car drivers licence, but they
have to pay an appointment fee for an application for a
drivers licence test, which can go up each and every
year by an uncontrolled amount set by Treasurer
Brumby through this legislation. If you are in the
trucking industry, the heavy vehicle licence test fee can
increase.
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They say that the only things certain in life are birth,
death and taxes, and birth certificates, death certificates
and marriage certificates are also subject to this
measure. Each and every year the cost of getting a birth
certificate, a marriage certificate or a death certificate
will increase under this legislation by an amount that is
not even subject to the scrutiny of Parliament. That is
an absolute disgrace.
We can make all the comments we like and make them
in a frivolous way, but this is a serious matter. Anyone
who has been elected to this Parliament and treats
parliamentary democracy seriously would know that
the principle going back centuries is that taxation is a
fundamental issue that is important to the people of the
state and the people we represent. The control of
taxation should rest in this house in Parliament and
should not be at the whim of the Treasurer outside the
control of Parliament. That is the very sound point
made by the member for Box Hill. I reinforce that. I
totally oppose the legislation. It is wrong in principle
and wrong in fact, and it is absolutely disgraceful.
Mr LUPTON (Prahran) — I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — On the question of time,
Acting Speaker, I wish to oppose this motion. I think it
is a disgrace that not only is the government trying to
ram through the Parliament this legislation that will
remove indefinitely the power of Parliament to
scrutinise future increases in fees and charges — not
only does the government want to do that — it wants
even to prevent debate on the question of whether or
not it should be given that power.
First of all it brought in the bill at 1.00 a.m. on the
Friday of the grand prix weekend with a one-page
second-reading speech designed to attract no media
attention whatsoever; now it has filibustered most of the
morning of a shortened sitting week on other
legislation. We had just a few brief hours to canvass
what is probably one of the most important pieces of
legislation that has come before this Parliament since
the constitutional amendments that were rammed
through by the government after its re-election. Yet
what does the government want to do? It wants to
truncate the debate, it wants to protect the Treasurer
from any scrutiny through having to come in here and
close the second-reading debate and try to justify what
he is doing in the face of the arguments that are being
put against him by the opposition parties.
Furthermore, the government wants to prevent any
discussion of this bill in a consideration-in-detail stage.
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It wants to prevent any scrutiny on a clause-by-clause
basis. There are many things that members on this side
of the house want to put in argument against this
legislation that are being prevented by the motion that is
now being moved. In particular I want the bill to go into
a consideration-in-detail stage so that I can respond to
the arguments that have been raised by the members for
Lara and Tarneit and demonstrate that section 8 of the
Subordinate Legislation Act relates only to regulatory
impact statements and does not have the effect that is
alleged by the member for Lara. But I am not going to
have that opportunity if this motion that is before the
house at the moment is carried.
I also want in a consideration-in-detail stage to be able
to examine clause 12 of the bill before the house, which
is a clause that puts beyond any doubt that there is no
capacity of the Subordinate Legislation Act to apply to
any of the annual indexed increases in fees and charges
that are being made under the bill. If this motion to
adjourn the debate is carried, I and other members will
have no opportunity to canvass these measures.
There is no reason why this debate should not continue.
This sitting week has been abridged in terms of its
regular business by factors beyond the control of the
house. There is no reason why the debate this evening
should not continue for sufficient time to deal properly
with this bill and with other matters before the house.
There is no justification whatsoever for the government
wanting to truncate the debate at this time other than to
prevent matters being canvassed that should be
canvassed during the course of the debate.
The other matter that we want to hear further on from
the government concerns what the house has been told
is a letter given by the Treasurer to the Scrutiny of Acts
and Regulations Committee setting out the manner in
which he intends to exercise the unlimited powers that
are being given to him under the bill. We want the
Treasurer before the house justifying this measure and
explaining how it reconciles with what he said when he
announced the policy position of the government in the
budget last year and how it reconciles with what was
being said by the member for Bentleigh and others
during the course of the debate. If this motion for the
adjournment of the debate is carried, none of that
opportunity will be possible.
As I said in the course of speaking on the bill itself, this
legislation raises fundamental constitutional principles
that go to the very nature of our democratic system —
principles that go to the way in which this house and
this Parliament exercise control over the executive
through the financial measures of taxation, revenue
raising and expenditure. Yet this government through
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the motion that has just been moved wants to prevent
even that debate on these fundamental matters. For all
those reasons I wholeheartedly oppose the motion and
urge the house to defeat it.
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — I support the
motion. This is to ensure we get proper debate on all the
bills that are before the house. A whole sheet of
speakers want to speak on a very important bill, the
Road Management Bill, and we have an amendment
proposed on that put forward by a member of the
house. The house has debated the Monetary Units Bill
for several hours, and the government wants to make
sure there is time tonight before 6.00 p.m. to debate the
Road Management Bill. Therefore, I support the
motion.
Mr DIXON (Nepean) — I oppose the motion to
adjourn debate on this bill, because I have a vested
interest in it — I was the next speaker in it, and I have a
lot to say about the bill. As the whip I had a number of
other members who were very keen to speak about this.
The member for Burwood might say that we have other
more important things to do. I would say to him that
this place has not sat for three weeks. When we sat
three weeks ago we had not sat for about three months.
We are not going to sit for another few weeks when we
adjourn tonight, so there has hardly been the
opportunity to debate these important issues.
This bill is important to me. My constituency would
expect me to get up and say something about this
because of the charges this bill would affect. Many
members in my electorate, especially the senior
members and pensioners, of whom I have many —
probably the most in the state — would expect me as
their representative to get up and say a number of things
about how the bill is going to affect them. I am not
going to have the opportunity to do that because the
debate is being truncated.
There is a litany of misrepresentation, shortening and
obfuscation going on right throughout the bill. For
example, it was 1.00 a.m. on the last day we sat some
three weeks ago when the bill came through. It was
grand prix week. This is a huge bill, and it affects so
many aspects of Victorian life, yet it was summed up in
a one-page second-reading speech. It is just not good
enough to do that in this place — at 1.00 a.m.! One of
the members on the other side said it was our fault. It
certainly was not the opposition’s fault. The opposition
wanted in that last sitting week to adjourn the debate
and to carry it on into this week so that we could do the
second-reading speeches in a reasonable time. We
wanted a sensible debate and sensible time line. We
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were not allowed to do that, so it is not our fault that the
bill had its second reading at 1 o’clock in the morning a
few weeks ago.
There is no detail in the second-reading speeches; no
list has been provided by this government; and the
debate we are having right now is being shortened. To
my suspicious mind all of this points to the fact that the
government has something to hide. As the member for
Box Hill said, this debate is very important. We wanted
to go into the consideration-in-detail stage on this bill
and to ask the Treasurer a number of questions, because
there is a lack of detail about what we were debating. It
is a golden opportunity — the Treasurer likes the stage;
he works very hard and is very happy to take questions
from both sides of this place during question time. I am
sure he would like to come in here — if this bill is as
good for this state as the members opposite have
said — to defend it and answer the real concerns that
members in this place have. He is not averse to getting
on his feet and talking in this place, and we would like
to give him that opportunity on this occasion.
Unfortunately, the adjournment of this debate means
that will not happen.
I am totally opposed to this adjournment motion. We
should have a reasonable time to debate this bill, and
had we not been forced to debate this motion to adjourn
debate, most speakers would have had the opportunity
to speak, and we would have been happy with that. This
does not look good for this government; it obviously
has something to hide.
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Education Services) —
Acting Speaker, the situation is pretty simple. We want
to get on with our legislative program; we have a range
of bills that we want to debate. One of them involves
going back to the Road Management Bill, a bill that is
equally as important as the one we have just been
debating.
All we are hearing from the other side of the house is a
lot of bluff and bluster about the ramming through of
legislative programs. Many of us who were either
members of or yet to be elected to this house well
remember the period between 1992 and 1999 and how
the previous government treated this house with
contempt. I might not have been a member of this
house at that time, but I certainly knew about the
former government ramming changes through this
house with little regard to process or to giving members
chances to speak.
Dr Napthine interjected.
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Ms ALLAN — We can talk about the way the
former government rammed through WorkCover
changes which affected common-law rights — —
Dr Napthine — There wasn’t a guillotine on that!
Ms ALLAN — You might have debated it, but it
was still a huge disadvantage to thousands of workers
right around this state.
Members of the opposition have exposed themselves
once again as just wanting to be an opposition for
opposition’s sake. It is a lot of bluff and bluster. We
want to get on with our legislative program, which is
why we need to adjourn this debate and get on with the
rest of the government’s legislative program.
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I certainly support the
motion that the debate be adjourned. I do not support
the legislation on monetary units, but there is other
important legislation to be dealt with and we cannot
have it all ways.
We have had a respectful condolence adjournment this
week, which has resulted in significant debating time
being removed from the parliamentary calendar. We
have also debated the Premier’s motion concerning the
ABC. Whether that is right or wrong — I am not going
to question whether that is appropriate — this is a
Parliament that needs to equally scrutinise the Road
Management Bill and the Monetary Units Bill.
We need to have some compromise on this issue. The
sitting has already been extended until 6.00 p.m., which
causes a significant disadvantage to country members
who have long distances to travel. We should get on
with resolving the question and move to debate on the
next bill.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Languiller) —
Order! This is a procedural motion. Standing orders
provide for only six speakers. As we have now had six
speakers on the motion, I am obliged to put the
question.
Dr Napthine — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, I raise a question and seek your advice. On
what basis in the current standing orders under which
we operate has the motion been moved that the debate
be adjourned?
For your information, Acting Speaker, I refer to the
previous standing orders. I know they are no longer
relevant, but under the old standing order 100 there was
specific mention — and I quote:
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When a motion is made for the adjournment of a debate or of
the house during any debate, the debate thereupon shall be
confined to the matter of such motion.

There is specific reference in the previous standing
orders to the opportunity for any member to adjourn the
debate. That would give, through the standing orders
process, a framework on which members can move that
the debate be adjourned. However, after a relatively
brief examination of the standing orders that currently
operate in the house I could not find a standing order
that gives members the right to move that the debate be
adjourned. If there is no right within the standing orders
for any member to move that the debate be adjourned,
on what basis has the motion that the debate be
adjourned been accepted, and on what basis is it to be
put before the house?
I put to you, Acting Speaker, that there may be a
deficiency in the new standing orders; but even if there
is a deficiency, we have voted to adopt these standing
orders, and under them there is no provision for
members to move that the debate be adjourned as there
was specifically in the previous standing orders.
It is not a situation where we can look to the precedents
of the house because the best precedent is what was in
the previous standing orders and what has been adopted
in these standing orders. If the house has deliberately
chosen to not include what was in a previous standing
order giving members the right to move that the debate
be adjourned, that has been a deliberate decision of the
house. It is therefore inappropriate to say that because
of a precedent, we should accept it.
I put it to you, Acting Speaker, that whether this be an
inadvertence or whatever, we are forced to operate
under the standing orders that are before the Parliament.
I ask you to advise me on which standing order under
the new standing orders gives a member the right to
move that the debate be adjourned so that we can then
proceed. If no such standing order gives that right, as
existed under previous standing orders, you would have
no alternative but to not put the motion and let the
debate on the Monetary Units Bill continue.
Mr Batchelor — On the point of order, Speaker, all
week, since the commencement of these new standing
orders, a motion that debate be adjourned has been put
regularly. That has then usually been followed by a
question about when debate is to be adjourned to.
Based on the practice of this house it is clearly the
intent of these standing orders that that facility be
available. I would also put it to you, Speaker, that under
standing order 104, which deals with a member’s right
to speak, there is an entitlement for a member to move
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a motion. But the overriding argument I put to you,
Speaker, is that this is not the first occasion this week
when a motion has been moved for a matter before the
Chair to be adjourned, and it would be inconceivable
for it not to be available to a member to use in the house
during the normal course of procedures.
Mr Plowman — On the point of order, Speaker, if
what the Leader of the House has just said is the case,
this side of this house needs clarity not only on where
in the standing orders that is expressed but also on
where there is the limit of six speakers able to speak to
the motion. I have looked throughout the standing
orders to try to find any indication that there is a limit
on the number of speakers who can speak to the motion
to adjourn a debate. If you, Speaker, find in the standing
orders that a debate can be adjourned, you should then
judge whether there is anything in the standing orders
that determines how many speakers can speak to the
motion.
Mr Hudson — On the point of order, Speaker,
under the rules of debate that have been approved by
this house it is clear that any member has the right to
speak. As has been pointed out by the Leader of the
House, under standing order 104(2) a member may
propose a motion or amendment, and the member for
Prahran has moved a motion that the debate be now
adjourned. It is quite clear under the rules of debate that
when the Speaker acknowledges a member on their feet
at any point in a debate, the member has an opportunity
to move such a motion. Such a motion has been moved
by the member for Prahran and can now be properly
put.
The SPEAKER — Order! I came in halfway
through this point of order being made, but I think I
understand what it was. The member for South-West
Coast referred to the old standing order 100. That is not
relevant to this situation. There are two parts to the
point he raised — in relation to motions for
adjournment and the limit of six speakers on procedural
matters; is that correct?
Dr Napthine — I did not raise the matter about the
six speakers.
The SPEAKER — Order! All right, but it was
raised. This house follows May, and on page 339 under
the heading ‘Superseding the question’ and its
subheading ‘Use of motion for adjournment of house or
of debate’, and also on page 60 of the new standing
orders under the heading ‘Procedural motions’, one
example given is ‘That the debate be now adjourned’.
Dr Napthine interjected.
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The SPEAKER — Order! No, that part of it is not
in the standing orders. It is the accepted practice of the
house, and it is based on May. What is appropriate in
relation to a procedural motion and the issue of having
a limit of six speakers is clearly explained on page 60 of
the standing orders. I am not quite sure who spoke
about what.
House divided on Mr Lupton’s motion:
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PERSONAL EXPLANATION
Ms GILLETT (Tarneit) — In my contribution
today on the Monetary Units Bill I stated that I was
quoting from correspondence from the Treasurer to the
chair of the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee. This was not correct. I was quoting from
notes used to assist in developing the Treasurer’s
response to the chair of SARC.

Ayes, 60
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beard, Ms
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Buchanan, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Crutchfield, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Donnellan, Mr
Duncan, Ms
Eckstein, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett, Ms
Green, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Harkness, Mr
Helper, Mr
Holding, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hudson, Mr
Hulls, Mr
Ingram, Mr

Jenkins, Mr
Kosky, Ms
Langdon, Mr
Languiller, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Lobato, Ms
Lockwood, Mr
Loney, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McTaggart, Ms
Marshall, Ms
Maxfield, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Munt, Ms
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Perera, Mr
Pike, Ms
Robinson, Mr
Savage, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Wilson, Mr
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 24
Asher, Ms
Baillieu, Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Delahunty, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Kotsiras, Mr
McIntosh, Mr
Maughan, Mr

Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Perton, Mr
Plowman, Mr
Powell, Mrs
Ryan, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr
Sykes, Dr
Thompson, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until later
this day.

ROAD MANAGEMENT BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 31 March; motion of
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture); and
Mr INGRAM’s amendment:
That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted with a view of
inserting in place thereof the words ‘this house refuses to read
this bill a second time until there is further consultation with
regional, rural and outer metropolitan councils concerning:
(1) the impact of the abolition of the concept of
non-feasance;
(2) whether the $1000 threshold claim level sufficiently
takes into account the high cost to councils of repairing
vehicles; and
(3) the cost implications for councils in implementing the
provisions of the bill and in particular the cost of
establishing and maintaining the proposed road
management structure’.

Mr WALSH (Swan Hill) — In the few minutes that
I have on this bill I will pick up where we left off last
night. We have heard numerous speakers from the other
side of the house saying that this bill will ensure that
shires will increase road maintenance. This bill will not
achieve those things. All the shires that I represent in
my electorate and all the shires across country Victoria
would all love to have a larger road maintenance
program and in particular a larger bridge maintenance
program. We all know the huge cost of maintaining
bridges in our shires and those that are fortunate enough
to have quite a few rivers and creeks running through
their shire have a huge problem with the backlog of
bridge maintenance.
This is an issue of funding; it is not an issue of
paperwork. Just because a shire has a heap of
paperwork written out about how it will maintain its
roads and bridges does not mean it has the money to do
that and, as I said earlier, I believe shires will set lower
standards under this bill for roads and bridges in order
to protect themselves in case there is ever legal action
against them. I do not believe this bill will do any
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service to the shires or the people of Victoria. It will
only lead to a reduction in how shires maintain roads
and look after bridge systems because it is all about
generating paperwork and not about generating
outcomes.
I call on the government to withdraw this bill and
introduce legislation that would reinstate nonfeasance
indefinitely so that we could return to certainty. We
have the situation where all shires are strapped for cash.
A lot of the shires in my electorate and the shires that
we have consulted with across Victoria on this bill have
come back to The Nationals saying that there will be a
huge cost to increase staff to produce road management
plans, and to inspect roads by driving every kilometre
of road in the shires. It is a huge task. It may be easy for
city councils to inspect all roads quickly, but with the
thousands of kilometres of road, particularly gravel and
unmade roads in the country shires, it will be quite a
task. In quite a few of the shires I have spoken to there
are sometimes 7000, 8000 or 9000 kilometres of roads
that will have to be inspected and documented and it
will be a huge task that I do not believe can be achieved
in the time lines that are set in this bill. Again I reiterate
that we ask the government to withdraw this bill and
reinstate nonfeasance indefinitely.
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I rise to make a
contribution to this very important legislation, the Road
Management Bill. I thank the government for making a
briefing available to me prior to today. There has been
significant work put into the bill to develop what is a
very complex area, but there are a couple of parts of
this bill which will have a very detrimental effect on
regional and rural councils.
I guess the genesis of the bill is in the Brodie case. I
listened with some interest when it was detailed in such
an eminent way by the member for Shepparton. I think
it is worth going back to it briefly to indicate that it was
the precursor to the problems that councils will face
when there is a bridge with a load limit of 15 tonnes
and a truck driver who ignores that load limit and puts
some 22 tonnes over it, even though the council has a
regime of inspection. The High Court found in favour
of the truck operator who had breached the equivalent
New South Wales road traffic regulations. That ruling
goes back some 12 years. Courts are notorious for their
failure to look at legislation and make rulings according
to the intent of the law. That ruling will be with us for
many years to come, and that is where I think the
weakness of this bill is to be found.
It is the role of this Parliament to develop laws; it is not
for courts to develop them. We have seen an increase in
court rulings that have had a great impact, and public
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liability has been a reflection of that. We pay out large
amounts of money to people — many of whom are
stupid and have failed to take notice of signs which
said, ‘Do not dive here’ or ‘Do not drive your truck
over this bridge because it has a weight limit of
15 tonnes’.
I have looked where the bill talks about the definition of
‘damage’. Damage could be a stone into a windscreen
or a pothole, but it does not include some other forms of
damage. I realise that is only a guide to what is meant
by damage, but if the bill says that damage can be
defined as a pothole damaging a car then that could
have a great flow-on effect to many councils, especially
rural councils. Councils have an obligation to maintain
their road infrastructure in a competent way under the
Local Government Act and under this Road
Management Bill. It is an area where they mostly seem
to do very well, but there are some limitations when
you examine the implications of the Brodie case and
nonfeasance. For example, the per capita funding for
roads in the City of Greater Dandenong is
approximately $5. People in the Shire of Yarriambiack,
which is partly in my electorate, pay $320 per head.
The disparity between city and country councils is
huge, and therefore this bill will have a greater impact
on regional councils.
The Mildura Rural City Council has in the region of
5000 to 6000 kilometres of unmade road. That is an
enormous amount of responsibility; even with a road
management plan there will be different gradings of
management and different gradings of maintenance. I
receive many complaints about the failure of councils
to grade roads in a frequent manner. People complain
about the standard of the roads. It is beyond the
capacity of councils to maintain all their roads up to a
standard where they would be outside the parameters of
being liable if something happened on a road. We have
seen an increase in the activity of the plaintiff lawyers,
and in the progression of time I am sure that this will be
an opportunity for them. I believe that we will have a
revisiting of this bill because of the couple of areas of
concern.
The member for Swan Hill was present at a meeting of
the North West Municipalities Association at Swan Hill
some weeks ago when concern was expressed about
this particular piece of legislation. The association has
written to me, and I am sure it has written to the
member for Swan Hill, asking for an extension of two
years before the introduction of this legislation so it can
get its road management accountability up to scratch. I
think the Mildura Rural City Council will be right by
1 July, but there are some regional councils with huge
areas that want an extension of nonfeasance so that they
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can get their road management plans up to scratch and
not be liable.
As to legal proceedings, it is not hard to imagine what
the scenario will be. There will be accidents — and
they occur with alarming frequency on country
roads — or it might be damage to a car caused by a
rough road and councils will have to spend huge
amounts of money analysing that particular threat to see
whether they need to defend it. If you look at the police
department’s attitude towards legal claims, very few go
to court. It pays out on them because it is too expensive
to mount a legal challenge. It is beyond its capacity to
go back and forth to court. The scenario is such that it
gives in because the cost is just too high.
Another aspect in the bill that is causing some
significant concern to me is the changing definition of
roads. This was mentioned by the member for
Gippsland East. There are some significant changes to
the agreement that was signed by VicRoads, the
councils and the Municipal Association of Victoria
back in 1989, and the member for Gippsland East went
into that in some detail. I will paraphrase the definition
as being roads that carry significant total traffic or
commercial industrial volume in the local context but
not regionally, the primary arterial roads and ones that
provide supplementary links. The bill contains a
different definition.
Section 14 (c) refers to roads that have ‘statewide
economic or tourism significance’. I understand that all
existing roads will be transposed into the current
definition of a road, but in the future roads could
change and that would mean that roads that had only
local tourism or economic significance would not come
within the definition of VicRoads-funded roads. That
definition in the Road Management Bill is a significant
change.
I think councils, especially regional councils, should
not be given any further responsibility. The burden is
almost too much to bear, especially when you see the
per capita comparison of $5 to $320. That is impossible
for them to sustain. Given that and the other layer of
liability, I think we will be revisiting this piece of
legislation in the very near future.
The Municipal Association of Victoria, which is the
peak representative body of councils, put out a
significant endorsement of this legislation the day after
the bill was second-read. I do not have a great deal of
confidence in the MAV’s historical involvement with
councils, but that may be an issue for another day. On
this occasion the MAV has failed councils very badly.
It has not analysed this bill, and it has not given the
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councils the benefit of its scrutiny and its expertise in a
way that enables them to understand what their
obligations will be.
The MAV needs to revisit this bill in the time that it
passes from this house to the other in a way that would
give it and the councils it represents a chance to have
some changes made, especially to the definition of what
a highway is and the element of nonfeasance, because
councils will not be able to sustain the implications of
those two very important components.
On that basis I indicate my opposition to the bill. I will
be supporting the reasoned amendment the member for
Gippsland East has proposed.
Mr LUPTON (Prahran) — It is important to state at
the outset in support of this Road Management Bill that
the policy that underpins it is the need for a very clear
framework of responsibility for the management of our
roads around Victoria and for the infrastructure that is
built around our roadways, including poles, lights, signs
and other types of infrastructure, and the need to clearly
establish the principles of legal liability and
responsibility that exist when incidents and accidents
occur on our public roads around Victoria.
As honourable members will be aware, the Prahran
electorate is the geographically smallest electorate in
Victoria — some 12 square kilometres — but it has
quite a substantial number of roads. The important
aspect of that fact for this current debate is the number
of different authorities that potentially have
responsibility for or ownership of the roads within even
a geographically small electorate like Prahran. In the
electorate of Prahran we have three local government
areas — the City of Stonnington, the City of Port
Phillip and the City of Melbourne — all vying with
VicRoads for responsibility in relation to the roads that
run through the electorate. Some very significant roads
that carry a lot of traffic run through the electorate —
St Kilda Road on one boundary; Punt Road, Chapel
Street, Williams Road, Orrong Road; and on an
east-west axis, Alexandra Avenue, Toorak Road,
Malvern–Commercial Road, High Street and
Dandenong Road — and the responsibilities the
different local councils and VicRoads have, even in
such a small area, can create a lot of complexity.
Not only are there those three local government areas
within my electorate of Prahran, but on the northern,
Yarra River boundary of the electorate it also borders
the City of Yarra, and there have been some complex
and long-running discussions going on between the
City of Stonnington, the City of Yarra and VicRoads in
relation to maintenance works that are required to be
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undertaken on the Church Street Bridge, which runs
across the Yarra River from the top of Chapel Street
over to where the road becomes Church Street in the
City of Yarra. Those works have not been able to be
undertaken in the last few years because of continuing
legal disputes about ownership of and responsibility for
the bridge and the roads leading up to it. That is an
illustration of the difficulty and the complexity the
current laws about responsibility for road maintenance
and infrastructure can cause even in the inner city areas
of Melbourne.
The bill the house is currently debating will enable
issues such as the maintenance of the Church Street
Bridge that I have just been talking about to be resolved
in a far more sensible, timely and cost-efficient manner
in the future, because it sets out a clear framework of
legal responsibility. That can only be for the betterment
of the people who use our roads and also those who are
responsible for their maintenance, such as councils.
Another aspect of the bill that is important for local
government purposes is that it will mean the initial
transfer of responsibility to VicRoads for some
11 000 kilometres of roads in Victoria, effectively
doubling the number of kilometres of roads that
VicRoads is responsible for — from 11 000 to
22 000 kilometres. That in itself will result in a
significant saving to councils that have been
responsible for the maintenance of and legal liability for
a significant number of those roads, although there has
already been some state funding for those roads,
notwithstanding their ownership by local councils.
The bill should also be seen in the context of the way in
which our environment needs to be protected. It is
important to understand that this bill forms an
integrated package of proposals aimed at creating a
more efficient and more effective transport system in
general, not just with roads but also in the way public
transport operates on roads, the way road reserves are
used and the protection of trees and other vegetation
around roadways. Things of that sort are very
important, and they need to be part of an overall road
management plan. The environment will be protected
because of this better integration of responsibility.
The other aspect I wish to touch on briefly is the High
Court decision in Brodie v. Singleton Shire Council and
the effective abolition of the old highway rule that
resulted from it. As a former barrister and having been
involved in a number of court cases involving the
so-called highway rule, I certainly regard the
amendments that will be made by this legislation as
being very important in clarifying and making fair and
reasonable the way in which legal responsibility is
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shared between those responsible for road maintenance
and management and those who are using the roads.
They will provide a more sound, equitable and
appropriate balance between those legal responsibilities
and obligations as we move forward. I certainly
commend the bill to the house.
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — I rise to speak on
the Road Management Bill, mindful of the undertaking
to support the reasoned amendment which has been put
to the house. I want to focus in my contribution on
part 4, division 6 of the bill headed ‘Development
Contributions’. I want to draw the house’s attention to
distinctions between these processes and existing
legislation. In briefings both the Planning and
Environment Act and the Water Act were referred to,
and they are referred to in the legislation itself.
At present under the Planning and Environment Act in
sections 46N to 46P development infrastructure levies
can be required of developers who are developing
property. That is a well-accepted and well-reasoned
principle, but it is associated with new developments. It
does not occur willy-nilly at the behest of the minister
who is seeking funding. When a development is in train
then there is every chance for sections 46N to 46P of
the Planning and Environment Act to apply, and
infrastructure levies and community infrastructure
levies can be applied to that development. That is a way
of ensuring that the infrastructure can be contributed to
by developments — infrastructure that is used on a
community basis or community infrastructure which
might run to open space; it might run to all sorts of
other community things including child-care centres
and the like, as have been proposed. The Planning and
Environment Act development and contributions
structure has been reviewed in the last couple of years,
and there are outstanding matters to be resolved there. I
do not want to dwell on that.
Division 6 of the Road Management Bill introduces an
entirely new concept. It is the concept of
contributions — or levies — being required from
existing developments and existing landowners,
effectively without any meaningful notice. Clause 56(2)
provides for development contributions in regard to
roads for new subdivisions and developments in the
same way as in the Planning and Environment Act.
That in itself is neither a surprise nor unusual. But
clause 56(1) reads:
A State road authority that intends to undertake the
construction of a new public road which will benefit adjacent
land may, by notice in writing, require the owner of the land
to meet or contribute to the present day cost of the road
construction.
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That is a new concept.
Roads are not cheap; they are major undertakings.
Under this facility provided under this bill it is possible
for the state road authority to require existing
landowners to pay huge sums of money effectively
without any notice. They will receive a notice in
writing, but the notice in writing will say, ‘You will be
required to pay’. That is the only notice!
The other significant thing is that this makes no
distinction as to who will pay. Will it be any or all
adjacent landowners or property owners? No. But
clause 56(1) uses the words ‘adjacent land’, and
adjacent land is an indeterminate proposition. In
briefings that have been received by the opposition no
mention of this was made. Subsequent to the briefings
Mr Miller, the manager of legal services at VicRoads,
wrote to the opposition and said:
I wanted to draw your attention to another aspect of the
proposals which, although foreshadowed in the —

April paper —
… was not mentioned at the briefing. Under clause 56 of the
bill a state road authority may levy development contributions
in respect of land that is to benefit from proposed road
construction works for a contribution to the present day of
those works …

It goes on:
This proposal was covered in the consultation document
leading up to this bill. However, I thought I should draw your
attention to it because development contributions under the
Planning and Environment Act are triggered by development
proposals rather than by the authority undertaking new works.

It is a new concept acknowledged after the briefing by
the department. But the extraordinary thing here is that
this is indeterminate. Who will be judged to be a
potential payer? Will it be any or all of those who may
own land adjacent to a proposed road? Who will be
exempt? Will schools or hospitals or nursing homes be
exempt? Will councils be exempt? Will the
commonwealth be exempt? If the commonwealth is a
land-holder, will the commonwealth be exempt?
Clearly there is a problem with the wording of this
clause.
The note received subsequent to the briefing makes
reference to the Water Act. Rather than these clauses
being taken out of the Planning and Environment Act,
which deals with proposed new developments, they
were taken out of the Water Act. The Water Act is
worded slightly differently, and I think it is significant.
Section 268 of the Water Act refers not to ‘land’ but to
‘other properties’. The clauses are similar in their
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construction, but the references are to other properties,
not to land.
Adjacent land is an indeterminate proposition. To have
this in the bill in such a way means that anyone who
may be on adjacent land 25 kilometres away or
100 kilometres away is still considered to be on
adjacent land in this indeterminate construction — and
the way this is worded means they may be liable for
development contributions for a substantial sum of
money, and effectively without prior notice.
There is another difference between the Water Act and
the Road Management Bill. The Water Act deals with
the distribution of water infrastructure which provides
water services, which are charged for on a daily basis.
There is a cost-recovery program on a daily, monthly,
annual basis. There is no cost-recovery program on
roads as such, unless they are tolled. We will not get
into the road toll and the intentions of the current
government. There is no monthly or annual
cost-recovery basis on roads. Hence there is a
fundamental difference between the Planning and
Environment Act contribution or levy conditions and
the Water Act conditions.
The government has chosen to lift various clauses from
the Water Act, adjust them with wrong wording and
apply them. But there is a fundamental difference
between roads and water. Heavens above that we
should have to point that out to the government! This is
not a tolerable clause to include, and the doubt that it
will create in all sorts of communities where roads can
be imposed on them at the whim of a state road
authority and be paid for by unsuspecting communities
is an extraordinary proposition. And that there could be
an indeterminate definition of ‘adjacent land’, whatever
that might be, and then to find in further subclauses in
clause 56 that there will be an apportionment of those
amounts in an indeterminate way is extraordinary.
The apportionment in the Water Act, from which it is
lifted, refers to particular properties where there is a
natural associated apportionment. To contemplate it, as
this legislation does, is ham-fisted and foolish; it is also
potentially extraordinarily expensive for a lot of
unsuspecting landowners and institutions. On top of
that, it may well be inequitable on account of the
proposition of exemptions not even being considered.
Mr TREZISE (Geelong) — I am very pleased to
stand in the house this evening in support of the Road
Management Bill, because it is an important piece of
legislation that takes positive steps in relation to road
management and thus, road safety. It has to be said that
the Bracks government has a very proud legislative
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record in the area of road safety, which has translated
into a significant lowering of deaths on our roads. Last
year there was a record low number of deaths on our
roads of 331 people. But that is 331 too many, and thus
the government is far from resting on its laurels. Hence
we see legislation such as we are debating tonight.
I know that since 1999, when I was elected to this
house, there has been such legislation as introducing
interlocks for serious and repeat drink drivers.
Drug-driving laws are another example of the
commitment of the Bracks government to lowering
road fatalities in Victoria. Changing the attitude of
speeding drivers and heavy vehicle safety
improvements, and the list goes on, contribute to our
very proud record on road safety management. This
legislation tonight will also contribute to it.
Since being elected I have taken a great interest in
transport issues, specifically road safety, and I have had
the privilege of serving on the Road Safety Committee
in that time. From this experience I have learnt first
hand the importance of the government and community
doing what we can to ensure that we maintain an
adequate and reasonable road and highway
infrastructure across Victoria.
The basis of this legislation is the High Court judgment
in Brodie v. Singleton Shire Council. This case did
away with the antiquated principle of the highway rule,
which was a system that bore no relevance to road
management in the 21st century. A key section of the
legislation we are debating is the proposed new system
for the classification of our roads. Most, if not all,
members of this house will have experienced a situation
where a constituent has come to them with a complaint
about a road. It is amazing the amount of time it can
take just to establish who holds authority over a
particular piece of road. Depending on the issue, the
amount of buck-passing that takes place is also
amazing. That is my experience in trying to sort out
very minor issues, so I can imagine in more detailed or
complex issues between councils and VicRoads, for
example, the amount of time and effort and probably
litigation that takes place just to sort out an issue.
The bill will simplify and clearly delineate the
responsibility for our road systems between VicRoads,
councils and in some instances the Department of
Sustainability and Environment. VicRoads will be
responsible for major road networks that link our state
and thus be responsible for and have control over
freeways and our major arterial roads. Councils under
the new system will clearly have responsibility for all
municipal roadways and, in urban areas, control and
responsibility where the local community uses that
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piece of road. To this end, however, VicRoads will
continue to keep responsibility for the overall
coordination of the arterial road network.
Another important aspect of the bill is those sections
that address the area of road reserve use by other
utilities such as power companies and water authorities.
This Parliament recognises the importance of roadside
reserves and hence the Road Safety Committee at this
very moment is inquiring into crashes involving
roadside objects. This government recognises the
important uses of roadside reserves for other utilities, so
the bill proposes to establish an infrastructure reference
panel which will advise the government on the effective
and safe use of road reserves. In addition, road
authorities will have the responsibility for coordinating
works and infrastructure on roadside reserves. Road
authorities will have to provide consent to any
organisations seeking to utilise a road reserve.
Most other speakers have covered a lot of the bill that
we are addressing tonight and given the time of
evening, I will conclude my input by wishing the bill a
speedy passage.
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — Thank you, Acting
Speaker, for the opportunity to speak on the Road
Management Bill, which is a very important bill for
country Victoria in particular. I say from the start that it
will increase costs for rural municipalities in particular;
it will not improve roads, bridges or footpaths, and it
will be a smorgasbord for lawyers. One council told the
member for Shepparton, who has done a lot of work on
this, that it could increase its insurance costs by $50 000
to $100 000 a year in the first instance.
Again we talk about saving lives and all that — and that
is important — but I say it will not improve roads,
bridges and footpaths but will increase costs for
councils. A fair bit has been said about the history of
this issue, and I will not cover that in too much detail.
We know that back in 2001 the High Court abolished
the nonfeasance defence used by councils. It was the
National Party — The Nationals, as we are now — that
put forward a motion in the upper house calling upon
the Labor government to urgently legislate to ensure
that municipal councils in Victoria could continue to
rely upon the defence of nonfeasance, which had been
jeopardised by the recent decision of the High Court. At
the time, Labor voted against the motion, but it was not
that much later — after the Honourable Peter Hall
introduced a private member’s bill in the other house in
September 2002 — that the Labor government
temporarily reinstated immunity until 1 January 2005.
Even then the Labor government saw the necessity of
increasing this — —
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Mr Ingram interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — 1 July — the member for
Gippsland East is helping me here, and I appreciate his
support.
Again I highlight the history, that the government has
supported the push by the National Party to give some
protection for these rural councils. Last Monday
members of The Nationals were in East Gippsland and
met with the East Gippsland Shire Council, which gave
us its comments in relation to the Road Management
Bill. It gave us a very good report, and I compliment Phil
Davies, a group manager of assets, who put it forward. I
will not go through it in detail, but will say that this
report highlights what could be affected by the bill —
that is, not only roads but traffic lanes, bike lanes, kerbs
and channels, traffic signals, footpaths, nature strips, bus
shelters and bus bays — so there are going to be
enormous changes — —
Mr Carli — Bridges — you forgot bridges.
Mr DELAHUNTY — That is included in this —
no worries at all! — but there are many other things.
I will read from the last sentence of a letter that was
sent to Mr Bruce Van Every by Phil Davies, group
manager of assets:
Council does not see, however, how the legislation will
lighten its burden with regard to road responsibilities and the
associated financial impact that will follow.

East Gippsland, we were told by the mayor, has
995 kilometres of sealed road, 1095 kilometres of
unsealed road, 165 timber bridges and 160 concrete
bridges. So you can see the enormous impact it will
have on a large council, and there are many of them
right across the state of Victoria. The mayor also
highlighted that in 2003–04, East Gippsland Shire
Council spent $5.5 million on road maintenance and
construction, but it estimates it should have spent
$10.8 million. So it is very supportive, as are many
councils right across Victoria.
At least the federal government has put in further
funding through the Roads to Recovery program,
because no doubt many country MPs, like myself, have
been lobbied by councils. Particularly when I was first
elected here in 1999, as was the member for Geelong, I
had councils wanting to speak to me about road funding
on nearly a weekly basis.
Ms Allan — Send them to John Forrest!
Mr DELAHUNTY — Once the Roads to Recovery
funding came in there was an immediate stop to that.
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But again we have seen it continue on. I wish the state
government would allocate similar funding, like the
Roads to Recovery funding, to country roads and
bridges so that we could keep them up to the standards
required.
Councils right across the state are worried about scarce
resources being misdirected if this bill goes through the
house this week. There are 79 councils in Victoria, and
roads are a big issue. Many councils are worried about
being able to deliver. As we know, back in the old days
it used to be the three Rs — roads, rates and rubbish.
Now councils deliver about 80 services, with big
demands on their finances.
I want to read in full a letter I received from Ray
Campling, chief executive officer of the Yarriambiack
Shire Council:
Council applauds the government’s initiatives to improve
asset management but there are certainly other assets other
than roads.
Council believes that the value of nonfeasance has been
implicitly recognised by the state government in their
decision to legislate for its continuance up to July 2004 —

I think that should be ‘2005’.
I see no valid reason to strip council of this defence. I believe
that the end of nonfeasance will result in substantial
additional costs and litigation, especially for rural councils
which have vast lengths of road.
If nonfeasance can be extended by two years by legislation in
Victoria, I can see no valid reason why it cannot be extended
indefinitely, as has been done by [the] Carr government in
New South Wales —

another Labor government. It goes on:
Whilst council does not oppose the intent of the Road
Management Bill it does not believe that any protection given
to councils by this bill should replace the traditional
nonfeasance defence.
Council covers an area of 7158 square kilometres and
maintains 4782 kilometres of local roads and a further
422 kilometres of main roads which obviously comes at a
considerable cost and with the additional responsibilities
associated with the introduction of this Road Management
Bill council’s finances will be substantially tested.
Council’s income is predominantly derived from rates and
grants. We do not have the luxury of generating additional
income through parking meters and major sponsorship
et cetera.
To meet the costs associated with complying with the Road
Management Bill, council will seriously need to examine how
it distributes its finances and this obviously will impact on a
lot of services council provides to its community, for
example, Meals on Wheels, libraries, community grants, tips,
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HACC general services, matching funds associated with
government grants programs such as Better Pools …

It finishes off by saying:
The smaller rural councils will basically revert back to the
days of roads, rubbish and rates.

As the member for Mildura highlighted, the
Yarriambiack Shire Council spends roughly $320 per
head on road maintenance and construction; the City of
Greater Dandenong spends about $5 per head. It
highlights again the enormous concern of councils right
across country Victoria.
The other concerns I have been hearing about are utility
concerns — whether these be about water boards, gas
lines or powerlines — and how the councils are going
to control these. They do not seem to have had a lot of
success at this stage, but it is important for them to
know whether they will be allowed to rate some of
these authorities. That will be interesting to see.
However, one thing I want to highlight is private
streets. Private streets are those which have not been
taken over or put under the control of the council or the
road authority. In the briefing we had from the
department — for which we thank the officers — we
did not have a definitive answer on that. The
explanation was given that if a private street is used
only by one or two adjoining residents it remains a
private street, but if the private street is used by a
majority of the community it is the council’s
responsibility. Most of these private streets are old
gravel roads which you find in the community, but I do
not believe the councils have the resources to take over
the responsibility for these. Why should they, when
other developers have had to pay for the development
of the streets?
The other key thing is that the 25 councils holding
elections in November this year will have a hiatus of
90 days during which they will not be able to make any
decisions, so the reality of this road management plan is
that they will need consultation with the community to
look at their budgets and allocations and the like. The
council will not be able to make a decision for those
90 days, so again there is another major concern there.
That is the reason why we are not supporting it.
In finishing — I do not have a lot of time — I will
mention other states. We talk about consistency across
borders, and we know that Queensland, Western
Australia and New South Wales have brought back
limited nonfeasance insurance. I wish I had time to read
out some of the report I received from the member for
Shepparton highlighting the changes and what
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happened in New South Wales. It highlights again that
we need consistency between states, because we are
one country, after all. When we cross borders, whether
it be into South Australia or New South Wales, we
want to know that we are working under similar
legislation, and it is unfortunate that Victoria
disregarded that.
Can I say the Victorian Local Governance Association
also has concerns about this, and I think some members
of the Municipal Association of Victoria have started to
change their position. But at the end of the day the
reason we will not be supporting this bill is that it will
increase costs, it will not improve roads, bridges or
footpaths and it will be a smorgasbord for lawyers.
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park) — I rise in support
of the Road Management Bill because I believe it
makes necessary provisions regarding the
interrelationship between state and local levels of
government in a contemporary setting. It also gives a
very contemporary framework for road management
with respect to legal claims of negligence against road
authorities.
It makes existing common-law rights of access to
public roads by road users and adjoining property
owners a statutory right, and concurrently it legislates
responsibilities for road users with regard to safety.
These days, with the increased debate on road safety
measures, it is quite fitting that this bill is before us. It is
also important that we acknowledge that the Labor
government’s record on road safety has been beyond
reproach and that there has been an increased level of
consciousness in the broad community for the need for
improved measures and government intervention in
improving safety on the roads.
I know that in my own municipality of Whittlesea the
previous Liberal-National government paid very little
attention to and showed little concern for road safety. A
meagre $20 000 was spent by previous
Liberal-National party governments on accident black
spots in the whole of the municipality of Whittlesea.
That was an outrageous level.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms D’AMBROSIO — It is a fact. Opposition
members should refer to the record, which will clearly
confirm that figure.
Importantly, this bill clarifies the common-law rules
and provides certainty by way of statute regarding the
duties of local road authorities to inspect, maintain and
repair within reason public roads under their
responsibility. It does this by clearly distinguishing
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public roads from highways. This distinction gives
greater certainty to local road authorities so that they
can focus their limited financial resources on
inspecting, maintaining and repairing public roads —
that is, roads that are required for general public use. It
limits the authority’s duty to public roads so as to
ensure that the finite resources can be stretched further
so that they are used to best effect.
As we know, under the bill, all freeways and arterial
roads are automatically classified as public roads. Road
authorities will decide which other roads will also be
recognised as public roads. That is a very important
point that I think has been missed in many of the
contributions by opposition members today. Councils
will decide which roads are to be on their registers and
therefore subject to the policy requirements of their
public roads management plans.
A lot of the fear mongering by some members of the
opposition needs to be looked at with great caution. I do
not say that there are no issues for concern, but this is a
finely balanced bill which attempts to take into
consideration issues of responsibility and issues of
rights and expectations of the broader community, and I
think it does an excellent job in a very complex and
complicated area of policy development.
My understanding of the bill is also that the process of
achieving a public road management plan for each road
authority will be similar to that used in planning
schemes. To assist councils in this process and to
ensure that a local policy gives due consideration, in a
fair manner, to common features of all local roads,
codes of practice will be established which will also
include the proper implementation of the plan. The
government recognises its ongoing responsibility in this
area to assist public road authorities, and that is quite
evident by — at the very least — the provision and
development of codes of practice to assist councils in
developing policies and their public road management
plans.
My municipality, the City of Whittlesea, has a very
good record of implementing repairs on roads, road
reserves and footpaths. Clause 102 of the bill confirms
that policies such as those have been longstanding
features of the City of Whittlesea. I had cause a number
of years ago, when I was a private citizen and before I
had come anywhere close to being a candidate for
public office, to contact the council about major
problems with footpaths in my area, and the council
responded quickly because it takes its responsibilities
for repairing roads and road reserves very seriously.
There are many other anecdotes about the City of
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Whittlesea to the same effect, and I commend the
council for that.
Clause 102 of the bill does not impose an onerous
burden on road authorities because it recognises that
councils cannot be instantly aware of every fault on
every road or reserve as they occur. That is an
important point to make. Often those in the broader
community think if they are involved in an accident and
they are injured they have an automatic right to claim
for negligence against public road authorities such as
councils. That, of course, is not the case, and the bill is
clear on that.
I envisage that the contemporary nature of this bill,
which provides a very clear picture of the rights and
responsibilities exercised by state and local road
authorities, will help people such as politicians to
effectively communicate to the general public the rights
and responsibilities that relate to the repair of roads and
road reserves and individuals’ rights in making claims
of negligence against road authorities. Courts will
ultimately decide on matters of negligence, but the bill
will assist in clarifying the rights and duties.
Many members on the other side of the house have
made much of the fact that High Court decision was a
four to three split. However, what they do not mention
is that the court as a whole considered that the highway
rule was unfair because it created inequality and the
notion of nonfeasance would simply encourage a
do-nothing approach. Our society expects better from
its elected representatives than their doing nothing. I
therefore commend the bill to the house.
Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — This
legislation is a mistake. It should not be before
Parliament, and it will have ramifications which will be
felt by local government and, more particularly, by
those in country Victoria. As a matter of course it is a
good policy position for a government to adopt changes
in statutory form which are clearly spelt out in the way
in which the common law develops, but the decision of
the High Court was very close — four to three in favour
of the abolition of the highway rule — so I do not think
there is any clear way to demonstrate to the government
what it can base the legislation on.
I take considerable pride in the fact that it was The
Nationals that generated the debate which gave rise to
the bill which saw the extension of the highway rule
through until January next year; and the legislation we
are now debating will supplant that arrangement once
this bill becomes an act and takes effect. However, I
have no doubt that on that fateful day of 19 August
1992 whatever was passing through poor Mr Brodie’s
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mind as his truck went through the top of the bridge
down towards the bed of the creek would have had
nothing to do with the absolute chaos which that
accident and its subsequent outcomes would cause in
the Australian legal system and the statutory processes
guiding the way we all now live.
It is interesting to note that the accident itself happened
on that fateful day, 19 August 1992, and the High Court
dealt with this issue finally on 31 May 2001, almost
10 years later. It is interesting to contemplate how many
instances, in what was almost a decade in between,
were reflective of Mr Brodie’s almost tragic situation.
How many other cases came before courts around
Australia which replicated the situation in which poor
Mr Brodie found himself on that day? I stand to be
corrected, but I must say that I do not know of any that
came near replicating Mr Brodie’s situation. Certainly
there have been cases from time to time regarding
issues which are touched upon by the Brodie decision
and the highway rule, but nothing remotely like poor
Mr Brodie’s events.
What is happening here is that the government is using
a sledgehammer to crack a nut. It could have done
precisely what is being done in other states around
Australia, as was evidenced by the member for
Shepparton’s excellently argued contribution to this
debate, because we could so easily have replicated the
position which has been adopted by the other states.
What seems to be driving the government is this notion
that if you abolish the highway rule, as is being done by
the terms of this legislation, that will somehow of itself
lead to better road systems being developed throughout
the state, particularly in the country parts of the state;
whereas in fact the notion of the preservation of the rule
on the one hand and the development of our road
systems through country Victoria on the other are by no
means mutually exclusive.
You could easily have the circumstance of the retention
of the highway rule, which is what we in The Nationals
advocate, and running with that have a broad scheme of
encouraging and assisting councils to do what is
necessary for the betterment of their road structures.
Simply because you have the highway rule in place
does not mean that councils are ignorant of their
liability towards and responsibilities for roads.
I can tell the government this — and as it is a
city-centric government, of course, this will come as
news to it, I am sure. Of all the issues in country
Victoria that promote commentary by people to their
local government representatives, the most important is
roads. People in country Victoria are incessantly at their
councillors to make sure that the standards of their
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roads are maintained and, where possible, bettered. You
can have the two systems working side by side. With
that in mind, that is why The Nationals wanted to retain
the highway rule.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! The time set down for consideration of items on
the government business program has arrived.
House divided on omission (members in favour
vote no):
Ayes, 56
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beard, Ms
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Buchanan, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Crutchfield, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Donnellan, Mr
Duncan, Ms
Eckstein, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett, Ms
Green, Ms
Hardman, Mr
Harkness, Mr
Helper, Mr
Herbert, Mr
Holding, Mr
Hudson, Mr
Hulls, Mr

Jenkins, Mr
Kosky, Ms
Langdon, Mr
Languiller, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Lobato, Ms
Lockwood, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McTaggart, Ms
Marshall, Ms
Maxfield, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Munt, Ms
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Perera, Mr
Pike, Ms
Robinson, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Wilson, Mr
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 26
Asher, Ms
Baillieu, Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Delahunty, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Ingram, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Kotsiras, Mr
McIntosh, Mr
Maughan, Mr

Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Perton, Mr
Plowman, Mr
Powell, Mrs
Ryan, Mr
Savage, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr
Sykes, Dr
Thompson, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr

Amendment defeated.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 56
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr

Jenkins, Mr
Kosky, Ms
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Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beard, Ms
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Buchanan, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Crutchfield, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Donnellan, Mr
Duncan, Ms
Eckstein, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett, Ms
Green, Ms
Hardman, Mr
Harkness, Mr
Helper, Mr
Herbert, Mr
Holding, Mr
Hudson, Mr
Hulls, Mr

Langdon, Mr
Languiller, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Lobato, Ms
Lockwood, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McTaggart, Ms
Marshall, Ms
Maxfield, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Munt, Ms
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Perera, Mr
Pike, Ms
Robinson, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Wilson, Mr
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 26
Asher, Ms
Baillieu, Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Delahunty, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Ingram, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Kotsiras, Mr
McIntosh, Mr
Maughan, Mr

Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Perton, Mr
Plowman, Mr
Powell, Mrs
Ryan, Mr
Savage, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr
Sykes, Dr
Thompson, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr
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Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer).
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 56
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beard, Ms
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Buchanan, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Crutchfield, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Donnellan, Mr
Duncan, Ms
Eckstein, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett, Ms
Green, Ms
Hardman, Mr
Harkness, Mr
Helper, Mr
Herbert, Mr
Holding, Mr
Hudson, Mr
Hulls, Mr

Jenkins, Mr
Kosky, Ms
Langdon, Mr
Languiller, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Lobato, Ms
Lockwood, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McTaggart, Ms
Marshall, Ms
Maxfield, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Munt, Ms
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Perera, Mr
Pike, Ms
Robinson, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Wilson, Mr
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 26

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I advise the
house that as the required statement of intention has
been made under section 85(5) of the Constitution Act
1975, the third reading of the bill is required to be
passed by an absolute majority.

Asher, Ms
Baillieu, Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Delahunty, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Ingram, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Kotsiras, Mr
McIntosh, Mr
Maughan, Mr

Motion agreed to by absolute majority.

Motion agreed to.

Read third time.

Read second time.

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Third reading

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Perton, Mr
Plowman, Mr
Powell, Mrs
Ryan, Mr
Savage, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr
Sykes, Dr
Thompson, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
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CONTROL OF GENETICALLY MODIFIED
CROPS BILL
Second reading
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The Control of Genetically Modified Crops Bill is to
provide a framework and powers within which the
Victorian government can regulate, for marketing
purposes, the production and handling of all current and
future genetically modified crops, including genetically
modified canola, referred to as GM canola.
Government policy
By way of background, it is important to recognise that
the broad principles underpinning this bill are those that
underpin the government’s policy on biotechnology,
including genetically modified organisms. The
principles include:
optimisation of the social, economic and
environmental benefits available through
biotechnology;
protection and promotion of the health of Victorians;
assurance of environmental safety and sustainability;
all actions undertaken within an ethical framework.
In regard to the application of this policy to the
Victorian agricultural sector, the government’s position
continues to be one of ensuring any introduction of GM
crop varieties is balanced with our biotechnology
policy.
In order to give effect to its policies, the government
has committed to participation in national arrangements
for the regulation of gene technology and GM crops in
relation to risks to food safety, human health and the
environment. These arrangements include:
the national gene technology regulatory scheme, to
deal with potential risks to human health and the
environment through the commonwealth Gene
Technology Act 2000 and mirror state legislation,
and
national food safety and labelling regulation
coordinated by Food Standards Australia New
Zealand.
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The commonwealth Gene Technology Act is
administered by the Gene Technology Regulator, an
Australian government statutory appointment.
During development of the national scheme, it was
agreed that management of potential risks to
agricultural production and markets posed by GM
organisms, including GM crops, required a different
approach that could be best managed in an agricultural
context, at a state level, through full, self or
co-regulation, determined on a crop-by-crop basis.
The states’ and territories’ role in the national
regulatory framework in relation to market risks has
been recognised by the establishment of a policy
principle under the commonwealth Gene Technology
Act. The Gene Technology (Recognition of Designated
Areas) Principle 2003 recognises the right of state and
territory governments to legislate to designate areas for
GM and/or non-GM crop production for marketing
purposes.
The control of GM crops bill has been framed in terms
of this principle and is paralleled by similar legislative
initiatives in some other states. The bill is consistent
with and complements the national gene technology
regulatory scheme.
The government is very aware of the need for a careful
and considered approach to the introduction of GM
crops into Victorian agriculture. The focus for our
policy in applying this well-established position within
the national regulatory framework is to ensure that our
international markets for primary products are
maintained.
Marketing issue — context
Whilst the commercial cultivation of two GM canola
varieties in 2003 was approved by the national Gene
Technology Regulator on health and environmental
safety grounds, questions from industry remained as to
the potential impact of the release of GM canola on our
export markets.
Other issues in regard to the marketing of GM grain
varieties have been raised in discussions with industry
about the impact of the application of the technology on
markets, growers incomes and the timing of any
commercialisation of the technology.
Market review
In 2003 the government took action in relation to the
potential market risks from the release of GM canola
when key grain industry stakeholders expressed
concern over its prospective commercialisation.
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On 7 May 2003, the government announced a one-year,
voluntary moratorium on the commercial release of
GM canola. At the same time, the government initiated
a review of the potential market impact of the full
commercial release of GM canola, overseen by an
interdepartmental committee of the Victorian public
service.
The government also sought advice direct from key
primary industry exporters about potential marketing
risks from the introduction of any general release of
GM canola, including new information not available at
the time of the review.
The bill comes as a consequence of that review and
consultation process. Based on this process and the
general considered and careful approach by the
government to any commercial release of GM canola,
we do not believe that the timing is appropriate for the
full commercial release of the two varieties of GM
canola currently released by the federal regulator.
Purpose of the legislation
In relation to the marketing of GM crops, the bill
provides for the creation of orders under which a part or
all of the state of Victoria may be declared as an area
where specified activities, or dealings, involving some
or all GM crops or related material may be controlled
or prohibited. It allows for the identity preservation, for
marketing purposes, of crops as either GM or non-GM.
The bill is broad in its scope to ensure that the
government has the power to deal with any aspect of
the utilisation of GM crops that may negatively impact
on the market competitiveness of any product. It is
non-prescriptive to ensure that any regulatory response
can be tailored to a particular crop and/or a particular
region. The use of orders to implement regulatory
controls will allow a timely response to the prevailing
circumstance, and will ensure that necessary controls
are in place when needed. This will allow the
government to respond to concerns and issues about the
potential commercialisation of GM crop varieties that
industry brings to the attention of government. In
relation to such concerns, the responsible minister, the
Minister for Agriculture, may issue an order to deal
with market risks and/or issues.
Checks and balances
As previously noted, the bill has been designed to be
broad in its scope, non-prescriptive and responsive to
market needs. The flexibility available to the minister
will be balanced by analysis to ensure that regulation is
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applied judiciously, effectively and for marketing
purposes.
Any order or exemption from an order for cultivation
and/or dealings with a specified GM crop may contain
conditions attached to that order. These may be along a
spectrum of control measures. They may vary from the
restriction on the general commercial release of a
product to trials of a non-commercial nature to
measures such as requiring compliance with industry
guidelines, crop management plans, auditing, payment
of fees and other matters.
Operation of the legislation
In practice, if a particular GM crop was to be released
by the Gene Technology Regulator, there could, for
example, be a risk of losing a particular market. In such
a case, the minister could issue an order temporarily
prohibiting the general release of the GM crop while
more information was collected through measures such
as trials, research and analysis. On the presentation of
more evidence on issues such as the changing market
conditions and/or relevant standards regarding
acceptable levels of adventitious presence of GM grains
in other grains, the prohibition order could then be
revoked, varied or replaced, depending upon the
particular circumstances at the time. Alternatively, the
exemption provision could be used.
In general, there will be an onus on persons or groups
concerned with production and/or marketing to advise
the minister about any market risk, and to demonstrate
that the extent of this requires the minister to issue an
order under the act.
In the future, some GM crops may be readily produced
and managed without market risks, thus, an order
requiring controls would not be needed. Equally, some
GM crops approved by the federal Gene Technology
Regulator demonstrably could have a market impact of
a clear and profound kind requiring an order to be made
immediately to protect market access.
Each crop variety approved by the federal regulator will
be considered on its merits in relation to the need for an
order under the legislation.
Fees
It is government’s intention to undertake cost recovery
from the industry through fees for services provided in
administration of the legislation; moneys raised would
be appropriated to the Department of Primary Industries
for use solely in administration of the act. However, it
is this government’s clear expectation that the grains
and GM crop technology industries will take action to
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implement systems of quality assurance and auditing
that will necessitate only minimal oversight by
government agencies.
Where industry is able, for a particular GM crop or a
particular circumstance, to put in place arrangements to
deal with market risks, and the government is
convinced there are no market issues of significance
preventing a general commercial release, such
arrangements would be allowed. Such arrangements
might need only minimal government oversight and be
less costly to both industry and government. Indeed, the
legislative framework provided by the bill is such that it
will allow industry self-regulation through, for
example, the operation of a third party-audited quality
assurance scheme.
Liability
Liability in relation to damage that may result from the
growing and use of GM crops and other GM organisms
is an issue that has been of concern to a number of gene
technology stakeholder groups. Liability in relation to
GM canola is a matter that the government’s review has
highlighted as an unresolved area. Whilst any damage
to human health or the environment flowing from the
use of GM organisms is the province of the Australian
government, provisions have been included within the
bill to ensure proper accountability where there are
risks to markets. This accountability includes a specific
offence for gene technology providers who sell a
genetically modified organism to a person knowing that
the person intends to use the genetically modified
organism in contravention of an order made under the
legislation.
Application of the legislation to GM canola
GM canola is the first grain variety used primarily as a
food crop that has been approved for general release
into the Australian environment by the Gene
Technology Regulator. Under these circumstances, it is
not surprising that there is a high level of community
and industry concern about its release, not the least of
which concern has been about the possible impacts of
GM canola on our markets for grains and dairy
products. These concerns about the possible impact of
the general commercial release of GM canola on
markets have been raised directly with the government
by these industries.
As far as food crops go, Australia is viewed as
GM-free. This status is an important marketing tool,
which may secure premiums or prevent discounts in
many of our markets. It is likely that world trade will
take a few years before approaches to GM grains
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become clearer. At this stage, it is the government’s
view that the only prudent way forward is to hold off on
the commercialisation of GM canola, as the unfettered
release will mean permanent loss of our GM-free status.
The government has listened to key rural exporters on
this issue.
The government has, therefore, decided to retain a
moratorium on commercialisation of GM canola for the
next four years, over which time market trends should
become clearer. To effect this immediately, provisions
have been included in the bill, via a schedule, to
provide for the prohibition of the commercialisation of
GM canola in Victoria. The schedule is deemed under
the bill to be an order for the purposes of the legislation.
The government will be able under this legislation, to
approve non-commercial, research trials for GM
canola. The specific nature of any such trials would
depend on the application by industry to seek
exemption from the order. It would need to take into
account stated government policy in regards to
marketing risks associated with GM canola. The order
in the bill will ensure that a moratorium continues from
the time the act commences to 29 February 2008 under
a mandatory regime, rather than under voluntary
arrangements such as those currently prevailing.
During the course of this moratorium, the government
will determine specific arrangements regarding
oversight and monitoring of limited scale research and
development trials.
Conclusion
Overall, while the provisions of this bill may not be
called upon in relation to the release of all GM crops,
the government believes that the bill provides an
important tool which can be called upon when
necessary in the management of GM crops. It provides
for significant market-related safeguards for
participants in the production, handling and marketing
of crops in this state.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Dr NAPTHINE
(South-West Coast).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 15 April.

HEALTH SERVICES (SUPPORTED
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES) BILL
Second reading
Ms PIKE (Minister for Health) — I move:
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That this bill be now read a second time.

The Health Services (Supported Residential Services)
Bill amends the Health Services Act 1988. Under that
act and the Health Services (Supported Residential
Services) Regulations 2001, the government licenses
and regulates supported residential services, known as
SRSs. These facilities provide services to people in
need of accommodation and assistance with daily
living.
SRSs are generally privately owned and operated
businesses that are required to be registered as health
service establishments in accordance with part 4 of the
act. A broad range of people may live within an SRS
including older citizens who, due to increasing frailty,
are no longer able to live independently and need
assistance with daily activities such as washing, eating
or mobility. Other residents may include people with a
physical, psychiatric, intellectual or other disability who
require care and support.
In October 2003 there were 216 registered SRSs
throughout Victoria catering for up to 7184 residents.
The vast majority of SRS proprietors provide a high
quality service to their residents, and government is
committed to working with the sector to ensure that
residents receive the best possible care. There is,
however, a need to ensure that where the care of
residents is at risk, government has the necessary
powers to take action.
The introduction of these amendments to the Health
Services Act are only one part of our government’s
effort to work more effectively with the SRS industry.
The government has made it a priority to work with the
community visitors, industry representatives and
resident representatives to improve government’s
regulatory role.
The government has established a comprehensive
strategy that focuses on improving services for
residents, supporting proprietors, facilitating industry
sustainability, building relationships with key
stakeholders and improving regulatory practice.
Some of the initiatives in this area include:
training SRS staff in relation to working with people
with challenging behaviour and developing their
care planning skills;
development of forms and processes that will enable
proprietors of SRSs to gain information about the
needs of residents from other health practitioners,
such as doctors and community health centres, who
are involved with their care;
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information seminars for new and prospective
proprietors about their responsibilities under the
Health Services Act in becoming a proprietor;
the SRS sector has also benefited from government
expenditure of $30 million over three years (2000–01
to 2002–03) on targeted support services through such
programs as home and community care, mental health
programs and dental health programs, to support those
people who are homeless and/or living in other
low-cost accommodation settings such as boarding
houses and SRSs.
Overall objective of the bill
As part of government’s intention to improve the
regulatory monitoring of the sector, the changes
contained in the bill underpin these initiatives that, in
line with government policy as expressed in Growing
Victoria Together, enhance high-quality, accessible
health and community services while promoting rights,
respecting diversity and reducing inequalities within the
community.
The roles and responsibilities of both the government as
regulator and the proprietors of SRSs are articulated in
the act and regulations, as are the overall objectives of
the sector in providing accommodation and support to
the residents, who include some of the more vulnerable
members of our community.
The nature of the amendments
The principles applying to the provision of services to
residents are found in section 10 of the act. In summary,
all SRS residents are entitled to:
respect, dignity and privacy;
a safe and homelike environment;
high-quality care appropriate to their needs;
have an effective voice in matters that concern them;
and
social independence and freedom of choice to the
extent that it does not reasonably infringe the rights
of others.
The proposed amendments are intended to strengthen
the standard of services to and the protections for
residents of SRSs within that context.
They are intended to ensure that residents or others
acting on their behalf are aware of which services are
available at a particular residential facility so they can
make an informed choice about which facility best
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meets a person’s health and care needs, and that
proprietors are accountable for the services they have
offered.
The key amendments regarding services to residents
are:
proprietors will be required to provide prospective
residents with accurate and up-to-date information
about the services available at the SRS. This will
better enable informed choices to be made;
proprietors will be required, within 48 hours of a
person taking up residence, to prepare an accurate
written statement of the services to be provided, and
the fees and charges applicable. This statement,
known as a residential statement, will be required to
be signed by both parties, and will serve as a record
of the service agreement between the proprietor and
the residents, who do not have the statutory
protections of residential tenancies legislation;
proprietors will be required, within 48 hours of a
person taking up residence at an SRS, to prepare an
interim care plan, identifying the immediate health
and personal care needs of that person, and the
services to be provided to address them. This will
assist in these needs being able to be promptly
addressed;
within 30 days, an ongoing care plan must be
developed that addresses all the special and personal
care needs of the resident. Proprietors will be
required to review and update the care plan at least
every six months. Care plans are the basis of
ensuring that residents receive the services
appropriate to their changing needs;
proprietors will be able to manage or control an
amount of money on behalf of a resident, apart from
moneys owing as fees for services, only with the
consent of the resident or the resident’s administrator
and only up to a certain amount. However,
proprietors cannot manage or control other assets of
a resident, nor can a proprietor or an employee of an
SRS accept appointment as the guardian or
administrator of a resident of that SRS. These
provisions are intended to remove any potential for
conflict of interest;
proprietors will have the responsibility of ensuring
that any person employed in giving personal care is a
fit and proper person to work with the residents of
the SRS.
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Proprietors
Other amendments focus more on proprietors. The
secretary’s role of assessing the fitness and propriety of
prospective SRS proprietors is important in promoting
quality care for residents. There is lack of clarity and
consistency in the existing registration provisions that
creates administrative difficulties for the regulating
department and confusion for proprietors. A number of
technical amendments seek to clarify these provisions
and streamline their operation.
There is already in the act a power for the minister to
appoint an administrator to an SRS. The current act sets
out a number of circumstances in which an
appointment can occur, and describes the role of the
administrator as ensuring the maintenance of health
services to the residents, whether in the same facility or
by arrangements being made for their relocation
elsewhere. There have been difficulties with the
practical implementation of these provisions in their
current form, principally due to a lack of clarity about
what powers the administrator can exercise in achieving
the purpose of the administration and the nature of the
relationship between the role of the administrator and
the ongoing responsibilities of the proprietor during the
period of administration.
The bill adds an additional ground for the appointment
of an administrator, such that an appointment can be
made if the minister believes it is necessary to protect
the interests of the residents. This means that in
circumstances where the proprietor, on a temporary
basis, is unable to guarantee the continuation of such
services to residents as assistance with the provision
and eating of meals, or in taking medication or in
maintaining health and personal hygiene on an
everyday basis, an administrator can be appointed to
operate these and other services until the proprietor is in
a position to resume providing them.
The bill also sets out in more detail the functions and
powers of an administrator. Under the current act, the
proprietor is liable for the costs of the administration.
The new provisions in the bill enable an administrator
to take action to provide necessary goods and services,
for example, or employ staff, in the name of, or as agent
of, the proprietor. With this mechanism, the bill more
explicitly empowers an administrator to do anything
that it is necessary to do to maintain the
accommodation and services to the residents that the
proprietor had agreed to provide, without detracting
from the continuing responsibilities of the proprietor
during the period of administration.
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The bill also provides that an administrator is subject to
directions by the secretary and must abide by guidelines
issued by the secretary regarding the role of
administrators appointed to SRSs.
Monitoring of standards of care
Other amendments ensure that community visitors are
able to continue to perform their valuable role as
advocates for residents. The bill removes restrictions in
the act on who may make a complaint to a visitor. The
bill will also ensure that up-to-date records of residents
and rostered staff are available to community visitors
on request.
The government has consulted with the Association of
Supportive Care Homes representing proprietors, and
the public advocate and community visitors board
representing residents, during the development of the
amendments in this bill. We have received support
from these groups on the bill that I speak to today.
The government takes this opportunity to recognise the
work of SRS proprietors and community visitors and
commends them for their commitment and willingness
to work in an area that is often overlooked in its
services to a vulnerable group of people.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mrs SHARDEY
(Caulfield).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 15 April.

CRIMES (ASSUMED IDENTITIES) BILL
Second reading
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General ) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill is part of the government’s major crime and
terrorism package which implements model laws
developed as part of a national initiative to tackle
cross-border criminal activity. Organised criminal
networks such as drug cartels can move freely across
the country, but police are often hampered in
investigating cross-border crime because the laws on
police investigations vary across Australia.
Recognising the need for a nationally coordinated
approach to law enforcement, commonwealth, state and
territory leaders met in 2002 for a summit on terrorism
and multijurisdictional crime. At that summit, the
Premier committed to introduce model laws for a
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consistent national set of powers for criminal
investigations that cross state and territory borders.
These model laws were to cover controlled operations,
surveillance devices, assumed identities and witness
identity protection, and were to enable relevant
authorities or warrants issued in one jurisdiction to be
recognised as valid in other participating jurisdictions.
The model laws were developed by a national joint
working group established by the Standing Committee
of Attorneys-General and the Australasian Police
Ministers Council. Victoria has played a leading role in
this national initiative.
In February 2003 the joint working group released a
discussion paper on the proposed model laws. After
receiving submissions from across Australia, the joint
working group revised the model laws and published
them in November 2003 in the Cross-Border
Investigative Powers for Law Enforcement Report. I
take this opportunity to acknowledge all those who
made submissions on the model laws. The joint
working group’s report analyses in detail the revisions
to the model provisions made as a result of those
submissions, many of which came from Victorian
stakeholders.
This bill will implement the model laws relating to
assumed identities.
An assumed identity is a false identity that is used by
police for a period of time to investigate an offence or
gather intelligence. Assumed identities provide vital
protection for undercover operatives engaged in
investigating crimes and infiltrating organised criminal
groups. Undercover operatives must be able to
substantiate their assumed identity with proper
identification documents. Without a credible and
verifiable identity the safety of undercover operatives
can be jeopardised.
The bill will create a comprehensive scheme for police
to acquire and use assumed identities for both local
criminal investigations and for investigations that cross
into another state or territory. The bill will allow
authorised persons to obtain identity documents from a
range of agencies, and to use those identity documents
in undercover operations and other criminal
investigations.
Unlike other jurisdictions such as New South Wales,
there is currently no assumed identity legislation in
Victoria. Police administrative procedures and informal
arrangements currently govern the acquisition and use
of assumed identities in criminal investigations. The
proposed legislation will introduce a comprehensive
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regulatory scheme with provision for regular review of
assumed identity documents, a requirement to cancel
authorities when they are no longer needed,
six-monthly auditing obligations and a requirement to
provide annual reports to the minister.
The bill provides for a formal application process to
ensure that assumed identities are only granted in
appropriate circumstances. A law enforcement officer
must apply to the chief officer of the agency for an
authority to acquire and use an assumed identity. The
application must contain detail on the reasons for the
need to acquire and use an assumed identity, the types
of documents that will be obtained and which agencies
will be requested to issue evidence of identity.
Only the chief officer of the law enforcement agency
(or one of up to four other senior officers of at least the
rank of superintendent) may approve an application. To
ensure that authorities are granted only when
appropriate, the authorising officer must be satisfied
that the assumed identity is necessary for the purposes
of an investigation or for gathering intelligence in
relation to criminal activity.
As circumstances in criminal investigations can change
quickly, the bill includes a provision to vary an
assumed identity authority should this become
necessary.
Each authority must be reviewed annually. This will
ensure that assumed identity authorities only remain
valid for as long as they are necessary. The chief officer
must cancel the authority if the review reveals that it is
no longer required.
The bill also allows entries to be made in the register of
births, deaths and marriages. This process will be
strictly controlled. An entry will only be made in the
register of births, deaths and marriages if authorised by
a Supreme Court judge, and entries must be cancelled
when they are no longer needed.
In the course of acquiring and using an assumed
identity, law enforcement officers and other authorised
persons may commit minor offences such as making a
false statement or giving a false name or address. The
bill offers protection from criminal and civil liability for
authorised persons from these types of minor offences.
Agencies and staff who issue identity documents in
response to a request under the legislation will similarly
be protected from liability.
The bill creates an offence for the misuse of an
assumed identity. This will ensure that assumed
identities are only used for the law enforcement
purposes set out in the authority. If an authorised person
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obtains or uses the assumed identity for any other
purpose or in ways not contemplated in the authority,
that person may be criminally liable. The offence
carries a maximum penalty of two years imprisonment.
A disclosure offence is also included in the bill. This
aims to ensure that the safety of undercover operatives
using assumed identities is not compromised by
disclosures that may reveal the fact that an assumed
identity is not a person’s real identity. If a disclosure
about an assumed identity is made with the intention of
endangering the health or safety of a person, or with the
intention of prejudicing an investigation or prosecution,
the maximum penalty is 10 years imprisonment.
The bill requires record keeping and regular auditing of
assumed identity authorities. Police must keep detailed
records relating to all assumed identity authorities,
which must be audited at least every six months. The
results of this audit must be reported to the chief officer
of the law enforcement agency. The bill imposes an
additional level of accountability and oversight by
requiring the chief officer of a law enforcement agency
to report to the Attorney-General each year on the
results of the audit. This report must include
information on whether any fraud or other unlawful
activity was identified during the audit, as well as any
other information relating to assumed identities
considered appropriate by the Attorney-General.
The mutual recognition provisions enable an assumed
identity issued in another state under a corresponding
law to be recognised as valid for use in Victoria.
Similarly, assumed identity authorities issued under this
bill will be recognised as valid and effective in any
other jurisdiction which implements legislation based
on the model laws. This means that undercover police
involved in an investigation which crosses state or
territory borders can continue using their assumed
identities in that other jurisdiction without being
exposed to the possibility that they are committing
minor offences in that other jurisdiction such as making
a false statement or giving a false name or address.
Members will note that the bill does not have a default
commencement date. This is to allow time for
necessary commonwealth regulations to be made in
relation to the powers and duties that have been
conferred on officers of the Australian Crime
Commission in the bill. After those commonwealth
regulations have been made, the bill can be proclaimed.
The model laws on assumed identities will eventually
be implemented by all states and territories. By moving
quickly to introduce this important legislation, the
Bracks government is reaffirming its commitment to
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ensuring that impediments to the effective investigation
of serious and organised criminal activity are removed.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr McINTOSH
(Kew).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 15 April.

CRIMES (CONTROLLED OPERATIONS)
BILL
Second reading
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill is part of the government’s major crime and
terrorism package which implements model laws
developed as part of a national initiative to tackle
cross-border criminal activity. Organised criminal
networks such as drug cartels can move freely across
the country, but police are often hampered in
investigating cross-border crime because the laws on
police investigations vary across Australia.
Recognising the need for a nationally coordinated
approach to law enforcement, commonwealth, state and
territory leaders met in 2002 for a summit on terrorism
and multijurisdictional crime. At that summit, the
Premier committed to introduce model laws for a
consistent national set of powers for criminal
investigations that cross state and territory borders.
These model laws were to cover controlled operations,
surveillance devices, assumed identities and witness
identity protection, and were to enable relevant
authorities or warrants issued in one jurisdiction to be
recognised as valid in other participating jurisdictions.
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to the model provisions made as a result of those
submissions, many of which came from Victorian
stakeholders.
This bill implements the model laws relating to
controlled operations.
A controlled operation is an investigative method where
an operative (who can be a law enforcement officer or a
civilian who is assisting a law enforcement agency)
conceals his or her identity in order to associate with
people suspected of being involved in organising or
financing crimes. As part of the investigation, it may be
necessary to authorise the operative to commit an
offence (such as to purchase drugs) in order to gather
evidence or intelligence. Controlled operations can play
a particularly important role in the investigation of
organised crime such as drug trafficking, where it can
be difficult to obtain evidence by other means.
The use of controlled operations was challenged by an
appeal to the High Court in Ridgeway v. The Queen
(1995) 184 CLR 19. In that case the prosecution alleged
that Ridgeway initiated a deal to import heroin into
Australia and to purchase the drug when it arrived. The
drug itself was imported by a police informer (with the
assistance of Australian and Malaysian police) as part
of a controlled operation.
The High Court decided that the importation of the
heroin by law enforcement officers was illegal and
therefore the evidence of that importation should have
been excluded from the trial. The court acknowledged
that sometimes law enforcement officers may need to
engage in illegal activities to uncover organised crime,
but recommended that this should be addressed by
legislation.

The model laws were developed by a national joint
working group established by the Standing Committee
of Attorneys-General and the Australasian Police
Ministers Council. Victoria has played a leading role in
this national initiative.

After the Ridgeway decision, some jurisdictions
enacted comprehensive legislation setting out a process
for authorising illegal activities by law enforcement
agencies. The remaining states and territories (Victoria
being one of them) continued to rely on a patchwork of
specific provisions in legislation and administrative
arrangements within law enforcement agencies to deal
with these activities.

In February 2003 the joint working group released a
discussion paper on the proposed model laws. After
receiving submissions from across Australia, the joint
working group revised the model laws and published
them in November 2003 in the Cross-Border
Investigative Powers for Law Enforcement report. I
take this opportunity to acknowledge all those who
made submissions on the model laws. The joint
working group’s report analyses in detail the revisions

The model provisions were developed drawing from
the experience of the commonwealth and New South
Wales, which have both introduced comprehensive
controlled operations legislation. The joint working
group also examined a number of reviews of controlled
operations, such as the Wood royal commission and the
commonwealth parliamentary joint committee on the
then National Crime Authority (now the Australian
Crime Commission) in 1999. These reviews, while
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recognising the dangers of authorising illegal activities,
have concluded that a legislative approach is the best
way of limiting and monitoring such law enforcement
activity.
This bill will implement the model controlled
operations laws in Victoria. It will apply the model
provisions to regulate both cross-border investigations
and investigations that occur wholly within Victoria.
This scheme will replace the existing piecemeal
approach to controlled operations in this state.
Victoria Police have administrative procedures to
regulate the conduct of controlled operations. They also
rely on a patchwork of legislative provisions, such as
section 51 of the Drugs Poisons and Controlled
Substances Act 1981 which allows police to commit
certain drug offences.
Under most of these statutes, controlled operations can
be authorised by a senior sergeant. These provisions do
not stipulate how things should be done. They do not
say when an operation should be authorised or the
matters that should be considered. Nor do they set out a
process for recording and overseeing these operations.
The bill will repeal most of these provisions and replace
this unsatisfactory system with a much more
comprehensive regulated scheme.
There are a number of important advantages to a
legislative approach.
Firstly, it will provide clear guidance on what are
acceptable and unacceptable activities.
Secondly, it provides protection to covert police
officers so that they can perform their duties in the
knowledge that they will not be prosecuted for
undertaking necessary, authorised activities.
Thirdly, it lessens the risk that evidence might be
judicially excluded.
Fourthly, it imposes internal discipline on law
enforcement agencies.
Lastly, it provides a scheme of accountability that can
be monitored and reviewed and which makes the
behaviour of law enforcement officers subject to
independent scrutiny.
I will now describe the main features of the bill.
Authorisation process
The bill sets out a rigorous process for authorising
controlled operations conducted by the Victoria Police
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and in some circumstances the Australian Crime
Commission.
The Bracks government recognises that the integrity of
the authorisation decision is a crucial safeguard against
the overuse, or abuse of controlled operations. The bill
therefore provides that controlled operations may only
be authorised by senior law enforcement officers.
Cross-border controlled operations (investigating
offences punishable by a maximum penalty of three
years or more) must be authorised by deputy
commissioners or above. This is a higher level of
authorisation than proposed under the model
provisions. Effectively this means that only the three
most senior officers in the agency will be able to
authorise cross-border operations. The government’s
decision to elevate the level of authorising officer is to
allay concerns about the overuse of this important
investigative tool and in recognition of the risks
involved in undertaking undercover operations.
Local major controlled operations (investigating
offences punishable by a maximum penalty of three
years or more) must be authorised by assistant
commissioners or above. To ensure that the scheme is
operationally effective for local operations a larger pool
of authorising officers is required. There are nine
assistant commissioners (the rank below deputy
commissioner) and these officers would also be able to
authorise local major operations.
Local minor controlled operations (investigating
offences punishable by a maximum penalty of less than
three years) must be authorised by superintendents or
above. This is a significantly higher level of
authorisation than is currently required in Victoria.
Superintendent is the most senior rank at the divisional
level, thereby combining seniority with operational
experience. It is expected that the function of
authorising minor controlled operations will not be
delegated to all officers of the rank of superintendent or
above, but will be limited to those who have a relevant
area of responsibility and who have been nominated by
an assistant commissioner. It is also expected that
civilians will only be used as participants in minor
controlled operations in very limited circumstances.
To ensure proportionality between the offences being
investigated and the unlawful conduct that a participant
may engage in, an authority for a local minor controlled
operation can only authorise a law enforcement officer
to commit an offence with a maximum penalty of less
than three years imprisonment.
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Duration of authorities
Under the bill, local major and cross-border controlled
operations can be authorised for up to three months
(with the possibility of extension).
The maximum duration of a minor controlled operation
will be limited to seven days without the possibility of
extension.
What an authorising officer must consider
When considering an application, the authorising
officer must be satisfied of a number of things. These
are set out in clause 6.
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participants against any civil liability arising from their
conduct during the operation.
A cross-border controlled operation authority authorises
operatives to engage in unlawful conduct in their own
jurisdiction and any other jurisdiction that has adopted
the model laws.
Monitoring
The bill requires law enforcement agencies to keep
adequate records and report on the nature and use of
controlled operations.

an offence has been, is being or is likely to be
committed;

Each authority will name the law enforcement officer
who is to be responsible for the conduct of the
operation. This officer will be required to prepare a
report for the chief commissioner on the outcome of the
operation within two months of its completion. The
report will need to report loss or serious damage or
personal injury that occurs as a result of the operation.

the criminal activity is sufficiently serious to warrant
a controlled operation being conducted (the use of
more traditional investigative tools should always be
considered);

Victoria Police (and the ACC) will be required to
establish a general register which includes details of all
authorised controlled operations and to keep all
documents connected with authorised operations.

the operation will not be conducted in such a way
that a person is likely to be induced to commit an
offence against a law of any jurisdiction or the
commonwealth that a person would not otherwise
have intended to commit; and

Independent oversight

An authority cannot be granted unless the authorising
officer is satisfied on reasonable grounds that:

any role assigned to a civilian participant is not one
that could be adequately performed by a law
enforcement officer.
Certain types of activity cannot be authorised as part of
a controlled operation. This includes activity which
would:
cause the death of or serious injury to any person;
seriously endanger any person’s health and safety;
involve the commission of a sexual offence; or
involve conduct that would result in unlawful loss of
or serious damage to property.
The effect of an authority
Law enforcement officers and civilians who engage in
authorised unlawful activity as part of an authorised
controlled operation will be protected from criminal
responsibility, provided that certain requirements are
met. Victoria Police and the Australian Crime
Commission must also indemnify authorised

The bill creates an oversight role for the Victorian
Ombudsman who will inspect the records of the law
enforcement agency at least once every 12 months and
report to the Parliament on the work and activities of
the law enforcement agencies and the extent to which
controlled operations conducted during the year
complied with the legislation.
As well, Victoria Police will be required to provide a
six-monthly report to the Ombudsman on the number
of authorities issued, varied, cancelled and the types of
activities engaged in.
The commonwealth Ombudsman will undertake the
same oversight role for the Australian Crime
Commission.
Other safeguards
The bill includes a compensation provision which
would make the government liable to pay compensation
to a person who suffers loss or serious damage to
property as a direct result of a controlled operation.
This would not apply if the loss or damage to property
occurred as a direct result of that person engaging in
criminal activity or if the person is a law enforcement
officer.
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Mutual recognition
The mutual recognition provisions in the bill will mean
that cross-border authorities issued here in Victoria are
recognised as valid and effective in any other
jurisdiction which implements legislation based on the
model laws. This will mean that police do not have to
apply for a new authority when a suspect moves across
Victorian borders.
Wildlife and fisheries controlled operations
The bill will regulate all controlled operations
authorised by the Victoria Police or, in limited
circumstances, the Australian Crime Commission. This
will cover the vast majority of controlled operations
conducted in this state. There will be a slight deviation
for controlled operations investigating fisheries and
wildlife offences.
The provisions in the fisheries and wildlife legislation
operate differently to other Victorian provisions.
Fisheries and wildlife controlled operations are
authorised and conducted by the Department of
Sustainability and Environment and the Department of
Primary Industries and are authorised under
section 110A of the Fisheries Act 1995 and section 63
of the Wildlife Act 1975.
To ensure that the Department of Primary Industries
and Department of Sustainability and Environment can
continue their important work of monitoring and
investigating offences relating to priority species, the
bill will leave these provisions to operate independently
of the Crimes (Controlled Operations ) Bill. However,
importantly, the bill will amend both the Wildlife
Act 1975 and the Fisheries Act 1995 to incorporate
most of the accountability, monitoring and oversight
features of the model law.
Commencement
Members will note that the bill does not have a default
commencement date. This is to allow time for
necessary commonwealth regulations to be made in
relation to the powers and duties that have been
conferred on officers of the Australian Crime
Commission in the bill. It will also allow time for
Victoria Police and the departments of primary
industries, and sustainability and environment to
establish appropriate systems to ensure that they
comply with the new laws. Once this has been done, the
bill can be proclaimed.
I commend the bill to the house.
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Debate adjourned on motion of Mr McINTOSH
(Kew).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 15 April.

SURVEILLANCE DEVICES
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill is part of the government’s major crime and
terrorism package. The package will implement a
national law reform initiative to tackle serious crime
that crosses state or territory borders. Organised
criminal networks, such as drug cartels and motorcycle
gangs, move freely across the country. However, law
enforcement agencies are often hampered in
investigating criminal activity that crosses borders,
because the laws on police investigative powers vary
across Australia.
For example, if an investigation currently crosses a
border, a surveillance device warrant must be obtained
in every state or territory where the surveillance device
needs to be used. This means that if Victoria Police
obtain a warrant to install a surveillance device on a car
and the suspect crosses the border into New South
Wales, the police must either arrange for New South
Wales police to apply for a new warrant or stop using
the surveillance device when the car crosses the border.
This results in delays, loss of evidence, and high
administration costs.
Recognising the need for a nationally coordinated
approach to law enforcement, commonwealth, state and
territory leaders met in April 2002 for a summit on
terrorism and multijurisdictional crime. At that summit,
the Premier committed to introducing model laws for a
consistent national set of powers for criminal
investigations across state and territory borders. These
model laws were to address surveillance devices,
controlled operations, assumed identities, and witness
identity protection, and were to enable relevant
authorities or warrants issued in one jurisdiction to be
recognised as valid in other participating jurisdictions.
The model laws were developed by a national joint
working group established by the Standing Committee
of Attorneys-General and the Australasian Police
Ministers’ Council. Victoria played a leading role in
this national initiative.
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In February 2003 the joint working group released a
discussion paper on the proposed model laws. After
receiving submissions from across Australia the model
laws were revised and published in the joint working
group’s November 2003 report Cross-Border
Investigative Powers for Law Enforcement. I take this
opportunity to acknowledge all those who made
submissions on the model laws. The joint working
group’s report analyses in detail the revisions to the
model provisions made as a result of those submissions,
many of which came from Victorian stakeholders.

obtain a single warrant that will apply both within
Victoria, and in other participating jurisdictions.

Victoria will implement the model surveillance devices
laws by amending the Surveillance Devices Act 1999,
which currently regulates the use of electronic
surveillance devices generally, including their use by
law enforcement officers.

Other than in cases of emergency, the bill will require
law enforcement officers to obtain surveillance device
warrants from a Supreme Court judge or, for tracking
devices, a magistrate. In this respect, the model reflects
the existing warrant regime in Victoria. When
considering a warrant application, a judge or magistrate
must take into account the nature and gravity of the
alleged offence and the extent to which the privacy of
any person is likely to be affected. Retaining judicial
scrutiny of the warrant process is an important
safeguard in the bill. Independent judges are well
placed to balance the benefits of the use of surveillance
devices in a criminal investigation with the potential
invasion of privacy.

Let me turn now to the features of the bill.
The first thing to note is what the bill is not changing.
The Surveillance Devices Act prohibits people from
using listening devices or optical surveillance devices to
spy on private conversations or private activities to
which they are not a party. It also prohibits people from
using electronic tracking devices that are designed to
track people and objects. Lastly, it prohibits law
enforcement officers from using data surveillance
devices to record information being entered into or
outputted from a computer. The main exception to
these prohibitions is when police have a warrant to
install and use surveillance devices. The Surveillance
Devices Act also restricts the publication and
communication of records and reports of private
conversations and activities gained from using
surveillance devices. This includes publication or
communication by participants without the consent of
all the parties to the conversation or activity.
The bill does not alter this general framework, but
rather focuses on the use of surveillance devices by
police investigating serious crime, and the
accountability framework that will best ensure those
devices are used appropriately.
The model law on surveillance devices was drafted to
apply to cross-border investigations only. However, to
simplify the regulatory regime for surveillance device
warrants in Victoria, where possible this bill uses the
same provisions for both cross-border and local
investigations. This approach avoids a dual system and
was feasible because the model laws are closely based
on the Victorian Surveillance Devices Act. The
amendments will allow law enforcement officers to

The bill regulates the same four surveillance devices
that are currently regulated in Victoria — listening
devices, optical surveillance devices, tracking devices
and data surveillance devices. However, the bill enables
new surveillance devices to be prescribed by regulation.
This will ensure that the Surveillance Devices Act is
more flexible and responsive to changes in surveillance
technology.

In cases of emergency, the bill enables senior officers to
issue emergency authorisations for the use of
surveillance devices. This is already provided for under
the Surveillance Devices Act. However, instead of
simply furnishing a report to the Supreme Court, law
enforcement officers will now have to seek
retrospective approval from a Supreme Court judge for
the emergency use of powers. If the judge does not
approve the application, he or she can order that the use
of the device cease. In this supervisory role, the judge
also has the discretion to make orders about
information obtained from the use of surveillance
devices during the emergency. This could include
ordering the destruction of the information in
appropriate cases.
The bill will enable surveillance device warrants and
emergency authorisations issued in other participating
jurisdictions to be executed in Victoria. This means that
law enforcement agencies from other jurisdictions will
be authorised under their locally obtained warrant to
install and use surveillance devices in Victoria. Once
other states and territories adopt the model law,
Victorian-issued warrants and emergency
authorisations will also be able to be executed outside
this state.
The bill provides for new and more rigorous restrictions
on using, communicating and publishing information
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obtained from surveillance devices under warrants and
emergency authorisations, as well as information that
relates to the application process behind warrants and
emergency authorisations. This information is called
protected information in the bill. It will be an offence
for a person to use, communicate or publish protected
information, punishable by a maximum penalty of two
years imprisonment. Where protected information is
used, communicated or published with the intention or
knowledge that it will endanger a person’s health or
safety or prejudice an investigation, the maximum
penalty will be 10 years imprisonment. The bill carves
out the restricted circumstances and purposes when
protected information can be used, communicated or
published.
Compared to the existing Surveillance Devices Act, the
bill provides for greater accountability of surveillance
device usage by law enforcement officers. When the
joint working group consulted on the proposed model
laws, the submissions, particularly from Victorian
organisations, called for stricter oversight of the warrant
regime. Several new safeguards in the bill will address
these concerns.
Firstly, the bill requires the chief officer of a law
enforcement agency to take steps to discontinue using a
surveillance device under a warrant and to arrange for
the warrant to be revoked, where the use of the device
is no longer necessary. This is to ensure that
surveillance does not continue under a warrant
unjustifiably, for example, if the suspect has been
arrested. A judge or magistrate is able to revoke a
warrant at any time before it expires, following an
application by a law enforcement officer. The
application process is not specified in the bill, but is not
intended to be onerous or burdensome.
Secondly, the bill requires additional information to be
provided in reports that law enforcement officers are
required to make to the court after they carry out
surveillance under a warrant, and in the annual report
that the chief officer makes for tabling in Parliament.
This will include qualitative information about the
benefits of using surveillance devices, including
statistics on arrests and prosecutions.
Thirdly, the bill obliges law enforcement agencies to
keep detailed records, including a register of warrants
and emergency authorisations, and details of the way
that agencies use, communicate and eventually destroy
information obtained from surveillance devices.
Fourthly and most importantly, the bill creates a new
oversight role for the Victorian Ombudsman, who will
inspect the records of Victorian law enforcement
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agencies, and the commonwealth Ombudsman, who
will inspect the records of the Australian Crime
Commission. Every six months, the Ombudsman must
report to Parliament on the extent of the relevant
agency’s compliance with the act. The enhanced
record-keeping obligations will ensure that there is an
adequate documentary trail for this auditing role to be
fulfilled.
The Bracks government is keen to demonstrate
Victoria’s commitment to the cooperative objectives
underlying the leaders’ summit commitments, and is
moving quickly to implement the model legislation. I
expect that other jurisdictions will introduce similar
laws during 2004 to activate the mutual recognition
framework.
Members will note that the bill does not have a default
commencement date. This is to allow time for
necessary commonwealth regulations to be made in
relation to the powers and duties that have been
conferred on officers of the Australian Crime
Commission in the bill. In addition, the commonwealth
government will need to pass legislation to enable the
commonwealth Ombudsman to perform the oversight
role in the bill. After the commonwealth has taken this
action, the bill can be proclaimed.
I note that the Standing Committee of
Attorneys-General and the Australasian Police
Ministers Council will continue to have a role in
monitoring the model law on surveillance devices and
any issues that may arise out of its implementation in
jurisdictions throughout Australia. I will also be
monitoring the impact of the model provisions in
Victoria, as well as the operation of the Surveillance
Devices Act more broadly.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr McINTOSH
(Kew).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 15 April.

HERITAGE (FURTHER AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill makes a number of changes to enhance the
clarity, efficiency and transparency of the
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administrative and decision-making processes in the
Heritage Act 1995.

generations is able to be sustained and passed onto
future generations.

Victorians care about their special heritage places and
the survival of unique heritage icons can be very
important for assisting communities to grow and
prosper. The survival of cultural heritage assets is
important whether it is the Supreme Court of Victoria
or the local town hall. Cultural heritage icons serve as
markers in people’s lives and their retention as part of
the local community reinforces its identity and sense of
place and gives it the security to adapt to rapid change.

Much of Victoria’s heritage is managed and cared for
by community organisations and private individuals.
The community needs to see that they are not alone in
caring for Victoria’s heritage but that the government
supports them in this work. The recently announced
Victorian heritage program grants show that the
government supports communities in regional and
metropolitan Melbourne in caring for their and our
heritage.

The conservation of heritage places provides an
opportunity for communities to revitalise themselves.
The bolstering of the social and economic fabric
through the conservation of important heritage places
should not be underestimated. The conservation of
heritage places and heritage objects is about assisting
the sustainability of communities in Victoria. Through
the recognition and support for owners of heritage
places and objects the government is able to assist
communities to protect and maintain their heritage.

The government is also planning for the future of
heritage in Victoria. The Heritage Council is working
on developing for the government a new Victorian
heritage strategy. This will enable the government to
continue to support the rich and varied heritage of the
state of Victoria by developing strategic heritage
priorities for the government to assist in future funding
for heritage in Victoria. The development of the
strategy has ensured that Victorians have had an
opportunity to shape the government’s future heritage
strategy. It has broad community support and the
government looks forward to delivering it.

Victoria’s greatest assets are its rich wealth of heritage
places. The survival of great 19th century architecture
in Melbourne and regional centres is unique to Victoria
and is treasured both by its inhabitants and increasingly
by interstate and overseas visitors. It is an asset which is
worth treasuring.
Victoria’s rich heritage is one of the reasons why
tourists come to see Victoria. Heritage places are an
economic driver for Victoria. This is understood by our
own tourism commission which emphasises this in its
overseas and interstate marketing campaigns. Interstate
and international visitors marvel at the wealth of
heritage which surrounds all Victorians. They
appreciate how Victorians have been able to adapt these
precious icons to the needs and necessities of modern
life.
The adaptation and reuse of heritage places to
accommodate all necessities of modern lives such as
airconditioning, water recycling and computer facilities
are constantly undertaken to ensure that the heritage
icons are sustained and continue to be part of every
Victorian’s environment. These buildings represent a
major investment in natural and human resources.
Maintenance and conservation drastically reduces or
eliminates the need for demolition and new
construction waste. It conserves the embodied energy in
the existing buildings and reduces the need to use
scarce resources in new buildings. Victorians have
worked hard to ensure that the investment of past

Victoria’s cultural heritage is represented by far more
than heritage places. Much of the state’s heritage comes
in the form of objects of historical significance. There
are many important heritage objects in Victoria which
are dear to the hearts of Victorians. They treasure them,
yet the government has been unable to officially
recognise their importance to the community. We are
reminded of important events through these objects.
Some are well known and obvious to all the community
such as the Eureka flag and W-class trams, while others
are hidden treasures cared for by public corporations,
community groups or individuals.
Equally Phar Lap is beloved by all Victorians and is
lovingly and well looked after by the Museum of
Victoria yet officially it is merely one of the thousands
of precious objects housed at Melbourne Museum. This
amendment will enable the government to recognise the
iconic value of Phar Lap in the Victorian Heritage
Register. Members of the Victorian community could
not understand why the Eureka Stockade site could be
listed in the Victorian Heritage Register yet the flag
which flew at the stockade and witnessed one of
Victoria’s defining moments could not be recognised as
important in its own right. These amendments
introduced by this bill will enable heritage objects
which are important in their own right to be recognised
officially by being included in the Victorian Heritage
Register.
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The government is serious about ensuring that
Victoria’s heritage is protected for future generations.
Last year the government enacted stronger penalties for
breaches of the Heritage Act. Following the
proclamation of the tougher penalties it was suggested
that broader sentencing powers should be given to the
courts to bring the Heritage Act into alignment with
that of the Environment Protection Act. For this reason
the bill will increase the range of orders available to a
court when sentencing an offender. Amongst the
sentencing powers of the courts is the ability to require
an offender to publish their actions in a public notice
and to carry out or provide funding for a heritage
project for public benefit. This program has been a very
successful tool for the protection of the environment.
The government believes it will equally be a successful
tool in heritage protection.

importance placed on that protection by the Victorian
community.

The bill also introduces amendments to make the
permit process more flexible for applicants. Under the
provisions of the Heritage Act the executive director
determines an application for permits to alter or
demolish a heritage place. The Heritage Council must
determine on permit appeals within 60 statutory days.
The 60-day period starts the day that an appellant
lodges an appeal.

A bill of this type is required at various times to support
government objectives which require changes in the
status of land. At some times these can be wide-ranging
government priorities, while at other times changes in
land status may be to assist local communities and
individuals within those communities.

While the Heritage Council can stop the clock if it
needs further information to assist it in its deliberations
there is no provision for the appellant to seek a delay in
the process. This has created some concerns as often
the appellant finds it difficult to meet the tight
timeframes which the Heritage Council must adhere to.
Appellants might wish to seek further professional
reports or experts to support their appeal or wish the
services of a particular lawyer familiar with the issues.
For a developer to not have access to all supporting
material to bring to their case could create an
unnecessary economic burden. Recognising this
procedural unfairness the government will assist by
enabling the Heritage Council to stop the clock at the
request of the appellant for no longer than six months
on the basis of a reasonable request.

First, it provides for rationalisation of a stratum of land
at the Melbourne Cricket Ground. When the Melbourne
Cricket Ground southern stand was developed areas
were excised from Yarra Park and included in the
Melbourne Cricket Ground reservation and Crown
grant. The act provided for the excision of the two strata
of land from Yarra Park and their subsequent inclusion
in the Melbourne Cricket Ground. One of these strata
was subsequently provided for in 1996, but the second
was not, for reasons which have not been ascertained.

Members of the Parliament’s Law Reform Committee
will be pleased to note that the Heritage Act will no
longer automatically enable the appointment of
inspectors under the Heritage Act. Instead, consistent
with its recommendations, all inspectors must be
specifically appointed. This will enable that all
inspectors prior to appointment will have undergone the
appropriate training as was also recommended.
This bill represents a further achievement of the
government’s commitment to the protection of the
state’s cultural heritage, in recognition of the

I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BAILLIEU
(Hawthorn).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 15 April.

LAND (MISCELLANEOUS) BILL
Second reading
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill supports the following changes.

Following consultation with my colleague the Minister
for Sport and Recreation, it has been agreed that this
bill will give the remaining stratum the same status as
the area set aside for the Melbourne Cricket Ground in
1934. This will enable the Melbourne Cricket Ground
Trust to enforce its act and regulations over the stratum.
The Melbourne Cricket Ground is, of course, an icon
for Melbourne and will be essential for the 2006
Commonwealth Games. Clarifying the status of this
stratum will support the effective management of the
Melbourne Cricket Ground in the interests of Victoria.
Secondly, the bill provides for effective management of
Birrarung Marr. The Bracks government will observe
an agreement entered into between the previous
government and the City of Melbourne to permanently
reserve Birrarung Marr for public recreation purposes
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and to appoint the council of the City of Melbourne as
committee of management of the park. The council has
been managing the land via a temporary arrangement,
but this does not fully reflect the spirit of this agreement
with the council.
The Bracks government is therefore taking action to
ensure that the agreement is fully implemented. To do
this it is necessary to revoke existing permanent
reservations. The land will be temporarily re-reserved
in the short term because the footprint of the bridge
from the Melbourne Cricket Ground has not been
finalised and this area will need to be revoked from the
reservation. Therefore I am giving the house a
commitment that following resolution of this matter I
will submit to the Governor in Council a
recommendation that the Birrarung Marr land be
permanently reserved.
A small portion of the land over which reservations are
to be revoked will be granted to Federation Square
management in order to rationalise the boundary of
Federation Square.
The third outcome of the bill will be to support regional
health outcomes and active management of surplus
land. In May 2003 Kyneton District Health Services
relocated from the former Kyneton hospital site to a
new $13 million hospital. It is now proposed by the
Department of Treasury and Finance that permanent
reservations over the former Kyneton hospital site be
revoked with a view to sale of part of the site.
The site includes the original bluestone hospital
constructed in 1854 as well as two other buildings
included on the Victorian Heritage Register. These
listings will be maintained and the historical
significance of the site will be protected. There has
been extensive consultation with the Shire of Macedon
Ranges over future use of the site and the Department
of Treasury and Finance proposes to conduct a public
expression of interest process in conjunction with the
shire in order to identify viable proposals for future use.
The bill will also support the construction of a 24-hour
police facility at Coburg. The land to be used for this
facility is presently reserved as part of the Fawkner
Crematorium and Memorial Park, but the relevant
portion of the land has never been used for those
purposes. The site has been identified as suitable for
this facility for a number of reasons, including the
management of traffic on and off the site. The trustees
of the Fawkner Crematorium and Memorial Park have
agreed to relinquish their interest in this land.
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The facility was announced by my colleague the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services in August
last year in conjunction with the mayor of the City of
Moreland. The Bracks government believes that the
development of this facility will be very important in
providing round the clock services to the citizens of this
part of Melbourne.
I am pleased that this bill will also facilitate a land
exchange at Queenscliff over part of the former
commonwealth defence land for parcels of reserved
land in the vicinity.
The former Crows Nest army barracks is no longer
used and was recently sold by the commonwealth to a
private sector entity. Much of the land contained within
the former barracks site has been fully developed, but a
portion of it contains valuable native vegetation and
adjoins the coastal reserve. Sidcorp Pty Ltd has agreed
with the state to exchange this portion of the land for
two parcels of land with lesser conservation values
currently owned by the state.
Following the exchange the former commonwealth
land will be added to the foreshore reserve and will be
available for use by the people of Victoria. I wish to
publicly recognise the civic-mindedness of the directors
of Sidcorp who have agreed to exchange the land at no
cost to the state, notwithstanding that the land which
they currently own has a higher monetary valuation
than the land which will be exchanged.
The final item in this bill is one in which the
government is pleased to support an individual and the
local community in rationalising reservations. The
Sandhurst water reserve contains within it a
government road which provides the sole legal access
to a freehold allotment. The former Rural Water
Commission and its successor, Coliban Water, have
been concerned that this local road is unsuitable for
public use and could create difficulties for the authority
in managing the reserve.
An alternative access route for the freehold landowner
was constructed by the local government authority in
1986 over an underutilised part of the water reserve but
the legal arrangements for this were never put in place.
This bill provides for revocation of a portion of the
permanent reservation and amendment of the Crown
grant. This will enable subsequent proclamation of the
new road. Both Coliban Water and the City of Greater
Bendigo, as well as the proprietor of the freehold land,
support this action and the Bracks government is
pleased to support local communities in the enhanced
management of the land in their district.
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I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BAILLIEU
(Hawthorn).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 15 April.

TRANSFER OF LAND (ELECTRONIC
TRANSACTIONS) BILL
Second reading
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The bill is the culmination of over four years of
consultation and partnership with the Victorian
conveyancing industry. January and February this year
saw my department undertake further significant
stakeholder consultation relating specifically to the
content of the bill and the associated supporting
electronic systems. Stakeholder information sessions
were held in eight regional centres and the metropolitan
area. All sessions were well attended by conveyancers,
legal practitioners and financial institutions and I would
like to thank all of those stakeholders who gave their
time to attend the sessions and provide input into the
development of the bill.
In introducing electronic conveyancing, Victoria will
lead Australia by being the first state to offer online
property settlement, reducing the cost of conveyancing
and providing potential savings through time savings
and costs of about $100 million a year. Using the
electronic conveyancing system will allow solicitors
and conveyancers to do away with the need to
physically meet in order to complete a property
settlement. Instead the entire settlement transaction will
be able to be completed online. Gone will be the days
when a settlement required the drawing of high-value
bank cheques and transporting them all over town.
Instead settlement will simply occur through an
electronic funds transfer, which will provide both the
vendor and purchaser with more convenience and
security.
The electronic conveyancing system will not replace
the traditional paper-based conveyancing system, it will
simply provide an alternative means of conducting
conveyancing transactions, from settlement through to
the registration of the instruments supporting the
transaction. Those in the community who wish to
continue using the paper-based conveyancing system
will not be disadvantaged by the introduction of an
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electronic conveyancing system. Care has been taken to
ensure that the government guarantee of title continues
in the electronic title legislation system, but it has not
been extended to the prelodgment component of
conveyancing, particularly financial settlement and
exchange of funds.
The Transfer of Land (Electronic Transactions) Bill is
one of the most significant changes to property law in
100 years. If the estimated 400 000 annual property
transactions able to be conducted online use the
electronic system, then the savings in transaction time
and paper alone would annually yield more than four
times the $24 million investment the government is
making in implementing this new system.
In developing the system, I would like to acknowledge
the peak industry bodies who have worked on realising
electronic conveyancing. I thank the Law Institute of
Victoria, Victorian Conveyancing Association and the
Institute of Legal Executives for their much-valued
support. The government will continue to work closely
with these bodies in the final implementation stages of
the electronic conveyancing system. Without input
from these stakeholders it is unlikely that an electronic
conveyancing system would have been developed at
all.
The purpose of this bill is to ensure that the handling
and registration of electronic instruments relating to the
transfer of land is validly authorised under Victorian
statute. The bill further provides for improved security
in the administration of the Torrens land registration
system through the introduction of a new identity
verification power.
I now turn to the specific provisions of the bill.
Verification of identity
Identity fraud is an emerging issue for many areas of
the economy, the transfer of land being no exception.
There have been a number of recent cases in other
Australian jurisdictions where identity fraud has played
a part in an unauthorised transfer and registration of
interests in land. These fraudulent transactions have the
potential to cost the government and mortgage
providers millions of dollars and deprive landowners of
their property.
In order to prevent unauthorised land transfers and
protect the integrity of the register a new verification of
identity will enable the registrar of titles to require a
party to a land transaction (either paper-based or
electronic) to provide evidence of their identity before
the transaction instruments are registered. Once the
registrar is satisfied that the transaction party or parties
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are clearly identified and entitled to deal with the
property, the transaction can be registered in the normal
manner. This provision is consistent with the
recommendations of the recent inquiry into fraud and
electronic commerce conducted by the Drugs and
Crime Prevention Committee of Parliament.
Registrar may provide electronic lodgment network
In order to conduct electronic conveyancing a computer
system is required to facilitate the electronic lodgment
of electronic instruments. The registrar of titles will be
specifically empowered to establish and maintain a
computer system (known as the electronic lodgment
network) for the purpose of accepting electronic
instruments for lodgment and assessment of
acceptability for registration.
Agents for lodging electronic instruments must be
eligible persons
There will be a prohibition on the lodgment of
electronic land transactions on behalf of any person
unless there is a valid agency agreement between the
network user (the agent) and his or her client (the
principal). This prohibition will protect landowners
from having their property transferred without valid
authorisation. The provision also ensures that the
formal authority requirements of the Instruments
Act 1958 are complied with when the transaction is
lodged electronically.
Duty of registrar in relation to priority of electronic
instruments
The priority of electronic instrument lodgment will be
exactly the same as for registration of paper
applications. That is the instrument that is lodged first
in time with the registrar will continue to have priority.
Evidence of registration of electronic instrument
The registrar of titles will be empowered to produce
paper documents, which will be evidence of electronic
instruments registered via the electronic lodgment
network. These documents may be presented to the
courts as direct evidence of the content of the electronic
instruments.
The registrar may also produce an electronic record of
any instrument lodged in the electronic lodgment
network and certify its contents.
Registrar may require production of documents
The registrar will have the power to require the
retention and production of any supporting or
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authenticating documentation relating to an electronic
instrument. This power will ensure that the integrity of
the electronic instrument lodgment system and the
register is protected from being tainted by poor quality
unauthenticated data. The provision will also provide a
means of ensuring that all transactions lodged on the
electronic registry network are validly authorised.
Registrar may specify matters to be certified
In the electronic conveyancing system there will be
many cases where the supporting documentation to a
transaction is not provided to the registrar with the
electronic instruments. This is a significant change from
the paper system where all of the supporting
documentation is provided with the instruments. Thus
the registrar will be provided with a power to require
matters to be certified where the supporting
documentation is absent.
An example of a circumstance where a certification is
likely to be required is the transfer of land to a
surviving spouse. In such a case the lodging party will
be required to certify that she or he holds the death
certificate of the deceased person.
Amendment to the Instruments Act 1958
Historically all dispositions of interests in land have had
to be evidenced in writing in order to be valid. The law
relating to this requirement is located in the Victorian
Instruments Act 1958 at section 126. The condition is
often referred to as the statute of frauds requirement
because it originated from the English act of Parliament
called the Statute of Frauds enacted in 1677.
Under the electronic conveyancing system dispositions
will be evidenced by electronic instruments, which will
be declared by law to meet the requirements of the
statute of frauds. This will remove any doubt as to the
instruments’ validity because it is in an electronic form.
This bill will facilitate electronic conveyancing, a
significant advance in the operation of the property
market in Victoria. It will lead to benefits to property
conveyancers, solicitors and financial institutions,
which will in turn flow through to customers.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BAILLIEU
(Hawthorn).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 15 April.
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LAND TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Introduction
As honourable members are aware, on 24 March the
government announced that it would introduce
measures to extend the current land tax regime to
electricity transmission easements owned by electricity
transmission companies. The principal objective of this
bill is to make the necessary amendments to the Land
Tax Act 1958 to give effect to the tax on electricity
transmission easements.
An easement is an interest in land owned by another
person. An easement gives the holder a right to use a
portion of the land owned by another in a particular
way, or to prevent the landowner from using a portion
of their land in a certain way. Easements are legal
interests in land and recognised as such by the registrar
of titles.
The bill provides that electricity transmission easements
will become taxable. These are defined as interests in
land held by electricity transmission companies
operating under the Electricity Industry Act 2000. The
extent and value of these types of land holdings
acquired by large electricity transmission companies is
significant, and it is appropriate that they constitute
taxable interests in land for the purposes of the Land
Tax Act 1958.
The provisions of the bill do not apply to any other type
of easement in Victoria.
The tax is expected to raise approximately $75 million
in the 2005 calendar year.
This bill also makes several amendments to the
Valuation of Land Act 1960 which are necessary to
support the land tax changes that are being introduced.
Provisions of the bill
Part 1
Part 1 of the bill details the commencement of the land
tax on easements. From 1 July 2004, transmission
easements will be taxable at the existing land tax rates
although, for the first six months, the relevant rates will
be halved reflecting the half-year land tax liability.
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Part 2
Part 2 of the bill inserts a new part 2B into the Land
Tax Act 1958, which levies the land tax on
transmission easements. This provision specifies the
exact nature of the easements that will be taxed and the
basis of taxation. Under part 2B land tax is only
payable in respect of transmission easement holdings.
Easements over land that are used or acquired for any
other purpose, or by persons other than transmission
companies, are not taxable.
The bill prescribes that, after a transitional period, the
Valuer-General will determine the taxable value of
transmission easements for tax purposes every second
year, which is the same cycle as municipal council
property valuations. Indexation factors will be applied
to those valuations in alternate years. This is essentially
the same regime that is currently applied for land tax,
with the minor difference that in most cases the
valuation used for land tax is determined by the
municipal council for rating purposes rather than by the
Valuer-General. Indexation factors reflect the fact that
land is only valued every second year, but valuations
change in the interim.
Tax assessments for 2004 will be for the six months to
31 December 2004, and will apply half the current tax
rates reflecting the fact that this is half a land tax year.
After that initial period, tax assessments will be made
annually based on easement holdings at 31 December
of the year preceding the assessment. This is consistent
with all other land tax assessments. The rates that will
be applied to taxable easements are the rates that are
already set out in the schedule to the Land Tax Act
1958.
The bill also provides for the Governor in Council, on
the recommendation of the Treasurer, to exempt certain
transmission easement holders or transmission
easements from land tax liability. In considering
whether to recommend an exemption the Treasurer
may have regard to a number of factors including the
need to promote the economic development of Victoria
or to promote and not hinder the development of energy
infrastructure in Victoria.
Importantly, part 2 of the bill inserts a provision
preventing the easement holder from passing the tax
payable in respect of the easement to the landowner.
This is to preserve equity between the landowner and
the transmission easement holder, and to ensure there
are no unintended land tax consequences for the
landowner. Land that is currently exempt from land tax,
for example primary production land, will remain
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exempt irrespective of the fact that there may be a
taxable easement registered over that land.
The bill confirms the administrative requirements
imposed on the Commissioner of State Revenue to
assess the land tax on easements and to issue and serve
a notice of assessment on the easement holder
accordingly.
The bill also confirms that a taxpayer who receives a
notice of assessment in respect of a transmission
easement can object to the assessment within 60 days of
service of that notice. Where an objection relates to the
valuation of an easement, the Commissioner of State
Revenue will determine the objection after consultation
with the Valuer-General. If the taxpayer is not satisfied
with the outcome of the objection, it can be pursued in
the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal or the
Supreme Court.
To prevent avoidance of the land tax on transmission
easements and to protect the revenue, the bill contains
provisions ensuring that joint ownership of easements,
declarations of trust over easements, and transfers of
easements to related or associated persons or
companies, will be ineffective for tax purposes. The
general anti-avoidance provisions in the Land Tax Act
1958 can be applied if they are required.
The bill recognises that certain remedies for the
collection of land tax ought not apply in respect of
transmission easements. In particular, the provisions
stating that unpaid land tax gives rise to a statutory first
charge over land will not apply, and neither will the
provisions allowing recovery of land tax from a
mortgagee, lessee or occupier of the land over which
the easement runs.
Part 3
Part 3 of the bill makes amendments to the Valuation of
Land Act 1960 to provide for the valuation of these
easements. The amendments to the Valuation of Land
Act 1960 have been determined in consultation with the
Valuer-General and reflect standard industry thinking
and practice in this area. The basic principle is that the
value of a transmission easement is the amount by
which the transmission easement decreases the site
value of the land over which the easement runs. This
principle is reflected in the new section 5B which is
inserted into the Valuation of Land Act by clause 15 of
the bill. In other words, the value of a transmission
easement is the loss associated with the landowner’s
reduced interest in the site value of the parent land.
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Conclusion
On 24 March 2004, the government also announced its
intention to cease the collection of the smelter reduction
amount (SRA), which has been in place since 1997,
from 30 June 2004. The SRA is the subject of litigation
in the High Court and, whilst the government does not
admit any liability in this matter, it has decided to end
the levy in order to minimise any uncertainty for the
electricity industry and for consumers. Since 1997, the
SRA has been used to fund the State Electricity
Commission of Victoria’s contractual obligations,
which relate to two electricity supply agreements with
the Point Henry and Portland smelters. These
obligations will be met after this date from government
contributions from consolidated revenue.
The funding shortfall caused by this decision has
consequences for the general financial health of the
state. Under these conditions the changes to the Land
Tax Act 1958 made in this bill are a fiscally responsible
move by this government, which provide an
appropriate and equitable source of revenue.
Existing land tax payers and other easement holders
will not be affected by these new arrangements as it is
expected the arrangements will only affect a small
number of specialised commercial enterprises.
Further, the government is confident that the
introduction of these arrangements will have no
material impact on overall electricity industry costs, and
therefore no change is anticipated in retail electricity
prices.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr CLARK (Box
Hill).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 15 April.
Remaining business postponed on motion of
Mr HOLDING (Minister for Manufacturing and
Export).

ADJOURNMENT
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The question
is that the house do now adjourn.

Somerville Secondary College: Aboriginal relics
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — The matter I raise is
for the Minister for Education and Training, and it
relates to Somerville Secondary College. The action I
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seek is that the school be opened in time for term 1 in
2005.
Mr Dixon — As promised.
Mr PERTON — As promised, as the member for
Nepean rightly says, in the 2002 election. The Bracks
government has been paralysed by indecision over the
construction of the badly needed Somerville Secondary
College. During the 2002 election the Bracks
government promised to complete and open the college
by January 2005. The government has now conceded
that local kids will miss out on the local secondary
school for at least another year. This is bizarre. This is
not even about political correctness — it is about the
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs failing to exercise
commonsense and failing to exercise his powers under
legislation in the interests of the children of the local
community of every background, be they of Aboriginal
descent or otherwise.
The parents in the area have been deeply upset. They
wrote to the Premier, who courteously said he would
pass the letter on to the responsible minister — namely,
the Minister for Education and Training, Lynne Kosky.
She sadly did not bother to reply. By letter dated
22 March 2004 Ethel McAlpine, general manager of
the school resources division, informed the parents:
It would appear unlikely that the college will be ready for
commencement in 2005.

The parents have written to me attaching that letter and
stating:
It is very disappointing to read that the opening of the school
will be delayed as feared. So many parents have made
important decisions as to the placement of their children in
schools for 2004 in anticipation of transferring them to the
new school in 2005. This will no longer take place. Had the
parents been aware of the delays, then they may have thought
twice about placing their children at Mount Erin Secondary
College, Frankston, which is grossly overcrowded and in
need of improvements. Somerville secondary school
promised to be an exciting and state-of-the-art campus. Those
children who enrolled in year 7 at the old campus in 2004 will
find themselves locked out of the school now as it was to
accept year 7 and 8 for the opening in 2005. If it opens in
2006, then the current year 7 will be beginning year 9 for
2006.
This is not just sour grapes from a disappointed community,
but indicates the incompetence of the Bracks government and
the education department system that, knowing the school
was to be built within a very tight time line, allowed
themselves to be hijacked by a group who are not answerable
to the government nor to the electorate.
It smacks of hidden agendas and power struggles within the
Aboriginal community. There is even a hint that the
government would benefit in having the school open in 2006,
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the same year as the state government is likely to go to the
polls.

This is a remarkable shambles. The education
department and Aboriginal Affairs Victoria knew a
year ago there were Aboriginal relics on the site. This is
not a sacred site; these are archaeological relics, and
they can in fact be left in situ or dealt with in a way that
would allow the school to be built on time. But the
sheer manifest incompetence of the Aboriginal affairs
minister and the education department has meant that
this committee has been betrayed.

Carmel Box (Australia) Pty Ltd: exports
Mr CARLI (Brunswick) — I wish to raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Manufacturing and
Export. I am seeking support for the endeavours of a
local manufacturer, who has been in the Brunswick
area for about 25 years, to export, in particular to the
UK market. The manufacturer is Carmel Box
(Australia) Pty Ltd, a carton manufacturer.
Essentially it was a cardboard box manufacturer, but
about three years ago the company looked at its
business and decided that making cardboard boxes
would mean it would not survive because of a lot of
export competition. So it is looking at doing short runs
in cardboard boxes but also doing more specialty boxes
for the specialist boutique and giftware sector. That
comes under the HIPP company, one of its brands. The
company has seized this opportunity and realised the
need to innovate and look at niche markets. It has been
extraordinarily successful. It had significant growth of
15 per cent in domestic sales and is expecting
30 per cent increase over the next few years. So it is
growing and has become more specialised.
The new product range is an increasing component of
its work. It wants to export these specialty boxes. The
company is in keeping with the state government’s
agenda in terms of exports, niche manufacturers, small
manufacturers and innovative manufacturers who are
trying to get products to the rest of the world. The UK
market is the one that has been identified. So the
company is seeking support from the state government.
It is an interesting attempt by the government to drive
our small manufacturers and give them an opportunity
to enter export markets and demonstrate just what
Victorian manufacturing can do. It is how our
manufacturers have to respond to overseas
competition — simply producing the mass product is
not enough. Niche products, innovation and
specialisation are what really matter now. I ask the
minister to look at supporting its export drive by
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offering the company assistance so that it can enter the
UK market.

Lake Mokoan: decommissioning
Dr SYKES (Benalla) — My issue is the future of
Lake Mokoan, and I address my concerns to the
Minister for Water. I ask the Minister for Water to
assure this Parliament and the communities reliant on
Lake Mokoan near Benalla that he will confirm the
completeness and accuracy of the information upon
which he will make his decision on the future of Lake
Mokoan. In particular I ask the minister to confirm the
accuracy of the recently released addendum 5 of the
report on the future of Lake Mokoan.
The future of Lake Mokoan has been the subject of
review for over 12 months. There is general agreement
that the lake needs to be operated more efficiently, but
there is widespread agreement that the lake should be
retained to provide security of supply and management
flexibility of water for communities, the environment
and irrigators.
In fact this year Lake Mokoan provided a valuable
source of safe water for Shepparton when a fish kill
upstream of Shepparton in the Goulburn River raised
concerns about the contamination of Shepparton’s
normal water supply. This year also Lake Mokoan
contributed around 23 000 megalitres of water to the
Goulburn-Murray irrigation system, helping to alleviate
the water supply problems downstream of the Barmah
Choke on the Murray River.
The local community and downstream irrigators reliant
on Lake Mokoan absolutely reject a total
decommissioning of the lake in order to make water
savings to meet government commitments. We are
therefore very concerned about addendum 5, which
focuses on total decommissioning of the lake. We are
further concerned about the source and accuracy of the
figures used to show the relatively low costs of water
savings which can be achieved by the lake’s total
decommissioning. For example, not all of the claimed
water savings are true savings. Some involve
purchasing water from irrigators in other systems and
some involve reductions in the currently unaccounted
for environmental flows by limiting the release of water
in excess of irrigator requirements.
The report also claims $6 million savings in costs
associated with blue green algae. However, blue green
algae have not caused problems for the past three years.
The costs attributed to the re-establishment of wetlands
appear to come in at an incredibly low $200 000. We
just cannot believe that.
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I ask the minister to critically examine these figures and
establish the confidence limits. Some suggest they have
been plucked out of the air or massaged to make the
total decommissioning look favourable. In terms of
completeness, the report still fails to recognise the value
of Lake Mokoan in flood mitigation of moderate floods
and the potential growth in recreational use. Further, the
report fails to demonstrate how the claimed water
savings can be captured.
Finally, I strongly recommend that the minister, in
confirming the accuracy and completeness of his
information, visit Lake Mokoan and gain a first-hand
appreciation of the local social, economic — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.

N. & K. Duell: government assistance
Mr HARDMAN (Seymour) — I have a matter I
wish to raise for the Minister for Manufacturing and
Export. The action I seek is that he provides some
support from the Victorian government to the
innovative company N. & K. Duell, which is based in
Seymour. It is a family company that has been
operating for 25 years. Norm Duell has a history of
25 years of distinction for building quality homes, and
his reputation in the local community is that of a highly
regarded and respected tradesman and businessman.
Norm utilises a number of techniques in his building —
he works with mud bricks, weatherboards and
corrugated iron, and Federation-style homes. I
understand his own home is Federation style and is a
fantastic example of that style.
As a result of his building experience, and after being
severely injured in a car accident, Norm, with his
partner, was inspired to develop a portable ensuite
bathroom mounted on a trailer. When Norm visited my
office to show me photographs and explain the features
of his first prototype he told me of his experience when
he was confined to hospital for a very long period of
time. He knew that he would have been able to actually
leave earlier if such an innovation had existed. The idea
is that the portable bathroom could be used to enable a
disabled person to stay at home while permanent
modifications were made to their own bathrooms.
When discussing the portable bathroom with Norm, I
could not help but be impressed that he had thought of
everything. He had solved many problems such as
waste disposal methods, which solved the issue of
smells that are normally associated with portable toilets.
The product is patented and has enormous potential in
markets where this innovation would fit. In addition to
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its use for the disabled, demand is expected from home
renovators, the equipment hire industry and for
emergency response situations. The member for
Gembrook said it would be fantastic in cases where a
disabled child came to a primary school and needed
disabled facilities while permanent ones were being
built.
As a government we should be providing support to
businesses, especially those that are innovative like this
and have the intention and potential to create jobs in
this state, particularly in rural and regional areas.
N. & K. Duell aims to manufacture the portable
ensuite — under the name Ensuites on Tow — in
Seymour and Melbourne. The tenacity and character of
Norm, who recovered from very severe physical
injuries in an amazingly short time, are testimony to the
ability he has to provide a significant benefit back to
Victoria from any government assistance that could be
provided.

Tourism: Oberon project
Mr DIXON (Nepean) — I wish to raise a matter
with the Premier regarding the Oberon submarine
project at Hastings. The submarine association wrote to
the Premier in March, and it has asked me to follow the
letter up in my capacity as the opposition spokesman on
tourism. We are asking the Premier to appoint the
Minister for State and Regional Development to
mediate between the various government departments
that are involved in this project, which is to develop a
tourism precinct and attraction around the submarine,
and to do this very quickly.
A few weeks ago I visited the submarine, which is
anchored in Western Port off Crib Point. It was just
incredible to go down into the submarine, which is in
fantastic condition inside. Apparently if need be — and
hopefully the need would not be there — within five or
six weeks it could be fired up and ready for use as it is
in such good condition.
The community of Hastings was one of
35 communities around Australia that tendered for the
submarine, and obviously it was very successful. It was
towed from Perth to Western Port and has been
unfortunately moored there now for a couple of years.
The only opportunity in the foreseeable future to beach
the submarine to construct the tourism precinct around
it is in May this year, and that is rapidly approaching.
The next opportunity, on a king tide, would be
18 months away, and anything could happen to the hull
in that time.
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There seem to be elements of bureaucracy, especially in
the Department of Sustainability and Environment,
which is sometimes known as the Department for
Stopping Everything, that are opposed to this. I come
across this in my shadow portfolio in a range of issues
to do with Crown land.
The submarine project is very popular with the local
community, and also has the backing of all the tourism
operators and associations on the Mornington
Peninsula. The organisations down there are very
successful and very keen to be further involved in the
project, so it certainly would be in very good hands.
One of the things that perhaps the minister could do in
his mediation is to run the planning processes
concurrently. These things do not have to happen step
by step. For example, the coastal planning applications
and the planning permit applications should be run
concurrently rather than separately to bring that time
line forward so that the boat could be beached in May.
I urge the member for Hastings and the member for
Western Port in the other place to be very vocal in their
support of this great project for the Mornington
Peninsula and for tourism in Victoria in general.

Sunshine Swim and Leisure Centre: funding
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) — I raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Sport and
Recreation in another place. I seek the minister’s
favourable response to a recent funding submission to
Sport and Recreation Victoria by Brimbank City
Council to commit Better Pools funding towards a
redevelopment of the Sunshine Swim and Leisure
Centre.
The centre is an important community hub for the
65 000 people who live in the Sunshine area and for
local community groups such as the Sunshine
Swimming Club. Unfortunately, a feature of the site is a
derelict outdoor 50-metre pool which has been closed
for some 10 years. But the existing indoor 25-metre
pool and gym, despite their poor condition, are highly
valued by the Sunshine community. The centre has a
long history of being pivotal to community building in
an area of socioeconomic disadvantage and cultural
diversity.
The centre needs to be redeveloped to improve the
quality of the services provided and to expand the range
of opportunities to meet the identified needs of families,
young people, older people and the disabled. In order to
achieve this, the existing service components need to be
redeveloped, and additional water space is required.
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For four months of last year I had the privilege of
chairing the Sunshine pool reference group, which was
established by the council to consider the needs of
specific interest groups, contribute to and receive input
from community consultation exercises and, finally, to
develop the concept plans for the redevelopment. A
range of community groups and individuals
enthusiastically contributed to the reference group’s
consultation processes, and I am impressed by the
quality of the submission recently put to the
department.
There is also a community request for a further outdoor
water leisure areas component, which would far more
completely cater for a larger range of age groups,
activities and weather conditions. This is supported by
significant community opinion, and certainly by my
colleague the member for Derrimut, me and local
councillors. I commend the submission to the minister
and call on him to announce an allocation of Better
Pools money to this worthy and high-impact project in
the next funding round.

Otway Health and Community Services:
security upgrade
Mr MULDER (Polwarth) — The matter I raise is
for the Minister for Health. It concerns the safety of
aged residents and staff at the Otway Health and
Community Services. The town of Apollo Bay, situated
on the coast in western Victoria, has enjoyed significant
increases in population over the past few years, along
with, but to a lesser degree, the Otways area in general.
The Great Ocean Road study currently being
undertaken identifies Apollo Bay as a growth node on
the Great Ocean Road.
As is generally the case, wherever there is population
growth we see an increase in the level of crime. Otway
Health and Community Services has become a statistic
in relation to this increase in criminal activity, with nine
incidents of security breaches, vandalism and intrusion
since June last year. The Apollo Bay police station does
not have 24-hour cover, and calls to the station after
2.00 a.m. are diverted to the town of Colac, which is
over 1 hour away. Given that the premises have
22 external exits it is currently virtually impossible for
staff to manage and monitor the entry of people into the
facility. These factors have led to concerns for the
safety of residents and staff of the Otway Health and
Community Services and recently resulted in the
services employing an experienced security consultant
to conduct a security review. The consultant’s report
confirmed the need to improve the safety of residents
and staff and recommended the installation of
closed-circuit television, keyless entry to all main
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access doors and that all other doors be electronically
controlled. The cost to implement these
recommendations would be approximately $90 000.
I therefore call on the Minister for Health to liaise with
Otway Health and Community Services with a view to
funding this urgently required upgrade in order that the
current security risk to staff, residents and their families
is diminished. Otway Health and Community Services
in Apollo Bay is a model health service, and I know
that my federal colleagues and quite often members of
the state government refer to it as such. It is a
multipurpose service providing services for acute care,
aged care, adult education and a huge range of primary
care services to Apollo Bay and the Otways community
in general. The security issue is one of major
importance to the board and the town of Apollo Bay,
and I call on the minister to support this vitally needed
security upgrade.

General practitioners: Upper Yarra
Ms LOBATO (Gembrook) — I raise a matter for
the Minister for Health. The action I seek is for the
minister to lobby the federal health minister to
acknowledge and support the application presented to
the federal Department of Health and Ageing. In June
last year the Shire of Yarra Ranges and the Eastern
Ranges GP Association submitted an application
calling for an after-hours medical service along with a
telephone triage. The Shire of Yarra Ranges states in its
most recent newsletter that it has had no response from
the commonwealth government, and still to date there
has been no acknowledgment from either the federal
health minister or the Department of Health and
Ageing.
The area is not serviced after hours because there are
not enough GPs. The anxiety that is causing the
community is enormous. Given the lack of GPs in the
area the pressure of presentations to the emergency
department at the local hospital is causing great distress
as well, and it is very much unwarranted. Last year I
initiated a survey along the Warburton Highway, which
indicated very strongly that the lack of health services
was the no. 1 issue there. The shire and the Eastern
Ranges GP Association have recognised this and have
prepared a very worthy submission that should be
supported.
The commonwealth government has declared that any
area with a GP-to-population ratio calculated at greater
than 1 to 1320 may be eligible to be considered as a
district of workplace shortage. The current situation in
the Upper Yarra area is that the GP-to-population ratio
is approximately 1 to 2100. That figure is unacceptable,
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but the commonwealth government refuses to classify
the area as a district of workplace shortage.

far more importantly it represents a real danger to cars,
trucks, trams and pedestrians.

Last year I raised the GP shortage with the Minister for
Health, asking her to encourage the federal government
to support the allocation of overseas-trained doctors for
the Upper Yarra. This request was also rejected by the
commonwealth. The federal government has a scheme
known as More Doctors for Outer Metropolitan Areas.
One would think that the areas in the Upper Yarra area
would be a prime candidate, but no, they have not
received an extra GP. I therefore urge the Minister for
Health to ask the federal minister to acknowledge
receipt of the submission made by the Shire of Yarra
Ranges and the Eastern Ranges GP Association and to
support it. I also ask that the state minister reiterate the
needs of the people in the Upper Yarra for extra GPs.

Several constituents have raised the condition of
Doncaster Road with me. I was initially informed that
Yarra Trams was responsible for maintaining the road
surface. Accordingly I made representations to Yarra
Trams in late 2002. Although I am very familiar with
Doncaster Road, I inspected it with a representative of
Yarra Trams. The representative took photographs of
the road surface and agreed that there was a problem
with it and agreed to see who was responsible for
maintaining the road.

Debate interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITOR
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! Before calling
the member for Kew I acknowledge the presence in the
gallery of a former Speaker of the Legislative
Assembly, Dr Ken Coghill.
Debate resumed.

Despite further discussions I can only assume that
because no roadworks have been undertaken the
necessary repairs are the responsibility of the state
government. My constituents are not interested in the
specifics of any contractual responsibilities or dispute
between Yarra Trams and the government. It is after all
the responsibility of the Minister for Transport to do all
in his power to ensure the safety of all road users. It has
been more than a year since the problem was identified;
it is now an urgent road safety issue. I request that the
minister take urgent action to ensure that this appalling
condition of Doncaster Road is brought to an end and
that the road is repaired.

Boral Resources: Montrose quarry
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Doncaster Road, North Balwyn: maintenance
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — I raise for the attention
of the Minister for Transport the appalling state of the
road surface in Doncaster Road between the North
Balwyn shops and Balwyn Road. I ask the minister to
urgently ensure the necessary repairs to the road surface
and adjacent tramlines in the interests of road users and
public safety.
Doncaster Road is a major arterial road that carries
thousands of cars and trucks per day. It is a significant
feeder road to the Eastern Freeway at both the
Doncaster Road on-ramp and Bulleen Road on-ramp.
Yarra Trams also operates the no. 48 tram to its
terminus at the intersection of Doncaster Road and
Balwyn Road. Doncaster Road carries many
commuters, families and many others going about their
business. While there is a set of pedestrians lights in
Doncaster Road, I have often seen pedestrian crossing
the road outside the perimeter of those lights. Currently
there are sections of Doncaster Road that are in an
appalling condition. There are wide gaping holes in the
road surface. In many places the road surface is
crumbling and badly corrugated. In general the road
surface is rough and uneven. Not only is it unsightly but

Mr MERLINO (Monbulk) — I raise a matter for
the Minister for Planning regarding the Boral Resources
quarry in Montrose. The action I seek from the minister
is that approval be granted for an environment effects
statement (EES) on the proposed expansion to the
quarry. I am seeking an EES on the site in response to a
recent application by Boral Resources to expand its
quarry operations. Boral has recently sought approval
from the Shire of Yarra Ranges to exhibit a planning
scheme amendment of the new proposal, and the
expansion will provide Boral with an additional
12 million tonnes of stone.
Montrose quarry has been a particularly sensitive issue
for many decades. While providing an important
resource it is also located in Montrose at the foothills of
the Dandenongs, in close proximity to local residents
and with Bungalook Creek and significant remnant
vegetation a feature of the site. Therefore proposed
expansions of the quarry have always caused heated
community debate.
The previous application to expand the quarry in 1999
was abandoned by the shire due to concerns about the
scale and impact of the project and the many objections
from the community. I was the ward councillor at the
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time of the previous application and shared the
concerns of the community about the project. The
previous application proposed an effective doubling of
the size of the quarry. I subsequently moved a
successful motion to abandon the amendment. It was
clear to all at that time that ultimately a further proposal
by Boral was very likely to occur in the future. It was
important therefore to highlight to Boral the
community’s concerns that resulted in the failure of that
application to amend.
Over the last two years Boral, to its credit and in
response to the concerns raised during the previous
application, has conducted a consultation process with
the shire and the community that has focused on the
environmental impact on the site. Representatives of
the shire and Boral Resources worked together with the
community, represented by people like Graham
Lorimer, Kim Wormald, Graeme Hindley and Jill
Jackson, principal of Billanook Primary School.
The community consultation process clearly outlined
the issues that would need to be comprehensively
addressed before the new application could be
considered. These include the protection of remnant
vegetation and local fauna, visual amenity, buffers to
Bungalook Creek and local residents, air quality, noise
reduction and possible end uses of the quarry.
It is important to note that the proposed amendment in
1999 did not include an EES. With this new application
both the shire and Boral are seeking an EES for the site,
and I support that call. It is vitally important that this
new proposal by Boral has both an extensive public
exhibition of the proposed amendment and a rigorous
EES of the site. In recent discussions with community
representatives they have urged that the EES pay
particular regard to air quality and the protection and
enhancement of flora and fauna.
While the current proposal is smaller than the previous
application, the assessment of the impact on the areas
that I have mentioned must be thorough. In seeking that
the minister approve an EES on the quarry, I request
that an EES on the site thoroughly addresses the issues
of air quality and flora and fauna.

Responses
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — I am
very pleased to respond to the very sensitive matter that
the member for Monbulk has raised with me, the issue
of a proposed expansion of the Boral quarry at
Montrose. It is quite a significant expansion, by
16.3 hectares, to extract, as he said, 12 million more
tonnes of stone. What we see here is a very impressive
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process. We have representatives of the local council,
which is the Shire of Yarra Ranges, and company
representatives and community representatives coming
together — led, I might say, by the member for
Monbulk — in trying to find a way forward to ensure
that the community interests are protected while the
business of expanding the quarry goes on.
In response to the member’s request, I am happy to
accede to the request by both the Shire of Yarra Ranges
and the company, Boral. There will be a rigorous
environment effects statement (EES) process. I would
like to congratulate both the company and the shire on
working with the community and each other to achieve
a very good outcome. To answer specifically, the
rigorous EES process will encompass the impacts on
both flora and fauna. It will also certainly look at the
vexed question of air quality around the expanded
quarry. I point out, though, that the EES is only one part
of the process for any approval that might be given for
this proposed expansion. It will require an amendment
to the Yarra Ranges planning scheme — and, of course,
that will require public exhibition — a planning permit
from the council and the approval of the Department of
Primary Industries. However, the EES process that I
propose in response to these requests will provide
critical information for these decision makers.
I would like to record in Hansard my appreciation of
and congratulations to the member for his advocacy and
careful community consultation, bringing all the parties
together in what can often be seen as a warring
environment, to achieve an outcome which will be very
good for the state of Victoria.
Mr HOLDING (Minister for Manufacturing and
Export) — I thank the member for Brunswick for
raising a matter with me in relation to Carmel Box
(Australia) Pty Ltd. At the outset I should say that the
member for Brunswick has a very acute awareness of
the significant changes that have taken place in
Australian manufacturing in recent years, particularly
the shift from commodity-based manufacturing that
was essentially low cost and high volume to more
innovatively focused manufacturing that concentrates
on niche markets.
The specific company whose operations the member
for Brunswick raised with me is doing very exciting
things. Until recently it was essentially involved in the
manufacturing of cardboard boxes for packaging
purposes, but the company came to realise that growth
opportunities in that market were limited and that it
would need to diversify its product range and instead
focus on niche export opportunities.
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To its credit, having reviewed its business, it has
focused on potential export markets in the United
Kingdom. I am pleased to inform the member for
Brunswick that the state government has been pleased
to provide support to Carmel Box (Australia) Pty Ltd
for its Carton House and HIPP product ranges. The
government has provided a grant of $10 000 under the
First Step Exporter program, which is part of its agenda
for new manufacturing. This has assisted the company
in its attempts to export to the United Kingdom. It has
enabled company representatives to travel to the UK,
where they have been able to present their full product
range to selected retailers in London, and they have also
presented at the Birmingham Spring Trade Fair.
I understand that as a consequence of that trip the
company has had further discussions with a large
United Kingdom chain. I hope these discussions
continue to be fruitful and that large export orders will
be the result. I am pleased to support an innovative
company that is export focused and doing all the things
that we would want and expect from Victorian
manufacturers. I am pleased that we have within our
new manufacturing programs in Victoria an agenda to
support small and medium-sized companies that are
exporting for the first time in a very competitive
international climate.
The member for Seymour also raised with me the
possibility of assistance for an innovative and
export-focused company in his electorate, that being
N. & K. Duell, a Seymour-based company that has
been operating for the last 25 years. I know the member
for Seymour has a connection with this company,
having worked for it, and I commend him for
supporting it and its activities. I thank him for raising
the matter and describing in detail the transition that has
taken place in the company, particularly since Norm
Duell’s horrific accident and the way Norm has been
able to turn his experience in relation to that into an
opportunity for the company to become more
innovative and more focused on growing its business.
As the member described, the company has developed
a portable bathroom which can be used to enable a
disabled person to stay at home while permanent
modifications are made to their existing bathroom. The
product has a range of other applications, including
uses in the home renovation and equipment hire
industries, as well as in emergency response situations.
The state government is pleased to support the
company under the Grow Your Business program. A
grant of $4000 will be provided for a strategic business
review, which will enable the company to undertake an
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in-depth analysis of its business and focus on its key
objectives and the time lines required to meet its goals.
I am pleased to invite not only the member for Seymour
but all honourable members to join me next Tuesday
for the launch at the Melbourne Home Show of the
portable bathroom, or ensuite, under the name Ensuites
on Tow. The government is pleased to support the
company in its efforts to refocus its operations and
chase new markets. I congratulate the member for
Seymour on his advocacy on behalf of the company,
and I am pleased to support it.
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — The
member for Kew raised with me the surface condition
of Doncaster Road between Bulleen and Balwyn roads
and the need for repairs. While I cannot be certain of
the classification of every road across the metropolitan
system, my guess is that this section of Doncaster Road
is a declared main road, and as a consequence it would
be the responsibility of the City of Boroondara, the
local council in that area, to repair and maintain that
part of the roadway outside the clearance of the
tramlines.
The area inside the clearance lines of the trams would
be the responsibility of the tram company, which in his
contribution I think the member said was Yarra Trams.
That is just my guess at this stage, it being late on a
Thursday night. I have not had the opportunity to
check. The member for Kew normally raises matters in
advance so facts can be checked, but the circumstances
I outlined are, I think, the case. But irrespective of that,
it is guesswork at this stage.
I will ask VicRoads to check and advise him of who the
appropriate road authority would be for the area outside
the clearance lines for the trams, but any areas inside
the tramlines would be the responsibility of the tram
company. I will ask the department to take that up both
with the tram company and the appropriate road
authority.
Mr HOLDING (Minister for Manufacturing and
Export) — The member for Doncaster raised a matter
for the Minister for Education and Training in relation
to the opening date for the Somerville Secondary
College.
The member for Benalla raised a matter for the Minister
for Water in relation to Lake Mokoan. As I understand
it, he asked the minister to confirm the accuracy of
information in addendum 5.
The member for Nepean raised a matter for the Premier
in relation to the Oberon submarine project at Hastings.
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The member for Footscray raised a matter for the
Minister for Sport and Recreation in another place in
relation to potential Better Pools funding for the
Sunshine Swim and Leisure Centre.
The member for Polwarth raised a matter for the
Minister for Health in relation to health and safety
issues at the Otway Health and Community Services
Centre.
The member for Gembrook raised for the Minister for
Health a submission by the Shire of Yarra Ranges in
relation to the commonwealth Department of Health
and Ageing. I will direct those matters to the relevant
ministers and seek that they respond to the members
directly.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The house is
now adjourned.
House adjourned 8.28 p.m.
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